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Abstract

The energy sector is presently undergoing a significant transformation towards modern

grids, also known as smart grids. Among the various smart grid solutions, local flexibil-

ity markets have emerged as a crucial aspect of this transition, particularly for distribu-

tion system operators to complement their operations. These are complex market-based

solutions that encompass many systems and sub-systems, with their supporting tools

offering a wide range of services. Their tools or toolkits must operate seamlessly un-

der current and future scenarios, adapting to evolving policy and performance require-

ments. Given the complexity of these systems, the large number of tools or toolsets used,

and the need for seamless operation across different scenarios, it is necessary to under-

stand their overall design and their limitations in terms of performance for successful

evolution, widespread adoption, and practical operation.

This thesis explores two research directions, system organization and operation, across

seven peer-reviewed research publications to contribute to the understanding of these

emerging solutions. It proposes and analyzes local flexibility markets as a system, along

with the tools and toolkits used for their operation. The first two papers focus on the sys-

tem organization of these solutions by decoding a service-oriented design from a holis-

tic point of view and proposing an integration information system solution to allow for

competing local flexibility market solutions. The remaining five research papers focus

on the system operation. Two research papers contribute by analyzing specific toolsets

used for local flexibility market operations, considering current and future scenarios.

Meanwhile, the remaining three research publications focus on specifically designed

tools for local collaborative residential forecasting and industrial forecast scheduling

that can support stakeholders involved in local flexibility markets. The insights from

the seven research contributions can guide and support their practical design, analysis,

and application and refine academic discussions.
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Zusammenfassung

Der Energiesektor durchläuft derzeit einen bedeutenden Wandel hin zu modernen Net-

zen, die auch als intelligente Netze bezeichnet werden. Unter den verschiedenen Lösun-

gen für intelligente Netze haben sich lokale Flexibilitätsmärkte als entscheidender As-

pekt dieses Übergangs herauskristallisiert, insbesondere für Verteilernetzbetreiber zur

Ergänzung ihres Betriebs. Dabei handelt es sich um komplexe marktorientierte Lösun-

gen, die viele Systeme und Teilsysteme umfassen und deren unterstützende Werkzeuge

eine breite Palette von Dienstleistungen anbieten. Ihre Werkzeuge oder Toolkits müssen

unter aktuellen und zukünftigen Szenarien nahtlos funktionieren und sich an die sich

entwickelnden politischen und Leistungsanforderungen anpassen. In Anbetracht der

Komplexität dieser Systeme, der großen Zahl der verwendeten Tools oder Toolkits

und der Notwendigkeit eines nahtlosen Betriebs in verschiedenen Szenarien ist es

notwendig, ihr Gesamtdesign und ihre Leistungsgrenzen zu verstehen, um eine er-

folgreiche Weiterentwicklung, eine breite Akzeptanz und einen praktischen Betrieb zu

gewährleisten.

Diese Arbeit untersucht zwei Forschungsrichtungen, die Systemorganisation und den

Betrieb, in sieben von Experten begutachteten Forschungspublikationen, um zum Ver-

ständnis dieser neuen Lösungen beizutragen. Sie schlägt lokale Flexibilitätsmärkte als

System vor und analysiert sie, ebenso wie die für ihren Betrieb verwendeten Instru-

mente und Toolkits. Die ersten beiden Beiträge konzentrieren sich auf die Systemor-

ganisation dieser Lösungen, indem sie ein dienstleistungsorientiertes Design von einem

ganzheitlichen Standpunkt aus entschlüsseln und eine Lösung für ein Integrationsin-

formationssystem vorschlagen, das konkurrierende lokale Flexibilitätsmarktlösungen

ermöglicht. Die übrigen fünf Forschungsarbeiten konzentrieren sich auf den System-

betrieb. Zwei Forschungsarbeiten leisten einen Beitrag durch die Analyse spezifis-

cher Instrumente für den Betrieb lokaler Flexibilitätsmärkte unter Berücksichtigung

aktueller und zukünftiger Szenarien. Die verbleibenden drei Forschungspublikationen

konzentrieren sich auf speziell entwickelte Werkzeuge für lokale, kooperative Prog-

nosen für Haushalte und industrielle Prognosen, die die an lokalen Flexibilitätsmärkten

beteiligten Akteure unterstützen können. Die Erkenntnisse aus den sieben Forschungs-

beiträgen können bei der praktischen Gestaltung, Analyse und Anwendung helfen und

die akademische Diskussion bereichern.
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Resumen

El sector energético está experimentando actualmente una importante transformación

hacia redes modernas, también conocidas como redes inteligentes. Entre las diversas

soluciones de redes inteligentes, los mercados locales de flexibilidad han surgido como

un aspecto crucial de esta transición, sobre todo para que los operadores de sistemas de

distribución complementen sus operaciones. Se trata de soluciones complejas basadas

en el mercado que abarcan muchos sistemas y subsistemas, con sus herramientas de

apoyo que ofrecen una amplia gama de servicios. Sus herramientas o conjuntos de her-

ramientas deben funcionar sin problemas en los escenarios actuales y futuros, adaptán-

dose a la evolución de las políticas y los requisitos de rendimiento. Dada la complejidad

de estos sistemas, el gran número de herramientas o conjuntos de herramientas utiliza-

dos y la necesidad de un funcionamiento sin fisuras en diferentes escenarios, es nece-

sario comprender su diseño general y sus limitaciones en términos de rendimiento para

una evolución satisfactoria, una adopción generalizada y un funcionamiento práctico.

Esta tesis explora dos direcciones de investigación, la organización y el funcionamiento

del sistema, a través de siete publicaciones de investigación revisadas por pares para

contribuir a la comprensión de estas soluciones emergentes. Propone y analiza los mer-

cados locales de flexibilidad como un sistema, junto con las herramientas y los conjuntos

de herramientas utilizados para su funcionamiento. Las dos primeras publicaciones se

centran en la organización en sistema de estas soluciones, descodificando un diseño ori-

entado a los servicios desde un punto de vista holístico y proponiendo una solución de

sistema de información de integración para permitir la competencia entre soluciones

de mercados locales de flexibilidad. Las cinco restantes publicaciones se centran en el

funcionamiento del sistema. Dos publicaciones contribuyen analizando conjuntos de

herramientas específicos utilizados para las operaciones del mercado local de flexibili-

dad, considerando escenarios actuales y futuros. Mientras tanto, las tres publicaciones

restantes se centran en herramientas específicamente diseñadas para la previsión resi-

dencial colaborativa local y la programación de la previsión industrial que pueden apo-

yar a las partes interesadas que participan en los mercados de flexibilidad locales. Los

resultados de las siete publicaciones pueden orientar y apoyar su diseño, análisis y apli-

cación prácticos, así como perfeccionar los debates académicos.
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I Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As technology and time continue to advance, traditional power systems face new chal-

lenges, ranging from efficiency and cost issues to integration, planning, control, and

policy constraints, pushing them perilously close to obsolescence [1]. The escalating

global climate challenges, such as rising temperatures frequently emphasized during

the first quarter of the 21st century [2], along with the natural aging of network com-

ponents like transformer stations [3], have become pressing catalysts for the need to

update and reconsider how we conceive, plan, and operate power systems. These have

led to the emergence of a so-called transition period, which in the European Union (EU)

roots back to the late part of the 20th century [4].

This transition period has led to the inclusion of renewable energy resources (RES), fur-

ther inspired by international agreements like the Paris Agreement [5] and stimulated

by policy objectives crafted by entities like the EU. For instance, a primary focus in the

EU is the aggressive pursuit of electricity generation decarbonization, hailed as a piv-

otal strategy in the fight against global warming [6]. However, these decarbonization

initiatives are broader than electricity production. Over the past decade, the distributed

electrification process to contribute towards decarbonization has gained momentum [7],

influencing transportation, industrial processes [8, 9], and even residential (consumers’

premises) [10].

While these developments of incorporating RES and electrification are positive, desir-

able, and will further intensify in the forthcoming years [11], they bring their operational

challenges from a power system perspective, especially to system operators (SOs) [12].

The integration of RES introduces a degree of volatility due to their weather-dependent

nature and varying locations across the electrical network [13]. They can produce re-

verse power flows, voltage, and current deviations, reducing the hosting capacity of

networks, congesting lines, and directly impacting planning, operation [14], and elec-

tricity prices [15]. Likewise, the electrification process, spanning different sectors (i.e.,

1



Chapter I. Introduction

transportation, industrial and residential), poses new challenges, including managing

peak loads, coordinating with renewable integration, and adapting to changes in de-

mand patterns that can render traditional forecast systems outdated and ineffective [16].

These challenges create an atmosphere of uncertainty at various levels within the power

system and challenge the transition.

In their efforts to overcome operational challenges, SOs are increasingly implementing

smart grid solutions that utilize flexibility sources as a strategic response. Smart grids

—while defined differently across literature [17] — essentially represent bidirectional

energy networks capable of monitoring energy flows and adapting to changes in en-

ergy supply and demand through two-way communication systems [18]. Meanwhile,

flexibility sources can adjust their operation in response to dynamic incoming signals

[19]. These smart grid solutions offering using sources can be an alternative or com-

plement to conventional network upgrades and non-wired interventions, such as the

curtailment of renewable generation or demand disconnection. By doing so, they aim

to lower operational costs and enhance the integration of renewable energy sources and

electrification efforts. However, they come with their organization and operation chal-

lenges, given the vast amount of devices and stakeholders involved.

SOs can incorporate flexibility solutions through non-market-based or market-based

smart grid solutions [20]. Non-market-based solutions aim for direct control of units

from the perspective of an SO, such as through direct agreements for conditional con-

nection or disconnection. In turn, market-based solutions strive to control using market

processes, usually based on offer-demand intersections or dynamic tariffs (given that

the price stems from the wholesale market). However, certain jurisdictions (such as the

EU) prefer market-based solutions [21, 22].

While various smart grid market-based solutions exist, local flexibility markets (LFMs)

emerge as a pivotal solution as they aim to enable services to any energy actor. Es-

pecially, LFM are highly relevant to SOs, in particular, distribution system operators

(DSOs) given the nature of LFM offering services at the local level. DSOs can potentially

highly benefit from LFM as smart grid solutions to mitigate their voltage and especially

congestion management problems [23, 24].

LFMs organization and operation complexity arise from integrating diverse systems

(including distribution, transmission, market, consumption, and generation) and sub-

2



Chapter I. Introduction

systems (e.g., forecasting systems), the variety of stakeholders managing these systems

and sub-systems, and the diverse toolkit—comprising models, applications, and func-

tions—necessary for their efficacious planning, communication, and operation. Further-

more, the complexity increases as LFMs and their associated tools need to maintain

seamless operation under current and future scenarios. The design of these LFM so-

lutions and their tools must be adaptable to meet evolving policy and performance

requirements. For example, policy stipulations may mandate a particular level of dis-

tributed energy resources (DERs), thus demanding that the tools function effectively

across varying network scales, the number of assets, actors, and information and

communication technology (ICT) interconnections. Concurrently, performance require-

ments defined by stakeholders might require the tools to enhance forecasting metrics

to improve efficiency at both individual and system levels. Alternatively, given the di-

verse operational horizons, operational tools may also need to converge within specified

timeframes.

In light of the organization and operation complexity of LFM solutions and their tools,

it is necessary to understand their overall design and their limitations in terms of per-

formance against current and future operational performance. This understanding is

essential for the successful evolution, widespread adoption, and practical operation of

LFMs and the services they offer.

As a result of this understanding necessity, this thesis enhances the understanding of

LFMs, focusing on system organization and operation as research directions across

seven research publications (RPs), as summarized in Table I.1. Two RPs, address system

organization, developing tools to simplify the complexity inherent in LFM solutions by

decoding a service-oriented design and proposing an integration solution. The other

five RPs research LFM toolkits or tools that can support LFM operation to understand

their design and limits in current and future scenarios. The insights provided herein not

only guide practical application but also refine academic discussions, enabling precise

predictions about performance, events, and behavior within LFMs. Additionally, it fur-

ther assists in prescribing system and tool designs through guidelines or rules tailored

to specific circumstances, ensuring optimal system functionality.

3



Chapter I. Introduction

Table I.1: Research publications overview relevant to this thesis.

RP# Title
Research
direction1

Reference Role2

RP1 Decoding design characteristics of
local flexibility markets for con-
gestion management with a multi-
layered taxonomy

Org. Potenciano Menci and Valarezo [25] L

RP2 Energy synchronization platform to
enable and streamline automated
industrial demand response

Org. Stiphoudt et al. [26] C

RP3 Scalability and replicability analysis
of grid management services in low
voltage networks in local flexibility
markets: an InterFlex analysis

Op. Potenciano Menci et al. [27] L

RP4 Functional scalability and replicabil-
ity analysis for smart grid functions:
The InteGrid project approach

Op. Potenciano Menci et al. [28] C

RP5 Privacy-preserving federated learn-
ing for residential short-term load
forecasting

Op. Delgado Fernández et al. [29] S

RP6 Towards a peer-to-peer residential
short-term load forecasting with
federated learning

Op. Delgado Fernández et al. [30] C

RP7 Optimal industrial flexibility
scheduling based on generic data
format

Op. Bahmani et al. [31] C

1 Org. = Organization, Op. = Operation. 2 L = Lead, C = Co-Author, S = Subordinate Author.
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Chapter I. Introduction

1.2 Thesis structure

This thesis consists of seven primary sections, each focusing on distinct but intercon-

nected aspects of the research covered.

Section I serves as the introduction, delineating the motivation for the research, the re-

search directions explored and its publications, and the structure of the thesis.

Next, Section II offers a comprehensive view of the research approach. It outlines the

theoretical background that provides the framework for understanding the research

perspective. Additionally, it introduces the central research methodology that guides

the investigation carried out in the seven RPs included in this thesis.

Section III delves into the core concept of LFMs, examining them as smart grid solutions.

It explores their main concepts (i.e., the definition, flexibility, services, infrastructure, ac-

tors, and representation). Furthermore, it provides the regulation context to understand

the EU regulation push for such LFM solutions and the challenges they face.

Sections IV and V engage with the contributions to system organization and operation,

respectively. Section IV focuses on exploring two contribution tools: a taxonomy and

a multi-sided platform design concept. Conversely, Section V investigates various sup-

porting tools and methods such as the analysis for future scenarios and the tool’s per-

formance, including operating at distribution level in the context of LFM solutions to

mitigate voltage and especially congestion problems caused by the potential increase of

RES and electrification on the power system. The other explored tools focus on forecast-

ing and scheduling systems at the consumer side, i.e., residential and industrial levels

respectively.

Section VI synthesizes the research conducted, highlighting its limitations and potential

future contributions.

The concluding Section VII provides an statement to recognize the research effort is a

result of collaboration and benefits from previous research.

The thesis incorporates an Appendix in Section A, divided into three parts. First, it of-

fers a comprehensive summary of the publication portfolio. Second, it outlines the spe-

cific contributions for each relevant RPs. Lastly, it includes the pertinent RPs that were

instrumental for the thesis’ completion.
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II Research background

2.1 Theoretical background

Four main concepts serve as the theoretical background to develop the work in this

thesis for studying LFM as a smart grid solution.

2.1.1 Concept 1: Power Systems are human artifacts

The first concept emanates from the theories proposed by Simon Herbert in the "Science

of the Artificial" [32]. In this context, Herbert distinguishes between natural and artifi-

cial phenomena, with the former seeking to understand ’what is’ in the natural sciences.

At the same time, the latter focuses on ’how things ought to be’ and involves designing,

inventing, and implementing systems or artifacts to meet human needs. As complex ar-

tificial artifacts, power systems transport and distribute electricity, fulfilling human en-

ergy needs. By recognizing power systems as artificial designs, this thesis studies their

design and operation and uses simulations to extract knowledge. The use of simula-

tions do not require perfect representations of the studied objects but should align with

research intentions, aiming to save computational resources and manage the inherent

complexity of power systems.

2.1.2 Concept 2: Power Systems as Systems of Systems

The second concept addresses the conception of power systems as System of Systems

(SoS). Ackoff [33] referred to SoS as a manner to describe a combination of individual

systems working together for a purpose; meanwhile, Freng [34] issued the following

definition: “A SoS is a system which results from the coupling of a number of constituent sys-

tems at some point in their life cycles" as pointed by Henshaw [35]. Thus, technologically,

power systems encompass a collection of interconnected subsystems such as transporta-

tion, distribution, generation, consumption, communication, and market systems. As

smart grids represent the natural evolution of power systems, incorporating technolog-
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Chapter II. Research background

ical advancements to improve energy management, they, too, exhibit characteristics of

SoS.

Various authors have adopted different approaches to analyze and design modern en-

ergy smart grids. For instance, Lopes et al. [36] present a SoS approach using Model-

Based Systems Engineering (MBSE), decomposing the smart grid based on different

domains defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This

SoS perspective provides a comprehensive understanding of the interconnections and

interactions among the smart grid subsystems. Another approach currently used in the

EU is the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) framework [37]. It provides a consis-

tent and standardized approach to visualize, communicate, and, in some cases, analyze

the interconnected systems. For instance, RP4-[28] the SGAM serves as a foundation to

represent the different systems interconnected to support congestion management and

voltage control services. Furthermore, its use enables the performance analysis of the

different systems interconnected by the various actors that participate in the congestion

management and voltage control services.

2.1.3 Concept 3: Holonic Structure within Smart Grids

Smart grids necessitate structured organization. Given the intricate nature of these

smart grid systems comprising many systems, some can be perceived as holons. The

term "holon", as coined by Arthur Köstler, denotes entities that simultaneously function

as self-contained wholes while being components of a more extensive system [38]. This

duality aptly encapsulates the essence of smart grids, where individual holons amal-

gamate to create a cohesive, interdependent system and provide a specific use case of

smart grids by their conjunct operation.

This dynamic underpins the intrinsic complexity of smart grid solutions. Many inter-

nal systems of the smart grid manifest as holons, characterized by their hierarchical

architecture and that are autonomous and individual systems. Take, for example, the

distribution system overseen by the DSO as an organization1. This hierarchy is evident

as field components, like measurement and control apparatus within a secondary sub-

station, fall under the aegis of overarching control systems such as supervisory control

and data acquisition (SCADA) and operate autonomously without the interaction of
1 See Ackoff [33] for further information about organizations in the context of systems.
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any other external system. Similarly, emerging actors like aggregators organize numer-

ous customers within their portfolio hierarchically, exerting control over various devices

and operate autonomously based on certain instructions. Strasser et al. [39] provide ex-

amples of this approach and its trend to conceiving smart grids as holonic structures.

They explore the trend toward this holonic architecture in future energy systems, utiliz-

ing multi-agent systems (MAS) and Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) approaches.

Notably, this hierarchical framework extends beyond a mere single organization, per-

meating the ICT layers as many of these systems are distributed, being this "a collection

of autonomous computing elements that appears to its users as a single coherent sys-

tem" according to Van Steen and Tanenbaum [40]. In these layers, devices like smart

meters, often distributed among consumers, sometimes relay information to data con-

centrators. These concentrators collect the data, forwarding it to advanced systems, such

as a telemetry system within the DSO hierarchy, especially in jurisdictions like the EU.

2.1.4 Concept 4: Local flexibility market solutions are

human-designed smart grid solutions composed of a collection

of systems, and present a holonic structure

By synthesizing three aforementioned concepts: (1) smart grids as human-crafted con-

structs, (2) consisting of interconnected systems, and (3) exhibiting a holonic hierarchy,

I understand LFMs as intricately human-designed smart grids composed of a collection

of systems arranged in a particular hierarchical organization structure where individual

systems and sub-systems can operate independently yet cohesively.

This conceptual framework, summarized in Table II.1, facilitates a two-sided analysis of

LFMs as holistic systems, and their constituent sub-systems using tools and toolkits to

support operation. This thesis, therefore, directs its analytical lens towards system or-

ganization and operation, employing modeling and simulation to examine and under-

stand the intricacies of LFMs concerning their design, integration, and operation. The

goal is to produce insights that contribute to the development of sustainable energy at

the distribution network level.
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Table II.1: Local flexibility market literature definitions.

Concept Basis Implication

1 - Power Systems are
human artifacts

Herbert A [32] Smart grids belong to power sys-
tems and are human-designed arti-
facts. Thus, their design is necessary
to analyze where simulations can be a
tool for extracting information.

2 - Power Systems as
Systems of Systems

Ackoff [33], Henshaw [35] and

Freng [34]

Smart grid solutions are Systems of
Systems and thus are LFM solutions.

3 - Holonic Structure
within Smart Grids

Koestler [38], Strasser et al. [39] and

Van Steen and Tanenbaum [40]

Smart grids can have holonic struc-
tures in their forming systems that are
autonomous and individual systems.

4 - LFM solutions are
human-designed smart
grid solutions com-
posed of a collection of
systems and present a
holonic structure

This thesis Provides theoretical background to
analyze their system organization and
operation based on their design from
either a holistic or sub-system angle.

2.2 Research approach: Design science research

This thesis follows and implements the Design Science Research Methodology Process

Model (DSRM) from [41] considering the research guidelines from [42] as the central

methodology 2 to research to achieve the objectives of designing, improving, and ana-

lyzing the models and tools (artifacts) created in order to contribute to the development

of LFM solutions.

Design Science Research (DSR) is a research method within Information Systems (IS)

[41]. It belongs to the design science family of methods extending with computational

methods, the traditional qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods [43]. It emerged

to bridge the gap between theory and practice and provide solutions to real-world chal-

lenges where creating tangible artifacts, like engineering, computational, and informa-

tion systems, is essential [41, 43].

2 I understand research methodology as "a term that describes the strategy of inquiry used to answer a
research question" following Recker [43].
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Chapter II. Research background

The use of DSR serves three purposes. Firstly, it aids in problem-solving by creating

new and innovative solutions by constructing novel artifacts [41, 42, 43]. Secondly, it

provides a clear set of steps that allow for the ongoing improvement and refinement

of the created artifacts (output of the DSRM) through iterative rounds [41]. Thirdly,

methods such as quantitative and qualitative can complement it [43].

Concerning its iterative nature, the DSR methodology contains six differentiated steps

[41]: 1) problem identification and motivation, 2) objectives of a solution, 3) design

and development, 4) demonstration, 5) evaluation, and 6) communication. Several of

these steps have entry points for conducting the research, as illustrated in Figure II.1.

These entry points are in steps 1 (problem-centered), 2 (objective-centered), 3 (design

& development-centered), and 4 (client/context-centered). They provide the researcher

with the flexibility to adapt and adjust their entry point to the circumstances and envi-

ronment data availability, type of solution, and objectives established for the research

conducted.

Identify
Problem &
Motivate

Define
Objectives of

a Solution

Design &
Development Demonstartion Evaluation Communication

Problem-centered Objective-centered
Design &

Development-
centered

Client/Context-
centered

Process iteration

Possible Research Entry Points

Inference Theory How to
knowledge

Metrics,
Analysis 

knowledge

Disciplinary
knowledge

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure II.1: DSR methodology taken from [41].

Concerning the steps, even though Peffers et al. [41] describe them in detail, for the sake

of convenience, these are summarized as follows:

1. Identify Problem & Motivate: Identify a problem or opportunity and explain why

it’s important to address.

2. Define Objects of a Solution: Clearly state solution goals for the identified problem.
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Chapter II. Research background

3. Design & Development: Develop the artifact (a solution) based on the defined

objectives. It involves designing the conceptual framework, building the artifact,

and iterating as necessary.

4. Demonstration: Showcase the artifact’s capabilities and functionality. This step al-

lows stakeholders and users to interact with the artifact and provide feedback.

5. Evaluation: Assess the artifact’s effectiveness, usability, and impact in the real-

world context. It involves collecting data, analyzing results, and refining the arti-

fact based on the evaluation outcomes.

6. Communication: Disseminate the research findings, including the developed arti-

fact, through selected communication channels.

Thus, DSRM serves as a foundational methodology for this thesis to conduct research

and combine it with other approaches to create new artifacts that can be used to ex-

tract information. From a general point of view, although the seven peer-reviewed RPs

contribute to different research directions (i.e., organization and operation), they follow

DSRM and combine it with qualitative and qualitative approaches using distant meth-

ods, as depicted in Figure II.2.

System organization

Local Flexibility Markets

RP1 RP2

Design Science Research Methodology Process Model

Qualitative

System operation

RP3 RP4Research 
publications

Research 
direction

Approach Quantitative

Scalability and replicability analysis 

Methodology

RP5 RP6 RP7

Method
Mixed-

integer linear 
programming

Agent Based 
modelling

Expert-
Specific 

approach

Conductive 
topic

Taxonomy 
building

Figure II.2: Methodology, approach, and method overview of the different publications.
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III Local flexibility market

fundamentals

LFMs are complex smart grid solutions. Consequently, this chapter provides an

overview of the intricacies of LFMs. The objective is to explain their foundational and

basic concepts, trace their evolution spurred by regulatory paradigms, and delve into

the current challenges.

3.1 Concepts

This section examines different concepts related to LFM, including their definition, flex-

ibility, services, architecture, and representation.

3.1.1 Definition

Defining a concept is a complex task [44]. In the case of an emerging concept, it addi-

tionally comes with challenges beyond mere semantic exercises and has profound socio-

political implications [45, 46]. These implications can affect various sectors’ academic

discourse, policy formulation, and practice. The situation proves to be no exception in

LFMs. The definitional challenge stems partly from the novel, inherently dynamic, and

evolutionary nature of LFMs as research on this topic gains more traction. When a topic

is in such a nascent evolutionary stage, its discourse opens up to new actors with their

interests, interpretations, and understandings [46, 47]. This is reflected in a burgeon-

ing body of literature, encompassing academic papers, gray literature, and authorita-

tive insights from key industry stakeholders such as regulatory bodies agencies like

Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) and SOs associations like Eu-

ropean Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) RP1-[25].

The many interpretations proposed as collected in Table III.1 taken from RP1-[25] un-

derscore the complexity of arriving at a commonly accepted definition for LFM, a term

replete with evolving nuances and potentially divergent implications. When choosing

a specific definition for LFM, the risk emerges to substantially determine future devel-
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Chapter III. Local flexibility market fundamentals

opments, including, for instance, inadvertently stifling the proliferation of innovative

business models.

Table III.1: Local flexibility market literature definitions adapted from RP1-[25].

Author Year LFM Definition

Ramos et al. [48] 2016 Long- or short-term trading actions for flexibility in a specific
geographical location, voltage level, and system operator (DSO
and TSO), given by grid conditions or balancing needs, where
participants in a relevant market can be aggregated to provide
flexibility services

Olivella-Rosell et al. [49] 2018 An electricity flexibility trading platform to trade flexibility in
geographically limited areas such as neighborhoods, communi-
ties, towns, and small cities.

Radecke et al. [50] 2019 Mechanism that i) aims to relieve congestion in the distribu-
tion grid, ii) works through impacting the dispatch of genera-
tion, load and/or storage assets, with iii) voluntary participa-
tion, and iv) remuneration that is determined based on partici-
pants’ bids

Correa-Florez et al. [51] 2020 Independent trading space/platform with specific bidding rules
Ziras et al. [52] 2021 A market-based solution to trade flexibility locally between flex-

ibility providers and Distribution System Operators (DSOs).
Dronne et al. [53] 2021 A local flexibility market is typically used to provide services

for the flexibility needs inherent to the Distribution Network
Operator (DNO).

Faregard et al. [54] 2021 Enablers of explicit DSF, which can be used for several purposes
such as managing grid congestions

Singh et al. [55] 2022 Trading mechanism for electrical flexibility in geographi-
cally constrained regions like communities, neighborhoods, and
towns. The LFM provides a competitive trading platform that
allows flexibility purchasers, such as DSOs and Balance Re-
sponsible Parties (BRPs), to trade flexibility with flexibility
sellers, such as aggregators and prosumers.

ENTSO-E [56] 2022 Specifically aimed solutions at resolving constraints on the dis-
tribution network.

ACER [57] 2022 Markets where service providers offer products for local SO ser-
vices

Valarezo et al. [58] 2023 A marketplace that enables buyers and sellers to trade flexibility
services to address local needs.

Potenciano Menci and Valarezo [25] 2023 Information system solutions that enable buyers and sellers to
trade flexibility-services to address local needs."

In the case of LFM solutions, excessive inclusivity could result in an assemblage of sub-

concepts with marginal differences, engendering needless complexity and hindering

a comprehensive understanding of the energy system RP1-[25]. To strike a judicious

balance and pragmatism, the proposed operational definition for LFM is: "Information
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system solutions that enable buyers and sellers to trade flexibility-services to address local needs"

RP1-[25]. This definition incorporates the terms "local" and "flexibility" (See Section

3.1.2, allowing for specificity in geographic considerations while preserving the intrin-

sic flexibility required for dynamic market configurations. It also incorporates the term

"information system" to remark that these systems go beyond a mere marketplace and,

although seen as one system, it require many other systems in reality. It is important to

note that in economic terms, given that LFM are markets -"Any institution or mechanism

that brings together buyers (demanders) and sellers (suppliers) of a particular good or service"

[59]1. A service is "An (intangible) act or use for which a consumer, firm, or government is

willing to pay" [59]2. Achieving a harmonized and inclusive definition can be essential

for advancing theoretical constructs and actionable strategies in this emergent field. In

the case of Europe, it is essential as the EU Commission considers LFM a pivotal part to

contribute and help the EU become a climate-neutral continent by 2050 [60].

3.1.2 Flexibility

The construct of "flexibility" in the power system exhibits a bifurcated definition. When

observed from a holistic vantage point, ENTSO-E defines flexibility as the system’s abil-

ity to cope with variability and uncertainty in demand, generation, and grid availability.

Conversely, when viewed from an asset-centric perspective, it refers to the potential em-

anating from an array of assets to provide a service by adapting its operation to dynamic

and changing signals [19, 61].

From this asset-centric perspective, academic literature categorizes flexibility sources in

the power system into three cardinal types: grid-side, supply-side, and demand-side

sources [62].

Grid-side resources under active distribution grids encompass mechanisms not lim-

ited to network reconfiguration [63] and on load tap changers (OLTCs) RP4-[28]. These

mechanisms enable SOs to recalibrate owned assets to meet emergent demands. How-

ever, the mechanical nature of these solutions, coupled with their finite operational lifes-

pan, wanes with increased use. Hence, SOs optimize their operation and consider other

sources of flexibilities as complements to minimize their use.

1 Taken from the glossary: G-17 [59] 2 Taken from the glossary: G-25 [59]
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On the supply side, DERs — ranging from wind and solar to hydro, hydrogen, biogas,

biomass, and storage solutions — herald flexibility by dynamically modulating their

operations [64].

Electrical consumers dominate demand-side as they drive alterations in electricity con-

sumption patterns. Approaches like sector coupling, which synergistically integrates

energy-demanding sectors with the broader energy matrix [65], utilize Power-to-X tech-

nologies, thus becoming alternative flexibility sources for solutions like LFMs. Further

supporting demand-side flexibility is incorporating electricity consumers as flexibil-

ity sources. Programs such as demand side management (DSM) can unlock the de-

mand sector’s potential, given possibilities from the industrial sector [66]. To harvest the

demand-side flexibility, although DSM aims at a longer-term horizon, demand response

(DR), focused on shorter-term horizons [67], can become a cornerstone for certain LFM

services, such as DSO-oriented services that might require this shorter-horizon flexibil-

ity RP1-[25].

The corpus of literature is substantial when considering the attributes and character-

istics that define these flexibility sources. The most prominent being direction, rate of

change, response time, duration, and location [68]. Nevertheless, the panorama is more

intricate with lesser-cited attributes like delivery time, availability, predictability, and

controllability, adding to the granularity of their descriptions [68]. These nuanced at-

tributes underscore the fact that flexibility sources are not monolithic. Their service of-

ferings are contingent on their technical attributes. For instance, while a photovoltaic

(PV) system’s service requires daylight hours, an electrochemical Energy Storage (EES)

can operate unfettered by such daylight constraints. Furthermore, service requisites dif-

fer; some demand swift response times, while others prioritize extended durations as

Figure III.1 depicts [69].

Consequently, effectively describing technical information in a way that allows it to

be shared when using or considering a service is crucial. Naturally, data models offer

the structure to share "flexibility" information. Although it is challenging to capture the

complexity of incorporating many different attributes and yet provide a customizable,

harmonized, and generic data model, literature has expanded in this direction. For in-

stance, a comprehensive and generic data model like the energy flexibility data model
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Figure III.1: Service time constraint based on [69].

(EFDM) can be used to describe flexibility in terms of the attributes based on the service

needs as proposed in [70], enhanced in [71] and used in [31].

3.1.3 Services

Section 3.1.1 defined LFM and incorporated the notion of "service" within. Grasping

this concept is important to comprehend the plethora of emerging services in the energy

sector. Indeed, the energy sector is transforming, emphasizing the service model. For in-

stance, Singh et al. [72] examined 240 start-ups offering X as a Service (XaaS) models that

emerged between 2014 and 2020 in Germany. Though to a lesser extent, this trend also

impacts LFMs. These markets host various services, and Figure III.2 illustrates a sim-

plified overview, categorizing these services based on key stakeholders engaging with

LFMs. However, this landscape of these services remains in oscillation, with many ser-

vices expected to undergo adaptation, reorientation, and evolution as the final direction

of LFMs is not yet clear from a regulatory point of view in Europe [57].
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Figure III.2: Service categorization per actor based on universal smart energy framework (USEF) [73].

In relation to the services themselves, SOs, comprising both transmission system op-

erator (TSO) and DSO, may employ varying services to support their operational ef-

ficiency. Specifically, TSOs, by leveraging coordination mechanisms within LFM like a

traffic light system (TLS) [74], can harness local resources situated at the distribution

level for tasks like congestion management, grid capacity management, or balancing.

It is essential to distinguish between congestion management and grid capacity man-

agement. While often used intermingled, they are conceptually different, although cur-

rent LFM solutions include capacity management as a longer-term product to trade

flexibility under congestion management services RP1-[25]. Congestion management

is concerned with mitigating peak loads to avoid system components becoming over-

loaded, thus preventing potential failures. This approach is a temporary measure ap-
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plied when the grid cannot cope with an increase in load or generation on time [73].

Meanwhile, grid capacity management involves leveraging flexibility to improve oper-

ational efficiency without impeding on dispatch, trade, or connection freedom. The SO

is responsible for this long-term solution, which adheres to the copper plate principle

and aims to reinforce the grid [73].

On the other hand, the DSO using LFM might only sometimes necessitate coordination

systems if other SOs participate in the same LFM. Similarly to the case of the TSO, they

can independently manage congestion and grid capacity or include these with other

services such as voltage control. An instance worth mentioning is islanding—a niche

yet potent tool for DSOs when maneuvering microgrids [75].

Aggregators can participate in LFM solutions to refine their local portfolios, drawing

parallels with strategies formulated by balance responsible partys (BRPs) to avert im-

balances and, in turn, evade penalties levied by the TSO. In contrast, customers can

exploit LFM solutions, tuning both their consumption and generation profiles for op-

timal outcomes. However their participation in these services might conflict with SOs

operation as they can cause potential problems in the network RP4-[28].

3.1.4 Infrastructure

To deliver their services, LFMs use digital platforms. In simpler terms, platforms can be

defined as a set of digital resources, which includes services and content that facilitate

value-creating interactions between external producers and consumers [76].

The increasing adoption of platforms is a clear indication of the ongoing digitaliza-

tion trend in various industries [77]. Even the energy sector has not been immune to

this trend. While large companies incorporate platforms into their operations, many

other energy service providers have developed their digital infrastructure. A compre-

hensive study by Duda et al. [78] examined 46 European energy platforms. They classi-

fied them into different types (archetype) based on a taxonomy: (1) Research-driven

Energy Platforms, (2) Energy Flexibility Platforms, (3) software as a service (SaaS)-

Aggregators/Virtual Power Plants, and (4) (Manufacturing) Internet Of Things (IoT)-

Platforms.
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Positioning LFM within their taxonomy aligns with the second archetype: the Energy

Flexibility Platforms. More in detail, RP1-[25] conducted a review concerning 53 use

cases of LFM solutions aimed at distribution level offering services for the SO. The ex-

amined solutions are collected in Table III.2, a modified Table from RP1-[25], to remark

that all these developed, tested, and ongoing solutions use platform infrastructures.

From these solutions, it is clear that research is creating and using mainly self-developed

platforms, while few only use third-party platforms, like NODES [79] or Piclo [80].

Table III.2: Overview of local flexibility market solutions implemented in Europe since 2016 based and

adapted from RP1-[25].

Use Cases Status Countries Platform? Name

Ecogrid 2.0: BC3 Flexibility services at DSO

level

2016-2019 DK ✓ Own platform

Cornwall LEM 2016-2020 UK ✓ Own platform

InterFlex: FR-UC3, NL demo 2017-2019 FR-NL ✓ Own platform

Enera: Northwest of Germany use case 2017-2020 DE ✓ Own platform

EU-SysFlex: Portuguese demo PT-FxH-RP 2017-2020 PT ✓ Own platform

EU-SysFlex: FI demo 2017-2021 FI ✓ Own platform

EU-SysFlex: Italian demo IT-AP 2017-2021 IT ✓ Own platform

NODES: Mitnetz 2018-2021 DE ✓ NODES

CoordiNet: BUC-ES-1b, BUC-SE-1a/1b 2019-2022 ES-SE ✓ Own platform

CoordiNet: BUC-GR-2a/2b 2019-2022 GR ✓ Own platform

CoordiNet: BUC-GR-1a/1b 2019-2022 GR ✓ Own platform

CoordiNet: BUC-ES-4 2019-2022 ES ✓ Own platform

NODES: NorFlex 2019-2022 NO ✓ NODES

EUniversal: BUC-PT1 2020-2023 PT ✓ NODES

OneNet: WECL-ES-01/02, EACL-HU-02,

EACL-SL-01

2020-2023 ES-HU-

SL

✓ Own platform

OneNet: EACL-HU-01, EACL-SL-02 2020-2023 HU-SL ✓ Own platform

OneNet: EACL-CZ-01/02/03 2020-2023 CZ ✓ Own platform

OneNet: SOCL-CY-01/02, EACL-PL-

01/02/03/04

2020-2023 CY-PL ✓ Own platform

EUniversal: BUC-PT2 2020-2023 PT ✓ Own platform

EUniversal: BUC-DE-AP/RP, BUC-PL-

AP/RP, BUC-PT3/4

2020-2023 DE-PL-

PT

✓ Own platform

Continued on next page
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Table III.2 – Continued

Use Cases Status Countries Platform? Platform

Flexible Power: National Grid Electricity Dis-

tribution, SP Energy Networks, Northern

Power Grid, Scottish and Southern Electric-

ity Networks

In operation UK ✓ Flexible Power

NODES: Smart Senja In operation DE-NO ✓ NODES

NODES: SthlmFlex In operation SE ✓ NODES

Piclo: UK Power Networks, Electricity

Northwest

In operation UK ✓ Piclo

GOPACS In operation NL ✓ GOPACS

Enedis: local flexibility platform In operation FR ✓ Own platform

OMIE: IREMEL and DRES2Market In develop-

ment

ES ✓ Own platform

Yet, behind the scenes, LFM platforms, like all digital platforms, require a combina-

tion of infrastructure and components to deliver their services. To provide a holistic

overview of the different infrastructure required for LFM solutions, Jin et al. [23] and

Zikos et al. [81] highlight four main infrastructures: (1) Power grid layer, (2) ICT layer,

(3) Control layer, and (4) Market layer. Going into further detail, it’s worth noting that

LFM solutions fall under the umbrella of smart grid solutions as discussed in Section

II. A consistent and standardized approach that provides a deeper overview of these

infrastructure solutions is the SGAM, whose origins can be traced back to the M/490

EU mandate [37]. At its heart, the SGAM disseminates a smart grid solution across five

interoperable layers as depicted in Figure III.3. These layers are:

1. Business layer: This layer provides a business perspective on the information ex-

change related to Smart Grids. It allows the mapping of regulatory and economic

structures.

2. Function layer: This layer describes the services in the Smart Grid and their rela-

tionships from an architectural viewpoint.

3. Information layer: This layer describes the information objects being exchanged

and the underlying canonical data models.
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4. Communication layer: It describes the protocols and mechanisms used to ex-

change information between components.

5. Component layer: This layer deals with the physical distribution of all participat-

ing components, including the power system and ICT equipment.

Business Layer

Function Layer

Information Layer

Communication Layer

Component Layer SGAM
Figure III.3: Simple SGAM representation.

The SGAM framework is widely used in the European energy sector and has gained

popularity in various research initiatives and task forces across Europe. It is known

for its effectiveness in capturing a comprehensive overview of solutions and enabling

more profound analysis. For example, Potenciano Menci et al. [82] used the SGAM as a

basis to create an ICT methodology to analyze the ICT infrastructure layer in two steps

to assess the scalability of smart grid solutions. Similarly, RP4-[28] used the SGAM to

analyze the core functions’ performance in current and future scenarios. Other authors,

such as Kupzog et al. [20], used it as a basis to analyze the different architectures of

solutions or Paustian et al. [83] to examine the social side of smart grid developments,

proposing the inclusion of new layers that account for social interactions. More focused

on LFM developments, RP1-[25] used the SGAM as a basis to provide a taxonomy of

LFM solutions focused at the distribution layer. Furthermore, the Smart Grid Task Force

[84] has included the SGAM as a core framework to analyze specific properties of smart

grid solutions, such as their scalability and replicability.
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3.1.5 Actors, Roles, and Responsibilities

All LFM solutions have similar actors. I can mainly identify three main actor types:

flexibility providers, flexibility requesters, and market operators. These actors are illus-

trated in a simple chart in Figure III.4. However, this list is not exhaustive as it does not

include financial institutions that manage payments, for example. Each of these actor

types has different responsibilities based on their purpose.

LFM
(Roles and Actors)

Flexibility
requester

Flexibility
provider

Aggregator

Individual
provider

System
operator/s

Third party

Market platform Auxiliary

Financial
institutions

Mediation -
Communication

Market operator

Actors

Roles

Figure III.4: Simple organization classification of LFM actors based on [85].

The flexibility requester role is usually taken by the actor interested in procuring a cer-

tain service from the LFM, as previously introduced in Section 3.1.3. Currently, mainly

SOs are the prominent actors across most LFM solutions in the EU. Specifically, DSOs

are the most prominent actors. Their responsibility is service delivery to pay for the

service. However, given that the service to be provided focuses on flexibility, in some

cases, it is not straightforward, as flexibility providers need to motivate their change

in consumption or generation using baselines to demonstrate they provided their ser-

vice RP1-[25].

The entity that offers flexibility at the platform for a specific type of service takes the

flexibility provider role. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, many sources of flexibility exist,

and depending on the service and the market characteristics, interested parties offering
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their flexibility might need to fulfill certain criteria to participate RP1-[25]. For instance,

small individual consumers might be unable to participate in certain LFM designs as

the service might require a minimum power and/or capacity to trade RP1-[25]. The

responsibility of the flexibility provider is mainly to deliver the service they opt to par-

ticipate in. Failing to provide the service, in many solutions, they will face payment cuts

(i.e., penalties) due to service unfulfillment RP1-[25]. Within the more complicated re-

sponsibilities, it is unclear how these actors must inform their BRPs about the change of

operation given they provide flexibility, which changes their supposed operation [86].

The flexible market operator fulfills the market platform role. It uses the platform as a

means of bringing together the flexibility provider and the flexibility requester. It or-

chestrates the service match using a clearing function3. Concerning the responsibilities,

these are still not clear and harmonized within the EU, and new guidelines such as the

one from ACER do not deep dive into their specification [57].

The auxiliary role in the case of LFM is usually undertaken by several actors, which can

complement the entire service offering. These are generally not present in most solution

descriptions, but it is necessary to acknowledge them for completion.

Nevertheless, depending on the LFM market design, these roles can be undertaken by

the same actor. A clear example case is when the SO, mainly the DSO, take the role

of a service requester and the role of the market operator RP1-[25]. This integration

of roles is not clear by regulation as it is still under development. Future regulation

might force SOs to unbundle following the same logic as the third-energy package in

the EU introduced where SO cannot have generation units and participate in wholesale

markets.

3.1.6 Components

LFM solutions, while leveraging standard digital platform infrastructures for service

hosting such as proposed in [87] for service integration, require specialized components

due to their unique focus on electrical flexibility trading and the involvement of diverse

actors, as detailed in Section 3.1.5. The diversity in actors and services complicates the

3 Jin et al. [23] provide a detailed overview of different clearing mechanisms for a clearing function.
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creation of a universal list of essential components, making it a potential area for further

research.

Moreover, certain components might be indispensable in specific scenarios but redun-

dant in others. For instance, LFMs integrated with existing power markets need coordi-

nation mechanisms, while isolated ones do not RP1-[25]. Flexibility providers might use

field components, such as remote terminal units (RTUs), for controlling their flexibility

units RP4-[28].

However, most LFM components are function-oriented, designed to serve specific tasks.

Therefore, understanding from the actors’ and functions’ perspectives can offer insights

into potential components a solution might need and thus get the required components

for the solution. Visual tools used to represent LFM solutions, complemented by a de-

tailed use case description, can provide a holistic overview of these components.

3.1.7 Visiual representation

Different visual representation approaches exist to depict LFM solutions, just as for any

other smart grid solution. The approach chosen depends on the aim of the represen-

tation. For instance, Roncancio et al. [88] use block diagrams to depict the relationship

between their platform and actors in their proposed solution. Similarly, Liu et al. [89]

depict the operation for their solution targeting LFM focused on a congestion manage-

ment service. Or RP3-[27] depicts the main actors, and the data flows for their conges-

tion management service in their LFM approach.

Meanwhile, Vicente-Pastor et al. [90] use timeline diagrams to exemplify the coordina-

tion between the DSO and TSO in LFM solutions. Bouloumpasis et al. [91] provides a

decision diagram to clarify the decision-based system of the LFM operation to select be-

tween long-term, short-term, or real-term service-oriented flexibility products. In con-

trast, others focus more on representing the relationship between the different functions

and interfaces. Zeiselmair and Köppl [92] visualize the relationship between functions

and interfaces between flexibility providers and demanders.

In some cases, the purpose is to provide an overview of the different messages inter-

changed between actor using sequence diagrams. For example, Paredes and Aguado

[93] provide a sequence diagram for their solution, including actors and messages. Sim-
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ilarly, Heinrich et al. [94] use a sequence diagram to clarify how the DSO service request

works. In the case of RP2-[26], they use a sequence diagram to showcase the interac-

tions and messages between several platforms that integrate any LFM connected to their

market platform. In other cases, the visualization aims to provide a general overview

of their solution. Olivella-Rosell et al. [95] provide an overview of the LFM approach or

Olivella-Rosell et al. [49] provide a general design of their solution.

However, most visual representations of the solutions targeting holistic overviews do

not use a standard approach. Thus, although communicated, information only covers

some aspects but does not provide a complete overview of the solution. In such cases to

aim for holistic overviews, the SGAM as discussed in Section 3.1.4 offers the possibility

of providing a holistic representation of the system.

3.2 Fit in the current European electricity market

It is necessary to provide an overview of how they fit into the complex structure of

the current electricity markets in the EU, to fully understand these markets and their

fundamentals. Some academic literature considers this fundamental aspect of where to

position these markets. For instance, Ramos et al. [48], although mainly examining the

different market design characteristics of these solutions, provides a general overview

visualization of these markets to position them at the same level as wholesale mar-

kets. Meeus [96], explain the market sequence of European markets, including flexibility

markets. However, their sequence assumes that flexibility markets operate close to gate

closure; empirical evidence from RP1-[25], highlights that many horizons exit, depict-

ing their sequence complex. Furthermore, Schittekatte and Meeus [97] provide details

of the different markets currently in Europe, except for flexibility markets and thereof

LFM.

Consequently, Figure III.5 provides a simple organizational structure representation of

the current electricity market in the EU. In it, electricity is the leading resource, and it

considers the current markets based on Meeus [96], Schittekatte and Meeus [97], and

integrates and specifies only LFMs based on Ramos et al. [48] and RP1-[25]. The posi-

tioning of local markets at the same tier as other markets, rather than subordinating

them within flexibility markets, stems from the inherent versatility of local markets.
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Within these local markets, sub-markets can emerge, trading distinct commodities. A

prime example is the trading of energy in local peer-to-peer (P2P) solutions as Lüth

et al. [98] explore. This structural nuance highlights the multidimensionality and poten-

tial expansiveness of local markets.

Electricity

Wholesale
(or spot markets)

RetailBalancing Local

Resource

Market place

Commodity Flexibility

Transactional object Energy Capacity Energy &
Capacity

Long-term Tranmission
redispatch

Figure III.5: Simple organizational classification of established and LFMs.

It is necessary to consider that although Figure III.5 provides a simple organizational

structure representation of the current electricity market in the EU, each marketplace

has its characteristics and serves a purpose, not highlighted in such an illustration.

In some jurisdictions, the wholesale or spot market, although technically not a spot

market given that it is technically a forward market [99], has three different integrated

markets: the intraday auction, intraday continuous, and day-ahead auction. In the case

of the balancing market, a similar structure arises as three different markets exist: pri-

mary response, secondary response, and tertiary response markets. Technically, in the

case of transmission and redispatch markets, markets are integrated with the balanc-

ing market [96, 97]. Similarly, in the case of local markets, as previously stated. In this

case, only the commodity or product of flexibility is highlighted [58]. The main product

traded in the case of LFM solutions is flexibility. Further in detail, based on RP1-[25],

the transactional object could be generalized to all flexibility markets, even though their

object of study is congestion management service provided through LFM solutions. The

underlying rationale is that flexibility, irrespective of its varied characteristics and ser-

vices as discussed in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, essentially oscillates around transacting

power, capacity, or a combination thereof. Finally, the retail market is accessible for res-
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idential customers, for instance, to procure their electricity without needing to procure

it directly in other markets.

3.3 Regulation push

LFMs have emerged as a significant policy priority for the EU. Over the past years,

the European Commission (EC) has been rolling out strategic initiatives focused on

transforming the power system. Three main motivations have led this evolution: decar-

bonization, decentralization, and digitalization [100]. The objective behind this transfor-

mative thrust has been to foster a resilient and sustainable power infrastructure. To that

end, LFMs have been spotlighted as the pivotal solution, envisioned as solutions that

can help SOs with their planning and the operation of their grid infrastructure.

The regulatory momentum for the advancement of LFMs has been building steadily

over recent years, with the origin of this move dating to 2009. This is when the EU

adopted the third energy package, emphasizing the importance of demand-side flexi-

bility for ensuring the security of supply [101]. By 2015, the role and value of demand-

side flexibility had increased, with the EC encouraging greater customer participation

in the energy market. This drive towards customer participation further stimulated the

development of LFM solutions, providing customers with a platform to engage in the

energy market, especially the electricity sector.

In 2016, the EC proposed the fourth energy package, also known as the Clean Energy

Package (CEP), which established a vision for how DSOs would procure flexibility. The

package came into action in 2019. Further policy changes in 2019 promoted the develop-

ment of LFMs, with the EC communicating and developing the European Green Deal

[102]. It contained four Directives and four Regulations [103]. The directives mainly

aimed at achieving the following four objectives: 1) increasing energy performance in

buildings (Directive (EU) 2018/844) [104], 2) increasing the share of renewable energy

sources (Directive (EU) 2018/2001) [105], 3) increasing energy efficiency (Directive (EU)

2018/2002) [106], and 4) setting the rules for the generation, transmission, distribution,

supply, and storage of electricity while empowering consumers and establishing a vi-

sion for DSOs’ flexibility procurement (Directive (EU) 2019/944) [22]. The latter focus on
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DSOs’ flexibility procurement is particularly critical to developing LFM as it provides

the initial regulatory basis to include it as a service for DSO operation.

In 2020, as part of the European Green Deal, the EU adopted the Energy System Inte-

gration Plan [107], which encouraged better integration across multiple energy carriers

to unlock additional flexibility value. Alongside these moves, there was the EU Dig-

ital Strategy [108], which emphasizes the importance of the twin challenges of green

and digital transitions in supporting the implementation of the European Green Deal.

Specifically, this includes platforms for energy systems, which play a crucial role in the

development of LFM solutions as pointed out in Section 3.1.4; all solutions use plat-

forms to provide the services to a selection of energy actors and mainly focusing on

distribution level actors such as DSOs. The year after, in 2021, the EU proposed the re-

vision of two directives to accelerate renewables integration in the EU and to achieve

the 2030 energy and climate objectives scheduled for 2030. These revisions mainly af-

fect LFM solutions to move faster from a concept face to an actual daily operation face

in order to prepare their solutions in terms of scalability to deal with the potential in-

creased penetration of DERs as these revisions aim to accelerate their integration. In the

Renewable Energy Directive [109], they highlighted the importance of having national

regulatory frameworks that do not discriminate against participation in the electricity

market. It includes congestion management and the provision of flexibility and balanc-

ing services. The regulatory framework can impact the development of LFM solutions

as they might force certain design aspects into them, thus a crucial step towards the

direction of development of LFM solutions as highlighted in Section 3.1.1. Thus, these

revisions address the primary flexibility sources from the supply and demand sides.

From a regulatory perspective, as a result of these and other proposed revisions, the EC

adopted in 2021 the Fit For 55 packages, increasing the RES target to 40% by 2030 [110].

With such an increased commitment, the pressure might be built up at the distribution

level since most RES are expected to be integrated in a distributed manner [111]. Conse-

quently, they might have a favorable impact to further sustain the business case of LFM

solutions as platforms to provide services to SOs.

Furthermore, the EU aimed to accelerate the energy transition and enhance the EU’s

energy independence with the REPower initiative [112]. The plan has three main goals:

1) demand reduction, 2) conventional (fossil) fuel supplier diversification, and 3) accel-
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eration of the incorporation of RES. As a result, in 2022, the EC requested a demand

response framework from ACER to advance the integration of demand-side flexibil-

ity in the European energy market. The framework calls for simplifying and reducing

entry barriers by, for instance, establishing a standardized bidding process and asking

to develop transparent market rules, which can affect LFM solutions. It also calls for

improving DSO-aggregator coordination using standardized communication channels,

data exchange mechanisms, and open standards and protocols. The aim is to improve

interoperability and develop DR services in the distribution grid. Such services pro-

vide an opportunity to strengthen further the push of LFM solutions focused on those

services. Finally, the most relevant point for LFM within the guideline framework pro-

posed by ACER is the inclusion of a particular statement targeting LFM solutions. In

the statement, they open the door for LFM solutions to provide services explicitly to SO

and do not force one market operator type [57].

The recent and forthcoming policy modifications implemented from the EU signifi-

cantly influence the regulatory environment, affecting the electrical grid and market

structures. These changes encompass the integration of renewable energy sources, pro-

moting electrification processes, stimulating active customer participation, and encour-

aging DSOs to incorporate flexibility into their planning and operational procedures.

These factors challenge the existing conventional power system model. Nonetheless,

they simultaneously establish favorable conditions for solutions like LFMs to address

and adapt to these regulatory transformations [113].

3.4 Challenges

Smart grid solutions confront multiple challenges, as outlined by Yan et al. [114] and

Bouloumpasis et al. [115], and in the case of LFM solutions, they inherit many of these

challenges [116, 117]. The European Smart Grid Task Force highlights four primary is-

sues affecting all solutions [118]: standards and interoperability, data privacy and pro-

tection, regulatory concerns, and industrial policy and infrastructure.

Standards and interoperability concerns in LFM primarily arise from communication

intricacies due to diverse design choices and services. These solutions often engage a

spectrum of actors, from traditional ones like SO to newer entities like aggregators [20].
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The challenge intensifies when ensuring standard interfaces for these actors, especially

when coordinating between entities like DSO-TSO with different data models [116, 117,

119]. This often results in solutions working in isolation to avoid these coordination

hurdles RP1-[25].

Challenges in data privacy and protection [117], bolstered by the general data protec-

tion regulation (GDPR), emanate from data-sharing and its associated responsibilities.

Privacy gains paramount importance when grid data is disseminated among market

participants RP1-[25].

Regulatory obstacles in LFM arise from their integration with existing markets and the

clarity on the market operator’s role, among other concerns [117, 119]. Present regula-

tory structures are inadequately attuned to these evolving solutions, leading to a gover-

nance gap [120, 121].

Infrastructure challenges in LFM revolve around design and the required supporting

frameworks [117]. Scalability and replicability issues persist regardless of the design,

especially when there’s a surge in device numbers, affecting the distribution system

[117, 122]. The variability in grid properties further complicates these challenges [123].

Replicability faces economic and technical hindrances, necessitating systems to adjust

across diverse jurisdictions and operational conditions.

Addressing these LFM complexities requires deploying tools, which are discussed in

the context of organizational and operational domains contributing to mitigate the chal-

lenges LFM face. These contributions are further detailed in Sections IV and V, respec-

tively.
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Given that LFM systems are a SoSs with a unified end goal, they nevertheless require a

structured organization to operate. To truly grasp these systems’ structures and interac-

tions, studying their design is vital. Beyond their design, accomplishing their objectives

relies on the collaboration of multiple actors. As detailed in Section 3.1.4, these solutions

employ IS—essentially digital platforms—to execute their functions. However, as high-

lighted in Section 3.4, they confront challenges such as regulatory obstacles emerging

from the system complexity and interoperability and standardization that can hinder

system organization.

This chapter, therefore, focuses on the system organization research direction. It ex-

plores and designs tools to help organize these solutions, given that LFM solutions en-

compass numerous subtle elements and systems, adding to the topic’s complexity for

newcomers. Furthermore, traditional practitioners may find selecting and regulating

these service-oriented markets challenging, as they demand navigation through com-

plex market designs and system integration mechanisms.

Consequently, this chapter offers two novel tool contributions, each contributing to miti-

gate the challenges. First, Section 4.1 examines the design attributes of these solutions to

understand their system organization structure and interdependences, which can help

practitioners design, improve, and regulate and adapt accordingly to these complex

solutions. Instead of following the prevailing trend emphasizing market structure, the

objective is to present a holistic perspective of their design and decode their design

characteristics to understand their organization. Second, Section 4.2 explores how plat-

forms used for LFMs can be seamlessly integrated into a meta-platform as services.

Such an approach considered the standard and interoperability concerns towards the

design choices of creating services in platforms and especially the information commu-

tation design choices. The overarching platform concept aims to streamline interactions

among multiple actors like demand, LFM platforms, and other users such as flexibility

requesters.
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4.1 Design characteristics

Market design is fundamental in shaping any market structure and, accordingly, its or-

ganization. The specific decisions made during this process can inadvertently create

barriers for some participants while advantaging others. Moreover, these decisions can

lead to the emergence of certain products and determine the success of solutions, espe-

cially if they effectively integrate and engage with various stakeholders. However, the

core objective of a LFM solution transcends mere market design. The aim is to forge

a comprehensive solution that is wholly operational and delivers the intended func-

tions. A narrow focus solely on the market design of a LFM solution can inadvertently

overlook the broader intricacies of the entire system. A comprehensive perspective is

crucial when crafting a LFM solution to structure and coordinate (i.e., organize) various

actors and their associated systems and subsystems. Such an expansive understanding

can benefit academic, industrial, and regulatory stakeholders engaged in the creation,

deployment, and oversight of these solutions.

In this context, RP1 employs an iterative taxonomy-building approach, facilitating the

extraction of distinct design attributes of congestion management service solutions

from multiple angles – not just from a market perspective but also from a solutions

standpoint. This methodology also yields a standardized classification of these LFM

solutions, using the SGAM framework as a foundational lens. It provides the theoret-

ical framework to cover the different systems these LFM solutions use for congestion

management services. The strategy incorporates reviewing design attributes and tax-

onomies, drawing from academic and industry sources. It serves as a first step to create

and later refine the taxonomy. To refine the taxonomy, RP1 incorporates insights from

expert interviews and the instantiation of the taxonomy with real solutions to provide

a richer understanding. Finally, based on these insights, RP1 presents essential findings

and suggests ways to potentially enhance these solutions’ design, structure, and orga-

nization.

4.2 Service integration

Service integration presents a significant challenge for LFM, especially when consider-

ing the issues of standardization, interoperability, and infrastructure discussed in Sec-
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tion 3.1.4. Many developed LFM solutions operate as standalone entities, often due to

their inherent design, utilizing distinct platforms with specific interfaces [25]. Such an

approach erects entry barriers, compelling flexibility providers to dedicate substantial

resources for integration. Additionally, the uncertainty regarding the longevity and rel-

evance of a service further complicates matters. Depending on their design, some LFM

services might not always be accessible due to specific operation times, and even when

available, geographical constraints can limit participation. Such factors compound the

difficulty for companies to see substantial returns on their investments in potentially

less lucrative services as LFM can be.

Furthermore, LFM solutions often exhibit limited flexibility sources, particularly in sec-

tors like industry. Flexibility is not a primary business case for industrial companies but

an occasional opportunity. These companies frequently lack the required infrastructure

for essential services like scheduling, forecasting, and flexibility marketing, crucial for

integration into LFM services such as congestion management [26].

Consequently, RP2 introduces the Energy Synchronization Platform (ESP), an agnostic-

service-integration concept, to address these challenges. The ESP emphasizes the sig-

nificant flexibility potential of the industrial sector, establishes platforms to integrate in-

dustrial demand response, and allows service companies to advertise various demand

response services like forecasting or market signal-based scheduling. Furthermore, the

concept ensures seamless interoperability between industrial consumers and demand

response services by implementing the EFDM, a consistent and agnostic flexibility data

model. This uniform data model aims to ease the economic implications of transitioning

between services.

The ESP integrates two primary digital platforms: the company platform (CP) and

the market platform (MP). The CP caters to industrial entities, offering a platform for

the technological connection and management of manufacturing processes. In contrast,

without directly operating, the MP acts as a gateway for external market services, such

as forecasting or LFM services.

Additionally, RP2 illustrates how this agnostic-service-integration framework can liaise

with LFM services, such as congestion management.
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LFM solutions primarily rely on specialized tools to support the many functions nec-

essary for optimal operation. Understanding their design and performance becomes

paramount because the toolkit must function across diverse scenarios over time. Thus,

this Chapter focuses on the four different contributions, split into two Sections.

The first Section adopts a broader perspective, delving into the predictive and pre-

scriptive analysis of distribution side toolkits. This exploration considers both the DSO,

which requests flexibility, and the aggregator, which provides it. The Section assesses

how these toolkit designs perform in current and anticipated future scenarios, espe-

cially as the shift towards RES and increased electrification continues and is expected to

intensify [124].

The second Section narrows its focus to demand-side tools, emphasizing forecasting

and scheduling tools. These tools are paramount in the context of LFM and smart grids

due to the consumption variability introduced by the electrification of assets at both

residential and industrial levels.
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5.1 Scalability and replicability analysis for smart grid

solutions

Given the critical nature of the electricity system, toolsets for LFM solutions, like all

smart grid solutions, must operate accordingly. As new tools and toolsets emerge for

LFM solutions through research and development, assessing their performance under

present conditions and anticipated future scenarios becomes imperative before large-

scale deployment and operation. Simulations can help with their evaluations [32], en-

suring that these solutions are ready.

One simulation approach is to perform a sensitivity analysis; however, this simulation

approach usually focuses on optimal system design (e.g., location of a cable sizing, ca-

pacitor’s location) [125, 126]. Another yet more holistic simulation approach is the Scala-

bility and Replicability Analysis (SRA) for smart grid solutions. In simple terms, it seeks

to understand the limits and impact of the design of toolsets for later large-scale imple-

mentations under different scenarios. The main difference between the SRAs for smart

grids and traditional power system analyses in literature is the number of parameters

considered to change in one analysis [28, 127]. Some of the additional parameters the

SRA considers are the nominal asset power, the number of assets, asset type, location

of assets, control of assets, seasonal aspects, electrical network type, topology, and size

[28, 128].

The SRAs for smart grids, in general, is prominent in Europe, particularly in European

projects dealing with smart grid solutions [28, 128]. Moreover, the EC has a special

Task Force (TF) focused on the SRA for smart grids [129] since many European projects

funded by the EC aimed to perform an SRA for smart grids. The TF aimed to create

guidelines and generate a repository [129]. These guidelines and the repository enable

other projects to build upon previously gathered knowledge and best practices from

different EU projects. Consequently, new projects conceptualizing, designing, and de-

veloping tools can, rigorously and similarly, perform their respective SRA for their de-

veloped smart grid solutions.

The SRAs for smart grids, in general, consists of two parts. The scalability part usu-

ally seeks to understand saturation and asset control impact within the electric grid. In

contrast, the replicability part seeks to understand the impact of boundary conditions
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changes through a defined set of scenarios. However, these two parts can be combined.

Such scenarios can be derived from general forecasts [130] or crafted in collaboration

with organizations possessing specialized insights such as DSO or aggregators.

Mainly, the SRA for smart grids builds upon the SGAM [37] and therefore is a smart

gird-oriented holistic analysis which can be broken down into each subsystem if needed

[28, 129, 131]. Depending on the SGAM layers considered for analysis, the SRA for smart

grids can cover four main areas, functional and ICT, economic and regulatory, as high-

lighted in [28, 129]. Due to their complexity and extension, each area has its internal

methodology to conduct its respective analyses. However, each internal methodology

can differ from project to project or analysis. The functional area focuses on validating

the technical integration of smart functions (logic and its steps defined for a particu-

lar operation or task), analyzing the impact mainly on the distribution network. The

ICT area focuses on identifying potential bottlenecks through communication network

stress simulations to evaluate future performance. The economic area primarily focuses

on a cost-benefit analysis targeting smart functions. Finally, the regulatory mainly fo-

cuses on the regulatory drivers and barriers smart grid functions might face under the

current and potential future regulatory operation regime.

Usually, smart grid projects perform their SRA after the smart grid demos (i.e., real

implementations of the solutions at the field level) have started incorporating real mea-

surement data into their analyses. On certain occasions, the SRA for smart grids, de-

pending on the project scope, use case scope, and/or analysis scope, can take place

before a real demonstration or even as a standalone analysis to capture the potential im-

pact of a specific technology roll-out or combination of technologies might have [128].

For instance, grid scenario studies - grid evaluation under different conditions - is a per-

fect example of a standalone functional-oriented SRA not requiring a complete smart

grid project or SGAM.

The prominent developed and applied functional-oriented SRA methodologies are step-

oriented methodologies, with some internal iterative internal steps [27, 122, 128, 131].

The typical steps are collecting data for the analysis, creating specific scenarios and

defining metrics, selecting simulation tools and simulation scope such as power flow

(PF) and/or optimal power flow (OPF) simulations, analyzing the metrics and results,

and finally drawing conclusions [28, 128].
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Pursuing this direction to analyze the toolsets under different conditions using the SRA

for smart grids, two primary contributions emerge from implementing this approach:

RP3 and RP4.

RP3 delves into the SRA of tools created and designed by a Dutch DSO for managing

congestions at low voltage (LV) within a LFM where the aggregation process for offers

is a two-step approach. This two-tiered aggregation process begins with a technical ag-

gregation by providing only the technical flexibility potential, followed by a commercial

one. The latter provides a combined prognosis based on all assets to the DSO. Armed

with these internal congestion forecasts, the DSO engages in flexibility procurement ne-

gotiations using a LFM.

The analysis evaluates two existing substations and, for comprehensive insights, intro-

duces a synthesized third substation derived from the configurations of the former two.

This creation aids in gauging performance across potential networks, addressing the

location-replication dimension. To further the analysis, it explores five scenarios, alter-

ing the power attributes of electric vehicles (EVs), PV, and smart storage unit (SSU).

The goal here is to discern the constraints and potential of their solution in the face of

escalating demand-side electrification. Replicability, on the other hand, zooms in on sea-

sonal impacts by studying representative weeks across the year while still considering

the scaling scenarios.

The findings underscore several insights. Firstly, the asset location presents a signifi-

cant challenge for LFM, especially in specialized zones where each substation operates

distinctly, resulting in limited offers at individual nodes. Additionally, the operation of

SSU emerges as a potential congestion trigger, especially if used for arbitrage. Over-

dimensioning, although from an operational point of view an advance, from the eco-

nomic point of view, might be a concern for flexibility service providers (FSPs), con-

fining congestion primarily to specific seasons. It suggests that solution designs must

be conscious, anticipating fluctuating offers and potential scarcities in specific localities.

Such scarcities might necessitate more attractive incentives to elicit new offers. More-

over, the potential challenge of multi-service provision (i.e., arbitrage and capacity limi-

tation) in low-voltage areas could amplify congestion. Thus, it underscores the essential

role of coordination between the DSO and other stakeholders to preempt and mitigate

severe congestion peaks, especially at the low voltage level.
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RP4 delves into the SRA of three different solutions spread across two different EU

countries: Portugal and Slovenia. These solutions implement a similar toolset but have

different objectives. Moreover, RP4 considers three cases to analyze and provides a po-

tential replication path for similar actors in other jurisdictions to adopt these tools and

implement them if they see fit. For each of these cases, the SRA has its objectives to un-

derstand and evaluate the design of these solutions under new conditions by modify-

ing penetration of RES, flexibility availability and quantities, network size, introducing

other resources such as OLTCs and capacitor banks or even EVs, energy storage system

(ESS), network types, bid prices, forecasts accuracy and modify historical data avail-

ability or incorporating metering data at primary substation to assess the forecasting

performance of the forecasting tools.

The first case in Portugal focuses on the provision of flexibility at medium voltage (MV)

for the predictive operation of MV networks through a LFM interconnecting the DSO

and FSPs, which in this case is a specific type of virtual power plant (VPP), which its

only business-case is to provide flexibility to the DSO. For its operation, the DSO uses a

toolset composed of the following tools: a MV load and RES forecasting tool, MV load

allocation tool, a novel multi-period optimal power flow (MPOPF) and a tVPP tool to

participate in a LFM.

The second case, also in Portugal, focuses on providing flexibility for the DSO at LV

distribution level using a LV Load and RES forecasting tool,LV state estimator tool, a LV

controller, and flexibility from home energy management systemss (HEMSs).

The third case, located in Slovenia, focuses on the provision of large customers’ flexi-

bility in a local market where the TSO can use the resources of a commercial VPP as

a FSP to provide flexibility for frequency related services without disturbing the DSO

network. Thus, this case uses a different toolset composed of a MV load and RES fore-

casting tool (same as in the first case), a project convived, designed, and developed TLS,

and a commercial VPP.

The results highlight the diversity of the solutions to solve current and future potential

congestion and voltage problems at the distribution side, given that they are scalable

and replicable across different electrical network characteristics and can handle newly

added asset types. However, the results also provide more details on the technicalities.

Voltage optimization can reduce power losses, accurate data impacts forecasting tools in
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activating flexibility, or the location importance of assets to get activated might impose

certain unfairness. Other results focus on the narrow but positive impact of storage sys-

tems at the secondary of the substation, the mismatch between technical and economic

interests from different stakeholders, which can lead to suboptimal solutions, flexibility

price overrules location and the requirement for coordination schemes such as a TLS

when facing higher penetration of DERs and electrification.

5.2 Forecasting and scheduling tools

Power systems naturally experience deviations due to the ongoing challenge of balanc-

ing energy supply with demand. These deviations primarily arise from the physical

principle that electricity needs to be consumed as generated. Thus, larger mismatches

usually result in greater economic implications for stakeholders. In this context, fore-

casting emerges as a vital function for all actors in both traditional and modern grids,

such as smart grids.

SO leverage forecasting tools to anticipate potential operational issues like congestion or

voltage deviations, especially in the domain of DSO [27]. Similarly, other stakeholders,

such as aggregators or energy suppliers, employ forecasting tools to predict electricity

prices, adjusting their operations accordingly. This is often done in tandem with fore-

casts for generation and demand, offering advanced insights into the performance of

their assets.

However, the ongoing shift towards smart grid solutions, which prioritize enhanced

efficiency in energy utilization, is introducing new complexities. The increasing elec-

trification across various voltage levels, combined with a surge in DER—especially

generation-centric ones like PV and storage systems—is complicating the task of pre-

dicting consumer behavior. This affects all consumer categories, from individual house-

holds to large-scale industrial companies. This evolution underscores the diminishing

relevance of traditional forecasting tools, which have often relied on standard load pro-

files. As consumers transition from static and predictable consumption patterns to more

dynamic and active ones, there is a pressing need for innovative forecasting tools that

can more accurately anticipate consumption behaviors. In the case of industries, their
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behavior change affects their scheduling process, which requires new tools to predict

their new schedules.

Consequently, this section introduces three contributions concerning demand-side fore-

casting and scheduling: two targeting residential forecasting (RP5 and RP6) and the

other focusing on the industrial sector (RP7).

5.2.1 Residential collaborative local load forecasting

Residential electricity demand, being the second largest consumer after the industrial

sector [132], holds significant importance for both system operations and businesses

reliant on precise forecasting, like energy suppliers [16].

On the other hand, advanced forecasting methods, such as machine learning (ML) or

deep learning (DL), could help. However, they require granular data. The global digital

transformation, especially the EU’s rollout of smart meters, has provoked a burst in elec-

tricity consumption data. These devices facilitate not only remote communication but

also remote electricity monitoring. However, accessibility to this data can be hampered

in places like the EU due to stringent metering regulations and privacy concerns. Thus,

while smart meters have democratized data collection, their sharing across interested

stakeholders who do not have direct data access or have little data remains challenging

in some jurisdictions. Collaborative private forecast models might offer a viable solu-

tion to navigate these data-sharing hurdles in localized areas and benefit LFMs with

accurate and local predictive models.

Thus, RP5 delves into short-term load forecasting (STLF), analyzing forecasting win-

dows ranging from near real-time intervals of a few minutes up to a week ahead for elec-

tricity consumption [133]. The core objective is to evaluate the performance of collab-

orative and privacy-preserving collaborative models. Unlike traditional methods that

distribute raw smart meter data, these models share model-specific data with involved

peers, enhancing data privacy while promoting collective learning. The analysis consists

of four parts and uses an open dataset detailing 30-minute interval electricity consump-

tion of real households in the United Kingdom [134].

The first part focuses on a comprehensive review of existing load forecasting models,

specifically on STLF models, to discern the state-of-the-art (SOTA) and choose a base-
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line model. The second part compares a centralized model, which accesses all available

smart meter data, and a decentralized collaborative model like federated learning (FL)

to assess the performance drop of FL with a perfect information model. In the third part,

the analysis aims to refine forecasting accuracy by establishing correlations between

peers in the collaborative model and integrating more complex neural architectures for

models to train. The fourth part zeroes in on implementing specific privacy-preserving

techniques. These techniques, such as differential privacy, offer mathematical privacy

guarantees or safeguard communication via secure aggregation in collaborative mod-

els. The analysis evaluates the scalability impact of participants to understand compu-

tational constraints.

Key quantitative findings reveal that collaborative forecasting using advanced ML and

DL models can produce similar results to centralized forecasting systems, although with

a higher computation time. Other design findings reveal that DL models, particularly

autoencoder architectures, have risen as the preferred choice for STLF due to their ca-

pability to capture data nonlinearities. However, these models face challenges when

incorporating privacy-preserving techniques like differential privacy. The noise intro-

duced during this process disrupts the learning mechanism. Conversely, simpler DL

structures, like long short-term memory (LSTM), offer advantages like avoiding over-

fitting and seamlessly integrating with privacy-preserving methods. In terms of privacy

assurance, while differential privacy provides a mathematical guarantee, it does come

at the cost of performance. Secure aggregation, on the other hand, offers advantages in

computational efficiency and overall performance when mathematical privacy guaran-

tees are not mandatory.

Meanwhile, RP6 introduces a fully decentralized approach as an alternative to the cen-

tralized clustering method observed in RP5. The primary motivation behind this shift is

the impracticality of the centralized clustering algorithm, which demands access to all

data before initiating collaborative learning—a scenario unlikely in real-world applica-

tions.

Moreover, RP6 delves into a comparative study of clustering techniques, contrasting the

more commonplace Euclidean distance with the dynamic time warping (DTW) method

used to measure the distance between peers in a cluster. Intriguingly, the findings indi-

cate that using the straightforward Euclidean distance for measuring peer distances in
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clustering not only simplifies computations but also yields performance comparable to

the more intricate DTW metric. It suggests simpler clustering metrics can be as effective

without incurring additional computational costs.

5.2.2 Industrial flexibility scheduling

The industrial sector is the primary consumer of electricity on the demand side [135].

Consequently, identifying flexible assets within this sector is a key area of research. Yet,

merely recognizing and modeling these potential flexibility assets is insufficient for in-

dustrial companies. They need to anticipate what can be achieved with this flexibility

regarding operations and how to market it, whether in established markets or emerg-

ing ones like LFMs. The challenge of predicting the behavior of industrial flexible assets

can be reframed as a scheduling optimization problem. Essentially, it will be an operat-

ing schedule based on optimizing specific parameters, such as the monetary benefits of

participating in specific electricity markets (see Section 3.2).

Consequently, RP7 explores flexibility modeling and scheduling within the industrial

sector. It provides a mathematical optimization tool to assist industrial companies in

determining the optimal times, locations (i.e., markets), and schedules for marketing

their flexibility, aiming to maximize profit, which can help convince industries to be-

come flexible if they need to explore potential earning streams or facilitate their deci-

sion to participate in electricity markets. The mathematical optimization using mixed-

integer linear programming requires an open-source, generic, and industry-agnostic

data model known as the EFDM. This model allows companies to represent flexibility

without revealing intricate details about their production, energy consumption, or other

proprietary information. The design of the EFDM achieves this by bifurcating the data

model into two classes: a flexibility space description, which represents the potential

for flexibility, and a flexibility load measure description. The results of the evaluations

of the optimization model indicate its competency across diverse use cases, even those

of an intricate nature with multiple loads and storage elements. However, it is worth

noting that as the complexity of use cases amplifies, the computational time required

for optimization also escalates.
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This cumulative thesis, encompassing seven research publications, has contributed to

system organization and system operation pertaining to LFM solutions. LFM solutions

continue to emerge, the work presented here offers a foundational framework for sub-

sequent research while acknowledging inherent limitations. This section encapsulates

the contributions, emphasizing their potential impact on the existing body of knowl-

edge. Furthermore, it discusses the constraints encountered during this research and

concludes by shedding light on potential future research avenues to further enhance

the rapidly evolving field of LFM.

6.1 Synthesis

From an academic and applied standpoint, this work’s contributions offer guidance in

predictive and prescriptive knowledge based on meticulous analysis of different aspects

revolving around developing LFM solutions.

The knowledge classification related to LFM is key in clarifying terminologies and con-

cepts. These are frequently employed but often misunderstood or misapplied in numer-

ous discussions. This harmonized classification, grounded in theoretical frameworks,

can be instrumental for newcomers and advanced experts in designing and developing

LFM solutions. Moreover, other researchers can incorporate the proposed classification

as a foundation, extending knowledge organization within the field. This classification

approach can harmonize descriptions, facilitating comprehension and emphasizing in-

novative aspects within their respective domains, notably for projects within the EU,

which typically orbit around similar thematic areas.

The design of information systems, while inherently challenging and somewhat distant

from real-world applications due to regulatory hurdles and the absence of explicit busi-

ness models, provides foundational insights into how we should conceive the design of

LFM solutions. By framing LFMs as service-oriented solutions, they can be assimilated

into similarly structured solutions. This approach could simplify the intricacies of smart
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grids solutions, which are becoming more market-driven, promoting their integration

and competition and expediting their widespread deployment.

In terms of system operation, the contributions offer a straight approach to toolkit anal-

ysis. Stakeholders committed to understanding the network-level impact of various de-

signed and developed solutions and their adaptability to the prevailing trends of decen-

tralization and decarbonization can utilize these insights for analogous analyses. Fur-

thermore, the emphasis on forecasting systems lays the groundwork for understanding

the design and impact of these systems but also contributes prescriptive knowledge.

This serves as a roadmap for future designs. Additionally, conceptualizing agnostic op-

timization tools could encourage industrial enterprises to consider industrial flexibility

for demand response purposes. Such an approach could significantly enhance LFM’s

flexibility pools, especially since they would not require granular private information

about the flexible industrial processes.

6.2 Limitations and outlook

While the contributions of this cumulative work offer advancements to the body of

knowledge, there are inherent limitations within the broader context of LFM solutions

and the specific details of these contributions.

A primary limitation is the thesis’s minimal focus on the economic aspects of LFM solu-

tions despite their market-based nature. Many emerging publications devote significant

attention to the challenges arising from the economic dimensions of these solutions.

Another overarching limitation is the lack of a comprehensive proposal for a LFM so-

lution, drawing from the experiences and insights gained during this work. The root

of this limitation is the initial lack of foundational understanding at the outset of this

thesis. As a result, the emphasis of the contributions has been more on grasping these

foundational elements from a broad and technical perspective.

In the context of individual contributions, while detailed and seemingly beneficial, the

taxonomy has yet to be practically implemented to assess its real-world applicability.

Future research might validate or challenge its utility. It also focuses only on LFMs of-

fering congestion management services.
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Regarding the SRA for toolset analysis, a significant limitation is the omission of in-

dustrial flexibility and evaluating its actual versus theoretical impact, as illustrated in

references like [136].

The computational demands associated with forecasting tools present distinct chal-

lenges. In the specific arena of FL, the simulations on decentralization do not factor

in the intricacies and real-world hurdles posed by ICT infrastructure. Additionally, the

simulations focus on a limited number of peers, potentially failing to mirror the con-

sumer landscape where these collaborative mechanisms might be deployed.

Concerning the scheduling optimization, the absence of a practical example can be at-

tributed to the lack of data involving real industrial entities participating in LFM. It

underscores the broader challenges of data opacity and sharing in this domain, espe-

cially as many LFM solutions are designed around pay-as-bid remuneration schemes

and do not provide time series prices—required by the tool.

Lastly, to finish positively, the challenges identified serve as opportunities for future in-

terdisciplinary contributions to the emerging field of LFMs. They allow for a rich inte-

gration of diverse perspectives and expertise to an area that requires it, given its system

complexity.

For instance, the future inclusion of detailed economic dimension in the design and op-

eration of LFMs, the inclusion of industrial flexibility in SRA to provide even a more

detailed analysis before large-scale industrial flexibility deployment, addressing poten-

tial node disturbances or introducing corrupt data in ML and DL when using multi-

party computations solutions such as FL, especially in light of the escalating trend of

cyberattacks aimed at causing systemic disruptions and evaluating local training of col-

laborative models from an economic point of view.
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VII Recognition of previous and

related work

The maxim "standing on the shoulders of giants" (i.e., in Latin "nani gigantum humeris in-

sidentes" ) encapsulates the essence of academic progress, highlighting the significance

of building upon the knowledge and discoveries of those who came before us. This

dissertation follows that spirit, as it is the realization of collective knowledge drawn

from an extensive array of experiences and collaborations within and beyond the Dig-

ital Financial Services and Cross-Organisational Digital Transformations (FINATRAX)

research group at the University of Luxembourg’s Interdisciplinary Centre for Security,

Reliability, and Trust (SnT).

The extent of the research presented is only possible due to my time as a Ph.D. can-

dite at the FINATRAX research group, as my time as a researcher at the Austrian Insti-

tute (AIT) of Technology, the enriching period spent at the Technical Research Institute

(ITT) of Comillas in Madrid and the network my professor established across Germany.

They have been a cornerstone in fostering the collaborations that have significantly con-

tributed to this work.

The diverse array of partnerships and work that has influenced this thesis is reflected

directly in the range of co-authored research publications. RP1 is a result of the cooper-

ation with Orlando Valerazo from ITT Comillas and related to ITT Comillas’ previous

general research lines in power systems focused on energy markets and operation (see

Koliou et al. [137], Gomez [138], Koirala et al. [139], and Burger et al. [140]). In contrast,

RP2 was only possible with the insights from colleagues at the FINATRAX group and a

consortium of German academia and research institutes and their several research lines

in flexibility and digitalization (see Schott et al. [141], Ländner et al. [142], Roth et al.

[143], Bauer et al. [144], Keller et al. [145], Bauer et al. [146, 147], and Roth et al. [148]).

Similarly, RP3 is the result of extensive collaboration between my old colleagues from

the AIT and Dutch energy companies such as Enexis and Elaad in the context of smart

grids and flexibility (see Iglesias Vázquez et al. [149], Kamphuis et al. [150], Meisel et al.

[151], Einfalt et al. [152], Übermasser et al. [153], and Zweistra et al. [154]).
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Meanwhile, RP4 success is due to and my colleagues from the AIT and other research

and energy companies across Portugal (e.g., INESC-TEC and EDP) and Slovenia (Elek-

tro Ljubljana d.d. and CyberGrid) effort in different research lines such as energy digital-

ization, smart grids and power system operation (see Bletterie et al. [155], Findrik et al.

[156], Esterl et al. [157], Rossi et al. [158], Baut et al. [159], Kupzog et al. [160], Kadam

et al. [161], Bletterie et al. [162], Kintzler et al. [163], Bessa et al. [164, 165], Fonseca et al.

[166], Retorta et al. [167], and Belhomme et al. [168]).

Although within the FINATRAX research group, my colleagues and I collectively con-

tributed to RP5 and RP6 starting the forecasting research line, my CET’s previous related

work in forecasting influenced our work (see Valgaev and Kupzog [169] and Valgaev

et al. [170]). This internal cooperation within FINATRAX has been indispensable to the

thesis’s efforts, aiming to produce research that is as innovative as it is interdisciplinary.

Lastly, RP7, although developed within the FINATRAX research group, previous work

from my professor’s network has impacted the idea generation (see Bank et al. [171],

Lindner et al. [172], Bachmann et al. [173], Rusche et al. [174], and Wederhake et al.

[175]).
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A Appendix

This appendix contains three main sections:

Appendix A.1: This section provides a comprehensive overview of the publications

included in this dissertation, encompassing both journals and conferences, in light of

its cumulative nature. It also offers an overview of excluded publications, both peer-

reviewed and non-peer-reviewed. The latter category encompasses book chapters and

industry reports, which laid the foundational groundwork for the development of this

thesis.

Appendix A.2: To ensure transparency, this section contains contribution statements

that detail my specific roles and contributions to each publication incorporated into this

dissertation.

Appendix A.3: This section is a repository for the papers referenced in this dissertation.

As highlighted in Appendix A, these papers are: A.3.1, A.3.2, A.3.3, A.3.4, A.3.5, A.3.6,

and A.3.7.
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A R T I C L E I N F O
Keywords:Local flexibility marketsSmart grid architecture modelCongestion management serviceElectricity flexibility serviceTaxonomyClassification

A B S T R A C T
Local flexibility markets are becoming increasingly popular smart grid solutions. They connect customers whorequire flexible electricity supply and demand with local flexibility providers. However, the growing numberof diverse solutions has led to a proliferation of concepts, projects, and companies in this market, with thisdiversity making understanding and comparison difficult. To tackle this challenge, we propose a multi-layeredtaxonomy of local flexibility market solutions. This focuses on congestion management on the distributionside of this activity; a crucial service for distribution system operators. Our taxonomy utilizes the Smart GridArchitecture Model to describe these markets comprehensively. We employ an iterative taxonomy-buildingmethod, refining and evaluating it through insights from ongoing implementations and twenty-eight expertinterviews. Moreover, we present a complete instantiation of our taxonomy and offer a discussion with practicalrecommendations for practitioners in the local flexibility market landscape.

1. Introduction

The evolution to ‘‘smart grids’’ from traditional unidirectional andpassive power systems accentuates challenges like real-time powersystem’s balancing and congestion, especially with the proliferation ofdistributed energy resources (DERs) and sector electrification [1,2].These complexities, notably at the medium voltage (MV) and lowvoltage (LV) levels, require System Operators (SOs) traditionally resortto congestion management ancillary services that limit electrical powerexchange when line and transformer capacities are reached [3,4].As these services are often not sufficient, both Distribution SystemOperators (DSOs) and Transmission System Operators (TSOs) havebegun to explore alternatives, such as the use of sources of flexibility[5–7]. SOs can incorporate flexibility sources through non-market-based or market-based solutions [8]. However, certain jurisdictions(such as the European Union (EU)) prefer market-based solutions [9,10]. While various market-based solutions exist, local flexibility mar-kets (LFMs) emerge as a solution for leveraging sources of flexibilityand providing services such as congestion management to the SOs [11].With the burgeoning interest in LFM for managing congestionsand delivering local services, academic literature in this domain hasproliferated. Nevertheless, existing research tends to focus in isolationon distinct facets of LFMs—ranging from market designs [11–13] andsystem architectures [14–16], to technical operations [17–19]. This
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: sergio.potenciano-menci@uni.lu (S. Potenciano Menci).

fragmented approach complicates efforts to compare, select, and reg-ulate such markets. Compounding the challenge is the absence of ahomogeneous vocabulary and an integrated perspective, which furtherexacerbates the complexity of understanding and implementing LFMsolutions.To mitigate this fragmentation, lack of homogeneous vocabulary,and holistic view, we introduce a multi-layered taxonomy of LFMsfor congestion management focused on the distribution level. Ourtaxonomy builds on the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) as astructuring framework [20], and results from an iterative taxonomy-building process that incorporates insights from currently implementedLFM projects, as well as feedback from twenty-eight expert interviews.It is designed to enhance comprehension of both current and forthcom-ing LFMs solutions for congestion management, catering to academic,industrial, and regulatory stakeholders. This taxonomy not only refinesthe vocabulary for mutual understanding and fortifies the SGAM marketlayer with an intricate classification but also lays the groundworkfor subsequent research, such as typologies, ontologies, and archetypedesigns. Most importantly, it will aid the EU’s deployment of LFMsolutions by offering standardized definitions and consistent descriptiveclassification formats that can organize knowledge.The structure of this manuscript is as follows: Section 2 gives aliterature overview of LFMs. It includes the theoretical background, the
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direction of regulatory change in the EU regarding the developmentof these solutions, and a review of the most prominent EU initiativeswith relation to LFM solutions. Section 3 outlines our research approachto create a multi-layered taxonomy for LFM focused on congestionmanagement at the distribution level. Section 4 presents the resultingtaxonomy, subdivided according to the SGAM interoperability layerstructure. Section 5 provides a complete example taxonomy, basedon an existing LFM solution, with three additional examples in theAppendix C. Later, Section 6 discusses and provides recommendationsbased on our proposed taxonomy’s results. Finally, Section 7 concludesthe manuscript.
2. Related work

2.1. Local flexibility markets: definitions and design characteristics

2.1.1. DefinitionsIn essence, LFMs represent a subtype of electricity markets that fea-ture spatial and product concerns. Hence, their ‘‘local’’ and ‘‘flexibility’’designations. The term ‘‘local’’ refers to certain services and productscharacterized by a specific geographical location (e.g., congestion man-agement for DSO). Only flexibility providers connected to the givenlocation in the electricity grid can provide the required service [21].The term ‘‘flexibility’’ refers to the adjustability provided by a range offlexibility sources [22].Although there are numerous interpretations of LFMs, as collectedin Table 1, there is a disagreement on the definitions as not all refer tothe concept in the same manner. These definitions, especially Agencyfor the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) ’s and EuropeanNetwork of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E)’s incorporate design aspects such as the target group (e.g., DSOs),while in other cases, include trading horizon actions, flexibility gridneeds, aggregation, and platform independence. These definitions couldlead to confusion and limit the scope of these solutions, especially ifcollected in regulations or frameworks. To avoid this issue, we providea broader, more inclusive definition of LFMs as "information system
solutions that enable buyers and sellers to trade flexibility-services to address
local needs’’. This definition is not specific to any particular marketdesign, implementation, or service (i.e., congestion management), thusencouraging innovation and allowing for adaptation to various contextsand evolving requirements and designs.

2.1.2. Design characteristicsLFMs represent complex smart grid solutions involving multiple ac-tors, numerous information flows, and multiple components necessaryfor optimal operation. As interest in these solutions grows, numerousproposals have emerged to address operational challenges, such ascongestion management, by providing congestion management services(see Section 2.3). The diverse array of proposed solutions raises criticalquestions about various market designs, functions, components, andcommunication modes. These questions are paramount to developers,researchers, regulators, SOs, and users who seek a comprehensiveunderstanding of, comparison between, development of, and analysisof these solutions for future real-world implementation.Several authors have attempted to address these questions by delv-ing into the design aspects of LFM solutions. Ramos et al. [12] providea high-level description of the market design characteristics relevant toLFM solutions, exploring dimensions such as temporal, spatial, contrac-tual, and price-clearing aspects. Similarly, Radecke et al. [13] focus onmarket design elements pertinent to congestion management services,including considerations related to market participants, product andremuneration structures, pricing mechanisms, matching procedures,and clearing processes. Meanwhile, Minniti et al. [16] concentrate onother design elements relevant to all LFM solutions, such as the coordi-nation of market players (i.e., TSO-DSO) and the coexistence of variousflexibility services. Valarezo et al. [11] conduct a literature reviewencompassing different flexibility platforms, including LFM solutionsfor congestion management. They analyze diverse design characteris-tics such as pricing strategies, market frequency, bidding processes,settlement mechanisms, market operators’ income models, and integra-tion with established electricity markets. Similarly, Färegård et al. [26]delve into specific design characteristics of LFMs that offer congestionmanagement services, covering elements like delivery periods, pricesettlements, trading platforms, and bid sizes. This detailed examinationserves as a foundation for comparing and classifying existing solu-tions. Additionally, Chondrogiannis et al. [31] provide an in-depthdescription and comparison of current LFM solutions for congestionmanagement, considering functions like pre-qualification procedures,signal dispatch, validation processes, settlement mechanisms, as wellas market design characteristics such as trading mechanisms and flex-ibility product offerings. In the context of solution design, Tronciaet al. [32] introduce a theoretical market framework aimed at concep-tualizing and designing electricity markets, applicable to LFM solutions.
Table 1Local flexibility market literature definitions.

Author Year LFM definition
Ramos et al. [12] 2016 Long- or short-term trading actions for flexibility in a specific geographical location, voltage level, and

system operator (DSO and TSO), given by grid conditions or balancing needs, where participants in a
relevant market can be aggregated to provide flexibility services

Olivella-Rosell et al. [18] 2018 An electricity flexibility trading platform to trade flexibility in geographically limited areas such as
neighborhoods, communities, towns, and small cities.

Radecke et al. [13] 2019 Mechanism that i) aims to relieve congestion in the distribution grid, ii) works through impacting the
dispatch of generation, load and/or storage assets, with iii) voluntary participation, and iv) remuneration
that is determined based on participants’ bids

Correa-Florez et al. [23] 2020 Independent trading space/platform with specific bidding rules

Ziras et al. [24] 2021 A market-based solution to trade flexibility locally between flexibility providers and Distribution System
Operators (DSOs).

Dronne et al. [25] 2021 A local flexibility market is typically used to provide services for the flexibility needs inherent to the
Distribution Network Operator (DNO).

Faregard et al. [26] 2021 Enablers of explicit DSF, which can be used for several purposes such as managing grid congestions

Singh et al. [27] 2022 Trading mechanism for electrical flexibility in geographically constrained regions like communities,
neighborhoods, and towns. The LFM provides a competitive trading platform that allows flexibility
purchasers, such as DSOs and Balance Responsible Parties (BRPs), to trade flexibility with flexibility sellers,
such as aggregators and prosumers.

ENTSO-E [28] 2022 Specifically aimed solutions at resolving constraints on the distribution network.

ACER [29] 2022 Markets where service providers offer products for local SO services

Valarezo et al. [30] 2023 A marketplace that enables buyers and sellers to trade flexibility services to address local needs.
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They focus on design characteristics like market architecture, coor-dination mechanisms between TSO and DSO, optimization processes,market operation, and grid representation.In a broader context, Acosta et al. [33] propose a market categoriza-tion framework that applies to various smart grid solutions, includingLFMs. Within this framework, they emphasize market design aspectssuch as the degree of competition, agreement structures, clearing mech-anisms, price formation, price mechanisms, market product offerings,and the duration of market operations.Building upon this categorization approach, Teske et al. [34] offera comprehensive classification of local energy markets, specificallyfocusing on ancillary services, which congestion management servicescan fall into. This classification distinguishes between LFMs and localcapacity allocation markets, highlighting their distinct characteristicsconcerning objectives, impact on TSOs and DSO, applications, and theprimary challenges they face.Diving into understanding and categorizing the challenges follow-ing a taxonomy-based classification approach, Moller [35] develops ataxonomy. The aim is to understand barriers and potential solutions toflexibility in the district energy-electricity system operated by DSOs.This taxonomy proves valuable for designers and regulators seekinginsights into the challenges associated with designing and overseeing,for instance, solutions for DSOs that include flexibility at their core,such as LFM solutions.Likewise, Mengelkamp et al. [36], adopting a more methodologi-cal categorization approach, change the focus to a business-orientedperspective. They derive a taxonomy using a hybrid approach thatcombines empirical research and conceptual methods. Their taxonomyaims to understand business models’ intricacies and defining character-istics within the context of local electricity markets (LEMs) and theirrelation to LFMs. It draws insights from expert interviews and encom-passes aspects related to the value proposition, solution perspectives,partnerships, product offerings, cost and revenue considerations, roles,legal aspects, succession factors, and transactional elements within thesolution.However, these contributions offer only a partial view of the myriaddesign characteristics of LFMs and their services, particularly regardingcongestion management. A comprehensive taxonomy encompassing alldesign aspects of these smart grid solutions for congestion managementcould serve as the foundation for detailed and harmonized descriptions.Such a comprehensive taxonomy would greatly enhance our ability tocompare and analyze LFM solutions, thereby significantly advancingour understanding of these complex systems. Importantly, this taxon-omy must encompass many perspectives beyond the purely businessaspect, as LFM represents complex smart grid solutions.
2.2. European regulation push towards local flexibility markets

LFMs have become a central policy focus for the EU, catalyzed bythe European Commission (EC)’s strategic endeavors to revolutionizethe power landscape. Driven by the trinity of decarbonization, decen-tralization, and digitalization [37], the ambition is a robust, sustainableenergy infrastructure, with LFMs at its helm, aiding SOs in efficient gridmanagement.The genesis of this regulatory trajectory traces back to the thirdenergy package of 2009, which evolved in 2016 with the fourth energypackage or Clean Energy Package (CEP) proposal, outlining a frame-work for DSOs to harness flexibility. Subsequent policy inflections in2019 further supported LFMs via the European Green Deal [38], with2020 heralding the Energy System Integration Plan [39] and the EUDigital Strategy [40], both underscoring the salience of platforms likedigital LFMs solutions.In 2021, the scene was set for more radical shifts. Directiveson Renewable Energy [41] and Energy Efficiency [42] accentuatednon-discriminatory market participation, congestion management, anddemand-side flexibility. These culminated in the 2021 ‘Fit For 55’

package, setting an ambitious renewable energy resource (RES) targetof 40% by 2030 [43], implying deeper grid complexities at LV and MVlevels and a pressing call for LFM solutions for smooth RES assimilation.Additionally, the EU’s REPower initiative [44] sought to expeditethe energy shift, seeking demand moderation, fuel source diversifica-tion, and higher RES integration. This momentum carried into 2022when the EU Commission encouraged ACER for a comprehensive de-mand response framework, emphasizing SOs’s pivotal role in localmarket operations, as it clearly states SO can use LFM to procureflexibility [29].In sum, the EU’s evolving policy landscape profoundly recalibratesthe regulatory climate, reshaping grid and market paradigms. As chal-lenges to the legacy power model mount, they concurrently create apush for innovative solutions like LFMs to navigate and thrive amidthese changes [31].
2.3. Overview of local flexibility markets for system operators in Europe

LFMs have generated substantial attention as a way to achieve theintegration of many regulatory changes while being a cost-effectivecomplement for SOs. Hence, many EU projects have focused on theresearch and development of LFM solutions. Table 2 presents a com-prehensive overview of the most pertinent European initiatives thatcurrently feature LFM solutions for the procurement of SO services viaplatforms. Many of these initiatives have emerged from the EuropeanH2020 research program, including projects such as CoordiNet [45,46], EUniversal [47,48], EU-SysFlex [49,50], InterFlex [51,52], andOneNet [53,54]. These projects involve multiple partners from differ-ent European countries, as outlined in Table 2. Furthermore, Germanyand Denmark have introduced their own national initiatives, namelyEnera [55] and Ecogrid 2.0 [56] – to facilitate the procurement of flex-ibility services. Additionally, the Cornwall Local Energy Market [57]in the UK – which was led by Centrica and partially funded by theEuropean Regional Development Fund – developed a market-based toDSO and TSO flexibility procurement arrangements.Other LFM solutions have been developed independently by SOs.For instance, Flexible Power [58] is a collaborative effort of fourUK electricity distribution network operators (DNOs): National GridElectricity Distribution, Northern Powergrid, Scottish and SouthernElectricity Networks, and SP Energy Networks. Similarly, Enedis –the main DSO in France – created and operates a local flexibilityplatform to procure congestion management services [59]. Moreover,GOPACS [60], owned and operated by the Dutch–German TSO Ten-neT and four DSOs (Stedin, Liander, Enexis Groep, and Westland),serves as an intermediary platform supporting the coordinated market-based procurement of congestion management services. Another rele-vant flexibility platform is being developed by OMIE, the nominatedelectricity market operator (NEMO) for the Iberian Peninsula (Spainand Portugal). This initiative builds upon the work carried out in theOneNet [53], DRES2MArket [61] and IREMEL [62] projects.On the other hand, there are commercial solutions that offer mar-ketplaces for the procurement of flexibility services. For instance, Pi-clo [63] operates in the UK and has expanded its operations to Ireland,Lithuania, Portugal, and the United States. Similarly, NODES [64] is anindependent marketplace that functions as a market operator as part ofvarious projects such as Mitnetz [65], NorFlex [66], Smart Senja [67],SthlmFlex [68], among others. Most of the analyzed initiatives areeither fully operational or completed, with the exception of EUniversal,OneNet, and the OMIE LFM, which were at the implementation stageat the time this research was conducted.
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Table 2Overview of local flexibility market platforms implemented in Europe since 2016.
Service objective Market type Use Cases Status Countries # UCs

Congestion Management Flexibility market for DSO

CoordiNet: BUC-ES-1b,BUC-SE-1a/1b 2019–2022 ES-SE

25

EUniversal: BUC-PT1 2020–2023 PT
Flexible Power: National GridElectricity Distribution, SP EnergyNetworks, Northern Power Grid,Scottish and Southern ElectricityNetworks

In operation UK

InterFlex: FR-UC3, NL demo 2017–2019 FR-NL
NODES: Mitnetz 2018–2021 DE
NODES: Smart Senja In operation DE-NO
OneNet: WECL-ES-01/02,EACL-HU-02, EACL-SL-01 2020–2023 ES-HU-SL
Piclo: UK Power Networks,Electricity Northwest In operation UK
OMIE: IREMEL and DRES2Market In development ES
Enedis: local flexibility platform In operation FR

Flexibility market for DSOand TSO
CoordiNet: BUC-GR-2a/2b 2019–2022 GR
Cornwall LEM 2016–2020 UK
Enera: Northwest of Germany usecase 2017–2020 DE
GOPACS In operation NL

Voltage Control Flexibility market for DSO EUniversal: BUC-PT2 2020–2023 PT
6EU-SysFlex: FI demo 2017–2021 FI

OneNet: EACL-HU-01, EACL-SL-02 2020–2023 HU-SL
Flexibility market for DSOand TSO CoordiNet: BUC-GR-1a/1b 2019–2022 GR

Congestion Managementand Voltage Control Flexibility market for DSO EUniversal: BUC-DE-AP/RP,BUC-PL-AP/RP, BUC-PT3/4 2020–2023 DE-PL-PT
11Ecogrid 2.0: BC3 Flexibilityservices at DSO level 2016–2019 DK

OneNet: EACL-CZ-01/02/03 2020–2023 CZ
Flexibility market for DSOand TSO EU-SysFlex: Portuguese demoPT-FxH-RP 2017–2020 PT

Congestion ManagementBalancing Flexibility market for DSOand TSO
EU-SysFlex: Italian demo IT-AP 2017–2021 IT 3NODES: NorFlex 2019–2022 NO
NODES: SthlmFlex In operation SE

Congestion Management,Voltage Control Balancing Flexibility market for DSOand TSO OneNet: SOCL-CY-01/02,EACL-PL-01/02/03/04 2020–2023 CY-PL 6
Islanding Flexibility market for DSO CoordiNet: BUC-ES-4 2019–2022 ES 1

2.3.1. ObservationsTwo types of market designs were identified in these projects: Flexi-bility Markets for DSOs and Flexibility Markets for DSOs and TSOs. Theformer represents a market-based mechanism allowing DSOs to procuresystem services from flexibility service providers (FSPs) to addresslocal needs, with DSOs maintaining exclusive access to DERs. In thelatter, flexibility markets for DSOs and TSOs, flexibility is distributedbetween system operators through market-based coordination, suchas bid forwarding, value stacking or priority-in-bid-selection. In thisinstance, LFMs at distribution level typically function as the initial stageof the process. It is important to highlight that flexibility markets whichare used exclusively for TSOs are excluded from the analysis. This isbecause this paper focuses on LFMs at the distribution level.Furthermore, we identified and examined fifty-two use cases (UCs),all of which used LFM platforms as collected in Table 2. We categorizedthem into six groups based on their service objectives.

The first group comprises UCs for testing congestion managementsolutions. In nineteen of these UCs, the DSO aims to procure flexibilityto resolve or mitigate physical congestions (specially, the overload-ing of lines and/or transformers) using active power products. Inthe remaining UCs, the TSOs and DSOs procure flexibility to addresscongestion issues through TSO - DSO coordination schemes [21]. Thesecond group comprises six UCs which provide voltage control ser-vices. These UCs share similarities with congestion management UCs.However, their focus diverges slightly as their solutions rectify voltageviolations using reactive power or a combination of active and reac-tive power. The following groups propose market-based solutions thatcombine congestion management services with voltage control and/orbalancing services. For instance, projects such as EUniversal, OneNet,Ecogrid 2.0, and EU-SysFlex have implemented UCs that focused onLFMs for the joint procurement of congestion management and volt-age control services. In the market-clearing of these solutions, any
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active and/or reactive power flexibility bids from providers could solvelines/transformers overloading, bus voltage violation, or both. The lastgroup includes the CoordiNet UC-ES-4, which centers on islandingservice (i.e., a type of microgrid operation).Among the reviewed UCs, congestion management service emergesas the most prevalent service in local flexibility markets. Consequently,the proposed taxonomy concentrates primarily on this service alone anduses these UCs as a foundation to develop it.
3. Research approach

This research paper proposes a multi-layered taxonomy for LFMsfocusing on congestion management at the distribution level. We limitour taxonomy to the area of congestion management, as it is the mainservice for DSOs and where the main pilot projects and companiesare directing their efforts (see Section 2.3). We propose our definitionof LFMs in Section 2.1. We refer to congestion management servicesas mitigating the restriction of electrical power exchange throughthe electrical grid, with this largely dependent on the capacity oftransmission/distribution lines and transformers. Line or transformercapacity can be restricted by physical constraints, such as thermalloading or hosting capacity, or by nonphysical factors, such as contractpower limitation. This is a particular concern for smaller DSOs whencontracting power capacity from larger DSOs.
3.1. Smart grid architecture model framework

The SGAM is a fundamental part of our taxonomy-building ap-proach because LFMs are smart grid solutions. The SGAM can providea harmonized description of smart grid solutions [20]. It requires abusiness-case or other use-case as a context from which to provide adescription. The SGAM emerges from the M/490 EU mandate, whichasks the Smart Grid Coordination Group (CEN, CENELEC, and ETSImembers) to develop a framework to enable European standardizationin the field of smart grids, while maintaining transverse consistency andpromoting continuous innovation [20].The SGAM framework is widely employed within the EU to pro-vide comprehensive descriptions of smart grid solutions. It is usedby various initiatives, such as research projects and their scientificpublications [46,51,53,69], as well as task forces in Europe, includingthe European Smart Grids Task Force Expert Group 1 [70] and the DataManagement Working Group [71]. These entities highly recommendusing the SGAM to achieve a holistic and harmonized depiction ofsolutions.The SGAM divides the description of a smart grid solution into fiveinteroperability layers: (1) Business, (2) Function, (3) Information, (4)Communication, and (5) Component, as we depict in Fig. 1 [20].The business interoperability layer provides an overview of theeconomic and regulatory structures of the solution. The function in-teroperability layer describes the services and tools relationships froman architectural viewpoint. The information interoperability layer de-scribes the exchange of information and its underlying canonical datamodels. The communication interoperability layer describes the proto-cols and mechanisms for information exchange between components.

Fig. 1. Interoperability layers of the Smart Grid Architecture Model based on [20].

Finally, the component layer provides an overview of the power sys-tem devices and information and communication technology (ICT)equipment used to operate the solution.As a result, the SGAM offers a harmonized power system frameworkfor the description of smart grid solutions. Consequently, we use it tostructure the descriptions in our taxonomy. For each interoperabilitylayer, we create a separate taxonomy. Using a detailed SGAM – suchas the one in [72], which covers all five interoperability layers – wecan provide a comprehensive, integrated, and harmonized descriptionof our LFM solution. However, even a partially described solution thatcovers one or more interoperability layers can still help to identifyobjects. We aim not to map our taxonomy onto the SGAM, but to useit as a boundary to define and describe each specific interoperabilitylayer and, as a result, our LFM solution.
3.2. Taxonomy building method

Traditionally, taxonomies are means of classification using empir-ical observations of identified objects [73]. However, given the rapidevolution of LFMs and regulations, relying solely on empirical data mayresult in an outdated taxonomy. Therefore, we incorporated conceptualinformation to enhance and strengthen our taxonomy. We selectedthe extended taxonomy design process (ETDP) method proposed byKundisch et al. [74] as it builds from Nickerson et al. [75] and extendsthe evaluation step (see Appendix A–Fig. A.1 for convenience).The process of building a taxonomy involves several steps. Re-searchers start by specifying the observed phenomena (i.e., the matterof research), the target groups, and the intention of the research.Next, they determine the meta-characteristics of the taxonomy, whichprovide the essence of the classification. Then, researchers need todetermine their ending conditions and evaluation goals. Succeedingsteps then focus on the main building blocks of the taxonomy through astep-oriented method that involves empirical (E-2-C) and/or conceptual(C-2-E) iterations to drive the dimensions and characteristics of thetaxonomy. In our case, we used a mixed approach that combinesboth iterations. The taxonomy is defined by a set of dimensions, eachconsisting of mutually exclusive characteristics. Dimensions can beconsidered variables, while characteristics can be considered possiblevalues of these variables [75]. Taxonomies can be multi-layered toincrease comprehension and readability [74]. In our case, we usethe term ‘‘category’’ instead of ‘‘layer’’ to avoid naming conventionproblems with the SGAM interoperability layers. After each iteration,researchers revise the taxonomy and check their ending conditions. Ifthey meet their ending conditions, they continue by configuring andperforming the evaluation. Once the researchers meet their evaluationgoals, they can consider that they have finalized the taxonomy and canthen report it.To develop our taxonomy, we focused on observing the phenomenonof local flexibility market platforms and identified three user targetgroups: (1) Academic, (2) Industrial, and (3) Regulatory. The taxonomyserves as a foundation from which to describe, understand, classify,and analyze LFM platforms in a harmonized fashion. Therefore, the es-tablished meta-characteristic is: ‘‘Design characteristics of local flexibility
market platforms focused on congestion management at distribution level in
the EU’’.We assumed four objective ending conditions. Objective conditionsprovide a clear and straightforward means for researchers to check theirstopping conditions. The first condition is to cover a representativesample of objects, in our case, commercial solutions and EU projects.To do so, we analyzed commercial and development solutions availablesuch as Piclo [63], NODES [64], OMIE [76], GOPACS [60],1 which are

1 It is not considered a local flexibility market per-se, but we considered itnonetheless, as it can help with the evaluation process and is an experimentfor the usefulness of the taxonomy.
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the leading commercial solutions. We also analyzed the details of themain EU projects targeting LFM selected from our literature analysis(see Section 2.3). The second condition is to stop iterating if we donot perform any merge or split operations in the previous iteration(see [74]). The third condition is that every dimension and characteris-tic must be unique for each interoperability layer. The fourth conditionis that the combination of characteristics is unique and not repeated. Ina similar fashion, as authors from the same discipline [36,77] or otherdisciplines have done [78,79], we incorporated an additional mutuallyexclusive marker as a new column in our taxonomy. This mutuallyexclusive marker delineates whether characteristics are unique or ifmultiple characteristics can apply within a single dimension. Moreover,the mutually exclusive clause facilitates a reduction in the number ofcharacteristics, as it prevents the need to specify their combinations.We assumed five subjective ending conditions. Subjective endingconditions are more complex to check. This is because they depend,to a large extent, on each researcher’s point of view. First, the tax-onomy must be concise. Consequently, we aimed to limit the numberof dimensions and characteristics in each dimension to locate andcapture abstraction and conciseness. Second, the taxonomy must besufficiently robust to provide differentiation between objects based onthe dimensions and characteristics of the taxonomy. Third, it has tobe comprehensive to enable a (random) sample of objects within thedomain to be classified. Fourth, it has to be extendable so that newdimensions or characteristics can be added easily. Fifth, it has to belargely self-explanatory; in other words, the naming convention has tobe intuitive.
3.3. Iterations

We required a total of sixteen iterations as collected in Table 3. Thefirst iteration, 𝐼 = 1, was a C-2-E iteration focused on reviewing existingliterature on topics related to our taxonomy. We used search stringsthat included congestion management, local flexibility markets, local energy
markets, taxonomy, and smart grid architecture. We conducted our reviewusing online libraries such as IEEE Xplore [80], Science Direct [81], and
Semantic Scholar [82]. We also utilized our professional and academicknowledge, as well as the projects we reviewed (see Section 2.3). Theinitial outcome of 𝐼 = 1 was the initial version, 𝑉 1, which we furtherenhanced through subsequent revisions.Subsequent versions of the taxonomy resulted from E-2-C approachiterations. In our E-2-C iterations, we used the latest version of thetaxonomy and conducted interviews to enhance the taxonomy. In total,we interviewed twenty-eight experts from different backgrounds. Weselected our pool of candidates based on their experience in the context

of LFMs and, if possible, knowledge in the SGAM domain. We providedetails from our expert interviews in Table 4. We employed a semi-structured interview format and used the drama model as our guidingframework [83]. We conducted the interviews in Spanish and English.Before initiating each interview, we obtained consent from our expertsto record and transcribe the conversation. We could record all theinterviews and analyze the transcription to complete, modify, or adaptthem. In each interview, we introduced our motivations and objectives,explained our research approach, provided an overview of our tax-onomy per SGAM interoperability layer, discussed the taxonomy, andconcluded by asking for their feedback. We collected their feedbackon the taxonomy and literature recommendations, allowing us to buildupon refined versions, as well as cross-checking comments from allinterviewees.After iteration 𝐼 = 4, we introduced the category ‘‘layer’’ in ourtaxonomy to provide a better context for the dimensions and theircharacteristics, following interviewee recommendations and analyzingsimilar approaches in the literature [77–79].Subsequent iterations, 𝐼 = 12 and 𝐼 = 14 incorporated cross-nationaluse cases (Netherlands (NL), Spain (ES), and the UK), with iteration
𝐼 = 12 emphasizing interview-based insights and iteration 𝐼 = 14scrutinizing extant documentation. The shift was because intervieweesfrom 𝐼 = 13 recommended instantiating the taxonomy to (1) check itscompleteness, (2) determine its ability to distinguish real-world objects,and (3) analyze any potential constraints when populating it. Aftertwo more iterations, we met all the ending conditions considered andperformed the evaluation.
3.4. Evaluation

We evaluated our taxonomy in a two-stage process. The first stageinvolved mid-term feedback from interviewees at the end of the in-terviews and the instantiation of the taxonomy in iterations 𝐼 = 12and 𝐼 = 14 to identify areas for improvement and refinement ofthe taxonomy, ensuring its practical relevance and alignment withreal-world expectations.The second stage occurred post-completion, after iteration 𝐼 =
16. We used a qualitative question-based method, drawing from theguidelines of Kundisch et al. [74], March et al. [84], and Prat et al. [85],to assess various dimensions including completeness, ease of use, androbustness. We developed a set of open-ended questions to evaluatethe completeness, ease of use, simplicity, understandability, fidelity with the
real world, consistency, level of detail, and robustness of our taxonomy.At the same time, we invited all the interviewees from the taxonomy-building process by email (Bcc) to share their feedback and answer

Table 3Overview of iterations carried out to complete the taxonomy.
Overview Categories Dimensiona Characteristicsa
Iteration Version Type Data (𝑖 = interviewee) Number B F I C Comp B F I C Comp
1 V1 C-2-E Own, literature and project documentation – 19 3 2 6 9 63 15 7 18 232 V2 E-2-C V1 + 𝑖1 – 16 2 2 6 8 53 13 7 20 223 V3 E-2-C V2 + 𝑖2 – 17 2 2 6 8 57 14 7 20 214 V4 E-2-C V3 + 𝑖3 18 17 7 3 6 7 44 20 11 16 185 V5 E-2-C V4 + 𝑖4 18 17 7 3 6 7 44 20 11 15 186 V6 E-2-C V5 + 𝑖5 + 𝑖6 + 𝑖7 21 23 7 3 6 7 53 20 11 16 187 V7 E-2-C V6 + 𝑖8 21 23 7 3 6 7 53 20 11 15 188 V8 E-2-C V7 + 𝑖9 23 20 7 3 8 7 50 20 11 16 199 V9 E-2-C V8 + 𝑖10 + 𝑖11 23 21 7 3 8 7 54 20 11 16 1910 V10 E-2-C V9 + 𝑖12 + 𝑖13 + 𝑖14 + 𝑖15 + 𝑖16 23 21 7 3 8 7 57 20 11 16 1911 V11 E-2-C V10 + 𝑖17 + 𝑖18 + 𝑖19 24 21 7 3 8 7 59 20 11 16 1912 V12 E-2-C V11 + 𝑖20 + 𝑖21 + UC (NL) 24 21 7 3 8 7 53 21 11 16 1813 V13 E-2-C V12 + 𝑖22 + 𝑖23 + 𝑖24 + 𝑖25 + 𝑖26 23 21 6 3 8 6 52 18 11 16 1614 V14 C-2-E V13 + UC (ES, UK) 25 24 6 3 8 6 62 18 11 16 1615 V15 E-2-C V14 + 𝑖27 23 22 7 3 8 6 52 21 11 16 1616 V16 E-2-C V15 + 𝑖28 24 21 7 3 8 6 50 20 11 16 16

a B = Business, F = Function, I = Information, C = Communication, Comp = Component.
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Table 4Interview details.
ID Country of activity Sector Position Topic expertise SGAM expertisea Duration (min) Interview setup
1 Spain University Researcher LFM and SGAM B, F 103 Physical Individual2 Spain University Research assistant LFM and SGAM B 102 Physical Individual3 Spain University Research professor LFM B 82 Physical Individual4 Spain University Professor LFM B 76 Physical Individual5 Spain University Research assistant LFM and SGAM I, C, Comp 100 Physical Group6 Spain University Professor SGAM I, C, Comp 100 Physical Group7 Spain University Assistant Professor LFM and SGAM I, C, Comp 100 Physical Group8 Spain Industry DSO role LFM and SGAM B, Comp 102 Online Individual9 The Netherlands Industry Senior consultant LFM B 100 Online Individual10 Austria Research Head of research unit LFM and SGAM All 72 Online Individual11 Germany Industry Senior project manager LFM B 86 Online Individual12 Austria Research Head of research unit LFM and SGAM F, I, C, Comp 68 Physical Individual13 Austria Research Researcher LFM and SGAM F, I, C, Comp 71 Online Individual14 N-W & central Europe Industry Manager business development LFM B 83 Online Individual15 Spain Industry Senior developer LFM B 93 Online Group16 Spain Industry Senior developer LFM B 93 Online Group17 Austria Research Researcher LFM and SGAM F, I, C, Comp 74 Physical Group18 Austria Research Researcher LFM and SGAM All 74 Physical Group19 Portugal Research Head of research unit LFM and SGAM All 54 Online Individual20 The Netherlands Industry Project manager (DSO) LFM and SGAM B 80 Physical Group21 The Netherlands Industry Product owner flexibility systems (DSO) LFM and SGAM B 80 Physical Group22 Belgium Policy Policy advisor LFM B 76 Online Group23 Belgium Policy Management, Lead & Advisor LFM B 76 Online Group24 Norway Policy Senior Engineer LFM B 86 Online Individual25 United Kingdom Industry Economic Consultant LFM B 84 Online Individual26 Greece Policy Policy freelancer LFM and SGAM All 146 Online Individual27 Belgium Policy Head of research LFM and SGAM B 66 Online Individual28 Belgium/EU Industry Flexibility Manager LFM and SGAM B 89 Online Individual

a B = Business, F = Function, I = Information, C = Communication, Comp = Component.
our questions. Table B.1 collects these questions in Appendix B. Alltwenty-eight experts interviewed responded positively, although threealso shared minor comments.On the one hand, these experts acknowledged that the taxonomyeffectively bridges the gap between diverse terminologies and facili-tates accurate, holistic understanding. They also appreciated its com-pleteness, which covers the entire perspective of these solutions andprovides a solid foundation. Additionally, they noted the balancedabstraction level, which helps avoid the taxonomy becoming quicklyoutdated.On the other hand, the experts expressed the following minorconcerns. First, they recognized that the taxonomy, although complete,well-structured, and detailed, requires a certain level of expertise tounderstand. This is because it encompasses intricate elements that maynecessitate prior knowledge or supplementary information for non-experts. Second, periodic updates to the taxonomy may be necessary,particularly in response to regulatory changes. However, they alsoacknowledged that such changes would require minimal work due tothe logical structure of the taxonomy and the followed method. Thus,the expressed concern in reality aligns with the inherent nature oftaxonomies, which, as suggested by Nickerson et al. [75], should beextensible, dynamic, and not merely static to adapt to changes. Finally,some respondents noted that they could provide a more detailed answerregarding the ease of use once they used the multi-layer taxonomy,although it seems straightforward at first glance.As final remark, during a presentation at a doctoral workshop [86],we received positive feedback on the elegance of the taxonomy. Thiswas principally due to the way it incorporates the SGAM’s structure,thus contributing to a well-organized taxonomy.
4. Taxonomy

In the following section, we introduce our taxonomy, organized intofive SGAM interoperability layers detailed in subsequent subsections. Ineach taxonomy, the extra column indicates whether characteristics aremutually exclusive (ME)—‘‘yes’’ for unique characteristics and ‘‘no’’ forcombinable ones.

4.1. Business interoperability layer

In Table 5, we present our proposed taxonomy for the businessinteroperability layer, featuring nine categories, 21 dimensions, and50 characteristics. The nomenclature aligns with the latest frameworksfrom ACER [29], universal smart energy framework (USEF) [87], andENTSO-E [88].The first category in our taxonomy focuses on congestion manage-ment needs (CM needs), which are classified into planned and un-planned origins. Planned needs are predictable and stem from networkexpansion plans, allowing the SO to prepare accordingly. Unplannedneeds arise from sudden or post-fault scenarios, making it uncertain ifcorrective measures will be needed, as seen in cases from Spain [76]and the UK [89].The second category in our taxonomy identifies the primary playersin an LFM: flexibility buyers, FSPs, and the market operator. Our taxon-omy focuses on DSOs, or a combination of DSOs and TSOs, as the mainflexibility buyers for congestion management at the distribution level.We have identified two types of market designs for this in Section 2.3.In the first design, one or multiple DSOs can act as buyers in an LFM. Inthe second design, both DSOs and TSOs can purchase flexibility throughmarket-based coordination, with an LFM serving as the initial stage. Weidentified two key types of FSPs: aggregators and individual providers.Aggregators can be further classified into traditional and independentmodels according to [90,91], but this taxonomy does not cover it.The role of market operators in LFM is a subject of debate asremarked in [92,93]. While some DSOs may operate the market, up-coming EU regulations and frameworks [29] suggest multiple operatoroptions, including independent entities like Piclo or regulated onesas NEMOs. LFM operators have similar responsibilities to traditionalmarket operators but may take on additional tasks when an SO assumesthis role, such as resource prequalification or flexibility activation [94].The third category, market scope, contains three dimensions: nego-tiation time frame, grid level location of flexibility needs, and locationorganization of offers. The negotiation time frame concerns the ‘‘gate’’opening and ‘‘gate’’ closure for customers to participate in flexibility
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Table 5Taxonomy based on the business interoperability layer for congestion management service.Category Dimension Characteristic MECM need Origin Planned Unplanned YesFlexibility buyer DSO/s DSO + TSO YesFlexibility service provider Aggregator/s Individual provider/s YesMarket operator System operator/s Third-party commercial Third-party regulated NoNegotiation time frame Real-time Short-term Mid-term Long-term YesFlexibility need – grid level DSO HV DSO MV DSO LV NoOffer organization Congestion point/s Congestion zone/s NoMarket access Prerequisites Technical Market NoAttributes(Parameters) Not standardized Standardized for UC/BC only Standardized at country level NoTransactional object Energy (Activation) Capacity (Availability) NoPower Active Power Reactive Power NoDirection Upwards Downwards YesMatching Continuous market Call market YesDemand/Supply formation One side Market Two side Market YesGrid constraint representation Bid limitation Partial grid data Comprehensive grid data YesPricing rule Pay-as-clear Pay-as-bid YesFlexibility unit metering Portfolio Asset NoBaseline method Historical data Real-time data Alternative data NoExternal coordination Implements MO/s coordination Does not implement coordination YesExisting market interaction Defined Undefined YesEconomic Fees Fixed Variable No

Participants
Market scope

Product

Clearing
Meteringverification
Integration

markets with their bids (flexibility offers). Customers can participatein flexibility markets, ranging from real-time to long-term. Real-timeencompasses same-day market negotiations, short-term refers to hoursto a day, mid-term includes weeks to months, and long-term extendsover years. The grid level location is crucial for distribution networks asit dictates the effectiveness of congestion solutions. Here, we adhere tothe EN 50160 and E.DSO (European DSOs association) guidelines [95,96] and consider high voltage (HV), MV, and LV levels excludingExtra-HV because of our distribution-level focus. The offer locationorganization dimension contains two main characteristics: congestionpoints and congestion zones, which may dynamically change over timeaccording to real projects [97]. These dimensions incorporate insightsfrom various studies and guidelines, such as EN 50160, E.DSO reports,and practices in countries like Spain, the Netherlands, and the UK (seeSection 4).The fourth category, market access, outlines the prerequisites thatFSP must meet to enter the market. These prerequisites can be technical(such as prequalification of assets and communication with assets)or market-specific. Market-specific prerequisites may involve provid-ing company information, collateral for participation, or declaringresponsibility for balancing.The fifth category refers to the product. Our research found thatcompanies and research projects may use various attributes to de-scribe a congestion management product. For example, the OneNetproject [98] introduces a framework that categorizes product attributesin two different levels: technical attributes (e.g., traded commodity,location of delivery, level of availability, ramping period, requiredmode of activation, etc.); and bid related attributes (e.g., divisibility,granularity, availability and activation prices, aggregation allowed,etc.). Similarly, the Open Networks project in the UK [99], outlines spe-cific attributes for active power products, including minimum flexiblecapacity, maximum ramping period, minimum activation capability,availability agreement period, among others, mixing the technical andbid related attributes. Such a classification into technical and bid-related (similar to OneNet project) provides a simple structure but lacksdepth. In order to provide depth into the taxonomy, we incorporateseveral dimensions to provide insights at a technical level and laterat a market level. Thus, from a technical perspective in the product,to provide a concise set of parameters – rather than an extensiveand dynamic list that may change due to upcoming regulations inthe EU (e.g., ACER’s demand response framework guidelines [29]) –we focused on how standard or common these characteristics are inthe operational context. We segmented them into three levels of stan-dardization: non-standardized, standardized for the use case/business

case, and standardized at the country level. The non-standardizedcharacteristic offer customization at the cost of complexity and arespecific to individual contracts or flexibility needs. Standardized forthe use case/business, like those in NODES, balance customization andefficiency and are specific to congestion management as they can bereplicated across countries since they are use case dependent. Lastly,
standardized at the country level aims to provide a cohesive frameworkfor all market participants within a country, as seen, for example,in the UK. Future guidelines from ACER may encourage but not en-force this level of standardization. The transactional object dimensiondescribes the traded commodity: energy (activation or utilization asknown in the UK) or capacity (availability). It is essential to emphasizethat our taxonomy acknowledges the possibility of combining thesecharacteristics to create specific and unique variations. Additionally,depending on the design and the product at hand, capacity productsmay introduce further nuances, such as traditional capacity or capacitylimitation (e.g., dispatch limitation), as highlighted in the frameworkguidelines [29] or in proposed designs as in [100]. Nevertheless, froman abstract perspective, these still revolve around capacity. The powerdimension refers to the product’s nature, which can be active or reac-tive power. While most congestion markets emphasize active power,recent EU projects like Coordinet [46] and EUniversal [47] explore theuse of reactive power. The direction dimension distinguishes betweenupwards (increasing generation or reducing consumption) and down-wards (decreasing generation or increasing consumption). Even thoughlimiting power direction could constrain market liquidity, it can alsooffer clarity and simplification for both flexibility buyers and FSPs, thusinfluencing the LFM’s overall effectiveness.The sixth category refers to market clearing, which is crucial inany market-based procurement system. It outlines the operational andmanagement aspects of the market. The clearing matching dimension,in its abstraction, can be either a continuous market (e.g., intradaycontinuous), or a call market approach for procuring services. The callmarket – which includes tenders, bilateral contracts, or various typesof auctions [17,101,102] – has been the subject of much discussionduring interviews. The key distinction is that while the continuousmarket clears frequently, the call market has an opening and closureperiod for FSPs to submit their offers. The demand/supply formationdimension in market clearing refers to either one-side or two-sidemarkets. In one-sided markets, the focus is mainly on meeting thebuyer’s needs, often selecting bids based on criteria like the lowestprice. In contrast, two-sided markets balance both buyer and seller of-fers, determining the market-clearing point where demand and supplyintersect. The grid constraint representation dimension distinguishes
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between bid limitation, partial grid data, and comprehensive grid data.Bid limitation relies solely on bid information for market clearing. Par-tial and comprehensive grid data involve varying degrees of networkinformation to address location-based congestion needs as indicatedin [54]. The pricing rule dimension identifies if the market operatesunder pay-as-clear or pay-as-bid mechanisms [103].During the taxonomy development process, two additional potentialdimensions emerged: price capping and the organization responsible forclearing. The issue of price capping was considered outside the scopeof the business layer. It can be included in the information taxonomyinteroperability layer as market information (see Section 4.3). As aside note, DSOs might use budgets instead of price caps for purchasingflexibility. The second dimension, which pertains to the entity in chargeof clearing, was found to overlap with the functional taxonomy. Assuch, we restricted it to the functional layer, focusing on the managerialresponsibilities associated with each function (see Section 4.2).The seventh category focuses on metering verification. It signifi-cantly influences the settlement process and, thus, the service payment.We focus on two key dimensions: flexibility unit metering and baselinemethods. Flexibility unit metering can be portfolio-based or centeredon individual assets, using either main metering or specialized subme-tering. Baseline methods are categorized into three main types: basedon historical data (where any previous data helps infer the baseline);real-time data (as monitoring or nowcasting (prediction in a veryshort time ahead) provides); or any alternative data (such as schedulesor nominations). These examples are non-exhaustive as pointed outin [24,45,104].The eighth category focuses on market integration. We split itinto two main dimensions: external coordination and existing marketinteraction. External coordination pertains to whether the LFM inter-faces with other network operators (DSO-DSO, TSO-DSO) or marketoperators or remains isolated. Existing market interaction investigatesthe relationship between the LFM and existing markets like day-aheador intraday. For example, OMIE in Spain plans to leverage day-aheadmarket data in their developing LFM. The OneNet project also exploreshow LFMs interact using primarily bid forwarding with establishedenergy and ancillary markets [54].We dedicate the last category in our business taxonomy to theeconomic aspect, which considers the LFM fees that can be fixed orvariable. LFM platform solutions might include many different fees andmight only be equal to some participants. For example, fixed fees couldrefer to the cost of the LFM solution in terms of infrastructure, withparticipants facing a fixed fee to use it paid once or by subscriptionor even mutualized by all end-customers. Variable fees may refer totrading fees based on total volume or penalties or price reductions FSPmight face upon non-delivery of their product.
4.2. Function interoperability layer

Table 6 collects the taxonomy for the function interoperabilitylayer consisting of three categories, seven dimensions, and twentycharacteristics. It aims to classify the functions required to perform inan LFM. The number of functions to classify may vary depending onthe description and complexity of the LFM use case. We recommendthe following steps to use the proposed function interoperability layertaxonomy effectively:

1. Identify all functions present in the LFM solution by selectingthe best representative characteristics of the Scope dimension.2. For each identified function and its scope, describe the othertwo categories (Management and Computation) by selecting onecharacteristic per dimension.
Aligned with studies by ENTSO-E [28] and Office of Gas and Elec-tricity Markets (OFGEM) [105], our taxonomy for the function interop-erability layer of LFM includes:
1. Assessment Functions: Cover activities such as monitoring andforecasting for flexibility management.2. Trading Functions: Focus primarily on bid selection and marketprocesses.3. Communication Functions: Facilitate coordination and informa-tion sharing, exemplified in H2020 projects like InteGrid [69]and EUniversal [106].4. Dispatch Functions: Relay selected offers to FSPs for subsequentasset operation.5. Activation Functions: Initiate the operation of flexibility assetsbased on specific parameters.6. Validation and Settlement Functions: Interlinked functions thatverify and finalize contracts and deliveries, also triggering pay-ment processes.
The differentiation between dispatch and activation emerged fromthe interviews and research [31]. While they might appear synonymousor often treated together in some contexts, they serve distinct rolesin many scenarios. For example, a DSO may issue a dispatch orderwell in advance, specifying the flexibility requirements. However, theactual activation, which puts these requirements into effect, is typicallycarried out by the FSP at a designated later time. This separationunderscores the nuanced roles these functions can play in operating anLFM.The responsibility for performing specific functions in an LFMimpacts system architecture, device prequalification, and market de-sign [107]. Our taxonomy distinguishes between the flexibility platformoperator and third-party operators for this responsibility. This clarity iscrucial, especially for functions like activation, where ambiguity canresult in task failure. Currently, no set approach for activation exists;it can be market-based (via the market operator (MO)) or directlycontrolled (via the SO) [8]. This may change with the forthcoming EUdemand response framework, specifying the SO’s role in bid selection,activation, and service control (see paragraph (62) in [29]).We outline five dimensions in the computation category. The first,the input dimension, considers whether a function requires single ormultiple information sources. This affects architecture and scalabil-ity [72,108]. The second, the trigger dimension, categorizes functionsas manual or automatic, noting that semi-automatic functions are con-sidered manual. The third dimension deals with time constraints oncomputations, which we classify broadly as defined or undefined. Thefourth, execution, examines whether the function operates in real-time, near real-time (e.g., within 15 min), or batch (e.g., for payment)mode. Lastly, the resource dimension qualitatively identifies resourceconsumption as low, medium, or high, given the fast-changing nature oftechnology and the prior author’s experience with quantification [108].

Table 6Taxonomy based on the function interoperability layer.Category Dimension Characteristic ME
Objective Scope Assessment Trading Communication Dispatch Activation Validation &settlement Yes
Management Responsible System operator Third-party operator YesInput Single Multiple YesTrigger Manually Automatically YesTime limitation Defined Undefined YesExecution Real-time Near real-time Batch YesResources Low demanding Medium demanding High demanding Yes
Computation
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4.3. Information interoperability layer

Table 7 describes the taxonomy for the information interoperabilitylayer. The information taxonomy has three categories, three dimen-sions, and eleven characteristics, making it the shortest of all fiveinteroperability layers taxonomies. Even though its relatively shortaspect, it complies with the recommendations from [74,75]. The taxon-omy provides relevant insights concerning the information, structure,contents, and how to use it. We recommend that practitioners considerthe following steps when utilizing the taxonomy:
1. identify each link,2. classify each link using the taxonomy.
In other words, we propose to describe each link, with each rep-resenting a connection between different nodes (components), thusbeing similar to the function taxonomy. The complexity of this exer-cise reduces when using a SGAM mapping as the primary input forthe taxonomy. Authors in [108] provide examples of identified linkdescriptions for the information interoperability layer.We identify three main categories for the information interoper-ability layer taxonomy, each having a single dimension. The firstcategory concerns the data model employed, which refers to how thedata was wrapped. Examples include asset metering models like IEC62056 [109], flexibility models such as energy flexibility data model(EFDM) [110], and market data models like USEF’s USEF Flex Tradingprotocol (UFTP) [111]. Given the diversity of data models, we includegeneral characteristics for resilience in our taxonomy. The secondcategory, content, differentiates among three characteristics: technical–electrical (e.g., power, voltage, holding duration), market (e.g., price,bid size, price cap, contract duration) [112], and support information(e.g., grid data via common information model (CIM)). Our approachaligns with the framework in [113]. The third category focuses ondata treatment. The interviewees emphasized the role of cyber secu-rity in LFM solutions, underscoring its importance in the context ofdata exchange and general data protection regulation (GDPR) [114].Our taxonomy addresses this by including a data sensitivity category,guided by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) andConfidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) frameworks [115,116].

4.4. Communication interoperability layer

Table 8 provides a communication interoperability taxonomy in-spired by selective layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)model [117]. This selection emerged from targeted interviews. Al-though resembling the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto-col (TCP)/Internet Protocol (IP) model [118] and Enhanced Perfor-mance Architecture (EPA), our taxonomy accommodates smart grid-specific protocols like S0 used for Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) com-munication [108]. Similar to the function and information layer, werecommend practitioners should:
1. identify each link,2. classify each link using the taxonomy.
For the data transport category, we focus on the end-to-end re-liability dimension and distinguish between two key characteristics:acknowledgment, exemplified by TCP, and no acknowledgment, exem-plified by User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

For the network infrastructure category, we identify two dimen-sions: management and coverage. Management is further categorizedinto public and private networks, while the coverage dimension followsthe Smart Grid Coordination Group classification, aligning with SGAMconcept (see Figure 16 — Mapping of communication networks on theSGAM. [20]).For the communication technologies category, we identify threedescriptive dimensions: Latency, divided into time-sensitive, whichrefers to the time limit for communication as crucial, and non-time-sensitive; Medium, representing either wireless or wired technologies;and Raw Data Rate, described qualitatively as low, medium, or high.Given the rapid pace of technological change, we opt for a qualitativeapproach (low, medium, or high). This approach allows practitioners todescribe their systems within the context of this taxonomy effectively.For the application protocol category, we focus on one dimen-sion: message-coupling. We identify two characteristics: client–serverand publish–subscribe. The client–server model features a hierarchicalstructure where information flows directly from server to client. Incontrast, the publish–subscribe model is non-hierarchical, involvinga broker to mediate information exchange between publishers andsubscribers.Lastly, we considered interoperability as a category, given its im-portance in smart grids [119]. To simplify such a complex category,we hone in on protocol standardization, addressing the core issue oftechnical interoperability [120]. We differentiate between open proto-cols that allow user implementation and proprietary ones that restrictusage and conceal internal details.
4.5. Component interoperability layer

Table 9 presents a taxonomy for the LFM component interoper-ability layer, blending power components like electrical networks withdevices or tools. We recommend practitioners use it as an overarchingsolution description, aligned with SGAM, rather than isolating eachcomponent for LFM use cases. We advise practitioners to follow thesesteps:
1. select the characteristic for the electrical network category;2. identify each component for classification;3. classify each tool identified based on the tools category.
However, we suggest choosing only the relevant categories for thosewho wish to apply the taxonomy to individual components, excludingthe electrical network.The first category is the electrical network. Electrical location mat-ters for flexibility provision as it influences power flow and line con-ditions. We categorize network structures into meshed, radial inter-connected, and radial. Meshed networks offer multiple paths for reli-ability. We consider ring structures to be simplified mesh networks.Radial interconnected structures are hierarchical but have reconfigu-ration devices for some merging. Radial networks are common andstraightforward, with all elements stemming from a substation.Flexibility assets are the sources of flexibility. They are units capableof changing their operation following a signal. They play a centralrole in LFM, as congestion problems are location-specific, and solvingcongestion could require a specific flexibility source (load, generation,or storage) and a specific voltage connection level (LV, MV, HV). Wedo not distinguish between market roles (such as generation, consumer,

Table 7Taxonomy based on the information interoperability layer.Category Dimension Characteristic MEContainer Data model Asset metering Flexibility Market Asset control Not specified YesContent Focus Technical-Electrical Market information Support information YesData treatment Sensitivity Public Confidential/Private Restricted Yes
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Table 8Taxonomy based on the communication interoperability layer.Category Dimension Characteristic MEData transport Reliability Acknowledgment No acknowledgment YesManagement Public Private YesCoverage SGAM – List YesLatency Time sensitive Non time sensitive YesMedium Wireless Wired YesRaw data rate Low Medium High YesApplication protocol Message-coupling Client-Server Publish-Subscribe YesInteroperability Protocol standardization Open Proprietary Yes

Networkinfrastructure
Communicationtechnologies

Table 9Taxonomy based on the component interoperability layer.Category Dimension Characteristic MEElectrical network Structure Meshed Radial interconnected Radial YesFlexibility source Load Generation Storage NoVoltage connection LV MV HV NoMetering & Control Device Smart meter IED - Off the shelf IED - Specific NoComputational location On-premise (Local) Cloud based (Third-party) YesData storage Centralized Decentralized Yes
Flexibility asset
Tools

or prosumer) as we only focus on the asset type for the componentinteroperability taxonomy.In LFM, device measurement and control are key aspects, as high-lighted in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. We categorize this under a singleabstract dimension: the device. We split it into two categories: smartmeters, intelligent electrical device (IED)-off-the-shelf or IED-specific.Smart meters are essential for data collection and validation but not forall flexibility assets. Some solutions use custom devices (IED-specific),while others opt for off-the-shelf to improve technical interoperability.Finally, our taxonomy highlights tools as essential components fortask execution, focusing on two primary dimensions: computationallocation and data storage. Computational location can be either on-premise or cloud-based. When computational power is provided byinternal servers belonging to the tool’s owning organization, we cat-egorize it as on-premise. This distinction is important for assessingvarying physical and cyber security requirements. Data storage is an-other crucial dimension, particularly given the rise in data sensitivityissues. We identify two types of storage: centralized and decentralized.In centralized storage, the data remains within the organization. Incontrast, decentralized storage involves external systems like third-party cloud services or Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) [121].This is relevant for practitioners considering data storage options andtheir associated technological challenges.
5. Taxonomy examples

This section showcases the practical application of the taxonomythrough various use cases, including a detailed one involving the DSOElectricity North West Ltd. (ENWL) and Piclo’s LFM solution. Threemore use cases are in Appendix C, covering diverse contexts likedifferent countries, market platforms, and regulations. These additionalexamples include a UK case with NGED’s Flexible Power, a Dutch casefocusing on Grid Operators Platform for Congestion Spreads (GOPACS)and local DSO Enexis, and a Spanish case featuring an LFM solution byOMIE.
5.1. United Kingdom - electricity north west - Piclo

ENWL, a UK DNO transitioning to a DSO [122,123], oversees57,000 km of power lines and runs biannual Invitation to Tender (ITT)for local flexibility services. Their current tenders (so-called competi-tions) aim to procure local flexibility through a three-stage process:pre-tender, tender, and post-tender [124]. These are hosted on thePiclo Flex platform, an online marketplace for energy flexibility [63].

The latest ITT for Spring 2023 targets 1097 MW of flexibility across32 locations with a £ 10.1 m budget spanning 2023–2028 [125].Subsequent sections will focus on this specific tender.Our analysis centers on three specific competitions: ENWL-229,ENWL-230, and ENWL-238, omitting new developments by Piclo [126].The first two target Dynamic and Restore services in Alston, while thelatter focuses on Secure service in Bolton By Bowland. We examine arepresentative contract for each area to elucidate the taxonomy.
1. ENWL-229/Alston (Dynamic) W23/24 - All Day,2. ENWL-230/Alston (Restore) FY24 - All Day,3. ENWL-238 Bolton By Bowland (Secure) W27/28 - All Day.
The details of site-specific requirements and service parametersare available in [127] and the flexibility map of the Piclo Flex plat-form [128].

5.1.1. Business interoperability layer taxonomyTable 10 presents a business taxonomy for each selected compe-tition, noting that all deal with unplanned congestion managementneeds. Specifically, ENWL-238 targets pre-fault needs, while ENWL-229 and ENWL-230 focus on post-fault needs. The primary differencebetween the latter two is that ENWL-230 emphasizes flexibility duringnetwork re-energization caused by abnormalities.In each competition, the DSO is the flexibility buyer, with FSPsparticipating individually or in aggregated units. The market operatoris Piclo, an independent entity. The bidding window runs from July 10to 21, 2023, for service delivery between November 2023 and March2028. In our taxonomy, ENWL-238 is categorized as ‘‘long-term’’ due toits October 2027 delivery, while the other contracts start in November2023. The DSO seeks at the MV (11 kV) and LV (0.24 kV) levels. FSPsmust first pass the market and then the technical prequalificationsteps on the Piclo platform to participate. The market requires FSPsto register on the Dynamic Procurement System (DPS), a companyqualification assessment [129], while for the technical, they need tofill in a Prequalification Questionnaire on the Piclo platform.The three competitions have similar product attributes, as stan-dardized by the Energy Networks Association (ENA). These attributesinclude not exclusive: minimum flexibility capacity, frequency of use,and ramping period. All competitions seek upward active power andshare the same market-clearing design, operating in a one-sided marketwith DSO as the single buyer. The competitions differ mainly in theirremuneration structure: ENWL-229 favors higher energy payments,ENWL-238 emphasizes capacity payments, and ENWL-230 offers only
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Table 10Business interoperability layer taxonomy for the three service products in the UK Electricity North West offers in Piclo.Category Dimension NWL-238/Bolton By Bowland (Secure) ENWL-229/Alston (Dynamic) ENWL-230/Alston (Restore)CM need Origin Unplanned (pre-fault) Unplanned (post-fault) Unplanned (restoration)Flexibility buyer DSO DSO DSO
Flexibility service provider Aggregator Individualprovider Aggregator Individualprovider Aggregator IndividualproviderMarket operator Independent commercial Independent commercial Independent commercialNegotiation time frame Long-term Mid-term Mid-termFlexibility need (grid level) DSO MV DSO LV DSO MV DSO LV DSO MV DSO LVOffer organization Congestion zone/s Congestion zone/s Congestion zone/sMarket access Prerequisites Technical Market Technical Market Technical MarketAttributes (Parameters) Standardized at country level Standardized at country level Standardized at country level
Transactional object Energy(Activation) Capacity(Availability) Energy(Activation) Capacity(Availability) Energy (Activation)
Power Active Power Active Power Active PowerDirection Upwards Upwards UpwardsMatching Call market (Tender) Call market (Tender) Call market (Tender)Demand/Supply formation One side Market One side Market One side MarketGrid constraint representation Bid limitation Bid limitation Bid limitationPricing rule Pay-as-bid Pay-as-bid Pay-as-bidFlexibility unit metering Asset Portfolio Asset Portfolio Asset Portfolio
Baseline method Historicaldata Alternativedata Historicaldata Alternativedata Historicaldata AlternativedataExternal coordination Does not implement coordination Does not implement coordination Does not implement coordinationExisting market interaction Undefined Undefined UndefinedEconomic Fees Fixed Variable Fixed Variable Fixed Variable

Participants
Market scope

Product

Clearing
Meteringverification
Integration

Table 11Function taxonomy for the flexibility assessment and clearing functions.Category Dimension Characteristic - Flexibility Assessment Characteristic - ClearingObjective Scope Assessment TradingManagement Responsible System operator Third party operatorInput Multiple MultipleTrigger Manually AutomaticallyTime limitation Undefined UndefinedExecution Batch BatchResources High demanding Medium demanding
Computation

a premium energy payment. The Piclo Flex platform clears the marketbased solely on FSPs bids, with no grid information considered. Pay-ments follow a pay-as-bid system until the DSO meets its requirementsor reaches the area’s budget limit.ENWL measures at the point of supply, requiring each FSP to offerminute-by-minute asset data. ENWL uses various baseline methods likeMid 8-in-10 (uses data from the middle of the last 8 of 10 days); Mid 8-in-10 with Same Day Adjustment; Mid X-in-Y (the user can choose howmany days to consider and the length of same day adjustment), Nom-inated (self-declared baseline of the asset in advance of the flexibilitydispatch event) and Zero (assumes that the asset is not operating exceptfor when providing a flexible service). Consequently, our taxonomyincludes historical and alternative data as characteristics of the baselinedimension.The Piclo platform is an independent marketplace without externalmarket coordination or links to existing markets like intraday or day-ahead. Both the DSO and FSP incur fixed platform fees, and FSPs mayface variable fees for partial or non-fulfillment of contracts.
5.1.2. Function interoperability layer taxonomyFrom a functional point of view, we focus on three key functions:flexibility assessment, clearing, and order dispatch, selected based oninterview insights and remarks by authors in [31]. These functionsoperate consistently across different products and competitions. Ta-ble 11 and Table 12 provide a taxonomy tailored for classifying thesefunctions.The flexibility assessment function, managed by ENWL, identifiesand quantifies areas requiring flexibility to alleviate congestion. Thisinvolves gathering data, including forecasts and substation data. Typ-ically executed in a resource-intensive batch process, this function ismanually triggered without a set time frame (batch process).

The clearing function, managed by the Piclo platform, matches FSPsoffers with DSO flexibility needs specified in the tender. After clearing,Piclo informs the DSO of the matched bids, although the final bidselection is a two-stage and two-company process inherited from theirdesign. The clearing is an automated process with multiple inputs,executed after post-bidding, and operates in a batch mode withoutreal-time constraints, requiring medium-level resources.The dispatch activation function in Table 12, handled by the DSOon the Piclo platform, sends dispatch signals of winning bids to FSPs forall power products and competitions. We assume the following: it is amanual process with a single input—the output from the clearing stage.Time-sensitive and critical, it varies in execution: ‘‘secure’’ products aredispatched in batches a week ahead, while ‘‘dynamic’’ and ‘‘restore’’are near real-time, triggered as needed. This function requires lowresources, primarily for communication.
5.1.3. Information interoperability layer taxonomyWe used a dispatch signal as an example for our information tax-onomy represented in Table 13. We assume after speaking with Piclomanagers that the DSO sends the dispatch signal to the FSP throughthe Piclo platform using a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) schemaknown as an ‘‘obligation’’. We considered it as ‘‘asset control’’ inour taxonomy; this signal includes both technical and support details.Technical information covers start/end times, capacity, and direction.Support information includes identifiers for both DSO and FSP, obli-gation ID, request for response, and signature. Given that it containssensitive identifiers, the dispatch signal is considered confidential.
5.1.4. Communication interoperability layer taxonomyLikewise, we examined the communication link between the DSOand FSP for dispatching signals in Table 14. The link uses Internet-based webhooks triggered by events and follows the standard TCP/IP
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Table 12Function taxonomy for the dispatch function.Category Dimension Characteristic - Secure Characteristic - Dynamic Characteristic - RestoreObjective Scope Dispatch Dispatch DispatchManagement Responsible System operator System operator System operatorInput Single Single SingleTrigger Manually Manually ManuallyTime limitation Defined Defined DefinedExecution Near real-time Near real-time Near real-timeResources Low demanding Low demanding Low demanding
Computation

Table 13Information taxonomy for the dispatch signal.Category Dimension CharacteristicContainer Data model Asset controlContent Focus Technical-Electrical SupportData treatment Sensitivity Confidential/Private

Table 14Communication taxonomy for the dispatch signal communication link.Category Dimension CharacteristicData transport Reliability (end-to-end) AcknowledgmentManagement PublicCoverage DSO market backhaul FSP market backhaulLatency Time sensitiveMedium WireRaw data rate LowApplication protocol Message-coupling Client-ServerInteroperability Protocol standardization Open

Networkinfrastructure
Communicationtechnologies

Table 15Component taxonomy.Category Dimension CharacteristicElectrical network Structure RadialFlexibility source Load GenerationVoltage connection LV MVMetering & Control Device Smart meter IED - Off the shelfComputational location Cloud based (Third-party)Data storage Decentralized
Flexibility asset
Tools - Dispatch

model. Acknowledgment is required for data transport. Given its useof the Internet, the link has extensive coverage, referred to as thebackhaul connection. We assume it is a wired link with a low datarate. The dispatch signals are time-sensitive, requiring low latency.The communication uses a client–server architecture with messagecoupling.
5.1.5. Component interoperability layer taxonomyTable 15 presents the taxonomy for the component interoperabilitylayer. We assumed a radial electrical LV and MV network, commonlyfound in Europe [130]. ENWL seeks flexibility from load and generationsources at these voltage levels. We excluded storage systems due touncertainty. Smart meters and IEDs are essential for metering andcontrol. The dispatch tool from Piclo, which uses a third-party cloud.According to Piclo’s engineers (whom we approached), the data isdecentralized across several servers.
6. Discussion and recommendations

This section synthesizes key insights and recommendations. Theseare drawn from the work conducted in this paper: literature and projectreview and analysis, expert interview comments, and the taxonomyinstantiation over various LFM design solutions across Europe.

6.1. Taxonomy insights

First, the approach of organizing the taxonomy into five layers,aligned with the SGAM framework, streamlines the interpretation ofLFM solutions from multiple perspectives. This approach not onlyhighlights market-specific considerations but also reveals these solu-tions’ intrinsic nuance differences in their characteristics. We observethat this approach has four key advantages: (1) it provides a holisticoverview of the solutions, (2) it facilitates the rapid identification ofpertinent discussion topics across academic, industrial, and regulatorystakeholders, and (3) it allows for the mapping of design principles tospecific layers within the multi-tiered taxonomy. For example, marketneutrality and product design principles are closely linked with thebusiness layer, operational responsibilities correspond with the functionlayer, and issues of data clarity and interoperability resonate with theICT layers of the taxonomy.Second, while all the LFMs solutions analyzed in Section 5 andAppendix C operate under a common conceptual framework and aimto develop and use a platform-based LFM solution, our taxonomyunveils subtle yet impactful differences, as earlier inferred. These dis-tinctions often arise from a similar congestion management challengethat SOs face, but they implement different solutions to solve it. Wefound this diversity even within the same jurisdiction, such as theUK, where competing solutions adopt similar but nuanced approaches.For instance, some solutions employ distinct remuneration schemes
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for energy and capacity to address specific grid congestion issues,thereby influencing their overall design. Another salient example is thedisparate management of the market-clearing function: one solutionemploys a third-party operator, while the other utilizes a SO. These ob-served variances underscore the necessity for a holistic taxonomy thathighlights and contextualizes these nuances in a harmonized formatapplicable to these solutions.Third, the choice of MO significantly shapes the governance dynam-ics of these LFMs solutions. Opting for either a third-party entity orthe SO as the MO brings its own set of advantages and drawbacks. Athird-party operator may strengthen market neutrality but necessitatesintricate coordination mechanisms for effective data sharing amongstakeholders, particularly regarding network-related information, in ahighly network-location-dependent problem. Contrariwise, designatingthe SO as both MO and flexibility buyer allows for the seamless inte-gration of network constraints into the LFM market clearing system. Itenhances the coordination and efficiency in procuring and operatingflexible resources but opens the market question of market neutrality.Fourth, the design of these LFMs solutions can be viewed as eitherrestrictive or liberating depending on the vantage point, whether it bethe FSP, SO, or any third-party. For example, unrestricted technicalmarket access may be favorable for attracting more FSPs. However,it could counterproductively diffuse the SO’s efforts to resolve specificgrid congestion challenges. The instantiated taxonomies also enlightenthe delicate balance required in formulating market penalties thatcan discourage FSP participation while ensuring grid security fromthe SO’s perspective. Additionally, certain design choices, such as thedirectionality of power flexibility, may be regulatory constraints thatlimit market participation. Yet, the necessity of such directionality iscontingent on the actual needs of the flexibility buyer. Another aspectwarranting attention is the impact of pricing rules on DSO. Typically,DSO revenues are a function of customer count and regulated networktariffs. Design characteristics like utilizing a pay-as-clear market pricingrule may result in uniform payments across FSPs, despite variances intheir technical impact on the network, thus potentially escalating costsfor the DSO. Nevertheless, the comprehensiveness of the taxonomy canaid stakeholders in recognizing and articulating these inherent designtrade-offs, reinforcing that no stakeholder is unduly favored in the LFMsolution design.Fifth, a notable concern is that many LFMs currently operate iso-lated and detached from existing power markets, which poses potentialrisks to market liquidity and long-term viability. To mitigate thesechallenges, some regions have pursued unique strategies. For example,in Spain, there is a natural integration with pre-established electricitymarkets due to shared operational agents (OMIE). Another avenueis to build interconnections within internal LFM markets, as demon-strated by Flexible Power, where non-fulfillment of long-term contractsautomatically activates shorter-term agreements. Nonetheless, the fullefficacy of these approaches can only be validated through analysis inthe coming years as they operate.Sixth, the product definition is central to the architecture of LFM so-lutions. Standardization of well-defined products has been observed toaccelerate the evolution of LFM markets, as exemplified by operationalmarkets in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.Finally, our last insight underscores the potential need to period-ically review the taxonomy as policies and specific characteristics ofLFM solutions become more defined through forthcoming guidelinesand national regulations.
6.2. Recommendations

We propose the following recommendations from the previouslyderived observations and insights that can guide practitioners.

1. Theoretical framework limitations: While the SGAM frameworkhas been instrumental in structuring our taxonomy, it has cer-tain limitations, especially in accommodating market-driven el-ements in only one unique layer (i.e., business), aligning withobservations by Paustian et al. [131]. Both our study and theirsadvocate for revising the SGAM to better accommodate market-driven paradigms.2. Unique taxonomy layer design: Our multi-layered taxonomy canserve as a foundational structure that could be adapted forother taxonomies-oriented services, other taxonomies (i.e., localelectricity markets), or ontologies of congestion managementservices. A single-layered taxonomy might not be practical oroptimal due to the numerous design characteristics inherent inLFM solutions.3. Addressing information gaps: We found a notable lack of infor-mation outside the business taxonomy layer, such as commu-nication protocols and device requirements. To mitigate this,we recommend utilizing the comprehensive taxonomy to en-hance the depth of documentation, thereby augmenting thetransparency and accessibility of LFM solutions.4. Consideration of several design principles: Given the power sys-tem structures and many different points of view, we recommendconsidering these points of view to collect the market designprinciples for developing solutions as otherwise solutions thatdo not feature these principles may face challenges and a lackof support from other stakeholders. For instance, Europex is apower exchange association that advocates for facilitating trans-parent and neutral market operations, openness to different flex-ibility resources, straightforward product design, adaptability tolocal needs, integration with existing markets, and responsibilityand incentive schemes for cost-effective system managementprinciples to be included in LFM solutions [132].5. Clarification of Governance and Operational Models: Upcomingregulations should clarify both high-level and granular roles andresponsibilities. This would offer guidelines applicable to bothSO-managed and third-party-managed LFMs.6. Push for market integration and liquidity: We recommend thedevelopment of mechanisms that allow cross-platform integra-tion and multi-service provisioning in LFMs as one additionalsolution to the currents previously explored. This approach islikely to enhance market liquidity and is congruent with broaderenergy market objectives, albeit it necessitates comprehensiveresearch, validation, and investment.7. Product Definition and Standardization: A minimum set of at-tributes should be defined as a template for all products, allow-ing ad-hoc attributes to be added as specific needs arise.8. Periodic Update: Taxonomies should be dynamic, not static,adapting to emerging new objects [75]. Hence, our final rec-ommendation is to review the taxonomy in the coming years.Since our recommendations are based on a period where LFMsolutions, with a focus on congestion management, are still indevelopment — and considering guidelines like those from ACER— it would be prudent to revisit the taxonomy after a few years,especially after the demand response framework guidelines andthe appearance of regulation from different jurisdictions.
7. Conclusion

The development of local flexibility markets platform solutionsis a rapidly growing and complex area within smart grid solutions.We have created a comprehensive, multi-layer taxonomy to under-stand better and analyze these solutions. Our multi-layer taxonomycontribution strives to describe, classify, and analyze local flexibilitymarket platforms, explicitly focusing on congestion management atthe distribution layer and consequently reducing the information frag-mentation of information to be used when describing these solutions.
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We developed the multi-layer taxonomy following an iterative processinvolving sixteen iterations. We considered a range of projects, onlinedocumentation, expert opinions, and academic literature to ensure thatour multi-layer taxonomy was comprehensive and accurate. The resultis a five-layer taxonomy that aligns with the Smart Grid ArchitectureModel framework. This multi-layer taxonomy provides a completeclassification of local flexibility market platforms, facilitating a deeperunderstanding of their design characteristics.To demonstrate the applicability of our multi-layer taxonomy, wehave provided a complete example, focused on the Piclo local flexibilitymarket platform solution currently operating in the United Kingdom.Additionally, we have included three additional examples of use casesfrom the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Spain. These exampleshighlight the versatility and relevance of our taxonomy in capturingthe complexity of local flexibility market platform solutions. This isparticularly the case in the context of congestion management at thedistribution level.As highlighted in the discussion section, local flexibility marketssolutions evolve continually, and our taxonomy serves as a foundationalblock for further exploration and analysis. As the landscape of localflexibility markets expands in the future to include other services,our taxonomy provides a solid basis to accommodate the increasedcomplexity that may arise. By offering a structured and comprehen-sive approach, our taxonomy contributes to advancing knowledge andunderstanding of local flexibility market solutions. This will supportinformed decision-making, and foster innovation in the pursuit ofefficient and reliable smart grid systems.
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Appendix A. Taxonomy-building method steps

For clarity and convenience, we include Fig. A.1 in our appendix.We have taken it from [74], and it illustrates the sequential processnecessary for constructing a taxonomy.

Fig. A.1. Extended taxonomy design process (ETDP) taken from [74].

Appendix B. Evaluation questions

See Table B.1.
Appendix C. Additional taxonomy examples

C.1. United Kingdom - national grid - flexible power

NGED, rebranded from Western Power Distribution in September2022, operates as both a DNO and DSO in various regions. In 2018,they began procuring flexibility services through bi-annual tenders.We examined their 2022 s cycle tender, which ran from June 27 toOctober 3, 2022, and aimed to procure 297.69 MW of flexibility across47 locations for contracts lasting one to four years. From these locationsand contracts, we analyzed in detail the following two:
1. Grassmoor - Chesterfield (Secure),2. Aberaeron - Ceredigion (Dynamic)

C.1.1. Business taxonomyWe provide in Table C.2 the business layer taxonomy for the 2022tendering process second cycle.NGED uses their tender process to address potential network conges-tion issues, targeting both winter and summer constraints up to 2027.While the Grassmoor-Chesterfield area focuses on pre-fault needs,
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Table B.1Overview of the battery of questions for the evaluation criteria.Criteria [84,85] Questions Definition of evaluation criteria [74]
Completeness Do you believe the taxonomy is now complete? The degree to which the structure of the artifactcontains all necessary elements and relationshipsbetween elements.
Ease of use Is the taxonomy easy to use? The degree to which the use of the artifact byindividuals is free of effort.
Simplicity Does it cover the essentials? The degree to which the structure of the artifactcontains the minimal number of elements andrelationships between elements.
Understandability Is it understandable? The degree to which the artifact can be comprehended,both at a global level and at the detailed level of theelements and relationships inside the artifact.
Fidelity withreal-world Can it help analyze LFM solutions focused oncongestion management in the EU? The degree to which the structure of the artifactcorresponds to the modeled reality.
Consistency Can it help to describe, understand, and classifyreal-world and upcoming solutions? Results from the ratio of completeness and simplicity.
Level of detail? Does it cover a sufficient degree of detail Results from the ratio of completeness and simplicity.
Robustness Is it robust enough for you to allocate informationacross the layers? The ability of the artifact to handle invalid inputs orstressful environmental conditions.

Table C.2Two service products business taxonomy from NGED in the UK.Category Dimension Characteristic - Grassmoor - Chesterfield (Secure) Characteristic -Aberaeron - Ceredigion (Dynamic)CM need Origin Unplanned (pre-fault) Unplanned (post-fault)Flexibility buyer DSO DSO
Flexibility service provider Aggregator Individualprovider Aggregator IndividualproviderMarket operator Network operator Network operatorNegotiation time frame Long-term Long-termFlexibility need (grid level) DSO MV DSO MVOffer organization Congestion zone/s Congestion zone/sMarket access Prerequisites Technical Market Technical MarketAttributes (Parameters) Standardized at country level Standardized at country level
Transactional object Energy(Activation) Capacity(Availability) Energy (Activation)
Power Active Power Active PowerDirection Upwards UpwardsMatching Call market (Tender) Call market (Tender)Demand/Supply formation One side Market One side MarketGrid constraint representation Bid limitation Bid limitationPricing rule Pay-as-clear Pay-as-clearFlexibility unit metering Portfolio Asset Portfolio Asset
Baseline method Historicaldata Alternativedata Historicaldata AlternativedataExternal coordination Does not implement coordination Does not implement coordinationExisting market interaction Undefined UndefinedEconomic Fees Variable Variable

Participants
Marketscope

Product

Clearing
Meteringverification
Integration

Aberaeron-Ceredigion deals with post-fault scenarios. Both rely onNGED as the DSO, market operators and flexibility buyers, workingwith aggregators and individual providers through the Flexible Powerplatform. Our focus was on long-term contracts for Secure and Dy-namic services in 2022, but NGED plans to fulfill remaining needsthrough shorter-term products. For example, they require 2.73 MW inGrassmoor-Chesterfield and 0.74 MW in Aberaeron-Ceredigion. Unmetlonger-term needs will trigger a short-term market. The flexibility gridlevel varies by area but both analyzed locations require DSO MVflexibility. NGED has specific technical and market criteria for FSPsto participate in their flexibility tenders. At the same time, they sharesimilarities with ENWL’s taxonomy (Section 4), NGED like DPS, itemploys adapted terms, like Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ).Concerning the product, the taxonomy is the same as ENWL’s busi-ness taxonomy in Section 5.1. In the UK, the attributes are standardizedat the country level, with the technicality that NGED uses adapted ter-minology for the same concepts. Both competitions seek upward active

power using a call market approach for long-term contracts, drivenby the DSO (one-sided market). In these cases, the grid representationis also limited to the bid information following a pay-as-clear pricingrule. However, it is necessary to note that NGED also has maximumselling prices for each product type and area. For example, for 2023 theGrassmoor (Secure) area and their long-term flexibility has a capacity(availability) selling price of £1252/MWh and an energy (activation orutilization) ceiling price of £1753/MWh.For metering and verification, NGED utilizes Flexible Power, requir-ing FSPs to form dispatch groups with one or multiple meterable unitsper congestion area. These units can be single or aggregated assets. Inour taxonomy, we categorize these as either portfolio or asset. NGEDmainly uses historical data for baselines, calculating average demandfrom the past month’s first three weeks and using the last 75 h forgenerators.
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Regarding integration and fees, like ENWL, NGED operates in isola-tion with no external market interaction. Fees are variable and act aspenalties; FSPs see payment reductions based on delivery accuracy.
C.1.2. Function taxonomyRegarding the function taxonomy, we provide three examples ofdifferent functions in Table C.3. The classification applies to any ofthe 47 locations where the tender process occurs, including the areaof Grassmoor - Chesterfield (Secure) and Aberaeron - Ceredigion (Dy-namic).The flexibility assessment function, conducted by the DSO, involvesmultiple internal steps, including network impact assessments andcost–benefit analyses, as detailed in [133]. We assume it to be man-ually triggered and resource-intensive, requiring various scenarios foroptimal operation.The clearing function, managed by the DSO, we assume to havemultiple inputs and automatically triggers as competitions close, giventhe limited online information available. Furthermore, we assume itplaces medium resource demands by comparing and ranking bids basedon price and that there is no specified time limit for its execution.NGED manages the order dispatch function consistently across allcompetition types and time frames. We assume, an operator manu-ally triggers this function and has a single input. It has a 15-minutetime limit for execution ahead of activation. Due to its near-real-timerequirement, it places low demands on resources.
C.2. The Netherlands - Enexis

Enexis, one of the seven primary DSOs in the Netherlands, usestwo solutions for local flexibility: their own Grid and ManagementService (GMS) [19] and the widely-used GOPACS [60]. The latteris not technically a market platform as remarked in [31,134] but is

significant for short-term congestion management in the Dutch market.We included a taxonomy for Enexis for two reasons: to test if ourtaxonomy can apply to solutions not traditionally considered as LFM,and to help Enexis align (prescription) its GMS or the GOPACS solutionwith upcoming demand-response frameworks from ACER.
C.2.1. Business - GOPACSIn the Enexis case study using GOPACS, we outline a businesstaxonomy in Table C.4. GOPACS serves as a short-term, unplanned con-gestion management solution involving Enexis, aggregators, and flexi-bility providers. Despite lacking a traditional market operator, GOPACSrelies on ENERGY TRADING PLATFORM AMSTERDAM (ETPA) [135]or potentially EPEX SPOT in the future [136], leading us to categorizethe market operator dimension as independent regulated.In the case of GOPACS, the short-term negotiation focuses on un-planned flexibility needs. FSPs must meet technical and market pre-requisites to participate. Technically, they must obtain a Congestionmanagement Service Provider (CSP) approval from Tennet, the TSO,and undergo a DSO-led pre-qualification for each congestion point.Unlike other systems, no physical tests (ex-ante) are required in pre-qualification. Market-wise, FSPs must register with Energie Data Ser-vices Nederland (EDSN) and sign the intra-day congestion spreads(IDCONS) participation agreement, providing a list of 18-digit Euro-pean article numbering (EAN) codes that identify electrical connec-tions. They must also have an agreement with a market connected toGOPACS, currently ETPA.In GOPACS, the only available product is IDCONS, which is notstandardized at a national level, unlike in the UK. An IDCONS mustspecify power, time of use, price, and, importantly, the EAN code. Itremunerates solely based on declared energy. An IDCONS comprisesan order and a contra-order, which balances the system. The pricedifference between these orders is termed ‘‘the spread’’, covered by

Table C.3Function taxonomy for three different functions from NGED in the UK.Category Dimension Characteristic - Flexibility Assessment Characteristic - Clearing Characteristic - Order dispatchObjective Scope Assessment Trading DispatchManagement Manager System operator System operator System operatorInput Multiple Multiple SingleTrigger Manually Automatically ManuallyTime limitation Undefined Defined DefinedExecution Batch Batch Near real-timeResources High demanding Medium demanding Low demanding
Computation

Table C.4Short-term service LFMs business taxonomy from Enexis in the Netherlands.Category Dimension Characteristic – GOPACS Short-termCM need Origin UnplannedFlexibility buyer DSOFlexibility service provider Aggregator Individual providerMarket operator Independent regulatedNegotiation time frame Short-termFlexibility need (grid level) DSO HVOffer organization Congestion zone/sMarket access Prerequisites Technical MarketAttributes (Parameters) Standardized at UC/BC onlyTransactional object Energy (Activation)Power Active PowerDirection Upwards DownwardsMatching ContinuousDemand/Supply formation One side MarketGrid constraint representation Bid limitationPricing rule Pay-as-bidFlexibility unit metering AssetBaseline method Alternative dataExternal coordination Implements MO/s coordinationExisting market interaction DefinedEconomic Fees Fixed

Participants
Marketscope

Product

Clearing
Meteringverification
Integration
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the DSO. When congestion occurs, the DSO can request flexibility fromGOPACS. FSPs then submit offers in either buy or sell orders, dependingon the specific needs of the congested area. A buy order aims to reducegeneration or increase consumption, while a sell order aims to increasegeneration or reduce consumption. The order direction will depend onthe flexibility required in the area the DSO faces congestion.In GOPACS, the bid-matching is conducted in tender mode withopening and closing times set by the DSO. While not a market, GOPACScollaborates with market operators like ETPA and the forthcomingEPEX Spot for market clearing. The system gathers all buy and sellorders, matches them, and then passes the results to the DSO. Enexis,the DSO, ultimately selects the offer with the lowest spread price.We categorize this arrangement as a one-sided market, where Enexisdrives the final offer selection. The algorithm focuses solely on bidinformation, making bid limitation a key characteristic. The pricing ruleis pay-as-bid, but with the nuance that the DSO pays only the spread. Inthe short-term market, the FSP gets their bid price for the offer, whilein the contra-area, they receive both the market price and the spread.In GOPACS, metering is asset-specific, as indicated by the require-ment for an EAN from the FSP. The DSO, Enexis, relies on T-prognosisdata for generation and consumption, which aligns with Dutch reg-ulation — Article 5.1; par.5.1.1.1 and 5.1.1.2 [137]. Although otherbaselines can be agreed upon with the FSP, Enexis uses T-prognosis asits data source. Therefore, we categorize this as alternative data.The integration feature of GOPACS sets it apart as it not onlyaddresses local congestion issues but also considers the broader marketimpact. It coordinates with market operators and is currently integratedwith ETPA, with plans to include EPEX SPOT. In terms of our tax-onomy, this is classified as market operator coordination for externalcoordination and defined for existing market interaction. Economically,the platform operates on a subscription-based model with fixed annualfees. Currently, there are no variable fees involved.
C.2.2. Potential future design for longer negotiation time framesIn a follow-up interview, we suggest a possible market design(prescription) to help Enexis select or design a new market to com-plement the current GOPACS solution. Given the trend among DSOs,particularly in the UK, to incorporate long-term flexibility procurementinto their network planning, our proposed market design aims to meetthis need for Enexis as collected in Table C.5.To adapt the current GOPACS system to future needs, we proposefour main changes across different categories: congestion management,market scope, product, and economics.

1. Congestion Management: We recommend shifting the charac-teristic in the origin dimension from unplanned to planned. Thisaligns with the concept of integrating flexibility procurementinto network planning, thereby allowing for better foresight andpreparation.2. Market Scope: In the negotiation time frame dimension, we sug-gest moving from a short-term to a long-term focus. This alignswith the overall shift toward more strategic, planned approaches.3. Product: We recommend standardization for the attributes di-mension. A nationally standardized product can streamline themarket and provide guarantees, benefiting Enexis and otherDutch DSOs.4. Economics: Regarding fees, penalties are crucial for DSOs toensure compliance. However, they must be balanced carefullyto avoid deterring participation, especially in markets dependenton network situations that vary widely in stress levels. Therefore,DSOs must find a balance that encourages FSPs to participate,even if flexibility provision is not their primary business.
C.3. Spain - OIME’s local flexibility solution

OMIE is the NEMO for the Iberian Peninsula’s (Spain and Portugal)day-ahead and intraday electricity markets. They are actively devel-oping an integrated LFM solution. Although the platform is still indevelopment and subject to changes due to evolving regulations, wehave included it in our analysis based on the most recent data fromOctober 2022. The solution’s integration with other markets makes itparticularly relevant to our study.
C.3.1. Business taxonomyTo condense, OMIE traditionally recognizes only day-ahead andintraday markets. However, for our analysis, we have divided theirplatform into four distinct market designs to capture its inherent com-plexities. We present these in two business taxonomies: one for theirlong-term and mid-term markets (Table C.6), and another for their day-ahead and intraday markets (Table C.7). This differentiation allows usto analyze OMIE’s LFM in a more nuanced manner, and our taxonomiesare based on available data and consultations with OMIE experts.These four market designs differ in four critical dimensions:

1. Origin of Congestion Management: Long-term and mid-termmarkets focus on planned flexibility, aiding DSOs in long-termplanning and DER integration. Short-term markets target un-planned, immediate congestion scenarios.
Table C.5Potential design for long-term flexibility procurement solution for Enexis in the Netherlands.Category Dimension Characteristic – Potential LFM Long-termCM need Origin PlannedFlexibility buyer DSOFlexibility service provider Aggregator Individual providerMarket operator Independent regulatedNegotiation time frame Long-termFlexibility need (grid level) DSO HVOffer organization Congestion zone/sMarket access Prerequisites Technical MarketAttributes (Parameters) Standardized at country levelTransactional object Energy (Activation) Capacity (Availability)Power Active PowerDirection Upwards DownwardsMatching Call market (Tender)Demand/Supply formation One side MarketGrid constraint representation Bid limitationPricing rule Pay-as-bidFlexibility unit metering AssetBaseline method Alternative dataExternal coordination Implements MO/s coordinationExisting market interaction DefinedEconomic Fees Fixed Variable
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2. Negotiation Time Frame: The long-term market deals with years-ahead planning, the mid-term market focuses on monthly plan-ning, the day-ahead is for next-day procurement, and the intra-day market is for same-day needs, targeting isolated systems.3. Transactional Object: Long-term and mid-term markets compen-sate for both energy and capacity, with an emphasis on capacity.The short-term markets only pay for the energy.4. Market Clearing Matching: All markets except the intraday mar-ket are tender-based, initiated by the DSO’s specific needs. Theintraday market uses a continuous market clearing algorithm.
These designs offer DSOs a range of options to manage both plannedand unplanned congestion, from long-term strategies to immediatesame-day actions.In turn, these markets share several similarities across various di-mensions. These markets primarily serve the needs of DSOs in manag-ing congestion. Participants can include both aggregators and individ-ual providers, with OMIE acting as an independently regulated marketoperator. These markets focus on assets connected to a DSO’s mediumvoltage grid, specifically those in designated congestion zones. To

participate, assets must meet technical and market pre-conditions. Fortechnical criteria, assets undergo a prequalification process, typicallyinitiated by the DSO [62,76]. On the market side, FSPs must have atrading account on OMIE’s platform and meet document requirements.We assumed that the attributes are standardized at the country level,and all markets focus on trading active power in either direction. Themarkets operate under a one-sided model driven by the DSO and utilizea pay-as-bid pricing mechanism for market clearing with limited bidinformation.OMIE allows FSPs to offer either a collection or individual as-sets for metering and verification. Baselines can be historical data,forecasts, or real-time nominations from short-term markets. A dis-tinctive feature is the integration of short-term LFMs with OMIE’sexisting platform, which also serves European markets in the IberianPeninsula. Therefore, we categorized it as MO coordination and definedfor existing market interaction based on [62,76]. Economically, thesolution involves both fixed and variable fees. Fixed fees cover platformconnectivity for DSO and FSPs, while variable fees pertain to penaltiesfor non-fulfillment [62]. However, it is important to remark that thesecurrent designs might evolve as new regulations emerge.
Table C.6Long-term and mid-term LFMs business taxonomy from OMIE in Spain.Category Dimension Characteristic - Long-term Characteristic - Mid-termCM need Origin Planned PlannedFlexibility buyer DSO DSO

Flexibility service provider Aggregator Individualprovider Aggregator IndividualproviderMarket operator Independent regulated Independent regulatedNegotiation time frame Long-term Mid-termFlexibility need (grid level) DSO MV DSO MVOffer organization Congestion zone/s Congestion zone/sMarket access Prerequisites Technical Market Technical MarketAttributes (Parameters) Standardized at country level Standardized at country level
Transactional object Energy(Activation) Capacity(Availability) Energy(Activation) Capacity(Availability)Power Active Power Active PowerDirection Upwards Downwards Upwards DownwardsMatching Call market (Tender) Call market (Tender)Demand/Supply formation One side Market One side MarketGrid constraint representation Bid limitation Bid limitationPricing rule Pay-as-bid Pay-as-bidFlexibility unit metering Portfolio Asset Portfolio Asset
Baseline method Historicaldata Alternativedata Historicaldata AlternativedataExternal coordination Implements NO/s coordination Implements NO/s coordinationExisting market interaction Defined DefinedEconomic Fees Fixed Variable Fixed Variable
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Table C.7Short-term day-ahead and intraday LFMs taxonomy from OMIE in Spain.Category Dimension Characteristic - Short-term DA Characteristic - Short-term IDCM need Origin Unplanned UnplannedFlexibility buyer DSO DSO
Flexibility service provider Aggregator Individualprovider Aggregator IndividualproviderMarket operator Independent regulated Independent regulatedNegotiation time frame Short-term Real-timeFlexibility need (grid level) DSO MV DSO MVOffer organization Congestion zone/s Congestion zone/sMarket access Prerequisites Technical Market Technical MarketAttributes (Parameters) Standardized at country level Standardized at country levelTransactional object Energy (Activation) Energy (Activation)Power Active Power Active PowerDirection Upwards Downwards Upwards DownwardsMatching Call market (Tender) Call market (Tender)Demand/Supply formation One side Market One side MarketGrid constraint representation Bid limitation Bid limitationPricing rule Pay-as-bid Pay-as-bidFlexibility unit metering Portfolio Asset Portfolio AssetBaseline method Historical data Alternative data Historical data Alternative dataExternal coordination Implements MO coordination Implements MO coordinationExisting market interaction Defined DefinedEconomic Fees Fixed Variable

Participants
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ABSTRACT
The industrial sector consumes a large amount of

electricity, making it an ideal candidate for Demand re-
sponse (DR) flexibility in modern power systems. How-
ever, current solutions for industrial DR are limited to in-
dividual cases, services and platforms, preventing com-
panies from exploring their complete flexibility poten-
tial. Addressing this, we introduce the Energy synchro-
nization platform (ESP), a digital integration platform
concept to enable and streamline automated industrial
DR. This paper outlines the ESP’s conceptual architec-
ture, components, and operational interactions, high-
lighting the benefits and challenges faced in a small-
scale demonstrator consisting of three industrial com-
panies.

Keywords: automated industrial demand response, dig-
ital energy platform, energy services, generic flexibility
description.

NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
API Application programming interface
CP Company-side platform
DR Demand response
DSO Distribution system operator
EFDM Energy flexibility data model
EFMS Energy flexibility management ser-

vice
ERP Enterprise resource planning
ESP Energy synchronization platform
GUI Graphical user interface
IaaS Infrastructure as a service
IAM Identity and Access Management
IoT Internet of Things
IT Information technology
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
LFM Local flexibility market
MES Manufacturing execution systems
MIBS Market information retrieval service

MP Market-side platform
MSB Manufacturing service bus
OTC Over-the-counter
PaaS Platform as a service
PLC Programmable logic controller
PPC Production Planning and Control
S-DB Service database
SaaS Software as a service
SC Smart connector
SO System operator
XaaS X-as-a service

1. INTRODUCTION
The energy landscape, especially the power system,

is rapidly changing due to three key trends: (1) the rise
of renewable energy and electrification, (2) advances in
digital technology, and (3) a shift towards decentralized
power systems. While these trends introduce complex-
ities, they also introduce opportunities [1].
The growing adoption of renewable energy sources

like solar and wind creates fluctuations in power supply,
leading to congestion and balancing challenges for the
power grid. Additionally, the increased electrification
of various sectors, including residential, industrial, and
transportation, adds another layer of complexity to the
stability of the power grid. In response to these chal-
lenges, System operators (SOs) are increasingly lever-
aging market-based strategies such as DR seeking addi-
tional flexibility [2]. These strategies not only help bal-
ance the variable energy supply but also turn the electri-
fication trend into an advantage. By treating electrified
sectors as potential sources of flexibility, DR can align
demand with fluctuating supply.
The advent of digital technologies, coupled with the

move towards decentralized power systems, adds com-
plexity to an already intricate power grid by increas-
ing the effort required for coordination and operation.
Yet, this complexity spawns newbusiness opportunities,
from aggregation and forecasting services to real-time
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monitoring and virtual power plants. As a result, a di-
verse array of platforms and businesses have emerged
to capitalize on these new service opportunities [3].
Within this context, the industrial sector can have a

critical role in the rapidly evolving power system, given
its significant energy consumption. For example, in
2019, the EuropeanUnion andGermany’s industrial sec-
tors accounted for about a quarter of the total final en-
ergy use [4, 5]. This makes them prime candidates for
DR programs, which can provide much-needed flexibil-
ity to SOs and other market players like aggregators.
A host of specialized platforms have emerged to fa-

cilitate such programs [6]. However, implementing in-
dustrial DR is not without challenges. These platforms
often require substantial technical investment and co-
ordination. They also tend to focus on specific types of
services, such as ancillary services or loadmanagement,
advocating for industrial companies to a handful of ser-
vices and potential vendor lock-in and interoperability
problems [7]. The platform specialization is particularly
evident in Germany [8], as it strongly pushes for Indus-
try 4.0 digitalization [9].
Given these challenges in reducing technical con-

straints to reduce costs and allow any industrial com-
pany to participate in industrial DR, avoiding unique ser-
vice specialization and fostering interoperability, we de-
rive the following research question: How can a digi-
tal platform concept facilitate the integration of various
services for automated, interoperable and agnostic in-
dustrial energy management? To answer this, we intro-
duce the ESP, a digital integration platform concept to
enable and streamline automated DR.
This paper substantiates our approach and findings

as follows: Section 2 outlines related work, from indus-
trial DR to digital platforms in the energy sector and de-
sign principles. Section 3 elaborates on the research ap-
proach that guided the ESP’s development. Section 4
offers a detailed look at the ESP’s conceptual architec-
ture, while Section 5 focuses on the ESP’s internal in-
teractions to delineate its functionality. Section 6 dis-
cusses the benefits and challenges of the architecture
based on a small-scale demonstrator of the of the ESP
concept consisting of three industrial companies. The
paper concludes with Section 7, which synthesizes our
contributions and outlines future steps.

2. RELATED WORK
For the design and concept development of the ESP,

this paper analyzes the domain of industrial DR as well
as supporting digital energy platforms and design prin-
ciples for guidance.

2.1 Industrial demand response
The European Union defines DR as ”a tariff or pro-

gram established to incentivize changes in electric con-

sumption patterns by end-use consumers in response to
changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incen-
tivize payments designed to induce lower electricity use
at times of high market prices or when power grid relia-
bility is jeopardized” [10]. In other words, end-use cus-
tomers, like industrial companies, modify their opera-
tion plans based on incoming signals like electricity or
market prices. Furthermore, the European Union dis-
tinguishes between two DR categories [10]. On the one
hand, implicit DR – so-called price-based – refers to cus-
tomers’ reaction to price signals (electricity prices and/
or network tariffs) through automation or personal ac-
tions. However, implicit DR is provided as part of the
customer’s supply contract and does not include partic-
ipation in electricity markets. On the other hand, ex-
plicit DR – so-called incentive-driven – refers to demand
traded at different electricity markets (e.g., wholesale,
balancing power, and ancillary service) through aggre-
gator services or single large customers. This latter cat-
egory of DR provides SOs with a solution to adjust con-
sumers’ load to tackle operational issues [10, 11]. How-
ever, these two DR categories are not a replacement for
each other as they are interconnected and complemen-
tary given their different scopes [10].
Notably, industrial DR can leverage both DR cate-

gories, although it needs to fulfill technical and time-
scales requirements [12]. Shoreh et al. [12] further
clarify that not all industries are suitable for all DR pro-
grams, given that their processes, production, and plan-
ning differ, in addition to the technical requirements to
participate.
Furthermore, Shoreh et al. [12] identify barriers in-

dustrial DR faces. One of the main barriers to its
widespread adoption is the lack of interoperability and
standardization given the different technologies com-
panies use for DR provision. Although standards such
as Open ADR [13] and Green button [14] exist, the lack
of a complete solution that enables the communication
between different actors and devices limits its adop-
tion [15].

2.2 Energy-related digital platforms
In recent years, the rise of digital platforms has had

a transformative effect across various business sectors,
following a platformization trend [16]. To compre-
hend this phenomenon in the energy domain, numer-
ous studies have offered valuable insights. Kloppenburg
and Boekelo [17] categorize platforms based on their
integration with energy infrastructure and user scope.
The typology includes platforms focused on provenance
(e.g., energy flow tracking), community (e.g., virtual
power plants or energy management services), and ac-
cess (e.g., access to consumer investment platforms).
Expanding on this, Duda et al. [18] conducted a

comprehensive review of 46 energy European plat-
forms, proposing a multi-layer taxonomy. The taxon-
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omy has three distinct layers: (1) general, (2) data-
centric, and (3) transaction-centric, each with five di-
mensions. Furthermore, Duda et al. [19] using the
taxonomy, identified four primary platform archetypes:
(1) Research-driven Energy Platforms, (2) Energy Flex-
ibility Platforms, (3) Software as a service (SaaS)-
Aggregators/Virtual Power Plants, and (4) (Manufactur-
ing) Internet of Things (IoT)-Platforms. One key implica-
tion of their work is the need for a digital platform that
combines features from all four archetypes to stream-
line automated DR offerings. This is because typically,
digital platforms use proprietary interfaces, limiting in-
teroperability across digital platforms [15] and data ex-
change [19].
Within the German landscape, Singh et al. [8] exam-

ined 240 start-ups offering X-as-a service (XaaS) models
that emerged between the years 2014 and 2020. Their
survey highlighted various services, from data analytics
software and charging network stations to peer-to-peer
energy trading and DR solutions. The diversity in ser-
vices underlines the innovative potential of digital plat-
forms in the energy sector. Moreover, the rise of XaaS
models emphasizes the potential for multi-sided plat-
forms that can connect various user groups and over-
come existing limitations, aligning closely with the ob-
jectives of this paper.

2.3 Design principles for digital platforms
The literature on platform development is expansive,

covering a diverse array of considerations ranging from
development approaches to design principles.
In the context of development approaches, Drewel

et al. [20] categorize the existing scientific literature
into three principal methodologies: (1) canvas-based
approaches, which utilize tools for strategic planning
and construction; (2) expert-specific approaches, rely-
ing on specialized expert advice, and (3) pattern-based
approaches, employing frameworks that address recur-
ring challenges across multiple domains.
As for design principles, Göbel and Cronholm [21]

propose three pivotal principles: (1) designing for dy-
namic processes that integrate actors within service
ecosystems, (2) fostering an iterative co-innovation pro-
cess, and (3) encouraging co-problematization, where
problems are conceived and tackled from different
actors’ point of view. Blaschke et al. [22] con-
tribute an additional set of four principles, which in-
clude (1) ecosystem-oriented design, (2) technology-
oriented design, (3) mobilization-oriented design, and
(4) interaction-oriented design. Fischer et al. [23] fur-
ther derives four design requirement categories from
these insights for developing digital platforms. These
are (1) facilitating service innovation, (2) supporting co-
creation, (3) identifying mutual problems and needs,
and (4) easing the entry for actors to engage service in-

novation and value co-creation. Furthermore, Fischer
et al. [23] map 20 specific design requirements that
they identified in the literature as well as the seven de-
sign principles elucidated by Göbel and Cronholm [21]
andBlaschke et al. [22] to these four design requirement
categories providing insightful guidance for the design
of digital platforms.

3. RESEARCH APPROACH
Our approach to designing and developing the ESP

follows the design science research methodology and
design science paradigms [24]. We drew insights from
three key areas - industrial DR, digital energy platforms,
and design principles - to create a digital integration
platform concept for automated industrial DR. We fol-
lowed an iterative design cycle that involved continual
development and internal evaluation. It is worth not-
ing that this work was part of a larger research project
called the ”Kopernikus-project SynErgie”, and not just
the authors’ contribution. Given the project’s scale and
the diverse expertise, we followed an expert-specific ap-
proach. To ensure the success of digital platform de-
velopment, we considered four essential core design
requirement categories, as suggested by Fischer et al.
[23].
The first design requirement category is to facilitate

service innovation in the solution. Thus, we designed
the ESP as amulti-sided digital integration platform, fos-
tering competition among diverse services, from fore-
casting to aggregators services.
The second design requirement category is to em-

brace co-creation in the design process. We use iter-
ative design cycles involving multi-disciplinary experts
in expert discussion rounds. These discussion rounds
took place almost every month (the holiday season lim-
ited the frequency); on average, eighteen experts par-
ticipated, from which we maintained clear internal doc-
umentation and protocols to provide a well-structured
backdrop for collaborative efforts.
The third design requirement category is to identify

common challenges and requirements. The expert dis-
cussion rounds also revealed barriers and needs across
the industrial and energy sectors. We identified the
complexities of initial DR adoption, issues of vendor
lock-in, and the need for interoperable, agnostic solu-
tions. Based on these findings, we made crucial design
decisions that led to the implementation of modular
components in our digital platforms and services con-
ceptions.
The last design requirement category is to ease the

entry of new actors to the solution. We developed
audio-visual guides and a beginner-friendly guidance
service to alleviate entry barriers. In connection with
the previous requirement, we used standardized and
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open interfaces to ease the integration complexity.

4. ENERGY SYNCHRONIZATION PLATFORM
We introduce a novel digital integration platform con-

cept called the ESP to enable and streamline automated
industrial DR. This concept platform addresses the chal-
lenges outlined in Section 2.2, such as the lack of in-
teroperability and integration among different digital
platforms and the energy ecosystem, such as services,
users, and data exchanges. Through ESP, we facilitate
seamless communication and data exchange between
energy actors (such as energy suppliers, aggregators,
and SOs) and industrial consumers by utilizing a stan-
dardized datamodel as underlined in Section 4.1. To en-
sure effective coordination and usage, we have defined
specific stakeholders, technical interfaces, data flows,
and platform management or organizational protocols
[25].
The architecture of the ESP comprises two primary

types of digital platforms: the Company-side platform
(CP) and the Market-side platform (MP), as depicted in
Figure 1. Thus, there can only be one ESP with many
CPs but only one MP that can offer access to external
services. The division between the CP and the MP is
deliberate, isolating specific domain knowledge, tech-
nologies, and methods in each digital platform to en-
sure they do not adversely affect the overall system’s
operation and performance. The CP, geared towards
industrial companies, offers a service-oriented infras-
tructure digital platform for the technological connec-
tion and control of manufacturing processes. Whereas
the MP is a digital meta-platform that serves as a con-

nectivity hub for offering access to external market-side
services that support DR provision. In other words, the
MP does not operate any external services. Its primary
role is to serve as the initial point of contact for industrial
companies and service providers. TheMP facilitates the
booking of services by industrial companies and allows
external service providers to register their services on
the MP.
We further clarify the ESP concept and its digital plat-

forms based on the taxonomy of Duda et al. [19] in Ta-
ble 1. Due to their inherent characteristics, the CP and
MP share the same ”General Dimension” characteris-
tics. For instance, the platform operator can be either a
company or a consortium, the access can be Web-App
and still have specific interfaces. However, they differ in
their specialized dimensions: the CP aligns with ”Data-
Centric Dimensions”, while the MP and its market-side
external services correspond to ”Transaction-Centric Di-
mensions”. The highlighted fields in Table 1 mark the
specific characteristics of the CP and MP.

4.1 Generic industrial flexibility data model
The Energy flexibility data model (EFDM) is a generic

and standardized data model to describe energy flexi-
bility. We consider energy flexibility in the manufactur-
ing industry as ”industrial flexibility”. The EFDM consists
of two classes: flexibility space and flexible load mea-
sure [25, 26]. We depict its logical structure in Figure 2.
The industrial flexibility space describes the possibil-

ities (potential) of a flexible industrial energy system
to deviate from its energy consumption (increase, de-
crease) compared to a reference operation. Meanwhile,
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Fig. 1 Simplified architecture of the Energy Synchronization Platform.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the ESP mapped to the taxonomy of Duda et al. [19].

Dimensions Characteristics Ex*

General
dimensions

Platform operator Company Consortium Aggregator E
Access Web-App Native-App Specific interface NE

Operational concept On-Premise Cloud Hybrid NE
Access requirements Free Access Certain criteria to fulfil Certain devices necessary NE

Platform structure Fixed structure
Modular structure
without external

interfaces

Modular structure
with external interfaces E

Data-centric
dimensions

Platform type SaaS Platform as a service (PaaS) E
Communication One-to-Many Many-to-Many E
Data flow Unidirectional Bidirectional E

Data processing Transactional Visual analysis Data-driven analysis NE
Data source Device Cloud NE

Transaction-
centric

dimensions

Main function Electricity trading Energy flexibility
trading Virtual power plant E

Trading venue Stock exchange Markets for
systems ervices Over-the-counter (OTC) NE

Flexibility type Market flexibility System flexibility Grid flexibility NE
Market design Open Closed E

Pricing Free Regulated Free with
regulating elements No pricing NE

∗ Ex: Exclusivity E: exclusive; NE: non-exclusive.

the flexible load measure describes a specific load ac-
tivation profile (schedule), one of the potentials de-
scribed in the flexibility space. Thus, the EFDM enables
automated communication internally in the CP and be-
tween the CP and flexibility services offered through the
MP.We specify both EFDMclasses in a JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) schema available in [27].

Flexibility space

Flexible load

Storage

Flexible load measure

Energy Flexibility Data Model (EFDM)

"General description" "Schedule description"

Dependencies

Fig. 2 Logical structure of the EFDM.

The schema for the flexibility space comprises three
sub-classes as depicted in Figure 2. Each sub-class de-
fines internal parameters with key/value pairs. The first
class is the ”flexible load”. It describes the core of
the flexibility space of an industrial load. For example,
including but not limited to, it contains the potential
power points of operation deviating from a reference
operation, the start and end time, the activation and

deactivation gradient, the voltage level, and the price.
The second class represents the ”dependencies” indus-
trial machines might have. Industrial flexibility can get
highly complex asmany production systems involve sev-
eral machines and follow a certain logic for their oper-
ation which creates dependencies as expressed in [28].
For instance, some key/value pairs include but are not
limited to the trigger flexibility and the amount of times
it can be activated. The third class is the description and
definition of energy ”storage”. Industrial processes can
use internal energy storages (e.g., thermal or material),
increasing the complexity of industrial flexibility. Thus,
this subclass contains key/value pairs relevant to stor-
age systems including but not limited to the drain, the
cost, and the energy loss. Combining the three cate-
gories enables a holistic and accurate description of in-
dustrial flexibility space.
The schema for the flexible load measure does not

consist of any sub-class as represented in Figure 2. It
describes one of the possibilities defined in the flexi-
bility space and contains all the information necessary
for an activation signal. Thus, it includes load pro-
files/schedules that themachines and storagesmust fol-
low when providing industrial flexibility.

4.2 Company-side platform overview
The CP is an open and modular digital platform that

enables industrial companies to participate in auto-
mated bidirectional flexibility services, i.e., market and
control of flexibilities [25]. The CP has five core com-
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ponents: the Manufacturing service bus (MSB), Smart
connector (SC), Energy flexibility management service
(EFMS), Market information retrieval service (MIBS),
andmarketing component. It primarily utilizes EFDM in-
stances for communication purposes [25].

The MSB is the central component for information
distribution, facilitating service orchestration. All com-
ponents and services in the CP connect to the MSB. The
MSB supports various industrial and standardized com-
munication and network protocols [25]. Nevertheless,
to address the integration challenge raised by experts
when using proprietary industrial protocols, such as
Siemens S7 for Programmable logic controllers (PLCs),
we developed the SC. It acts as a software integra-
tion component translating communication and net-
work protocols. However, it requires extensive con-
figuration of the SC to generate and execute EFDM in-
stances. The EFMS functions as a repository for storing
EFDM instances and acts as a broker to communicate
requested EFDM instances through the MSB. Two core
components facilitate the CP’s connection with exter-
nal services registered in the MP. The MIBS enables re-
trieval of information from market-sided flexibility ser-
vices, such as weather data, electricity and gas prices,
and their forecasts. The marketing component allows
the CP to communicate the industrial flexibility poten-
tial to external services using EFDM instances and re-
ceive activation signals. These signals are translated into
EFDM instances and distributed within the CP using the
MSB.

Optional components include individual services (i.e.,
tailored optimization services), a connector for systems
like Production Planning and Control (PPC),Manufactur-
ing execution systems (MES), and Enterprise resource
planning (ERP), and Platform Services for business man-
agement. We developed an Infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) interface to enable independent IaaS providers to
connect to the CP, with support for Java, Python, and C#
programming languages [29].

The CP offers three modes of operation based on
company size, budget, and industrial plants and pro-
cesses. The default option (1) is private operation,
where each company runs its own CP. Another op-
tion (2) is to operate separate CPs for individual busi-
ness units or locations, which can be superordinated
to a company-wide platform or operated by a service
provider. In the third option (3), a service provider op-
erates the CP. This flexible approach, especially the third
option, lowers barriers to participation in industrial DR,
particularly for small andmedium-sized companies with
lower energy consumption or limited Information tech-
nology (IT) infrastructure.

4.3 Market-side platform overview
To streamline industrial DR activities in energy mar-

kets, theMP serves as a digital platform connecting flex-
ibility providers, such as industrial companies, market
players like aggregators and SOs, and ancillary informa-
tion services (e.g., forecasting). Unlike existing solutions
that focus primarily on service operations, the MP em-
phasizes the integration of information about these ser-
vices. It is amarketplacewhere service providers can list
their services and industrial companies search and book
them [30].
The platform already incorporates a range of ser-

vices, including price forecasting, market-side optimiza-
tions, information services, and Local flexibility markets
(LFMs) for Distribution systemoperators (DSOs) that can
serve as blueprints for other competing services [25].
Importantly, it’s designed to be future-proof, easily ac-
commodating for new services and actors as well as
those already available through other platforms. This
fosters market transparency and encourages competi-
tion [7, 25, 26].
To prevent vendor lock-in, the MP employs standard-

ized communication interfaces, allowing for seamless
integration of services from various providers, pending
approval [25, 31].
The MP consists of five core internal components.

The first is the Identity and access management (IAM)
component. It is responsible for identity validation, au-
thorization, and ensuring trust and security. Next is the
Service database (S-DB). It stores metadata related to
individual services, including properties, descriptions,
technical specifications, contact information, and life cy-
cle data. The third is the Application programming in-
terface (API), offering APIs for search, booking, and ser-
vice administration that interact with the S-DB. Fourth
is Discovery Services, which allows companies to locate,
compare, and access services using protocols like UDDI
or JAXR to minimize human intervention. Lastly, the
Graphical user interface (GUI) component complements
the API by providing a user-friendly interface for inter-
action.
To further clarify the interaction dynamics between

the CP, the MP, and any external services, consider that
when an industrial company identifies a service that
meets its needs and books it, subsequent interactions
with the chosen service provider bypass the MP. This
design choice is deliberate and accomplishes three key
objectives: (1) increase operational efficiency by rout-
ing direct service communications away from the MP
and mitigate the risk of the platform becoming a bottle-
neck in the provision of services; (2) simplify regulatory
compliance as this configuration avoids categorizing the
MP as a critical infrastructure; and (3) increase gover-
nance flexibility by decoupling the service interactions
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from theMP. Themanagement of theMP can be under-
taken by either a single entity or a multi-organizational
consortium, thus offering governance agility.

5. INTERACTIONS IN THE ENERGY SYNCHRONIZA-
TION PLATFORM

Weprovide an illustrative example of the operation of
the ESP. Following the expert-guided design approach,
this illustrative example has been evaluated and vali-
dated during our design process by experts from re-
search and industry with backgrounds including produc-
tion processes, software architectures, electricity mar-
kets, and smart grids. We limit our example to the
following main steps to exemplify the interactions be-
tween the different ESP components. These steps are,
5.1 Registering a service at theMP, 5.2 Finding a service,
5.3 Booking a service, 5.4 Using a service. It is important
to note that this example focuses on the main steps for
simplicity and does not cover all the internal processes
involved in the services offered through the MP or the
IAM of the MP.

5.1 Registering a service: External service - MP inter-
action

In this step, an external service provider registered
in the MP registers its service with the MP. The ser-
vice provider provides service information through the
service-administration-API, which stores it in the S-DB.
They provide relevant service information, including the
service description, technical specifications, and con-
tact details. Once stored, it enables other ESP users,
mainly industrial companies, to easily find the newly
registered service in the MP.

5.2 Finding a service: CP - MP interaction
In this step, an industrial company wants to market

its flexibility with the assistance of an external service
provider. For this step, we consider as an example one
industrial company with one CP. We illustrate the sim-
plified process in Figure 3 as a sequence diagram with
the getServiceInfo frame. The industrial company re-
quests information about flexibility marketing services.
The MIBS in the CP sends a request to the Search-API of
the MP. The Search-API queries the S-DB, selects suit-
able services, and returns their information to theMIBS.
Based on this information, the industrial company can
choose the service they prefer for marketing their flexi-
bility.

5.3 Booking a service: CP - MP - external service inter-
action

In our example, once the industrial company decides
on a service itwishes to book— in this case, the LFMser-
vice to market its industrial flexibility — it takes the fol-
lowing steps as visualized in the simplified process rep-
resented in Figure 3, under the bookService frame. It is

:MIBS

getServiceInfo

bookService

:Local Flex
Market

bookService

:Service DB

   selectServiceInfo    

:Booking-API:Search-API

  getServiceInfo

     bookService:  
API key

    getServiceInfo:  
serviceInfo

Location:  
MP

Location:  
MP

Location:  
MP

Location:  
External

Location:  
CP

selectServiceInfo:  
serviceInfo

bookService

Fig. 3 Simplified service search and booking sequence
diagram in the ESP.

important to reiterate that the LFM service is not oper-
ated by the MP itself. Instead, a third-party company
runs the service and utilizes the MP as a marketplace to
offer it.
To initiate the booking, the industrial company sends

a booking request from its own MIBS, which is part of
its CP, to the MP. This is done through the booking-API
provided by theMP. Upon receiving the request, theMP
forwards it to the LFM service provider.
The LFM service provider then generates a unique API

key tailored explicitly for the industrial company. This
key is directly sent back to the company’s CP. Equipped
with this API key, the industrial company now has all it
needs to successfully access and utilize the LFM service.

5.4 Using a service: CP - external service interaction
After confirming the booking, the industrial company

is set to utilize the selected service, which could involve
various activities such as data exchange, energy market
transactions, or other specific interactions, depending
on what the service entails. To illustrate, we consider
an industrial company that operates multiple machines
under one CP and aims to market its energy flexibility
through an external service provider. In this scenario,
the company has chosen the LFM service for this pur-
pose.
The sequence diagram in Figure 4 provides a simpli-

fied depiction of the process. It illustrates how the com-
pany markets its industrial flexibility, from the shop-
floor level to its interaction with the LFM service. The
diagram outlines the series of actions and communica-
tions that enable the industrial company to fully lever-
age the LFM service for marketing its energy flexibility
effectively.
The process starts within the CP, where the SCs gen-

erate EFDM flexibility potential instances. They regis-
ter them with the EFMS. The industrial company uses a
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Fig. 4 Simplified industrial flexibility marketing sequence diagram in the ESP.

specialized merge service within the CP to optimize its
flexibility potential. This service combines the individ-
ual EFDM flexibility instances, thereby creating an ag-
gregate flexibility potential.
With its flexibility offering consolidated, the industrial

company uses a marketing component to interface with
the LFM. This component takes the information from
the EFDM flexibility instances and converts them into
offers compatible with the LFM. Then, it forwards them
with a specific API key to the LFM.
The DSO, another LFM user, selects the most suitable

offer to solve their problem, for example, a congestion
problem. Once the DSO confirms the selection, the LFM
sends a flexibility activation signal to the CP targetting
the marketing component. This component then trans-
lates the LFM signal into a corresponding EFDM flexi-
bility load measure instance, which is registered in the
EFMS for further action.
Finally, the merge service within the CP receives this

new EFDM flexibility load measure instance. It disag-
gregates the measure into individual components and
registers them back in the EFMS. The EFMS, in turn,
forwards these disaggregated measures to the relevant
SCs, enabling them to implement the control actions
required to activate the marketed flexibility requested
from the DSO.

6. BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF THE ENERGY SYN-
CHRONIZATION PLATFORM

We implemented the ESP as a small-scale demonstra-
tor to test and gather feedback on the CP and MP de-
sign choices and functionalities. Three industrial com-

panies across the Augsburg county in Germany partici-
pated. One used the LFM service for explicit DR, while
another leveraged an aggregator service for similar pur-
poses. In contrast, the remaining used an industrial flex-
ibility market optimization tool service for implicit DR.
This section provides a comprehensive analysis of the
advantages and challenges unearthed through the re-
sults of the small-scale demonstrator.

6.1 Benefits of the open architecture
To achieve the ESP’s goal of automated and interop-

erable industrial energy management, we adopted an
open architecture aligned with the four core design re-
quirement categories outlined by Fischer et al. [23] (see
Section 2).
The MP’s design is inherently flexible, supporting

integrating existing and future services. During the
demonstration phase, one of the services registered
was already pre-existing and used by industrial compa-
nies. This openness to integrate even existing services
encourages service innovation andmarket competition,
benefiting users by elevating service quality, value, and
diversity [31, 32].
The CP’s design is equally adaptable, compatible with

various industry standards and interfaces, and even ac-
commodates proprietary software not initially designed
for energy flexibility. This versatility makes for cost-
efficient automated energy management and lowers
the barriers for companies to adopt the ESP.
Additionally, our standardized interface between the

CP, MP, and external services eliminates the need for
company-specific interfaces with service providers, thus

8



preventing long-term vendor lock-in. Given that the
cost of re-implementing interfaces is a known issue
among participating companies, this feature was partic-
ularly well-received during the demonstration phase.

6.2 Benefits following platform adoption
Industrial companies actively engaging with the ESP

and its various components and services have reported
additional benefits. For instance, by utilizing the EFDM
to identify their flexibility potential, these companies
gained an in-depth understanding of the interconnect-
edness of their industrial processes, infrastructure, and
energy use. This newfound transparency offers multi-
faceted advantages:
First, it enables process optimization, peak shaving,

precise production cost calculation, and facilitates flex-
ibility marketing as Rösch et al. [31] reports. Second, it
aids in sustainable manufacturing. Companies can ad-
just their energy consumption to alignwith the availabil-
ity of renewable energy, thereby reducing CO2 emis-
sions. Moreover, they can manage fluctuating electric-
ity prices for optimal cost efficiency using the service
created by Bahmani et al. [28].

6.3 Challenges in the operation
While the ESP offers various advantages, it is notwith-

out challenges, as identified during the demonstration
phase.
First, the participating industrial companies noted the

investment of time and resources needed to integrate
the ESP into their operations, which includes adapting
their equipment and gaining proficiency in the new sys-
tem. Second, the long-term operation of the CP will
necessitate ongoing maintenance. Operators must al-
locate time and resources to update software compo-
nents, ensuring they remain compatible with evolving
industrial standards and interfaces. Lastly, the MP de-
sign also presents its own set of challenges. Changes
in regulatory frameworks or the entrance of new stake-
holders in DR could necessitate updates tomanagement
structures or data security protocols.

7. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
Industrial flexibility holds significant potential in the

evolving energy landscape as a DR resource. However, it
faces hurdles such as specialized service requirements,
technical limitations, and the need for standardized data
models for flexibility information sharing. Addressing
these issues, we propose the ESP. This concept com-
prises two interconnected digital platforms: the CP and
the MP, supplemented by the EFDM as a standard data
model to articulate industrial flexibility. Our paper de-
lineates the functionalities of each platform and offers
an example to illustrate their combined interactions.
We also provide insights on the benefits and challenges

of a small-scale, practical implementation.
The ESP stands out from existing solutions through

its open, service-oriented, and modular architecture,
which enables a seamless flow of information from in-
dustrial machines to energy market stakeholders. Thus,
to further contribute, the following steps will focus on
testing a broader implementation of the ESP with sev-
eral CP and a collection of external services available at
theMPwith an analysis of specific user interactions and
performance.
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Abstract—The numerous changes in the power grid, due to the
current and foreseeable increase of Renewable Energy Sources
(RES) within the electrical network has resulted in a new
perception of the modern distribution network. A key aspect in
this regard is the efficient utilisation of flexibility in demand and
generation. This paper focuses on the impact of RES when used to
provide flexibility for grid management services. In the European
project InterFlex, grid management services were offered in local
flexibility markets in distribution networks. The results of the
Scalability and Replicability Analysis (SRA) of the smart grid
Dutch demonstration is presented. Furthermore, the challenges of
replicating and analysing a real system based on a high number of
interconnected tools, where seasonality effects and realistic large
scale deployments which are to be forecasted, are considered and
discussed.

Index Terms—Aggregation, Grid Management, Flexibility im-
pact, Smart Grid, Scalability, Replicability

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous rise of integration of renewable energy
resources (RES) in the distribution grid [1]–[3] has also
caused an increase in the number of challenges within the
network, such as (under or over) voltage violation, hosting
capacity restrictions, network congestion or reverse power
flows. The occurrence of these problems is expected to become
more frequent and accentuated as more RES are integrated
across the distribution system. This scaling effect of network
devices nonetheless, has paved way for the opportunity for the
incorporation of new business models, such as virtual power
plants (VPP) to be used for a wider variety of services [4].
One of these services includes the provision of flexibility,
control and steering of the source/s as and when they are
required by the distribution system operator (DSO) or the

Funding - The research leading to this work is being carried out as a part
of the ÎnterFlex project, which received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation under grant
agreement No. 731289

transmission system operator (TSO). This provides network
operators with the necessary tools for network operation using
smart grid functions, without resorting to traditional network
reinforcement methods. Hence, it is important to remark that
the main issues in the distribution system, both currently and
in the future, are a problem of scaling, since more devices
are to be integrated within the system. This topic, in addition
to the replication analysis, has been analyzed over several
European projects, such as InteGrid [5] and InterFlex [6]. The
latter one, InterFlex, is a Horizon 2020 project which aims
to ease the integration of renewables into the distribution grid
and promote their use as local flexibility sources to provide
support services to the DSO through aggregation, autonomous
functions or direct control means of flexibilities. The different
control types and source integration were demonstrated across
six demonstrations, located in five countries. Within this scope,
this paper aims to present an analysis of the scaling and
replication impact and lessons learnt based on the outcomes
of the smart grid demonstration conducted in the Netherlands
[7], where a local flexibility market is created for aggregators
to provide their energy sources, photo-voltaic (PV), electric
vehicles (EVs), and a smart storage unit (SSU) to the DSO
for congestion management [8] in low voltage networks. It
uses as a foundation the Universal Smart Energy Framework
(USEF) [9]. The basis of this framework is to exchange the
operation schedules of the different aggregators with the DSO
to ensure that there is no future congestion in the distribution
grid. In the case that network congestion exists, this framework
is used to quantify the volume of flexibility the DSO would
require to alleviate such constraints.

This paper is structured as follows. Section I provides
the context and aim of the paper. Section II exposes the
methodology used for the SRA and the system architecture.
This includes a brief description of the different simulation
tools used. Section III provides an in-depth view of the
internal simulation functions, through the different modules
and scenarios considered. Section IV exposes the combination978-1-6654-3597-0/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE



of scalability and replicability results obtained. Lastly, section
V provides a general conclusion and lessons learnt.

II. METHODOLOGY

The SRA methodology used for the analysis is based on
a five step process adjusted according to the specific DSO
requirements. The necessary assumptions are made to define
relevant future scenarios, based on an increase of DER imple-
mentation in the network. In order to conduct the SRA, the real
system (demo site) needs to be replicated into a simulation-
testing environment, as the system itself is in production and
deals with real operation. The first step, therefore, is to develop
a representation of the system architecture to understand the
data flow and the main components, shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. NL demo architecture and data flows.

Based on the architecture, four main components are re-
quired. The Distribution Automation Light (DALI) are the
field devices which are used to collect the raw measurements
(voltages, power, current, etc.). The DSO saves these mea-
surements and uses them as input for the Grid Management
System (GMS). The GMS is able to provide management
schemes within both the intra-day market as well as day-ahead
operation, the latter being the most often used smart function.
The aim of this tool is to provide flex procurement with the
aggregators for congestion management purposes. This tool
consists of several internal modules which are interconnected
and calculates the process according to the received data. The
aggregators are, likewise, aggregated. The flexibility sources
such as the PV, EV and SSU are locally aggregated according
to type. The Local Infrastructure Management System (LIMS)
is responsible for the aggregation of any non-EV flexibility,
whereas the Charging Point Management System (CPMS)
is specialized in EV aggregation. The availability of these
flexibility units, in addition to how the flexibilities are to be
operated, is then exchanged with the commercial aggregator.
This information is then wrapped with a layer of trading
in order to create the D-prognosis, an aggregation schedule
of operation of the units based on 96 Program Time Units

(PTUs) over a 24 hour period. This results in capacity trading,
which uses capacity as the product. The D-prognosis is created
only for the DSO’s defined congestion points. The negotiation
between the commercial aggregator and the DSO is conducted
via the Flexibility Aggregator Platform (FAP). Once the D-
prognosis, in addition to the internal DSO load forecast, is
computed by the DSO using the GMS, and if there is a
need for flexibility in any of the congestion points, the DSO
and the commercial aggregation begin the flexibility trading
negotiation process. These processes follow a market timetable
as shown in Figure 2.

16-05-2020 17-05-2020 18-05-2020

Day under consideration for congestionUpdate - D-prognosisD-prognosis
Flex.  

request

12:00 
Closure

Wholesale 
 markets 
Margin

09:30 10:30

Fig. 2. Market structure [10].

The second step of the methodology consists of the iden-
tification of the network locations where the system will
be tested. The network, provided by the local DSO Enexis,
consists of two radial networks located in Strijp S, The Nether-
lands. The first is comprised of a total of eight feeders, whereas
the second consists of 7 feeders. In the network there are four
congestion points established by the DSO. These congestion
points are distributed with one at each secondary substation
and two at the point of connection of the flexibilities. A
representative network diagram is shown in Figure 3, where
the congestion points are marked in red. These two low voltage
networks define the local flexibility market scope in this paper.
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Fig. 3. Simplified Strijp S distribution topology.

The third step is to replicate the logic of the system. This is
done through Python modules, further explained in section III.
This replication however, is not a one-to-one replication due
to the complexity of the internal GMS, FAP and LIMS/CPMS
modules. Privacy and availability of data exchange or system
logic is a barrier to the replication process as they are commer-
cial products. Hence, the approach followed consists of a core
framework with two modules. The GMS is replicated with
the focus on day-ahead operation, considering offers made
until the 10:30 ”gate closure”. It includes a load forecasting
module and an evaluation tool for the D-prognosis. The second
module is the commercial aggregation module, mimicking
the FAP system. The D-prognoses are created based on the
flexibilities available and shared with the DSO. The data
provided to the commercial aggregator is generated through
several forecasting modules and is explained in section III.



The fourth step, is to create relevant scenarios in collab-
oration with the DSO. In this step, it is necessary to define
the scope, assumptions and intentions for the scalability and
replicability. The scope defines the aim of the analysis which
is to assess the impact of flexibility used in local markets on
the network. The assumptions made allow for the downsizing
of the system in order to bring the focus toward the main
components, the GMS and the FAP. For the purpose of
this study, the scalability is defined as the increase in the
magnitude of the DER technologies using different scaling
factors. The replication is defined based on two dimensions.
A time dimension, where seasonal analyses are considered,
simulating one week every season and a location dimension,
where flexibilities are placed in various locations. To achieve
the former, a third theoretical substation is created. It takes as
a foundation the first substation information and data, with the
inclusion of the SSU from the second substation. The scenarios
are simulated for an entire week using 96 PUTs or time steps
per day, thus 672 for a week following the USEF specifications
[9].

Finally, the last step of the methodology is dedicated to
simulations and analysis of the future scenarios developed.

III. MODULES AND SCENARIOS

The environment for the simulations is based on several
modules. The GSM module is separated into two internal
modules: firstly the substation module, which is used for
congestion management calculations and secondly the load
forecasting module, which is used to define load demand. The
commercial aggregator module is likewise separated, however
in this case three independent modules are constructed. These
modules are responsible for the forecasting calculations of the
PV, EV and the SSU, which can later be used as flexibility
sources. The PV module is, however, only developed for the
aggregator as for the DSO it is out of the scope in this analysis.

A. Households - load module

The load module has the objective of generating unique
profiles for each of the loads considered in each substation.
This results in 200 unique and realistic profiles for substation-
1 and 194 for substation-2. Substation-3 uses the same profiles
as substation-1. The load module constructs load profiles
based on the available information from the USEF foundation
repository [11] and the information provided by the DSO. This
results in a load-profile example as shown in Figure 4.

Once the baseline generation profile is created, the result
is validated for network data coherence with the available
measurements at the beginning of the load feeder. For the
simulations, a scaling factor of k = 1.3 is used and is based
on the potential increase of load electrification as shown in
[12].

B. Photovoltaic - PV module

The PV generation module provides a generation forecast.
This is carried out in two steps. The first step is to calculate
the maximum PV peak power to which the current installation
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Fig. 4. USEF load profile adjusted to DSO data.

can be scaled. Due to the location of the demo there is no
possibility to include distributed PV at any other locations.
This step uses the existing PV plant information, its peak
power and the area location, which is based on the Graphical
Information System (GIS) of the rooftop of a parking garage.
The current PV plant consists of two strings of 134 kWp,
whereas the scaled version reaches up to 303.8 kWp.

Once the maximum amount of PV is determined, the
forecast tool calculates the annual power production of each
of the PV farms. The data for the forecast is based on the
historical available data from the location (between 2007 and
2016) using the Joint Research Center tool [13] with 14%
losses and PV crystalline silicon as input parameters.

C. Electric vehicles - EV public module

The forecasting of EV charging uses historical data provided
by the CPMS, Elaad [14]. The data consists of a sets of
real measurements for various public charging points around
The Netherlands which were collected in 2016 in addition
to specific data from the demo site collected in 2019. In
order to conduct the quantification of the potential scaling
in The Netherlands and thereafter extrapolate it to the demo
site, an extensive analysis is conducted based on the available
documentation as in [15]–[17]. Using this potential scaling
information, the forecasting system provides a weekly forecast
detailing the total charging time [h], the total energy use
[kWh], the max peak power [kW] and the weekly occurrence
[%]. This weekly occurrence represents the likelihood of
charging. An example of a charging forecast for 1 day is
given in Figure 5. The orange forecast represents the charging
periods where only selected periods of the charging stations
are under operation. The blue forecasts represent the worst
case scenario, using all periods with higher than ”1%” weekly
occurrence. It should be noted that it has been assumed that
all charging stations operate at the same time creating a worst
case scenario, although the forecast tool can create individual
schedules for each public charging station.

The impact of EV seasonality is explored primarily during
the winter months due to there being a higher overall energy
demand in comparison with other seasons of the year. The
forecast provided however is not weighted with the EV sea-
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Fig. 5. EV forecast for 1 day.

sons. This is due to a low fluctuation, less than 7.54% between
the maximum and minimum peak power.

D. Battery - SSU module

The SSU module uses a simple maximization strategy based
on price. This replicates the current aggregators’ strategies,
where it seeks to charge the battery at the lowest prices
and discharge at the highest price. The price signals, since
there is no real market connection in the testing, are taken
from the available data history of EPEX (day-ahead) prices
[18]. The battery model considers charging and discharging
efficiencies. The scaling of the battery can be done via two
dimensions, either by scaling the power rating at the Point of
Coupling (PoC) and/or scaling the size of the battery packs.
The latter one is chosen in order to create a longer impact
scenario due to its larger storage capacity, as suggested by
the DSO since the power specification is considered adequate.
For simulation purposes, it is considered, for simplicity, to
consider a minimum of one complete cycle (charging and
discharging) per day. Figure 6, represents an example of the
battery operation for a one day period.

E. Substations module

The substation module consists of an aggregator and data
parser module. It mimics the GMS operation, which is to
receive, process and compute data for the DSO. However, for
the simulations presented in this paper, it was not necessary
to calculate the computation time for parsing and decision
making, as was shown in the information and communication

technology SRA [19]. The output of this module provides the
time and volume schedule of flexibility required in each of the
congestion points, replicating the real process. Nonetheless,
this module is severely downsized from the real GMS, since
it can only operate in day-ahead (as per the objective) and
eliminated all other complex communication services which
is present in USEF.

(PTU)

Battery capacity (Baseline & Scaled)

Fig. 6. Battery operation example for 1 entire day or 96 PTUs used.

F. Scenarios

A total of five main scenarios are created and tested for
each of the substations. The first scenario is always the
baseline scenario , based on the existing demonstration assets
and their properties, to which future comparisons can be
made. The scenarios are based on a combination of different
scaled versions of EVs, PV and SSU, with the focus on EV
penetration. For each of the scenarios, the load profiles are
scaled based on the original profiles calculated and applied
throughout each scenario.

In case of the EV variation, for the baseline and x.1 scenar-
ios, only partial use of the charging points are implemented
as opposed to using all those that are available and thereby
representing the current operation status. The remainder of EV
scenarios consider the case where all charging points in the
network are in use and are operating at their maximum power.
A summary of the scenarios is shown in Table I.

The scenarios previously exposed are used as the basis
for the scalability analysis scenarios, using specific data sets
for the flexibility sources (PV, EV and SSU). However, they
are also used for the replicability analysis. Time replicability,
is evaluated through the same scenarios but using different
data sets for the flexibility sources. Location replicability, also

TABLE I
LIST OF SCENARIOS BASED ON SUBSTATIONS AND SOURCES INCLUDED FOR THE SIMULATIONS.

Substation Source Baseline Scenario x.1 Scenario x.2 Scenario x.3 Scenario x.4
1 Load 200 unique profiles
1 EV 7 to 15 kW 22 kW 7 to 15 kW (all chargers) 22 kW (all chargers) 50 kW (all chargers)
1 PV 2 strings of 134 kWp 1 string of 303.8 kWp
2 Load 156 unique profiles =! 200 unique profiles
2 EV 7 to 15 kW 22 kW 7 to 15 kW (all chargers) 22 kW (all chargers) 50 kW (all chargers)
2 SSU 315kWh-255 kVA inverter/PoC 173 kVA
3 Load 200 unique profiles == substation 1
3 EV 7 to 15 kW 22 kW 7 to 15 kW (all chargers) 22 kW (all chargers) 50 kW (all chargers)
3 PV 2 strings of 134 kWp 1 string of 303.8 kWp
3 SSU 315kWh-255 kVA inverter/PoC 173 kVA



considers scalability scenarios and time replicability simulta-
neously within it simulations. Furthermore, the specific data
sets for the scalability analysis considers the week in which
PV injection was the highest, while for the replicability, one
representative week from each season is selected as data input.

IV. RESULTS

The results presented within this section are obtained from
the 75 simulations executed.

Only the results for baseline and scenario x.3 are presented
here as they represent the most likely future scenario to be
faced. While, on the one hand, the baseline represents the
current operation without a high penetration or use of DER, on
the other hand, the specific scenario x.3 presents a moderate-
high penetration of DER, increased SSU capacity and higher
penetration of EV. The results are divided into two sections.
The scalability section focuses on the impact of increase
flexibility source and load demand whereas the replicability
section explores the impact of seasonal behaviour, specially
for PV due to its large power variation throughout the year. For
both sections, three substations are included, two being actual
demo substations and the third as a fictitious representation.

The results focus on the output from the replicated GMS
which identifies and quantifies the potential issues when the
D-prognosis from the commercial aggregator goes beyond the
established threshold of the network. This paper presents only
the identification of congestion points when the thresholds are
exceeded, which results in the number of points which requires
flexibility procurement between the DSO and aggregators.
Total volume of flexibility needed for solving the potential
congestion is addressed in [19]. Other specific aspects such
as traditional reinforcement costs or flexibility costs fall out
of the scope of this paper. The results are collected and later
exposed in tables using the USEF communication exchange
specific protocol notation, are as follows,

• Available - PTUs represents the number of PTUs 1 facing
no constraints. This means that the commercial aggrega-
tion, and thereby the local aggregators, can change their
operational schedule to more aggressive ones.

• Reduce - PTUs represent the number of PTUs facing
constraints. Thus, the DSO needs to activate flexibility
within those PTUs and therefore, needs participate in
negotiation with the commercial aggregator through the
FAP, for flexibility procurement. Within our simulations,
this procurement it is not explored, as the strategies
from the commercial and local aggregator are private and
cannot be disclosed and therefore is out of the scope of
this paper.

• Congestion Points represent those points where the cal-
culations take place. As previously defined, there are a
total of 2 congestion points per substations.

A. Scalability
The scalability results are collected and exposed in Table II.

These results are obtained from the testing conducted over the

1PTU: Program Time Unit, 15 min

week where there is maximum PV injection (July) from the PV
forecast created. It uses the nominal conditions for the SSU.
With regard to the EVs, normal operation and scaled versions
are considered. Lastly, a scaled version of the consumer loads
is also considered.

TABLE II
SCALABILITY RESULTS COLLECTION FOR SUBSTATIONS (SB) 1, 2 AND 3.

Trafo baseline Flex baseline Trafo 1.3 Flex 1.3
Available PTUs Sb1 100% 72% 83,5% 64,7%
Reduce PTUs Sb1 0% 28% 16,5% 35,3%
Available PTUs Sb2 100% 83,3% 100% 20,2%
Reduce PTUs Sb2 0% 16,7% 0% 79,8%
Available PTUs Sb3 100% 60,6% 81,1% 59,2%
Reduce PTUs Sb3 0% 39,4% 18,9% 40,8%

B. Replicability (time)

The replicability (seasonal) results are collected and exposed
in Tables III, IV and V. Each season is evaluated with a
representative week of a representative month.

TABLE III
REPLICABILITY RESULTS FOR SUBSTATION 1 COMPARISON.

Trafo Baseline Trafo Flex Trafo 1.3 Flex 1.3
Available PTUs 100% 100% 16,7% 16,7%Jan Reduce PTUS 0% 0% 83,3% 83,3%
Available PTUs 100% 74,1% 60,7% 17,7%May Reduce PTUS 0% 25,9% 39,3& 82,3%
Available PTUs 100% 74,6% 17% 15,5%Jul Reduce PTUS 0% 25,4% 83% 84,5%
Available PTUs 100% 79,3% 16,8% 15,2%Oct Reduce PTUS 0% 20,7% 83,2% 84,8%

TABLE IV
REPLICABILITY RESULTS FOR SUBSTATION 2 COMPARISON.

Trafo Baseline Trafo Flex Trafo 1.3 Flex 1.3
Available PTUs 99,7% 82,1% 23,8% 11,9%Jan Reduce PTUS 0,3% 17,9% 76,2% 88,1%
Available PTUs 98,8% 82,1% 23,2% 13,1%May Reduce PTUS 1,2% 17,9% 76,8% 86,9%
Available PTUs 99,6% 83,3% 22,6% 12,5%Jul Reduce PTUS 0,4% 16,7% 77,4% 87,5%
Available PTUs 98,5% 82,1% 23,1% 13,1%Sep Reduce PTUS 1,5% 17,9% 76,9% 86,9%

TABLE V
REPLICABILITY RESULTS FOR SUBSTATION 3 COMPARISON.

Trafo Baseline Trafo Flex Trafo 1.3 Flex 1.3
Available PTUs 98,75% 82,1% 18% 11,9%Jan Reduce PTUS 1,3% 17,9% 82% 88,1%
Available PTUs 99,9% 62,6% 22,2% 16,2%May Reduce PTUS 0,1% 37,4% 77,8% 83,8%
Available PTUs 100% 60,1% 18,5% 8,8%Jul Reduce PTUS 0% 39,9% 81,5% 91,2%
Available PTUs 100% 64,9% 18,3% 12,6%Oct Reduce PTUS 0% 35,1% 81,7% 87,4%

C. Analysis

Based on the results, it is interesting to derive that even in
some cases, such as the baseline scenarios, that by the potential
increase of load, congestion issues are already present with the
current state of penetration of DER. This is specially clear in



the results shown in substation-2, where there is a lack of pure
injection to compensate this demand increase in addition to a
potential battery operation, which depending on the operation,
can act as load.

However, the most interesting results are observed when
analysing substation-3, as there is a combination of assets.
Most of the evaluated scenarios shows that it performs worse
when compared to the other two substations. This is due to
the mismatch of upwards and downwards flexibilities. It is
clear that the seasonal behaviour has a significant impact on
the network. The load demand is also impacted by seasonal
changes, however when using average consumption profiles
the impact of these fluctuations is reduced. Furthermore, this
can be seen in Figure 7. The limited injection from the PV
leads to high peaks of demand and injection from the battery.

Fig. 7. Network congestion results of substation-3 over a week in January.

Withal, the results obtained follow the same principle,
although there is a strategy from the aggregation for profit
maximization, this goes against the network optimization
creating, in some cases, congestion with even more than 87%
of the time in a one week period. Either the commercial
aggregator tries to compensate the upwards and downward
flexibilities or follows a less aggressive strategy.

V. CONCLUSIONS & LESSONS LEARNT

Although the replication process is a simple model and
there is room for improvement especially with the forecast
systems, the approach is still able to capture the essence of
the system behaviour. Flexibility procurement between a DSO
and aggregators is possible when there is a need. Until there is
no need, although with small DER penetration, there is almost
no congestion, as the network is majorly over-dimensioned.
Hence aggregators’ operation in today’s networks, despite the
accuracy of the system obtained from the different forecast-
ing systems, has almost no major impact. Contrariwise, the
moment there is a high penetration, due to a larger pool of
DER, there is a complete necessity of a GMS tool in order to
keep the safe and secure operation of the network as shown
in section IV. Aggregator’s strategies have by far the highest
impact as their operation will rule how the network will be

operated. Hence flexibility procurement is needed. The lessons
learnt extracted through this entire process are several. There
is a current over-dimension of the central storage unit when it
is only used for congestion management purposes. This leads
to a high impact into the network where it can either hurdle
the rest of the flexibilities or remarkably compensate them.
Forecasting systems from aggregators or DSOs, since they are
not 100% accurate, are definitely recommended to establish a
DSO-Aggregator communication system. However, the clear
step forward lies with the DSO, who has the option to deal
with identified congestion points by the creation of schemes
where grid-supporting flexibilities can be aggregated. This
approach would ease aggregator investments but also provides
the DSO with alternatives to network reinforcement for grid
operation.
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Abstract: The evolution of the electrical power sector due to the advances in digitalization, decar-
bonization and decentralization has led to the increase in challenges within the current distribution
network. Therefore, there is an increased need to analyze the impact of the smart grid and its
implemented solutions in order to address these challenges at the earliest stage, i.e., during the pilot
phase and before large-scale deployment and mass adoption. Therefore, this paper presents the
scalability and replicability analysis conducted within the European project InteGrid. Within the
project, innovative solutions are proposed and tested in real demonstration sites (Portugal, Slovenia,
and Sweden) to enable the DSO as a market facilitator and to assess the impact of the scalability and
replicability of these solutions when integrated into the network. The analysis presents a total of
three clusters where the impact of several integrated smart tools is analyzed alongside future large
scale scenarios. These large scale scenarios envision significant penetration of distributed energy
resources, increased network dimensions, large pools of flexibility, and prosumers. The replicability
is analyzed through different types of networks, locations (country-wise), or time (daily). In addition,
a simple replication path based on a step by step approach is proposed as a guideline to replicate the
smart functions associated with each of the clusters.

Keywords: smart grid; scalabilty and replicabilty analysis; flexibility aggregation; flexibility impact;
flexibility tools and SGAM

1. Introduction

The power sector is currently experiencing a revolution in the way electricity is gen-
erated, transmitted, and distributed. These changes are largely driven by enhancements
of decarbonization policies, increased digitalization, and increased demand for the elec-
trification of assets. As a result, the network has seen rapid growth in the integration of
distributed energy resources (DERs), such as photovoltaic (PV), wind, and electric vehi-
cles (EVs), within the distribution system. These ambitious goals, however, do not come
without consequence to the distribution system operator (DSO), and their integration has
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resulted in several challenges, e.g., increased network congestion and voltage violations.
The DSO, thus, plays a pivotal role when integrating these technologies while ensuring a
safe, reliable, and continuous supply of electricity. Many technical solutions and business
models have been developed in order to harvest the use of DERs within the flexibility
market whilst supporting the DSO in ensuring the secure operation of their networks [1].
These smart grid functions range from forecasting services and energy management sys-
tems to optimization algorithms, thus composing an end-to-end chain of processes. A
comprehensive overview of some smart grid functions and how smart grids are evolving
over the last 20 years is detailed in [2]. In addition, these new solutions have allowed
for the increase in new business models and actors such as virtual power plants (VPPs),
who act as aggregators, to leverage flexibilities and offer their services to other network
stakeholders, e.g., the DSO and the transmission system operator (TSO) [3].

To provide a platform for these smart grid technologies to be developed, tested, and
implemented, various pilot projects around the world have been implemented [4,5]. Some
of the many objectives of these projects aim to assess the feasibility of smart grid functions,
new hardware, communication technologies, and business models. However, this novel
approach considers these innovative solutions within the scope and boundary conditions
set within the project. In this regard, several questions often arise, such as whether these
solutions can perform adequately after large-scale deployments and within alternative
network boundary conditions. It is, therefore, necessary to analyze and validate such
solutions by conducting a scalability and replicability analysis (SRA).

The terms scalability and replicability analysis have become increasingly relevant
in DSO network planning [6]. The need to conduct the SRA is, in current times, a vital
component when considering future scenarios based on the increased connections of
DERs and increased electricity demand. Therefore, the SRA allows the DSO to visualize
and quantify the proposed scenarios to identify the impact of technical solutions on the
network before their implementation. By doing so, the DSO can make informed decisions,
particularly those relating to costly network refurbishment plans or their possible deferral.
The DSO is, thus, able to realistically assess whether the technical solutions will allow
for improved network performance and identify potential interoperability limitations
when these solutions are applied to networks that extend beyond the demonstration grid’s
predefined boundary conditions. Therefore, the SRA can bridge the gap between pilot
demonstration projects and large scale deployment of new technical solutions. For this
study, scalability refers to the increase in a system in relation to its size, scope, or range
while ensuring that its ability to adequately meet the grid’s technical requirements is not
compromised. The term replicability refers to the capability of the proposed technical
solution to be implemented within another network, location or time.

1.1. European Context and Legacy for the Scalabilty and Replicability Analysis

Based on the aforementioned concepts, the InteGrid [7] project, formulated under
the H2020 framework, is founded upon two key concepts. The first, to enable the DSO
as a market facilitator for stakeholders to actively participate in the energy market using
smart grid tools based on new business models, new data management, and consumer
engagement. Although the second is to demonstrate that the integrated solutions proposed
are scalable and replicable under a vast range of different circumstances, e.g., grids with a
higher penetration of DERs.

The H2020 InteGrid project derives its concepts from a previous smart grid project,
evolvDSO [8], which applied the IEC PAS 62559 use case methodology and defined eight
new and evolving DSO roles for the efficient integration of distributed renewable energy
sources in distribution networks. The possible establishment of these roles was supported
by the development of methodologies and tools, where their respective technology readi-
ness level was then enhanced in InteGrid. As was in the case of evolvDSO [9], InteGrid
has extracted the lessons learnt from other EU projects such as Grid+ [10], where the SRA
focus was primarily aimed at analyzing and understanding the prerequisites of smart
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grid projects, which are required in order to be scalable and replicable. Their contribution,
condensed in [11] created the foundation for the SRA, as the paper addresses the influence
of several factors to develop the requirements for scalability and replicability within smart
grids. Grid4EU [12] proposed a step-wise methodology to combine technical analysis
through load flow, dynamic, and reliability analysis with regulation and stakeholder analy-
sis to provide a holistic view of drivers and barriers for potential up-scaling of the solutions.
IGREENGrid [13] contributed to the development and importance of the SRA. Within it,
two approaches were used to (1) filter the solutions with the most potential (qualitative)
and (2) from a technical and economic point of view (quantitative) to understand the
performance and benefits of the solutions within a potentially large-scale implementation.
Additionally, these results served to help DSOs draft recommendations for deployment
and investment prioritization while allowing the industry to develop products and policies.
Within InterFlex [14], the project developed and implemented a targeted SRA to assess the
response of the network to the implementation of design solutions when they are scaled up.
These vary from network calculations, which compare the hosting capacity under different
future scenarios, to voltage response of inverter functions (autonomous and centralized). A
common approach to provide a holistic overview through a visual representation of these
smart grid projects has been to use the smart grid architecture model (SGAM) [15]. This
reference standard process helps depict the different aspects that define the smart grid
through its five interoperability layers (business, functional, information, communication,
and component) and provides a well-established source of information.

Each one of the aforementioned projects provided valuable and diverse contributions
to the SRA state-of-the-art. This diversity, which is natural and should be encouraged,
should also be condensed to become a recognizable process for any stakeholder. InteGrid
focuses precisely on this aspect by proposing a standardized and multi-focus approach
(functional, information and communication technology, economic, and regulatory) toward
the way in which scalability and replicability can be analyzed within smart grids. This is
approached can be achieved through the use of the SGAM which is used as a foundation
upon which additional context and information can be sourced.

1.2. Research Questions, Key Contributions, and Paper Structure

This paper presents the functional scalability and replicability analysis of the smart
grid functions implemented within InteGrid. Thence, the multi-focus approach is presented
as a foundation upon which the context for the functional-oriented SRA and the various
case studies are conducted. Furthermore, it is crucial to analyze the functions and assess
their performance and impact within the distribution grid when future scenarios with high
penetration of RES and their exploitation as flexibility sources become a reality. In this
direction, this paper provides the following key questions:

• How can different scopes such as technical, economic, and regulatory be combined
within a unified SRA approach?

• Does clustering of tools for a single SRA bring any benefits compared to conducting
an individual SRA of each tool?

• What are the results of the set of tools when facing a scaling process (e.g., increase in
RES penetration; network; flexibility offers and device controllability)?

• What are the results of the set of tools when they are exposed to other networks,
characteristics, or resources?

• Would other stakeholders be able to replicate the set of tools in their own context?

Two contributions to the development of the SRA can be considered in this paper.
On the one hand, to propose a standard and replicable quantitative analysis methodology
for smart grids. This is achieved through a multi-focused SRA approach aligned with
the SGAM. Considering the SGAM as a key foundation for the methodology, it enables
a common reference representation of smart grids, which can also be replicated among
various projects. The SGAM, although not considered a standard by definition, provides a
simplification of the process for achieving a common reference model. The standardized
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consideration is a result of the SGAM becoming popular within the smart grid community.
A clear example is its adoption in national, international smart grid projects or cross-domain
as described in [16].

On the other hand, to show the functional-oriented scalability and replicability anal-
ysis of the set of functions proposed in InteGrid. The analyses presented in this paper
provides a holistic approach to test a collection of tools in order to capture the various
future challenges which will be faced when the are in real operation. The SRA is the natural
step for developing tools in academic research and bridges the gap towards real implemen-
tation. The set of functions presented in this paper vary from newly developed forecast
systems [17], state estimator for medium voltage (MV) or low voltage (LV), controllers for
flexibility operation [18], a multi-period optimal power flow (MPOPF) [18], home energy
management systems (HEMS) [19,20], aggregation through VPP [21], or even a traffic light
system used for TSO–DSO indirect coordination [22]. To facilitate the integration of these
tools, and noted as an additional contribution of the InteGrid project, the grid, and market
hub (gm-hub) is presented in [23,24].

Although the backbone of this paper is founded upon the SRA implementation
conducted within the InteGrid project, the novelties of each smart grid function are also
highlighted throughout the paper.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 1 provides an introduction and
motivation for conducting the SRA for the developed smart grid functions. Section 2
focuses on the proposed multi-focused methodology by using the SGAM as a basis for
the conceptualization of the analysis. Moreover, the simplified functional methodology
is presented in addition to the clustering approach, which enabled the holistic analysis
of the tools. The analysis is split into two primary case studies. The first case study in
Section 3 presents the SRA for the Portuguese demo through a two part analysis. The
first part focuses on the set of tools for predictive operation in medium voltage networks.
The second part focuses, likewise, on predictive operation but from the perspective of low
voltage networks. The second case study, in Section 4, presents the SRA for the Slovenian
demo which focused on the indirect TSO–DSO interaction. Within each case study and
their SRA, the authors provide (1) a description of the cluster, (2) the objectives for the SRA,
including an introduction to the scenarios which are to be considered, (3) the results of the
scenarios presented, and (4) a discussion subsection driven by the results obtained from
the analysis of each cluster. Section 5 presents the potential replication paths for the set of
tools covered in this paper. Finally, Section 6 provides the overall conclusions of the SRA
process and outlook for the SRA.

2. Methodology
2.1. Generic Smart Grid SRA Methodology

It is necessary to consider several system aspects to capture the impact of smart grid
technologies. A smart grid, per-se, can be expressed as two-way communication, which
enables different use cases [25]. Authors in [26] describe the smart grid as “. . . an integrated
array of grid technologies, devices, and control systems that provide and utilize digital information,
communications, and controls to optimize the efficiency, reliability, and security of electric power
delivery”. This combination of assets, ideas, and tools cannot only be analyzed through one
unique point of view. Instead, a multi-focused approach is necessary to provide a complete
analysis of the smart grid technologies. Nonetheless, the multi-focused approach is not a
simple and trivial task and can be associated with a wide scope of challenges, such as tool
indecencies and context. Within these challenges, the SGAM aims to provide a multi-layer
approach that can simultaneously capture the required points of view which are necessary
to fully understand the smart grid. The use of the SGAM in InteGrid was motivated by
(1) the implementation of a standard approach of describing the smart grid solutions which
enables all stakeholders to have a common reference point and (2) the project’s architecture,
which consists of 12 defined high-level use cases (HLUC), which are a description of the
use case from a business level (business interoperability layer of the SGAM). These HLUCs
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have their individual requirements and one or more objectives [27]. Hence, the SRA in
InteGrid is developed based on 4 focus areas [28–30], mapped to the SGAM in Figure 1.
The description of these focus areas is as follows:

• Functional : validates the technical integration of the smart functions through their im-
pact when integrated within the distribution network while considering the network
technical capabilities.

• Information and communication technologies (ICT): provides a system architecture char-
acterization based on the SGAM representation conducted via a qualitative analysis,
which identifies the potential bottlenecks and a quantitative analysis which uses stress
simulations to evaluate future performance;

• Economic: provides a cost benefit analysis based on the net present value and the initial
rate of return of the implementation of the new functions and tools. The analysis gives
an overview based on the economies of scale, macroeconomics, and key performance
indicators (KPIs);

• Regulatory: investigates the regulatory drivers and barriers which may be imposed
within various countries in order to highlight the compatibility of these regulations
during the deployment of the smart grid functions.

Component Layer

Communication Layer

Information Layer

Function Layer

Business  Layer

Interoperability
Layers

Generation
Transmission

Distribution
DER

Customer 
Premesis

Process

Field

Station

Operation

Enterprise

Market

Domains

Zones

Economic and regulatory SRA

Functional SRA

Information and 
communication technologies 
SRA

Figure 1. Mapping of focus areas to the SGAM.

The mapping proposed in Figure 1 shows the main information points for each of the
focus areas. However, all the interoperability layers should be considered when assessing
a specific focus area due to inter-relationships. The component layer provides the devices
that compose the grid backbone, e.g., generation units. The communication layer details
the technologies of communication used and their protocols, whereas the information
layer provides the inputs contained in the data models. The functional layer is associated
with the technical scope of the smart grid functions, while the business layer relates to the
business and political (regulatory) frameworks.

2.2. Functional Clustering Process

Boundary conditions of the three considered demos serve as the foundation for the
HLUCs. Although they might implement the same smart grid functions, their objectives
for implementation may differ. The Portuguese demo focuses on the flexibility usage for
the DSO purposes at both the MV and LV levels. The DSO uses flexibilities from several
sources, such as wind, solar, batteries, and industrial consumers to ensure the reliable
operation of the distribution networks. The Slovenian demo encompasses a TSO–DSO
indirect interaction process. It implements a traffic light concept to assess the impact over
the distribution network when flexibilities are used for purposes other than local DSO
flexibility. These flexible units might be distributed storage systems, industrial customers
or distributed generation aggregated under a commercial virtual power plant. The Swedish
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demo analyses the social impact of steering customers to solve grid constraints through
active participation in demand-side management programs.

Given the diverse context of each demonstration, a pre-evaluation process [31] using
a qualitative analysis is performed. This approach allows for the filtering of necessary
HLUCs and identifies the potential benefits (if any) of a applying a combined HLUC
approach in order to conduct a joint SRA. The pre-evaluation considers a wide variety
of aspects, such as the objectives of the HLUC, potential analysis, specific SRA methodology
considered for analysis, potential scalable sources, pre-requirements for analyzing national and
international replicability, tools to perform the SRA, KPIs which can be measured and potential
baselines for the analysis comparison. From this analysis, one outcome is clear: if there
is an objective to truly capture the potential of the tools, a solution has to be found to
incorporate the interdependency of the tools. The solution could be to identify many
assumptions when analyzing each tool individually. Another solution is to group them into
a cluster. By grouping them, assumptions are reduced, and specific data can be used. Such
an approach is used in this paper, as the benefits of having real data, fewer assumptions
and real mapping to a demonstration site enables a holistic analysis.

Subsequently, 5 clusters were identified as represented in Figure 2. Clusters 01, 02,
and 04 are mapped to the Portuguese demo, Cluster 03 to the Slovenian and Cluster 05
to the Swedish demonstrator. The common denominator among most clusters is the gm-
hub platform, which acts as a secure, interoperable platform oriented to facilitate market
access and operate as an intermediate platform connecting the different energy agents
and roles. Within the scope of this paper, only Cluster 01, Cluster 02, and Cluster 03 are
presented as they (1) implement the main tools characterized in within the InteGrid project
(programming languages and technology are listed in Appendix A) and (2) each cluster
fully implements a set of tools within the demonstrations.

Figure 2. Clusters identified within InteGrid.

2.3. Functional-Oriented Methodology

As previously mentioned, the focus of this paper is on the functional-oriented SRA,
meaning that the analysis focuses on the output of the different smart grid functions when
they are implemented under various high impact conditions. Although 5 clusters are
considered for the analysis, each having their own specific requirements for the analysis,
a general process for the functional-oriented methodology is applied and is shown in
Figure 3. This approach is based on the methodology presented in [32].
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Figure 3. Functional-oriented methodology.

As shown in Figure 3, the first step to collect data (as realistically as possible). It
includes network and profile data required to produce a representative system model. This
step allows for the evaluation of data availability and accessibility and whether alternative
generic sources are required. Thereafter, various scenarios and KPIs are defined in order to
provide case studies and assessment criteria, respectively. Several communities of practices
help with the creation of the scenario for each cluster. The functional SRA execution
consists of implementing the developed scenarios in a simulation environment based on
the real or representative network model. The results are then heavily discussed among
the different stakeholders to include perspectives ranging from the system operator to the
flexibility provider. Finally, the last step is to draw conclusions that can be applicable for a
wide range of stakeholders.

3. Case Study: SRA for Portugal
3.1. Cluster 01: Flexibility Management for Optimized MV Network Operation
3.1.1. Description of the Cluster

Cluster 01 is based on a set of smart grid functions developed for the predictive
operation of MV networks. The objective of Cluster 01 is the exploitation of flexibility-
based actions to support the DSOs in their operational tasks. Examples of these operational
tasks are solving grid constraint violations (voltage or congestion) or decreasing the active
power losses. Flexibility resources are considered from two categories. The first category
(asset level) are DERs, such as on-load tap changers (OLTC), capacitor banks, or storage
systems (assuming that the regulatory framework allows DSOs to own and operate this
asset). Storage systems may or may not be owned by the DSO depending on the regulatory
framework of the country. The second category of flexibility resources is provided by
virtual power plants (VPPs). In this specific case, the VPP is considered a technical VPP
(tVPP) as its business model is to provide flexibility to the DSO.

Thence Cluster 01 is dependent on several smart grid functions being, a load [33] and
RES forecasting [34] system, a tVPP, a MV load allocation system, and a multi-period optimal
power flow (MPOPF) (algorithm). These smart grid functions are represented in Figure 4,
including data sources and the flow of the process. Each of the smart grid functions are
hereafter briefly explained.

The load and RES forecasting system is a centralized service developed and installed
within the DSO infrastructure to support every tool envisioned for the operational planning
of MV distribution networks. This service is of utmost importance as it enables access to
active and reactive power forecasts—generated daily (i.e., twice a day)—for the different
grid locations of each demonstrator. The forecasts are generated based on predicted weather
information and past operating conditions.

The MV load allocation (MVLA) plays a fundamental role as it allows solving observ-
ability constraints that could prevent the execution of other tools [18], such as the MPOPF. In
this sense, the MVLA tool requests the available forecasts (and measurements, in real-time)
of the active and reactive power of the MV/LV substations and the feeders’ heads. It either
estimates the operating state of the MV/LV substations when measurements/forecasts are
not available or performs corrections to the MV/LV substations’ measurements/forecasts
(when available) to make them coherent with the measurements/forecasts available for the
corresponding upstream feeder. Meanwhile, the tVPP aggregates the flexibility of energy
consumers or producers and offers the available flexibility margins to the DSO for the
short-term management of the distribution networks.
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Figure 4. Cluster 01. Global architecture.

Finally, the MPOPF intends to be a decision support module capable of providing
operational optimization actions to the DSO while keeping the grid power flows and
voltage magnitudes within their corresponding technical limits [18]. The MOPF focuses on
specific objectives (e.g., flexibility cost minimization, active power losses minimization),
always solving a minimization problem. The result is an identification and a reservation of
flexibility-based actions while the optimization meets technical grid constraints. The MPOPF
objective function, is illustrated in Equation (1),

Objective f unction = ∑
t∈T

∑
i∈F

at
i · (Pt

i )
2 + bt

i · Pt
i + ct

i (1)

where at
i , bt

i , and ct
i are the cost factors of each flexibility resource i in period t. Since it

enabled a simpler implementation and did not compromise the simulation goals, bt
i was

the only factor considered in the tests hereby presented thus leading to a linear relationship
between the flexibility amount (Pt

i ) and the objective function value. The OLTC and
capacitor banks are assumed to have a zero cost value since they are usually owned by the
network operators. The minimization of the active power losses can either be modeled
by a dedicated objective function or by setting equal marginal costs to all flexibilities in
Equation (1). The two inter-temporal constraints for the state of charge (SOC) control and
the energy rebound effect are illustrated in Equations (2) and (3), respectively,

0 ≤ SOCt
i ≤ SOCimax i ∈ NESS, t ∈ T (2)

where SOCt
i is the SOC of the energy storage system (ESS) i by the end of period t and

SOCimax represents its upward limit. For the energy rebound effect shown in Equation (3),
Pt

i and Pt+1
i illustrate flexibilities offered by the same resource i in two consecutive time

instants, but with opposite directions (i.e., one upward and one downward or vice-versa).
By setting their ratio to 1, it is ensured that the flexibility activation in instant t is rebounded
(i.e., same amount of flexibility in the opposite direction) in timestamp t + 1.

Pt
i

Pt+1
i

= 1 i ∈ F, t ∈ T (3)

The optimization works in two operational modes: predictive (typically one day
ahead, with hourly intervals); and quasi-real-time (typically 45 minutes ahead). As the
name indicates, in the first stage, the goal is to foresee potential technical problems and,
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based on such assessment, define the necessary control actions to avoid them. By doing
so, the flexible DERs are warned in times in which activation of their bids are possible.
Additionally, the network operators can analyze the defined predictive plan and provide
their validation. The real-time assessment has a validation and, if necessary, a corrective
character. It relies on the availability of real-time measurements to assess the reliability of
the predictive analysis. Therefore, in cases where the forecasted conditions significantly
differ from the current ones, the MPOPF updates the predefined control actions.

3.1.2. Objectives of the SRA and Scenarios

The functional-oriented SRA aims to evaluate the four smart grid functions developed
to stress them under new conditions and challenging situations. It is possible to use all
of the smart grid functions separately. However, the MPOPF is the primary function and,
thus, can provide the “aggregated” outcome when implemented in the distribution network.
Hence, the output of the MPOPF can indirectly enable the analysis of the other tools.

The following parameters are considered for the scalability analysis,

• Penetration of RES in the network: the amount of RES is increased to create constraint
violations in the MV network and to evaluate the potential of the tools to allow
higher levels of hosting capacity. The location and the size of the RES are carefully
selected to create challenging situations. The goal is not to perform an exhaustive
analysis of the hosting capacity but rather to assess how scaling-up the quantity of
RES can be handled by the DSO when empowered with adequate operational tools to
manage flexibility;

• Available flexibility of the tVPP: the amount of flexibility is increased compared to the
current baseline (i.e., minimal amount of flexibility) to observe how flexibility can be
used as an alternative to more traditional solutions such as OLTCs or capacitor banks;

• Network size: the number of nodes is increased as it has a direct influence on the
computational effort of the tools (in particular the MPOPF). The network size is
relevant for the real-time operation where time constraints are more important than
in predictive mode.

Concerning the replicability, the following parameters were considered:

• OLTC and capacitor banks control: evaluation of the capability of OLTCs and capacitor
banks—usually owned by DSOs—to solve voltage problems by enabling their control
through the MPOPF;

• ESS control: integrate ESS to evaluate their impact;
• Reactive power control: as an alternative to local reactive power controls (droop control)

used by generators;
• Rural and urban network types: assessment of the performance of the tools under

different conditions through the Slovenian and Portuguese network;
• Historical data availability: evaluate the impact on the forecasting accuracy and the

MOPF control actions when the length (time-period) of historical data changes;
• Metering primary substation: the grid points for which historical data are available are

reduced to evaluate the impact on the MVLA accuracy and MPOPF control actions.

Although the impact of all these parameters was evaluated, not all of them were
considered in both demonstrators. Inherent characteristics of the demo sites explain this
fact, e.g., the higher RES penetration in the Portuguese demo resulted in suitable conditions
to test the possibility of reactive power support provided by these resources. Due to the
significant number of simulations performed, it is impossible to assess all the scenarios
in the scope of this paper. Therefore, a selection of the most significant scenarios made in
the Portuguese and Slovenian demo sites are presented in this paper and summarized in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of the scenarios for Cluster 01.

Scenario Name Network Variation

Baseline Portugal PT demo Baseline—No variation considered

Overloading occurrence PT demo RES connected to create overloading. Different control
actions are tested (ESS; tVPP)

Baseline Slovenia SI demo Baseline—No variation considered

Overloading/voltage occurrence SI demo RES connected to create overloading and overvoltage.
OLTC and the tVPP are available

Network size increase SI demo Size of the network is increased
Limited measurements available SI demo Historical data for primary substation transformers only

3.1.3. SRA Results

• Baseline—Portugal

The simulation uses a 10 kV network located in Mafra, Portugal. It consists of
855 nodes and is connected to the transmission grid by a 60/10 kV primary substation
composed of 4 OLTCs and 1 capacitor bank coupled to the MV side. Approximately
13,000 customers are supplied by this MV grid, 79 of them being MV customers. From the
renewable generation side, 4 different RES are directly connected to the Mafra distribution
network. An hourly load and RES profile for 24 h was extracted from the available historical
data. It enabled a power flow study to observe the network status. This first analysis
showed that neither voltage nor overloading problems occur in the baseline scenario. Thus,
the MPOPF did not provide any flexibility-based suggestions.

Despite the absence of technical problems in the Portuguese demo, flexibility could still
reduce the active power losses. Two options were considered: OLTC and local generation
increase. From these two options, only the first was initially available on the demo site.
The tVPP provides the local generation increase in the form of bids, and, therefore, it
constitutes a new flexibility option for the Portuguese demonstrator. In the first hypothesis,
the primary substation OLTCs increased the global voltage magnitude throughout the
distribution grid. Such an increase subsequently led to decreased active power losses
from 4.15 MW to 3.34 MW. The second possibility was to exploit the DERs by increasing
their local production. The MPOPF entirely exploited this flexibility during the 24 h time
horizon, reducing the active power losses from 4.15 MW to 3.48 MW.

This first assessment of the baseline helped to built the SRA scenarios, already illus-
trated in Table 1, to capture the expected changes of the power systems environment in
the coming years. Such modifications lie in scalability (e.g., predictable increase in RES
integration) and replicability (e.g., different flexible DER) scopes and intend to assess how
the MPOPF would behave when facing other and more challenging conditions than those
considered in ‘business as usual’.

• Overloading Scenario—Portugal

The Portuguese demo site emphasises the use of an ESS as a future scenario. Mean-
while, in the Slovenian demonstrator, this scenario is not tested.

The ESS considered was a 0.5 MW battery storage system to solve branch overload
occurrences observed in the Portuguese demo grid, particularly at the beginning and end
of the day. These technical problems resulted from the connection of two new wind parks
(5.82 MW and 3.1 MW) in one of the network feeders. Several transmission lines observed
reverse power flows, which led to maximum overloading of 103%. Figure 5 depicts how
the SOC of the ESS evolved during the day while following the MPOPF recommendations.

As expected, the ESS was charged in the extreme hours of the day, thus accommodating
the excess of renewable energy injection available in the distribution grid. The partial SOC
decrease after the two first charging actions is illustrative for the multi-temporal capabilities
of the optimization algorithm. Without such discharge procedure, the ESS would not have
enough capacity to relieve the distribution grid from the excess of RES production in the
last periods of the day. Therefore, in this scenario, the MPOPF was challenged to control
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the SOC of the battery system to solve the existing branch overloads and while sustaining
the battery’s technical limits.
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Figure 5. State of charge of the storage system.

This scenario also considered the flexibility provided by the tVPP. Two MV customers
adjusted their consumption in the upward direction (i.e., consumption increase) and
provided a solution to the overloading occurrences. The choice of these MV customers
was based on their flexibility costs since the MPOPF provides a feasible technical operation
plan and an optimal assessment of the activation costs.

In addition to illustrating the main KPIs for this specific scenario, Table 2 has a
hidden and severe warning to the DSO, which does neither use the evaluated solutions
evaluated in the Mafra grid. The lack of implementation of these solutions is an important
conclusion. It indicates the need for a pro-active distribution network where flexibility
exploitation is one of the primary keys to overcome potential grid constraint violations.
This example perfectly highlights the ambition of the SRA methodology developed in
InteGrid. By mixing scalability and replicability into a single scenario, it was possible to
measure the impact to the grid of RES penetration growth and suggest potential assets that
would be effective in handling the upcoming challenges when managed by a dedicated
optimization algorithm. Neglecting the benefits of hybrid scenarios (i.e., mixing scalability
and replicability) could lead to incomplete messages. In this scenario, the more traditional
solutions, such as OLTCs or capacitor banks, would not fit to the type of problem, and, as
such, it is of utmost importance to provide alternative pathways to the DSO. The complete
roadmap to achieve such ways results from the joint analysis of these functional outputs
with the economical, ICT, and regulatory SRAs.

Table 2. KPIs—Portuguese overloading scenario.

Reduction of Overloading Occurrences (%)

Energy Storage System 100

tVPP (MV customers) 100

Although not all the future scenarios detailed in Table 1 are analyzed in this paper,
it is essential to emphasize that feasible predictive plans were elaborated for each of
them. Several different flexibility options were used—centralized Q(U) control, OLTC,
tVPP—which highlights the versatility of the employed algorithms.

• Baseline—Slovenia

The simulation in the Slovenian case uses a 10 kV network located close to Ljubljana.
It consists of 720 nodes and is connected to the transmission grid by two 110/20 kV
primary substations composed of 4 OLTCs. The existent capacitor banks were out-of-
service during the demonstration phase. This MV distribution network is responsible for
feeding approximately 23,000 customers, many of whom are prosumers. The assumptions
for the Slovenian baseline considered that neither OLTCs, capacitor banks, or the tVPP
would provide flexibility. Such impositions were following the demo site characteristics.
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Considering the available load and RES forecasts for a 24 h time horizon, the MPOPF
detected an undervoltage occurrence on the LV side of an MV/LV transformer. There
was no solution to overcome such technical problems since no flexibility options were
available within the Slovenian network. The fact that no flexibility options were available
was a severe warning to the DSO. It highlighted the impact that flexibility may have on the
network operation procedures.

The analysis of more complex scenarios in the Slovenian grid required the availability
of a feasible baseline. Therefore, the solution developed within InteGrid was to include a
flexibility provider: the tVPP. A new flexibility resource was added to the tVPP portfolio,
which initially only considered customers engaged in the project. The inclusion of an
additional client allowing the partial curtailment of this consumption was sufficient to
solve the undervoltage problem. Other options, such as the inclusion of a 10 Mvar capacitor
bank group on the MV side of the primary substation, were also assessed and proved to be
effective. Independently from the selected option, it resulted in a feasible baseline, thus,
enabling the evaluation of the MPOPF effectiveness in diverse and scaled-up contexts, like
the ones proposed in Table 1.

• Slovenia—Overloading and Overvoltage Scenarios

This scenario tested the capability of the grid to host an increase in the RES injection.
First, two PV generation groups with 3.5 MW and 9 MW of installed power were connected
in the demo grid. Although the former was responsible for several overvoltage occurrences,
the latter was used to set a specific branch on the verge of congestion. The solution to the
overvoltage problems was to use the flexibility provided by a consumer (consumption
increase) via the tVPP.

After this first trial, the network was further stressed to capture the MPOPF’s ability to
manage flexibility in complex situations. The stress test consisted of increasing the amount
of existing production in 10% steps until the flexibility resources were no longer capable of
solving the technical problems. This study allowed for the conclusion that this specific grid
can accommodate a maximum of 30% increase in the generation in case the tVPP and the
OLTCs are available for flexibility purposes.

The KPIs presented in Table 3 highlights the conclusion mentioned above but also
provides other valuable insights for the network operator. The DSO becomes aware of (1)
the DER technologies that best fit each type of technical problem; (2) the network challenges
that highly constrain the hosting capacity. Such conclusions were only possible due to a
standardized SRA methodology that, during the scenario development phase (Step 2 in
Figure 3), gathered technology providers and stakeholders to define the best pathway to
assess future challenges. In the particular case of the Slovenian demo grid, the test and trial
of several RES penetration levels was the best mechanism to characterize the predictable
changes in this power system environment. Based on such procedure, the MPOPF enabled
a 30% RES growth by using the flexibility available from the tVPP (generation curtailment)
to manage the branch overloading occurrences while simultaneously sending set-points to
the OLTCs to tackle observed overvoltages. In fact, and as depicted in Table 3, if the unique
concerns were related to the overvoltages, the OLTC would enable even higher levels of
RES penetration. The increased severity of the voltage problems and the reduced volume
of flexibility available from the tVPP (consumption increase) explain why the solution to
address these occurrences changed compared to the first trial. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the
technical problems, as well as the solutions to avoid them.

Table 3. KPIs—Slovenian overloading and overvoltage scenario.

Reduction of Overloading Occurrences (%) Reduction of Overvoltage Occurrences (%)

10–30% =40.0% 10–30% =40.0%
RES Growth RES Growth RES Growth RES Growth

tVPP(generation curtailment) 100 70 - -
OLTC - - 100 100
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Figure 6. MPOPF impact on the congested transmission line and the corresponding control-actions
(30% generation increase).
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• Network Size Increase—Slovenia

The analysis of the grid size expansion impact is once again a consequence of the
scenario development phase (Step 2 in Figure 3) employed by the proposed SRA methodol-
ogy. Usually, for the tools with higher technology readiness level, their correct execution
needs to be associated with high performance in non-functional requirements. However,
answering which of these requirements should be fulfilled is not a trivial question and
depends on how the stakeholders intend to explore the tool results. In Cluster 01, the
smart-grid functions are envisioned to work on a short-term horizon, thus, demanding
minimum requirements concerning their computational effort. Therefore, the baseline grid
size was expanded (5 and 10 times), which led to positive linear growth of the computa-
tional time. By avoiding an exponential time increase, the tools of Cluster 01 proved to be
compatible with the requirements of daily network operation. Furthermore, these results
are comparable with state-of-the-art approaches. The MPOPF took 94 s to provide a 24 h
predictive plan, while the forecasting and the MVLA algorithms computed their outputs in
8459 s and 5 s, respectively, for the larger network.

• Limited Historical Data Available—Slovenia

The availability of historical data is of utmost importance for any forecasting method.
This scenario focuses on reducing the amount of available data to observe the impact on the
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MPOPF output. To properly analyze the results, it has been considered that it is possible to carry a
perfect estimation when in possession of historical data for an entire year of operation (i.e., baseline).

The results indicated that an increase in the predicted technical problems was observed
for reduced sets of historical data. In the case of computed forecasts with one month of
historical data, 1 additional overloading occurrence and 15 additional overvoltages were
detected in the power flow execution. Therefore, if the MPOPF operated according to this
network state, unnecessary flexibility activations would be recommended. Theoretically
speaking, the opposite situation could also be observed (i.e., decrease in the predicted
technical problems with the reduction in the historical data content), thus leading to a lack
of control-actions. These observations highlight the crucial role of DSOs in ensuring the
availability of proper historical datasets.

• Limited Measurements Available—Slovenia

This scenario considered the case where only historical data (active and reactive
power) for the HV/MV primary substation transformers was available. The remaining
variables, i.e., the active and reactive power of each MV/LV secondary substation, were
estimated by the MVLA using other input information types (contracted/installed power,
mean power factor, etc.).

The results showed two different situations. The first situation was the detection of 15
additional overvoltage occurrences. Meanwhile, in the second situation, the undervoltage
problems decreased. Therefore, for this specific grid, the lower observability in the MV
network led to a less reliable estimation of the grid condition (since the allocation procedure
was only guided by the forecasts at the primary substation). Consequently, an erroneous
optimization of the network state would be carried by the MPOPF.

3.1.4. Discussion

The design and analysis of Cluster 01 aimed to show the effectiveness of the developed
tools independently of the characteristics of the environment where they are implemented.
The analysis of Cluster 01 through the SRA helped to perform stress testing on the networks
to understand the network limits, valuable to the DSOs. Additionally, the study through
specific scenarios helps to evaluate the holistic output of the tools when working together,
as they do in actual operation. Nonetheless, the analysis took the point-of-view of the
MPOPF since this is the primary support decision tool for the DSO.

The MPOPF proved to be a robust tool, capable of adapting to different network
characteristics, as seen during the testing of the Portuguese and Slovenian networks. On
the one hand, the lack of available flexibility to solve the network’s technical problems
remarks the importance of flexibility even in current situations as the baseline for Slovenia
exposed. In all other cases, the MPOPF computed N-hours ahead predictive plans to avoid
the occurrence of grid constraint violations at a minimum cost. This predictive management
ability, therefore, enabled an increase in the network hosting capacity. On the other hand,
the presented computational performance remained within the time constraints required
for adequate field operation.

A variety of different grid assets—which may or may not be owned by the DSO—can
contribute to developing the MPOPF optimization plans. The combination of grid assets
is of utmost importance for network operators, who usually have limited options which
only consist of assets, such as OLTCs or capacitor banks. These types of resources are
typically centralized at the primary substation level, which may lead to difficulties when
searching for a solution to multiple problems simultaneously, e.g., under and overvoltage
occurrences in feeders connected to the same HV/MV transformer(s). In addition, storage
units are among the assets that the MPOPF can manage, and the simulations highlighted
the importance of their contributions.

Furthermore, the MPOPF also relies on the availability of flexibility. Without re-
sources that can adapt to their typical injection and consumption patterns, ensuring a
safe and reliable network operation becomes increasingly challanging. Therefore, DSOs
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have an essential role in engaging customers who can participate in grid operational tasks,
particularly in areas where problematic situations most commonly arise.

Although the results indicated the robustness of the MPOPF, it is necessary to remark
that it is highly dependent on the input data. The availability of an accurate grid status,
provided by the forecasting services and the MVLA (dependent on the SCADA), is crucial
for the correct execution of the MPOPF. The lack of data affects the MPOPF, suggesting
unnecessary set-points due to non-existent problems or not recommending any control-
action even though issues exist within the network.

These conclusions derived from the holistic SRA of Cluster 01, are only possible
through a standardized approach that focuses on the stakeholder’s final objective while
mixing scalability and replicability criteria. The functional-oriented SRA profoundly helped
the DSOs in understanding their current and future problems while testing InteGrid’s tools
in current and future scenarios.

3.2. Cluster 02: Flexibility Management for Optimized LV Network Operation
3.2.1. Description of the Cluster

Cluster 02 combines advanced tools for the predictive operation of LV networks
recurring to the flexibility provided by domestic consumers through their HEMS and
DSO-owned resources, such as OLTCs and ESSs, taking Cluster 01’s assumptions for these
DSOs resources. In the context of InteGrid, it is assumed that DER available in the LV
network can be exploited by the DSO for grid control and management purposes [35].
Similarly, Cluster 02 is dependent on several smart grid functions, review LV load and
generation forecasting tool (solution), the low voltage state estimator (LVSE) (solution), the
HEMS (solution), and the low voltage control (LVC) tool (algorithm).

These smart grid functions are represented in Figure 8, including data sources and the
flow of the process. The LV load and RES forecasting is almost equal to the load and RES
forecasting presented already in Cluster 01. The main difference is the target group. In case
of Cluster 02, the forecasting targets LV load and RES in the network.

Historical data (load, generation)
Weather forecasts

Grid topology
SCADA measurements

Historical data (load, generation)

Available flexibility

Load/Gen
Forecast

Network
State

Snapshot

Device schedule
Price

LV Load and RES 
forecasting

Low Voltage State 
Estimator (LVSE)

Low Voltage Controller 
(LVC)

Home Energy 
Management System 

(HEMS)

Network assets (OLTC, 
capacitors, storage)
Voltage limitations 
secondary (MV/LV) 

substation

Control actions
HEMS schedule

Curtailment

HLUC02

HLUC09

Figure 8. Cluster 02. Global architecture.

The LVC tool aims to be a decision support tool to assist the DSO in the active
management of the LV grid. It seeks to identify a set of preventive control actions to avoid
foreseeable technical problems in the LV network, such as voltage violations [36]. The LVC
tool performs the active management of the LV network recurring to two main resource
types: DSO-owned resources, such as OLTCs and ESSs, and privately-owned resources.
The DSO needs a contractual agreement with the private customers willing to participate
in grid operation using demand response schemes. The assumption is that those private
customers who participate have installed a HEMS [37]. The HEMS is a local controller,
installed locally at the private consumer household, that is simultaneously responsible for
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optimizing the consumption of the household itself and the computation of the flexibility
available for the different periods of the day.

The HEMS acts as an interface between the LVC tool and the consumer’s household
appliances. It is responsible for communicating the flexibility available to the DSO and for
receiving consumption set-points sent by the DSO. The interaction between the DSO and
the private consumers willing to participate in grid operation is through the gm-hub, which
collects flexibility offers from the private consumers. Furthermore, the gm-hub is also
responsible for receiving the control actions from the DSO (flexibility activation requests)
and communicating them to the HEMS [23]. The LVC tool operates in two main timescales:
preventive scale (typically one day ahead, quarterly-hour intervals); and quasi-real-time
scale (typically 15 min ahead).

In the preventive timescale, the algorithm requires forecasts of generation, load, and
flexibility provided by private consumers to determine a preventive control action to apply
to the LV network controllable resources [33,34]. The DSO receives these control actions
produced by the preventive control module and validates them. The DSO can accept or
change the control action.

In real-time timescale, the algorithm uses a state estimation algorithm, the LVSE, to ob-
tain a snapshot of the network in real-time recurring to a subset of the measurements of the
smart meter available in the LV network [38,39]. It is essential to highlight the requirement
for the usage of an LVSE algorithm since current advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
solutions are unable to provide accurate synchronized real-time measurements in useful
time [39]. The main objective of the real-time control module is to assess the actual network
conditions registered in real-time and compare them to the forecasted conditions at the
preventive stage. If these differ significantly, the control action is updated accordingly.
Therefore, the real-time control module of the LVC tool has a corrective character, acting
solely if the network conditions significantly differ from what was forecasted.

Given the unbalanced nature of LV networks, due to the existence of single-phase and
unbalanced three-phase resources, the LVC algorithm recurs to an unbalanced three-phase
power flow algorithm to obtain a detailed network snapshot for each instant of the control
period. The unbalanced three-phase power flow routine was implemented according to
the formulation presented in [40] and covered in a previous publication [36].

3.2.2. Objectives of the SRA and Scenarios

The objective of the SRA in Cluster 02 is to stress the networks and tools using different
integration levels of DER, RES, networks with different sizes, and networks with other
electrical characteristics. Similar to Cluster 01, it is possible to analyze all the smart grid
functions of the cluster separately. However, anew if the SRA focuses on the LVC (main
smart grid function), the analysis can provide a holistic analysis and indirect analysis of
the other smart grid functions used in the cluster. Nonetheless, it was necessary to limit
the number of scenarios to consider, as there are a large number of variables involved.
Thence, the SRA considers worst-case scenarios, i.e., scenarios that could impact the grid’s
controllability, the tool’s performance time, number of avoided violations, or the grid’s
RES hosting capacity.

With respect to scalability, the following parameters are considered:

• Network size: increase in the number of nodes since it directly influences the compu-
tational effort;

• Penetration of RES in the network: increase in the RES penetration in order to create
constraints within the LV network and to evaluate the potential of the tool to host
more renewable energy;

• Flexibility from HEMS: increase the number of consumers equipped with HEMS to
observe whether HEMS can be used as an alternative to DSO’s owned assets such as
OLTCs or ESSs;
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• Number of controllable devices: increase in the number of controllable devices
in the households to evaluate the impact on the resulting load profile and their
energy savings.

Concerning the replicability the following parameters are considered:

• OLTC control: evaluate the potential of the set of tools when the secondary substation
transformer is controllable, as currently not many secondry substations are equipped
with OLTCs;

• Energy storage system control: evaluate the possibility of using central or distributed ESS;
• X/R ratio: modify the the X/R ratio to evaluate the performance of the set of tools in

more inductive networks;
• Availability of historical data: modify the amount (time horizon) and the quality of

the historical data available for the forecasting and LVSE tools, to assess the impact on
the overall forecasting accuracy.

Analogous to Cluster 01, due to the serious number of simulations performed, the
scope of this paper is limited to several simulations. The selection is based on the most
significant analysis for the Portuguese demo. Thus, Table 4 provides an overview of
the simulations considered within the scope of this paper, although not all the internal
iterations are exposed for each scenario due to the length of the paper. These internal
iterations are based on the type of resources the LVC is able to control, being:

• All controllable resources: the DSO using the LVC considers for operation all avail-
able resources, the OLTC, ESS, HEMS, and curtailable microgenerators and loads;

• HEMS: the DSO using the LVC considers for operation the flexibility provided by the
HEMS;

• ESS and HEMS: the DSO using the LVC considers for operation the combination of a
central ESS (at the secondary of the MV/LV substation) and the flexibility provided
by the HEMS;

• Curtailable load and microgeneration: the DSO using the LVC considers for opera-
tion the curtailment of the loads and microgenerators.

Table 4. Overview of the scenarios for Cluster 02.

Scenario Name Network Variation

Baseline Portugal Typical PT LV network Baseline—No variation considered
Large network Typical PT LV network Increase the number of nodes
Location of HEMS Typical PT LV network Change the location of the HEMS to primarily at the end of the feeders
Distributed ESS Typical PT LV network Introduce controllable distributed ESS in the network
Inductive network Typical PT LV network Modify the networks parameters to resemble an urban network
Forecast functions Typical PT LV network Variation of the data used to train the algorithms
State estimation functions Typical PT LV network Real data consideration and variation thereof the smart meter data available

3.2.3. SRA Results

• Baseline—Portugal

The baseline scenario is a small radial LV network with approximately 30 nodes. The
network has the electrical characteristics of a typical Portuguese LV network, described
in Appendix B. Moreover, Figure A1 from the Appendix, is a single-line representation of
the network diagram with the electrical characteristics shown in Table A2. Additionally,
Table A3 collects the microgenerators’ installed capacity, the loads and the HEMS apparent
power considered in the baseline. The radial network is composed of 33 buses and 32 lines.
The assumption is that the network consists of 24 microgenerators and 43 consumers,
20 equipped with HEMS. It is also assumed that a DSO-owned 10 kW/30 kWh ESS, installed
at the secondary side of the MV/LV transformer. The consumers were distributed between
the three phases according to their contracted power to reduce unbalances between phases.

The network, when simulated, already presents over- and undervoltages. Not all the
potential solutions considered tackled the voltage problems. The ideal solution of the LVC
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controlling all the available resources, although the LVC was only recurring to the OLTC,
mitigates the voltage violations with an average execution time of 0.39 s. The results are
depicted in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9. Baseline voltage profiles before the application of the LVC.
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Figure 10. Baseline voltage profiles, after the application of the LVC controlling all resources.

Given the case of the LVC using only the flexibility from the 20 available HEMS, the
LVC does not solve all voltage problems. Although all the undervoltage problems are
mitigated, the overvoltages are only attenuated but not solved. The average execution time
is 1.37 s. The use of the ESS and HEMS by the LVC also cannot mitigate all overvoltages
registered. The result is that the storage system location is the most efficient in addition to
HEMS flexibility not being enough. However, the LVC mitigates all undervoltages scoring
an average of 1.63 s. Applying load and generation curtailment technique by LVC, the LVC
solves the voltage problems within an average execution time of 1.58 s and curtailment of
19.07 kWh.

• Large Network

In this scenario, the network size increases to approximately 150 nodes to evaluate
the LV performance when facing larger nodes and resources. The resulting network is
represented in Figure A2 in Appendix B. The ratio of consumers with HEMS, the ra-
tio of microgenerators-to-consumers were kept constant. The result is a network with
223 consumers, 82 of them equipped with HEMS (distributed homogeneously) and 114 mi-
crogenerators.

Similar to the baseline, the scaled network presents voltage problems when there is
no LVC. However, the LVC in this scenario is to solve the voltage problems. When the LVC
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considers all available resources, it recurs to the OLTC to solve the overvoltages due to
the solar injection. Then, the LVC to solve the undervoltages, it is necessary to activate
the OLTC, ES, and HEMS. The LVC algorithm first uses the OLTC positions. Once the
OLTC reaches its maximum tap position, the algorithm tries to use the ESS. As the ESS
resource is exhausted, the LVC recurs to the activation of 2 HEMS devices. The LVC needs
an average execution time of 9.15 s. When the HEMS is the only resource for the LVC, it is
necessary to activate 28 HEMS to solve under- and overvoltages with an average execution
time of 64.26 s. When the LVC controls the ESS and HEMS, the ESS reaches its max SOC
to solve the overvoltage problems and drops to less than 30% to solve the undervoltage
violation. Using this combination of assets, the total amount of HEMS activated reduces,
but the average execution time increases to 74.27 s. Concerning the curtailment of load
and microgeneration to solve all voltage associated problems, the LVC needs to curtail
3.41 kWh of energy generation and 6.85 kWh of consumption. In this last case, the LVC
needs an average execution time of 11.94 s.

• Location of HEMS

The location of assets is key in distribution networks [41]. Hence, in this scenario, the
aim is to investigate the actual HEMS impact in the network. The baseline scenario is used
for comparison. The simulation results are collected in Table 5.

Table 5. Results the location of HEMS scenario considering only “HEMS” and “HEMS and ESS”.

Voltage Problem HEMS Flexibility, EESS, Ploss Reduction,
Solved? [kWh] [kWh] [%]

Homogeneous Distribution of HEMS (Baseline)
HEMS No 16.53 - 0.09%
HEMS and ESS No 16.41 94.63 0.11%

HEMS located at the end of the feeders
HEMS Yes 4.42 - 0.14%
HEMS and ESS Yes 4.32 44.13 0.01%

Based on the results above presented, the location of the HEMS has a significant
impact, as expected. While in the baseline, the available flexibility is not sufficient to solve
all of the voltage deviation problems registered, the LVC in this scenario is able to solve all
of the forecasted voltage deviation. Furthermore, it can also be seen that the total amount
of flexibility required from HEMS decreases due to the location and if there is an activation
of the ESS. Concerning the computation type, the average execution time decreased 36%
for the HEMS and 31% for the HEMS and ESS. Although the results are expected, the
simulations are empirical data to assess the decision-making process of the DSO in order to
encourage the appropriate engagement of those customers located ideally at the end of the
feeder. The fact of engaging these customers has an impact in potential future resources as
the ESS, as less flexibility is needed to solve the voltage problems and these problems tend
to be very localized.

• Distributed Energy Storage Systems

The objective of the scenario is to evaluate the impact of distributed ESSs on the
controllability of the LV network when there is a high integration of DER along with the
LV feeders. The assumption for this scenario is the inclusion of 5 ESS being one centralized,
in the secondary node of the MV/LV transformer, and 4 distributed along with the feeders.
Additionally, this scenario considers 49 generators and 54 consumers, 33 of them equipped
with HEMS. In Table 6 are listed the characteristics of the ESS devices considered.

The results of the simulation are collected in Table 7, which includes the total flexibility
required from HEMS, from ESS (EESS), and the active power loss (Ploss) reduction.
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Table 6. Characterization of ESS.

ESS Characteristics
Node

Power, [kW] Capacity, [kWh]

1 50.00 100.00
18 10.00 20.00
23 10.00 20.00
24 10.00 20.00
26 10.00 20.00
27 10.00 20.00

Based on the results, and as previously stated in the baseline, the HEMS and ESS
combination for the baseline when there is a centralized ESS cannot solve the voltage
problems. In comparison, when considering distributed ESS, the problems are solved and
require less flexibility from the ESS and the HEMS, which impact the costs of operation for
the DSO. Hence, this remarks the importance of DER when dealing with voltage problems
at the LV side, which tend to have a localized character. The LVC needs an average
execution time of 0.81 s for distributed ESS while the centralized needs 1.63 s, reducing the
computational burden.

Table 7. Baseline and distributed ESS comparison, considering the control of “HEMS and ESS”.

Voltage Problem HEMS Flexibility, EESS, Ploss Reduction,
Solved? [kWh] [kWh] [%]

Centralized ESS (Baseline)
HEMS and ESS No 16.41 94.63 0.11%

Distributed ESS
HEMS and ESS Yes 4.96 86.13 6.30%

• Inductive Network

This scenario aims to study the behavior of the LVC tool for an inductive character
LV network (e.g., urban network). The X/R ratio of the lines was increased by a factor
of 2 compared to the baseline scenario. The electrical characteristics are listed in Table A5
of Appendix B. The installed capacity of loads, generators, and HEMS is similar to the
baseline scenario are listed in Table A3.

The voltage profiles before and after the use of the LVC are depicted in Figures 11 and 12
when considering all resources are controllable.
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Figure 11. Inductive network voltage profiles, before the application of the LVC.
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Figure 12. Inductive network voltage profiles, after the application of the LVC using all resources.

As expected, the LVC can solve the voltage problems regardless of the assets used
(all resources, HEMS, ESS and HEMS, and curtailment of load and microgeneration).
Nonetheless, the most exciting result is that the voltage fluctuates less than the baseline
when using the LVC. Hence, the LVC is effective even in a more inductive network.

• Forecast Functions

In this scenario, the objective is to study the impact of forecast quality on the output
of the preventive module of the LVC tool. This scenario uses the baseline network while
the data input for the forecasting tools is changed as follows:

• Scenario A: 12 months of historical data;
• Scenario B: 3 months of historical data;
• Scenario C: 12 months of historical data, with missing values.

The results for the different simulations (A, B, and C) are summarized in Table 8 with
positive results as all voltage problems are solved.

Table 8. Forecasting functions evaluation results.

Scenario Voltage Problem Flexibility Average NRMSE,
Solved? Required, [kWh] Execution Time, [s] [%]

Scenario A Yes 12.47 0.49 4.77%
Scenario B Yes 12.22 0.50 4.86%
Scenario C Yes 9.63 0.44 5.02%

From the comparison of the average normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of
scenario A and scenario B, the amount of data available has a positive impact on the error
values—the error increases from 4.77% in scenario A to 4.86% in scenario B. Furthermore,
it is also possible to see that missing data harms forecast quality. Comparing scenario A to
scenario C, it is possible to see that the error increases from 4.77% to 5.02%. The control
actions produced by scenarios A, B, and C are very similar. Nonetheless, Table 9 collects the
amount of flexibility required from each HEMS when the LVC only considers the HEMS as
an available resource.
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Table 9. Impact of historical data in the flexibility required from HEMS for scenarios A, B, and C.

Scenario #10 Scenario #11 Scenario #12

12 Months, 3 Months, 12 Months MissingHEMS
[kWh] [kWh] data, [kWh]

Node 12, phase T 1.32 1.51 0.89
Node 13, phase R 0.42 0.64 0.00
Node 20, phase R 3.92 3.29 2.49
Node 22, phase T 6.81 6.78 6.25

• State Estimation Functions

The LVC real-time module is dependant on the output from the estate estimation.
Hence, three scenarios are used with different availability levels of real-time smart meter
measurements to evaluate it. The network considered is similar to the one of the baseline
scenario and the load, generators, and HEMS distribution.

• Scenario 1 (oracle): real data is considered (all smart meter measurements available);
• Scenario 2: 50% of real-time smart meter measurements available;
• Scenario 3: minimum real-time smart meter measurements available.

The mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) obtained for the state estimations
produced in scenarios 2 and 3 are collected in Table 10. Scenario 1 is not included as
it is the oracle which uses perfect data.

Table 10. Scenario 2 and 3 mean absolute percentage errors results for the state estimations.

Scenario 2 Scenario 3

50% of Real-Time Minimum Value of
SM Measurements Real-Time SM Measurements

MAPE 0.33% 0.27%

The state estimation results considering different amounts of smart meter measure-
ments are very similar. The MAPE is around 0.30% for both scenarios, resulting in a high
level of accuracy of the LSVE even when limited data are available.

Table 11 shows a comparison example of the preventive and corrective set-point
plans established by the LVC tool for the HEMS connected to node 22, phase T, for all
the scenarios.

Table 11. Comparison between preventive and corrective set-point plans—12h30 time instant.

Scenario ID Preventive Corrective
Set-Point, [%] Set-Point, [%]

Scenario 1 6 6
Scenario 2 6 6
Scenario 3 6 6

The snapshot produced by the LVSE tool was sufficiently similar to the voltage values
obtained at the preventive control stage. Therefore, the previously established control
actions did not require any update. It is worth noting that this result is an important
validation step. The result compares the actual voltage values registered in the network
with the values obtained through the LVC unbalanced power flow routine, based on
forecasts for the load and generation.
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3.2.4. Discussion

Similar to Cluster 01’s approach, the SRA took the point of view of the LVC. However,
the analysis is considered a holistic analysis as the tools impact the LVC and are modified.

Based on the several simulations performed, the OLTC can solve most of the voltage
problems related to the increase in RES capacity or peak load, e.g., derived from simultane-
ous EV charging, in small and well-balanced networks. The ESS located at the secondary
side of the transformer has a positive but limited effect on network operation. On the
contrary, distributed storage is a more efficient solution to solve voltage violations in LV
networks. This result is not surprising but helps the DSO to have data to support their
potential inclusion into their operation based on location. In addition, it shows the capabil-
ities of the LVC as a central tool for LV predictive maintenance in either case. However,
if the network increases, neither the OLTC nor the central EES can mitigate the network
violations. Contrariwise, distributed resources, such as HEMS enhance the controllability
over LV networks since voltage violations are very localized. The adoption of distributed
technologies enables an increase in the hosting capacity, enabling RES, and other DER,
such as EV.

Therefore, DSOs responsible for large resistive networks will need to ensure adequate
controllable devices within the grid to support active voltage control in future network
scenarios. Distributed technologies solutions can provide a technical and cost-effective
alternative to costly and time-consuming network reinforcement methods.

The flexibility of HEMS and distributed ESS showed adequate potential in achieving
voltage control and reduced active power losses within the LV network. DSOs should,
therefore, leverage the active engagement of customers to ensure the safe and reliable
operation of their networks. In particular, the DSO should consider those customers close
to the nodes that present the highest potential for voltage violations as key customers to par-
ticipate in these types of flexibility schemes. These customers should be highly encouraged
(possibly through incentives) to become active participants in network operation.

Concerning the forecasting and state estimation functions, the results show that the
quality and amount of historical data available did not significantly affect the control
actions produced by the LVC. The errors obtained were sufficiently small to not require any
updates to the preventive control actions, therefore showing the accuracy and reliability of
the proposed tools under Cluster 02.

4. Case Study: SRA for Slovenia
4.1. Cluster 03: Large Customer cVPP
4.1.1. Description of the Cluster

Cluster 03 is composed of tools that can assist the DSO in the safe operation of its
network while customers provide their flexibilities to the manual frequency restoration
reserve (mFRR) market. The TSO controls the mFRR market and, therefore, after the
flexibilities of the flexibility operators (FOs) have been pre-qualified, the TSO can activate
offered flexibilities. Thus, the DSO is currently not involved in the offering and activation
process of flexibility bids. Depending on the volume of flexibilities and the dimensioning
of the network, the activation of flexibility bids can lead to an increase in the number of
constraints in the DSO’s network. Such constraints can be, for instance, the overloading of
transformers and cables or over- and undervoltage.

Within the InteGrid project, a traffic light system (TLS) has been developed (algorithm),
which is involved in the flexibility bid offering and activation process. Thereby, it can
curtail flexibility offers if network constraints are foreseen or suggest alternative flexibilities
to be activated if an activation would cause problems in the network.

The TLS has two operation modes:

• Day-ahead: In the day-ahead mode, the flexibility operator (FO) periodically sends
its flexibility bid offers to the TLS before the gate closure of the market. The TLS
analyses these offers and flexibilities, which could lead to network constraints. With
this information, the FO can adapt its bids to not interfere with the safe operation of
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the DSO’s network. Before gate closure, the FO sends its final bids to the TSO, which
the TLS has validated. If the TSO accepts the offers, the bids can be activated on the
next day for the mFRR market;

• Intraday: In intraday, the TSO can activate the bids accepted on the day before. Thereby,
the TSO forwards a bid activation to the TLS. It evaluates the bids to be activated
and suggests an alternative bid activation to the FO if the activation would lead to
network constraints.

Hence, Cluster 03 operates with various smart functions as depicted in Figure 13. The
TLS is located within the DSO’s premises. Thence, it has full access to the MV network
model of the DSO. Furthermore, it periodically gets informed about the current state of the
network including, for instance, the position of the breakers. In order to predict constraints
in the network, the TLS uses load and RES forecasts for the next day. These forecasts are
based on historical data like load and generation measurements and on external data like
weather forecasts.

HLUC05

HLUC12

Historical data (load, generation)
Weather forecasts

Network model

Flexibility bids

Load/Gen
Forecast

DER schedules
DER measurements

MV Load and RES 
forecasting

Traffic Light System (TLS)

Commercial Virtual 
Power Plant (cVPP)

TSO 
simulator

Activated bids

Evaluation results

Waste Water
Treatment Plant

HLUC08

Figure 13. Cluster 03. Global architecture.

In InteGrid, a commercial virtual power plant (cVPP) acts as a FO. The cVPP’s port-
folio has various flexibilities, including, among others, a wind park, batteries, industrial
customers, such as a wastewater treatment plant, and PV. The cVPP has its forecasting
algorithms to predict the available flexibility volume on the next day. The TSO and the
mFRR market are simulated with a TSO simulator. As previously stated, the TSO simulator
is responsible for accepting the flexibility bid offers at gate closure and for activating bids
for the mFRR market.

The TLS combines the previously mentioned data sources: forecasts, the network
model, and the flexibility bids and their activation to predict and solve network problems
caused by the flexibility bids. For these evaluations, the TLS leverages an instance of
the same MPOPF used in Cluster 01. Using the MPOPF enables considering technical
aspects—the safe operation of the distribution network (DSO)—and economic interests—a
large flexibility volume with favorable prices (TSO).

In both cases, the TLS uses the data for the forecasts and the network model with the
current switching state provided by the DSO. In this process, there is no sensitive data
shared with third parties.

However, the flexibility bids from the cVPP and the TSO’s activation signals come from
sources outside the DSO’s premises. These data are sensitive and should be transmitted
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with secured and encrypted connections. Otherwise, competing cVPPs, for example,
could adapt their bidding strategy to the current leaked bid offers, which results in unfair
competition. Therefore, the gm-hub is the interface between the TLS and the cVPP and
TSO simulator for secure (encrypted) data transmission.

The MPOPF which is a key part of the TLS, has a quadratic cost function which is
shown in Equation (1) on page 8. This type of cost function is usually used to reduce the
cost of generation. The factors at

i and ct
i are set to 0 in order to increase the amount of

flexibilities that can be activated while considering the costs of the flexibilities. The linear
term in the cost function uses different factors bt

i for the upward and downward direction.
Equations (4) and (5) show the calculation of the factors bt

i for the upward and downward
direction where pt

i is the energy costs for flexibility i at the timestamp t and s is a small
positive parameter in comparison to maxj∈F(pt

j).

bt
i,up = pt

i −max
j∈F

(pt
j)− s (4)

bt
i,down := pt

i −min
j∈F

(pt
j) + s (5)

Prices for generation are assumed to be positive, when neglecting the parameter s.
Equation (4) shifts all prices to non-positive numbers, such that the most expensive flexibil-
ity with the price maxj∈F(pt

j) is 0 € MWh−1. The optimiser activates as many flexibilities
as possible because the injected powers are positive (producer frame) and if the prices are
negative. Therefore, when minimizing the cost function, the optimizer gets rewarded for
activating flexibilities. With the calculation of the factors bi,up, the cheapest flexibility has
the most considerable absolute value and has, therefore, the most substantial weight in the
cost function, while the most expensive flexibility has the smallest weight. The constant s
is used to shift the most expensive flexibility from 0 € MWh−1 to −s such that the optimiser
is also slightly rewarded for activating it. In the downward case, negative prices are shifted
to non-negative values because the active power injection of loads is negative. The product
of bi,down and pi results again in a negative number and the optimizer is rewarded for
activating flexibilities.

4.1.2. Objectives of the SRA and Scenarios

The objective of the functional SRA for Cluster 03 is to help answer the following
questions:

• What is the maximum flexibility volume in the network which can be activated
without violating any network constraints?

• Does the TLS limit the provision of flexibilities in the DSO’s network, and does it
curtail the flexibilities fairly?

• Which prerequisites and conditions are needed such that an operation of the TLS
is needed?

Following the same logic as in Cluster 01 and Cluster 02, the SRA for Cluster 03 focuses
on the results of the TLS to directly analyze this tool and indirectly the other tools. The SRA,
nonetheless, is performed from the DSO’s perspective and modifies different parameters.
From the viewpoint of the TLS, the flexibilities are treated as technology-neutral. The
TLS only considers their location and offer prices. Furthermore, if multiple FOs offer
bids for evaluation, the bids are aggregated such that the TLS cannot link flexibilities to
their operators.

Concerning the scalability, the following parameters are modified:

• Flexibility from the cVPP: increase in the flexibility offered by the cVPP to evaluate
the maximum amount of flexibility that each feeder can sustain;

• Network size: the size of the network has a direct influence on the computation time
of the TLS. Hence the number of nodes is changed.

With respect to the replicability, the following parameters are modified:
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• Bid prices: use different bid prices from homogeneous price to increasing and de-
creasing linear prices;

• Distributed generation: increase in distributed generation in a selection of feeders to
evaluate the impact in the amount of upward reserve which could be provided;

• Electric vehicles: addition of electric vehicles in a selection of feeders to evaluate
impact in the the amount of upward reserve which could be provided;

• Urban/rural networks: the analysis is carried-out on different grids to be as represen-
tative as possible;

• Forecasting accuracy: the impact of the forecasting accuracy on the post-activation
evaluation is considered.

In comparison to Cluster 01 and Cluster 02, the simulations are performed on a feeder-
level. In order to make the results comparable, the tapping position of the OLTC of the
primary substation is fixed and the voltage on its HV-side is assumed to be 1.0 p.u. Each
node in the network has an lower voltage limit of 0.9 p.u. and an upper limit of 1.1 p.u.

Cluster 03 uses the same Slovenian (SI) and Portuguese (PT) networks for the analysis
as in Cluster 01. However, due to the large number of scenarios that can also have sub-
scenarios, selected scenarios that yield the most relevant results are presented within this
paper. These scenarios are collected in Table 12.

Table 12. Overview of the scenarios for Cluster 03.

Scenario Name Network Variation

Baseline Slovenia SI demo Baseline—No variation considered
Large homogeneous flexibility SI demo Large flexibility bids (power) at each node—Same price
Reduced homogeneous flexibility SI demo Reduced flexibility bids (power) at each node—Same price
Linear prices SI demo Introduce controllable distributed ESS in the network
RES and EV integration SI demo Future scenario with RES and EV integration in specific feeders

4.1.3. SRA Results

• Baseline—Slovenia

For the baseline scenario for scenario, the demonstration network in which Cluster 01 and
Cluster 03 have been demonstrated is used. Details of the topology and properties of this
network have already been described in Section 3.1. It consists of four networks (islands)
which are denoted as “Domžale TF1”, “Domžale TF2”, “Mengeš TF1” and “Mengeš TF2”.
Similarly to Cluster 01, no constraints are created with the currently available flexibility
volume. These simulations have been performed with flexibilities with a total active
power volume of 1.9 MW. Due to the over-dimensioning of many distribution networks in
central Europe [6], the currently available flexibilities have a minor impact on the network
condition. Therefore, they provide potential for additional flexibility. In the next sections
the analysis of additional flexibility which can be added to the network without exceeding
the network limits is discussed.

• Large Homogeneous Flexibility

In this scenario, the analysis focuses on the maximum flexibility that can be activated
without causing network constraints. This is achieved by adding large flexibilities with
50 MW to each node in the network. The addition is done for downward and upward
flexibilities separately, where downward means flexibilities which can increase their load
or can decrease their generation. In contrast, upward flexibilities refer to a decrease in
load or increase in generation. With 50 MW it is guaranteed that not a single flexibility can
be fully activated without creating constraints in the network. Thus, the solution of the
evaluation of the TLS provides the maximum potential in terms of flexibility volume.

Table 13 shows results for the flexibility potential. Thereby, the results for one feeder
per network which has been selected is shown for both directions. Furthermore, it gives
information about the number of critical lines, the number of critical nodes, and the number
of critical transformers. Lines and transformers are referred to as “critical” when they are
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limiting the activation of additional flexibility into the feeder and, thus, reach their thermal
loading limit. Critical nodes also reduce the flexibility that can be activated because they
reach their voltage limit in the simulations. The column minimum and maximum flexibility
quantify the number of flexibilities that can be activated for the hour with the smallest or
largest volume within the 24 h.

Table 13. Maximum activate-able flexibility in the Slovenian demo network for selected feeder.

Grid Name Direction Critical Lines Critical Nodes Critical Transf. Min. Flex. Max. Flex.
# # # MW MW

Domžale TF1 Upward 14 2 - 11.68 MW 12.69 MW
Domžale TF2 Upward 2 - - 13.24 MW 13.95 MW
Mengeš TF1 Upward 1 - - 25.18 MW 26.40 MW
Mengeš TF2 Upward 7 - - 11.13 MW 12.14 MW

Domžale TF1 Downward 1 - - 6.75 MW 7.94 MW
Domžale TF2 Downward 1 - - 10.92 MW 11.63 MW
Mengeš TF1 Downward - - 1 8.60 MW 9.59 MW
Mengeš TF2 Downward 1 - - 7.43 MW 8.46 MW

The results show the networks are load dominated. When comparing the upward
with the downward results, more flexibility can be activated in the upward direction. When
considering all feeders and not only those selected, as shown in the Table 13, 20 out of
21 analyzed feeders are constrained. The constraints are mainly by the overloading of
lines for the upward direction. Only one feeder—which is also presented in the table—is
also limited by overvoltage. For the downward case, in one network, in three out of four
feeders, the flexibility potential is limited by the thermal limit of the primary substation.
For the other feeders, the limiting element is, in all cases, one line. Lines that are close to the
primary substations are, in most cases, the limiting factors (thermal limit) for those feeders.

• Reduced Homogeneous Flexibility

For the large flexible resources, only a few flexibilities are activated by the MPOPF.
To get a better distribution of enabled flexibilities, the maximum activate-able volume of
flexibility is distributed evenly across all network nodes. Equation (6) shows the formula
for calculating the quantity of the flexibilities Pflex, where F is a set of all flexibilities, Pi is
the active power activated from the MPOPF for flexibility i and α is a factor more significant
than one to ensure constraints in the network (α = 1.05 in the simulations). This approach
is applied individually for upward and downward flexibilities and all feeders.

Pflex = α
∑i∈F Pi
dim(F)

(6)

Figure 14 shows the available flexibility for all feeders of the Slovenian demonstration
network for the downward direction. The results show that the location of the flexibilities
plays a crucial role. In this scenario, it would be, in theory, possible to obtain the same
flexibility volume to be activated as in the previous scenario. However, in some feeders
up to 40 % less flexibility can be activated without causing problems in the network. Long
feeders, such as “22051062” or “22051064” show a volume reduction, whereas short feeders,
such as “22050999” or “22051034” are not considerably effected.

For the upward flexibilities, the results are comparable to the results in Figure 14, the
maximum relative change is again at approximately −40 %, and long feeders get curtailed
to a greater degree.
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Figure 14. Comparison of activate-able flexibility between the scenario with flexibilities with a
reduced and with a large volume (baseline).

• Linear Prices

The last two scenarios show that each flexibility has been treated the same from
a technical perspective: all flexibilities have the same active power volume and price.
Therefore, the solver of the optimization problem activated or curtailed the flexibilities
depending on their location in the network. However, in energy markets, the price of the
flexibilities becomes substantial when selecting the flexibilities to be used. In addition to
the technical constraints of the network, economic interests have to be considered as they are
an essential factor.

Thence, this scenario analyzes the influence of the price on the flexibility volume that
can be activated. As a baseline for comparison, the results of the previous scenario are
used. A linear price change is assumed from the flexibilities at the beginning of the feeder
to the feeders located at the end. The scenario is split into two sub scenarios. In the linear
price decrease scenario expensive flexibilities with 300 €/MWh are at the beginning of feeders
and the prices decrease linearly to 0 €/MW h for flexibilities at the end of the feeder. For the
linear price increase scenario, it is the opposite; cheap flexibilities are at the beginning of the
feeder and expensive flexibilities at the end of the feeder. Figure 15a,b show the results for
the linearly decreasing prices.

In the case of upward flexibilities Figure 15a only minor differences between the
baseline and the price scenarios are expected because the MPOPF preferably activated
flexibilities at the end of the feeder when the same prices are assumed. The same is for all
feeders; the results are close to the baseline results except for feeder “22050790”. Feeder
“22050790” was the only feeder for which the upper voltage limits have been reached in
the baseline scenario. Therefore, activated flexibilities at the end of the feeder lead to a
non-ideal solution because less flexibility volume is needed to reach the voltage limit. In
comparison for downward flexibilities and decreasing prices (Figure 15b), the MPOPF
preferably activates flexibilities at the end of the feeder, which results in additional losses
and violations of the lower voltage limits. Therefore, if flexibilities get activated in a
technical non-optimal way, it reduces activate-able flexibilities.

In Figure 15c,d and plots show the results for flexibilities which prices increase linearly
from the beginning to the end of the feeder. As previously mentioned, the optimizer
preferred to activate flexibilities at the end of the feeder for the upward direction. When
assuming increasing prices and upward flexibilities (Figure 15c), the prices mislead—from
a technical perspective—the MPOPF to activate flexibilities at the beginning of the feeder.
Therefore, the results show a reduced volume of activate-able flexibility. However, when
analysing increasing prices for downward flexibilities, the technical results align with the
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economic results. The relative changes are small with less than −0.12 %, due to that the
deviations between these scenarios.

(a) Price: Linear decrease, Direction: Upward. (b) Price: Linear decrease, Direction: Downward.

(c) Price: Linear increase, Direction: Upward. (d) Price: Linear increase, Direction: Downward.

Figure 15. Comparison of the baseline results (all flexibilities have the same price) to the scenarios
“linear price decrease” and “increase in the flexibilities”.

• RES Integration

The previous scenarios showed that many additional flexibilities have to activate with
the current network conditions to reach the network limits. In the scenario, additional
volatile renewable energy sources are added to the network to test if the TLS can handle
networks at their limits. In feeder, “22050790”, four additional wind turbines are added
which have in total nominal power of 11.5 MW.

Figure 16 shows in blue the upward flexibility, which can be activated without creating
any network constraints with the currently installed loads and generation. The flexibility
volume varies only marginally between 11.06 MW and 12.15 MW.

When adding the wind turbines (a historic wind profile has been used for this
area), additional generation is in the network, and less flexibility can be activated in
the upward direction.

Within Figure 16, in red is depicted the activate-able flexibility which varies between
0.62 MW and 8.76 MW.
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Figure 16. Activate-able flexibility volume with and without additional wind turbines.

4.1.4. Discussion

The TLS is designed to solve problems in the network caused by flexibilities by using
an MPOPF to consider the network constraints (technical) and the economic interests in
the energy markets. The SRA conducted for Cluster 03 assisted in evaluating the TLS and
MPOPF against future scenarios and challenging situations. The analysis could answer the
questions stated for the SRA.

The maximum flexibility volume was computed using two approaches, (1) increasing
the number of flexibilities (2) adding additional non-flexible loads and generation, which
drives the networks close to their limits. These simulations considered the same price
for all flexibilities. These simulations showed that the MPOPF, if not faced with an even
distribution of flexibility, has a bias towards large flexibility. The consequence of this
operation could potentially result in unfair treatment by the TLS where only flexibilities
located at the right place are always activated and can limit the amount of flexibility that
can be activated. Hence, the TLS does limit the provision of flexibility. By its design, it can
be considered in some instances unfair when curtailing flexibilities.

From an economic point of view, the use of linear prices decreases the activate-able
flexibility volume. In the worst case, the decrease is approximately −24 % in comparison
to the scenarios where all the flexibilities have the same prices, as the price can mislead to
activate cheaper flexibilities which are not the best technical solution. However, a trade-
off between the focus on technical and economic feasibility has to be made due to their
contradiction.

When considering a future scenario with higher RES penetration (wind) to stress the
TLS, the TLS performs correctly, decreasing activate-able flexibility volume. In the worst
case, the activate-able flexibility decreases from 11.30 MW to 0.64 MW, whereas in other
hours more than 8 MW. The result is interesting as with the increase in RES, the TSO might
need more flexibility, but the volume from the distribution grid side might be limited.

The presented scenarios show that the TLS, combined with the cVPP, MV load, and
RES forecasting and the MPOPF, can solve problems in the MV network caused by flexibility
participating in energy markets. When problems are foreseen in the DSO’s market caused
by flexibilities and their simultaneity factor, the network operator has three possibilities
to deal with this problem (1) restrict the number of flexibilities in the pre-qualification
process (2) make grid reinforcements (3) curtail the flexibilities when needed by using
approaches, such as the TLS. The first approach hampers the penetration of renewables in
the network, while the second option might be expensive depending on the current status
of the network.

When the problems caused by flexibilities are only expected to occur occasionally, the
set of tools of Cluster 03 with additional measurement equipment can be used to solve
these issues. The prerequisite is then to face problems caused by flexibilities.
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5. Potential Replication Paths

The presented set of tools are implemented in real demonstration and developed
within the context of an European project. Hence, this section tries to address and facilitate
the potential replication of the tools presented. Current and future smart grid projects can
capitalize on the experience gained. Thence, a simple replication path is developed to show
a step oriented process which can guide future stakeholders in their endeavor towards
implementing real smart grid functions in their projects. The replication path is depicted in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Functional-oriented replication paths identified.

Furthermore, this is complemented by a checklist offered in Table 14. The checklist
approach ensures that the significant aspects are considered and allows the stakeholder
to assess the smart grid implementation success rate in any network under consideration.
More specifically, this will enable stakeholders to adequately evaluate whether the feasibil-
ity of smart grid function implementation (from the technical perspective) is comparable
to traditional network reinforcement methods. The SRA plays a vital role in this decision-
making process, particularly for stakeholders who wish to enhance their networks in the
direction of flexibility markets and increase TSO–DSO interaction.

Table 14. Functional-oriented compressed checklist.

Cluster To Be Checked

All

Are the relevant network characteristics known and available?
Is there an OLTC (with control active) to provide support?
Is there sufficient data available and accessible (devices, weather, future estimations)?
Is the dataset complete and accurate to obtain?

01

Check the necessary tools information (MV Load/REs forecasting, MV Load Allocation, MOPF)
Check the necessary actors: tVPP (VPP) and DSO
Check the network: is it already experiencing any voltage/congestion violations.
If so, how much, how long and at which nodes?

02

Check the necessary tools information (Load and RES forecasting, LVC, LVSE, OLTC, HEMS)
Check necessary actors: DSO (also their assets) and customer/flexibility owners
Check the network: is it already experiencing any voltage/congestion violations and size
Check HEMS: location and number of customers

03
Check the necessary tools information (Load and RES forecasting, TLS)
Check the necessary actors: cVPP (VPP), DSO and TSO
Check current flexibility in the network: quantification, location, and feasibility

6. Conclusions and Outlook

This paper presented the SRA of advanced smart grid functions for MV and LV
grid monitoring and control, as well as for TSO-DSO coordination, conducted in the
framework of real-world demonstration pilots. The SRA provides the DSO with valuable
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information regarding the potential impact of DER flexibility on the future network and
captures overlooked functional and non-functional requirements for new functions in the
distribution management system.

The results obtained in the demonstration activities showed that the developed tools
are: (1) scalable as they perform correctly (e.g., meet expected computational performance,
numerical results accurately capture grid operating conditions) in real conditions (e.g., large
MV distribution grids) and (2) replicable since they can be implemented under different
regulatory frameworks, electrical network characteristics (e.g., R/X ratio, number and
type of DER and other assets) and data availability scenarios. The use of clustering in the
SRA enabled an evaluation of the interdependence (and dependability) between tools and
functions and their impact in the overall system performance, in particular, the impact
of observability in MV and LV grid operation, which represents a more realistic scenario.
Moreover, this methodology also provides a relevant dataset to study other domains of SRA
(i.e., ICT, economic, and regulatory), enabling a more detailed analysis of the requirements
and main barriers (see [30] for the ICT domain). Regarding the potential replicability of
the different tools by other stakeholders, this work provided a simple step-process for the
possible success or failure when replicating the tools.

In the literature it is possible to find similar algorithms and functions for distribution
grid and VPP management and control. However, the SRA (especially the methodology)
remains a not fully established research topic and this analysis should be considered
before deploying large-scale systems to guarantee the performance of the different tools
used in the future. The topic of SRA will gain more importance as the decentralization,
decarbonization, and digitalization in the energy sector continues to grow. The SRA is a
natural step for tools that envision real deployment. The SRA allows the DSO to become
empowered by increasing his knowledge of the status and requirements of their network
by evaluating the impact of smart grid solutions through the implementation of a wide
variety of scenarios and network conditions for which DSOs will be challenged in the
future. This work, therefore, offers various network stakeholders an overview of the SRA
and its approach based on the outcomes of the implementation of the InteGrid advanced
smart grid tools within each of the demonstration sites and bridges the gap between
proof-of-concept and large scale deployment.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AMI Advanced Metering Infrastructure
BMS Building Management System
cVPP Commercial Virtual Power Plant
DER Distributed Energy Resources
DSM Demand Side Management
DSO Distribution System Operator
ESS Electric Storage System
EV Electric Vehicles
FO Flexibility Operator
GLPK GNU Linear Programming Kit
gm-hub Grid and Market Hub
HEMS Home Energy Management System
HLUC High Level Use Case
HVAC Heating and Ventilation Air Conditioning
ICT Information and Communication Technology
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LVC Low Voltage Controller
LVSE Low Voltage State Estimator
MOPF Multi Period Optimal Power Flow
MVLA Medium Voltage Load Allocator
MW Mega Watt
OLTC On Load Tap Changer
P.U. Per Unit
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable Energy Source
REST Representational State Transfer
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
SGAM Smart Grid Architecture Model
SI Slovenia
SRA Scalability and Replicability Analysis
TLS Traffic Light System
tVPP Technical Virtual Power Pant
VPP Virtual Power Plant

Appendix A. Developing Environments of InteGrid Tools

Table A1 presents the programming languages and technologies of tools presented in
this paper and demonstrated in the InteGrid project.

Table A1. Programming languages and technologies of InteGrid tools

Tool Prog. lang. Technologies

MVLA C++ RabbitMQ, Cassandra

Load/RES forecasting Python
RabbitMQ, Cassandra, netCDF4,
siphon, scikit-learn, tensorflow,
statsmodels, Cron

MOPF C++ RabbitMQ, Cassandra, Flask, pugixml,
ATL

LVC C++ Cassandra, libcurl, RapidJSON

LVSE C++ Cassandra, libcurl, RapidJSON

TLS Python PostgreSQL

tVPP/cVPP Java RabbitMQ, MongoDB, Kubernetes,
MySQL, KumuluzEE, React
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Appendix B. LV Networks Characterization for Cluster 02

In this section are provided details regarding the characterization of the simulation
scenarios of Cluster 02.

Appendix B.1. Baseline

The single-line diagram of the simulation network for scenario #1 (baseline) can be
seen in Figure A1. In Table A2, are listed the electrical characteristics of the baseline scenario
and, in Table A3, is listed the installed capacity of loads, generators, and HEMS.

Table A2. Cluster 02. Baseline LV network characterization and electrical characteristics.

Line From To Electrical Characteristics

Number Node Node R, [Ω] X, [Ω]

1 1 2 0.05666667 0.00850000
2 1 3 0.01904762 0.00400000
3 1 4 0.03666667 0.00550000
4 2 5 0.03095238 0.00650000
5 3 6 0.07692000 0.01800000
6 3 7 0.07000001 0.01050000
7 4 8 0.06666667 0.01000000
8 5 9 0.04666667 0.00700000
9 5 10 0.10395000 0.00525000

10 5 11 0.21874994 0.01050000
11 6 12 0.29166659 0.01400000
12 7 13 0.02333334 0.00350000
13 8 14 0.19890000 0.00975000
14 8 15 0.12415000 0.00975000
15 9 16 0.02333334 0.00350000
16 11 17 0.24955000 0.00525000
17 11 18 0.09550000 0.00750000
18 12 19 0.03809523 0.00800000
19 13 20 0.15280000 0.01200000
20 13 21 0.48405000 0.01575000
21 14 22 1.21210000 0.02550000
22 15 23 0.26740000 0.02100000
23 16 24 0.04666667 0.00350000
24 18 25 0.16135000 0.00525000
25 19 26 0.02380952 0.00500000
26 20 27 0.18749995 0.00900000
27 23 28 0.93450000 0.02100000
28 24 29 0.18440000 0.00600000
29 26 30 0.05333334 0.00400000
30 27 31 0.21420000 0.01050000
31 28 32 0.32270000 0.01050000
32 31 33 0.16135000 0.00525000
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Figure A1. Cluster 02. Single-line diagram for the baseline.

Table A3. Cluster 02. LV network characterization, installed capacity of loads, generators, and HEMS
for the baseline.

Installed Capacity

Loads, [kVA] Generators, [kVA] HEMS, [kVA]Node

Phase R Phase S Phase T Phase R Phase S Phase T Phase R Phase S Phase T

2 3.45 3.45 - - - - - - -
4 - - - - - - - 5.75 -
5 - - 3.45 - - - - - -
6 1.15 - - - - - - - -
7 6.90 - - 5.75 - - - - -
8 3.45 3.45 3.45 5.75 - - - - -
9 - - - 3.45 - - - - -
10 3.45 6.90 - - 5.75 - - 5.75 -
11 3.45 - - - - 3.45 - - 5.75
12 3.45 3.45 - - - 3.45 5.75 - 5.75
13 - - - 3.45 - - 5.75 - -
14 - - - 5.75 - - 5.75 - -
16 - 6.90 - - 3.45 - 5.75 5.75 5.75
17 - - - - - - 5.75 - -
18 - 3.45 3.45 - - - - - -
19 3.45 3.45 - - - 5.75 - - -
20 - 3.45 3.45 5.75 - - 6.90 5.75 -
21 - - - - - - - 5.75 5.75
22 - - - 1.15 - - - 3.45 3.45
24 - - - 5.75 5.75 5.75 - - -
25 - - - - - 5.75 - - -
26 - - - - 5.75 3.45 - - -
27 6.90 3.45 3.45 3.45 - - - - -
28 - - - - - - - 3.45 -
29 - - - - - 5.75 - - -
30 - - - - - 5.75 - - -
31 - - - 3.45 3.45 - - 6.90 -
33 - - - 1.15 - - - - 5.75
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Appendix B.2. Large Network

In Figure A2 is shown the single-line diagram of the simulation network used in the
Large network scenario. For the sake of clarity, we refer the reader to [28] for more details
regarding the characterization of the simulation network.

Figure A2. Cluster 02. Single-line diagram for the large network scenario.

Appendix B.3. HEMS Location

In Table A4 is listed the installed capacity of loads, generators, and HEMS of the
HEMS Location scenario.

Table A4. Installed capacity of loads, generators, and HEMS.

Installed Capacity

Loads, [kVA] Generators, [kVA] HEMS, [kVA]

Node Phase R Phase S Phase T Phase R Phase S Phase T Phase R Phase S Phase T

2 3.45 - - - - - - - -
5 - 3.45 - - - - - - -
6 - - 3.45 - - - - - -
7 6.90 - - 5.75 - - - - -
8 3.45 3.45 3.45 5.75 - - - - -
9 6.90 3.45 3.45 3.45 - - - - -
10 3.45 6.90 - - 5.75 - - - -
11 3.45 - - - - 3.45 - - -
12 3.45 3.45 - - - 3.45 - - -
13 6.90 3.45 3.45 3.45 - - - - -
14 - - - 5.75 - - - - -
16 - 6.90 - - 3.45 - - - -
17 - - - 5.75 - - 5.75 - -
18 - 3.45 3.45 - - - - - -
19 3.45 3.45 - - - 5.75 - - -
20 - 3.45 3.45 5.75 - - - - -
22 - - - 1.15 - - 6.90 3.45 3.45
23 3.45 - - - - - - - -
24 - - - 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75
25 - - - - - 5.75 - 5.75 5.75
26 - - - - 5.75 3.45 - 5.75 -
27 6.90 3.45 3.45 3.45 - - - - -
29 - - - - - 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75
30 - - - - - 5.75 - - 6.90
31 - - - 3.45 3.45 - - 6.90 -
32 - - - - - - - 3.45 3.45
33 - - 3.45 1.15 - - 3.45 - -
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Appendix B.4. Inductive Network

The electrical characteristics of the simulation network of scenario inductive network
are listed in Table A5.

Table A5. Network characterization and electrical characteristics of the inductive network scenario

Line From To Electrical Characteristics

Number Node Node R, [Ω] X, [Ω]

1 1 2 0.04006939 0.01202082
2 1 3 0.01346870 0.00565685
3 1 4 0.02592725 0.00777817
4 2 5 0.02188664 0.00919239
5 3 6 0.05439065 0.02545584
6 3 7 0.04949748 0.01484924
7 4 8 0.04714045 0.01414214
8 5 9 0.03299832 0.00989949
9 5 10 0.07350375 0.00742462

10 5 11 0.15467957 0.01484924
11 6 12 0.20623942 0.01979899
12 7 13 0.01649916 0.00494975
13 8 14 0.14064354 0.01378858
14 8 15 0.08778731 0.01378858
15 9 16 0.01649916 0.00494975
16 11 17 0.17645850 0.00742462
17 11 18 0.06752870 0.01060660
18 12 19 0.02693740 0.01131371
19 13 20 0.10804592 0.01697056
20 13 21 0.34227504 0.02227386
21 14 22 0.85708413 0.03606245
22 15 23 0.18908035 0.02969848
23 16 24 0.03299832 0.00494975
24 18 25 0.11409168 0.00742462
25 19 26 0.01683587 0.00707107
26 20 27 0.13258249 0.01272792
27 23 28 0.66079129 0.02969848
28 24 29 0.13039049 0.00848528
29 26 30 0.03771237 0.00565685
30 27 31 0.15146227 0.01484924
31 28 32 0.22818336 0.01484924
32 31 33 0.11409168 0.00742462
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A B S T R A C T

With high levels of intermittent power generation and dynamic demand patterns, accurate forecasts for
residential loads have become essential. Smart meters can play an important role when making these forecasts
as they provide detailed load data. However, using smart meter data for load forecasting is challenging due
to data privacy requirements. This paper investigates how these requirements can be addressed through a
combination of federated learning and privacy preserving techniques such as differential privacy and secure
aggregation. For our analysis, we employ a large set of residential load data and simulate how different
federated learning models and privacy preserving techniques affect performance and privacy. Our simulations
reveal that combining federated learning and privacy preserving techniques can secure both high forecasting
accuracy and near-complete privacy. Specifically, we find that such combinations enable a high level of
information sharing while ensuring privacy of both the processed load data and forecasting models. Moreover,
we identify and discuss challenges of applying federated learning, differential privacy and secure aggregation
for residential short-term load forecasting.

1. Introduction

As the supply from intermittent and difficult-to-forecast renewable
power sources increases, load forecasting – and especially residential
short-term load forecasting (STLF) – is becoming ever more crucial
for the reliability of modern power systems [1,2]. Residential STLF
covers forecasting windows from a few minutes to a week ahead [2,
3]. It plays an important role for many operational processes in the
power system, such as planning, operating, and scheduling [4,5]. For
instance, it enables energy providers to identify gaps between supply
and demand in their customer portfolios. These gaps typically lead
to high imbalance costs and ultimately to higher electricity prices for
residential customers [6,7].

Traditionally, residential STLF has relied on aggregated load data
and reference load profiles [5,8,9]. Yet, aggregation and reference
profiles are often ill-suited for power systems with a high share of dis-
tributed generation and active demand-side management [5,8]. More-
over, they have become less reliable with residential heating and
mobility being increasingly electric [10,11] and consumption patterns
growing more dynamic, for instance, due to fluctuating levels of re-
mote work [12]. These trends make accurate forecasting of individual
residential loads an important priority.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: joaquin.delgadofernandez@uni.lu (J.D. Fernández).

There are various traditional methods for more granular STLF,
but most build on limiting linearity assumptions (correlation between
values and past values) even though residential load patterns are often
highly dynamic [5]. Examples include time series models that rely on
seasonal autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) [5,13],
exponential smoothing, or linear transfer functions. Residential STFL
is thus increasingly relying on methods that can work with non-linear
dependencies, such as many Artificial Intelligence (AI) models [14–
18].

A core challenge for any of these methods is the availability of
granular data [19]. In many countries, this ’data scarcity’ problem is
tackled by pushing for advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), which
substantially increases the resolution of residential load data [20]. STLF
methods can make use of this data using either ‘centralized’ or ‘de-
centralized’ approaches. Centralized approaches transfer smart meter
data to a central forecasting system. While these forecasting systems
promise very accurate results, they face a twofold problem. First, they
are subject to substantial privacy challenges because smart meter data
are often easily attributable to natural persons. That is, data collected
from smart meters can be detailed enough to permit the identification
of specific customers [21]. The transfer and aggregation of smart meter
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data is thus typically subject to data privacy regulations such as the
European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and its
obligations and requirements for processing personal data [22,23].
Second, there are considerable regulatory uncertainties. In particular,
it is often unclear how device ownership (who owns the smart meter)
and aggregation impact data ownership. Moreover, specific regulations
for smart meter data are typically absent [24,25]. These regulatory
uncertainties often mean that centralized approaches such as Belgium’s
Atrias [26], or Norway’s Elhub [27], which provide so-called data lakes,
may not be desirable.

Decentralized approaches aim to tackle some of these issues by
processing smart meter data locally. A particularly promising of these
decentralized approaches is Federated Learning (FL) [28,29]. Federated
Learning is a machine learning technique that offers a collaboration
framework for clients. In a so-called ‘federation’ clients jointly train
and share prediction models instead of training data. Although FL
cannot guarantee privacy by itself [30,31], it can be combined with
privacy-preserving techniques such as differential privacy (DP) and
secure aggregation (SecAgg).

Even though such a combination could substantially benefit resi-
dential STLF, academic attention to FL has been limited so far [32–
43] and the two components have mostly been considered mostly
in isolation [44–46]. With this paper, we seek to close several gaps
in the literature on FL-based STLF: Firstly, we aim to deepen the
understanding of FL-based STLF by examining the effects of clustering
based on Pearson correlation and the effects of architectural com-
plexity. Secondly, we analyze the privacy and performance effects of
adding privacy-preserving techniques (DP and SecAgg) to FL. Third, we
identify key challenges associated with using a combination of FL and
privacy-preserving techniques.

To do so, we conduct the following analysis: Initially, we identify
promising NN architectures from a review of the recent FL literature.
Subsequently, we select the most effective of these architectures and
investigate six scenarios using real-world historical data. In a first
scenario, we evaluate the performance of the selected architecture in
a ‘centralized’ setting to establish a performance benchmark for the
remaining five FL scenarios. In the second scenario, we investigate
the performance and computational cost effects of moving from a
centralized setting to a FL setting. In a third scenario, we then ex-
amine the effects of using correlated training data based on Pearson
correlation and socio-economic factors. Correlation is typically avoided
in non-federated ML models to increase data variability. Yet, for FL
models, correlated data may increase forecasting accuracy [35] and
mitigate problems with non-IID (non-independent and non-identically
distributed) data. In the fourth scenario, we reflect on the trend to work
with ever more complex models and explore the effects of increasing
the complexity of the NN’s architecture. In scenarios 5 and 6, we study
how privacy-preserving techniques affect the training and performance
of federated models. Specifically, we investigate the effect of different
DP implementations (i.e., clipping techniques) and SecAgg on accuracy,
privacy, and computational costs.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides an overview of related work on the use of NNs for STLF, FL, and
privacy-preserving techniques. Section 3 covers our evaluation method,
including the simulation environment, dataset and evaluation metrics.
Section 4 describes our evaluation design. It covers the selection of the
baseline NN architecture, the specification of the analyzed differential
privacy and secure aggregation techniques, the training process for the
federated learning models, and the design of six evaluation scenarios.
Section 5 presents the evaluation results for the six scenarios. Finally,
Section 6 provides a synthesis of our results and points out directions
for further research.

2. Related work

2.1. Federated learning

In most fields, AI-based methods have already proven their value.
However, their performance is highly dependent on the quantity and
quality of available training data. Generally speaking, AI-based meth-
ods are typically limited by data fragmentation and isolation — mostly
due to competitive pressure and tight regulatory frameworks (related
to data privacy and security). To address these challenges, McMahan
et al. proposed a new technique, FL [28,29]. The main idea of FL
is to collaboratively train machine learning models between multiple
independent clients without moving or revealing the training data. In
other words, FL allows competing participants to leverage each others’
datasets without revealing their own individual datasets. In doing so,
models trained with FL enable more accurate forecasts than models
that were independently trained by each client. To date, there are two
canonical training algorithms for FL and four different configurations
for the distribution of data and errors.

The two canonical training algorithms are: federated stochastic
gradient descent (Fed-SGD) and federated averaging (Fed-Avg) [28].
Fed-SGD works by averaging the client’s gradients after every pass
through a local data batch. More specifically, Fed-SGD clients compute
gradients of their ‘loss’ for a sub-set of their data. The loss is a non-
parametric function that penalizes bad predictions and to minimize it,
the clients need to move toward the empirical minimum by taking
steps in the opposite direction of the gradient. Clients subsequently
send their locally computed gradients to a central server. The central
server aggregates and averages them – either equally or in a weighted
manner – to update the model weights. These updated weights are
again sent to the clients and each client trains their local model with
the updated weights. Training continues in an iterative manner until
a pre-defined number of so called communication rounds have been
reached or a common goal is achieved. In Fed-SGD, a communication
round represents a full pass through all batches.

In Fed-Avg, the clients send their model weights instead of their
gradients. Once the central server has received the weights, it aggre-
gates and averages them to arrive at a new ‘consensus’ that will be sent
back to the clients for the next training round. Unlike Fed-SGD, Fed-Avg
does not split the training data into batches, which has two effects: the
number of communication rounds is reduced substantially (only once
per epoch) and an improvement in forecasting accuracy [28,39]. As in
Fed-SGD, the training process continues until the pre-defined number
of epochs has been reached or a common goal is achieved.

Besides different algorithms, FL applications can also differ in their
configurations. These configurations depend on how the data is struc-
tured. More specifically, they depend on the configuration of the fea-
ture space  , the label space  , and the space formed by the identifiers. Different setups of the triplet ( , ,) can be classified as Horizontal,
Vertical, Transfer and Assisted Federated Learning [47]. Take for
instance two clients 𝑖 and 𝑗.

• Horizontal Federated Learning is when 𝑖 and 𝑗 share the same
feature space such that 𝑖 = 𝑗 but their label spaces  are
different so that 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 . In our residential STLF example, Hor-
izontal FL would be applicable when the model is to be trained
on smart meter data from a range of clients with the same feature
set (consumption, weather profile, etc.) and the data is held by
different companies.

• Vertical Federated Learning is when 𝑖 = 𝑗 , but 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 and 𝑖 ≠𝑗 . This would be the case, for instance, when two companies
have access to the same client but each of them holds a different
feature set regarding the client.

• Federated Transfer Learning happens when 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ,𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 , ∀𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. Federated Transfer Learning can be
used, for instance, when two companies have different clients
and feature sets but want to nevertheless collaboratively train a
model.
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• Assisted Learning (AL) is done through collided data between
clients. Xian et al. [48] define collision as when clients with the
same data entries of a dataset  have different feature spaces 𝑖 =𝑗 ,𝑖 ≠ 𝑖 ∀𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. One client may use the errors of another
for their own benefit by increasing their training performance.

Regardless of the chosen algorithm and configuration, FL is vulner-
able to moral hazard [49] or so-called ‘soft’ attacks on the contextual
integrity of the shared data. Moral hazard arises because FL is by nature
collaborative [50]. Multiple clients must work together to train models
iteratively using the respective data at their disposal. If one or several
of these clients manipulate the joint training process, it does not work.
In effect, federated learning requires trust between the clients involved.

2.2. FL-based short term Load forecasting

Short-term load forecasting is a complex, multivariate time series
problem. Its complexity is high because residential load data is often
replete with irregularities, missing or inaccurate values, and season-
ality. Petropoulus et al. [2] provide an in-depth overview of these
challenges. Yet, they also point out the increasing importance and
momentum that STLF has gained over recent years. STLF is crucial
because system operators require it for unit commitment and optimal
power flow calculations [2,4,51]. Moreover, it enables utilities, energy
suppliers, and distribution grid operators (DSOs) to optimize their
customer portfolios, design tariffs, and strategically adapt flexibility
offerings [2,4].

STLF typically build on three groups of methods: traditional meth-
ods, AI-based methods, and hybrid methods that integrate traditional
and AI-based components [2]. Traditional methods such as ARIMA
can capture seasonal trends but fall short when it comes to non-linear
patterns and non-aggregated data. At the same time, they are simple to
use and have light computational costs [2]. AI-based methods, in turn,
are well suited to identifying non-linear patterns and work well with
individual (i.e., residential level) and aggregated data (i.e., substation
level) [5,52].

Within the larger group of AI-based methods, FL is a relatively
new but increasingly popular method for STLF. Our following overview
of these FL studies which follows is based on a search in Semantic
Scholar using the following search terms: short-term load forecasting
neural networks and Federated Learning for Residential Short Term Load
Forecasting.

The first group of studies employ Fed-SGD [34,41]. He et al. [34]
additionally use k-means clustering and compare performance between
six scenarios with a different number of clusters in each scenario. Their
results suggest that grouping data based on comparable load patterns
substantially improves the performance of FL models. Lin et al. [41],
in turn, focus on limiting the high computational cost of Fed-SGD. To
this end, they introduce an asynchronous stochastic gradient descent
algorithm with delay computation (ASGD-DC). Specifically, their algo-
rithm uses a Taylor expansion to compensate for the delay of clients
with lower computational power.

The second and substantially larger group of studies employ Fed-
Avg. Similar to He et al. [34], Briggs et al. [32], Savi et al. [33],
Afaf et al. [35], and Biswal et al. [36] investigate different forms of
clustering for Fed-Avg. Their findings suggests that clustering based
on k-means and socio-economic factors can also substantially improve
the performance of Fed-Avg. With certain caveats, their findings also
suggest that its possible to train good models with a small number of
clients. Li et al. [37], in turn, use Fed-Avg to compare the effects of
different federation sizes, ranging the number of clients from 2, to 4,
and 6. They also vary the number of training rounds (epochs) from 5
to 15. Their results suggest performance is increased by increasing the
number of clients and training rounds.

Xu et al. [38] as well as Husnoo et al. [42] investigate the effect of
increasing the number of clients participating in the training rounds.

Their results show a considerably drop in performance for the higher
participation cases. This drop appears to be the result of non-IDD
consumption data between the clients.

Khalil et al. in [43] use Fed-Avg to train a FL model for building
control, replicating the use of FL for household training. They consider
six floors of a seven-story building as clients. They later personalize
the global FL model for the 7th floor – not used in the FL training – by
running locally five additional rounds (epochs) and not sharing the data
with the global model. Their results suggest that even the personalized
FL model can help a smart building controller reduce total electricity
consumption using FL.

In terms of relative performance, Fekri et al. [39] find that Fed-Avg
provides more accurate results for STLF than Fed-SGD. Shi et al. [40],in
turn, look beyond canonical FL and use a multiple kernel variant
of maximum mean discrepancies (MK-MMD) to fine-tune the central
server model (global). They train for several rounds using transfer
learning to adapt the global model to specific customers. Their results
indicate better performance than a canonical Fed-avg implementation.

The works of [32–43] provide important stepping-stones in FL-
based STLF. In particular, they clearly indicate the prospect of using
collaborative training to create accurate forecasting models. However,
they provide only limited insights into the challenges of using FL.
In particular, it is not yet clear if different but simpler clustering
techniques such as Pearson correlation are also effective. Also, prior
literature has not yet looked at the effect of architectural complexity.
Moreover, existing studies do not or only in a very limited way account
for matters of privacy. Thus, this paper aims to provide a better
understanding of clustering and architectural complexity and explores
the addition of different privacy preserving techniques.

2.3. NN architectures for FL-based short term load forecasting

The studies presented on FL-based STLF use a range of different
NN architectures ( Table 1). Overall, the architectures have become
deeper (i.e., multi-layered) over time as depth is typically associ-
ated with more accurate results [52]. In terms of layer design, we
found Fully Connected layers (FCL), Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)
Layers [53] and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). LSTMs have
feedback connections which understand the dependence between items
in a sequence and which make them suitable for temporal pattern
recognition. CNN layers emulate human retinas and can capture the
spatial distribution of graphic patterns. Moreover, we found Encoder–
Decoder or autoencoder architectures [54]. In these architectures, the
NN is provided with a sequence (a vector) as an input and maps this
sequence to another sequence. Encoder–Decoder architectures reduce
the effects of outliers because they transpose the original input space
into a differently encoded space [55,56]. Sehovac et al. [57] present
a particular interesting example of a Seq2Seq architecture that in-
cludes an attention mechanism to help the decoder extract additional
information.

Aside from different layer designs, we also identified hybrid designs.
For instance, Kim et al. [58] use CNN with LSTM layers to find both
spatial and temporal patterns. Building on their work, Tuong et al. [59]
add a bi-directional LSTM layer to identify temporal trends both for-
ward and backwards in time. Similarly, Zulfiqar Ahmad et al. [14]
combine Seq2Seq from [54] with a CNN layer design. This combination
allows for the capture of both temporal and spatial patterns and offers
protection against outliers. Shi et al. [60] take a different path by
clustering and pooling the training data to increase variability and
reduce overfitting.

2.4. Privacy preserving techniques for federated learning

Privacy-preserving techniques can support the design of forecast-
ing systems that comply with privacy requirements and regulations
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Table 1
Neural network architectures for FL-based and non FL-based STLF.

Method Dataset Neural network architecture Year

Marino et al. [54] UCI - Individual household electric power
consumption

LSTM + Repeat vector + LSTM + 2x FCL 2016

Kong et al. [61] Australia SGDS Smart Grid Dataset Stacked LSTM + FCL 2017
Li et al. [62] Fremont, CA 15 min Retail building electricity load Missing or incomplete architecture description 2017
Shi et al. [60] Irish CBTs - Residential and SMEs Stacked LSTM + Pooling mechanism 2018
Yan et al. [63] UK-DALE Domestic Appliance-Level Electricity

dataset
2x Conv + 1x LSTM + FCL 2018

Kim and Cho [64] UCI - Individual household electric power
consumption

Missing or incomplete architecture description 2019

Kim and Cho [58] UCI - Individual household electric power
consumption

2x Conv + LSTM + 2x FCL 2019

Le et al. [59] UCI - Individual household electric power
consumption

2x Conv + Bi + LSTM + 2x FCL 2019

Khan et al. [14] UCI - Individual household electric power
consumption

2x Conv + 2x LSTM (Encoder) + 2x LSTM
(Decoder) + 2x FCL

2020

Afaf et al. [35] Pecan Street Research Institute 2x LSTM (same size) + FCL 2020
Sehovac et al. [57] Non-disclosed or private data Sequence to Sequence with attention 2020
Li et al. [37] Global Energy Forecasting Competition 2012 Missing or incomplete architecture description 2020
Xu et al. [38] Pecan Street Research Institute Missing or incomplete architecture description 2021
Briggs et al. [65] Low Carbon London Dataset 2x LSTM (same size) + FCL 2021
He et al. [34] Australia SGDS Smart Grid Dataset 2x LSTM (same size) + FCL 2021
Savi et al. [33] Low Carbon London Dataset LSTM (64) + LSTM (32) + FCL 2021
Zhao et al. [66] Pecan Street Research Institute 2x LSTM (same size) + FCL 2021
Biswal et al. [36] Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) Missing or incomplete architecture description 2021
Khalil et al. [43] CU-BEMS, smart building electricity consumption

and indoor environmental sensor datasets
Missing or incomplete architecture description 2021

Shi et al. [40] Low Carbon London Dataset Missing or incomplete architecture description 2022
Lin et al. [41] Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) Missing or incomplete architecture description 2022
Husnoo et al. [42] Solar Home Electricity Data from Eastern Australia LSTM (256) + LSTM (128) + FCL 2022

[22,67,68]. From an organizational perspective, these techniques allow
competing agents like energy providers to cooperate and integrate with
utilities and DSOs [23,67]. Furthermore, their use might facilitate the
creation of local markets that support the energy transition [69].

Privacy-preserving techniques are especially relevant for FL. Al-
though FL offers considerable improvements over centralized ML meth-
ods, it does not guarantee privacy. Firstly, the shared data (gradients
or model weights) may allow inadvertent attribution, and secondly,
privacy can be compromised through the communication between
clients and the central server. For instance, Zhu et al. found a way to use
gradient updates to reconstruct the training data of a client [30]. This
effectively means that gradient updates are to be treated as personal
data and that FL requires additional measures when data privacy is
required. In the following, we describe two such measures: DP as a
way to anonymize training data and SecAgg as a mechanism to en-
able privacy-sensitive communication between clients and the central
server.

Dwork [70] introduces DP as a technique to guarantee privacy
when retrieving information from a dataset. As described in [71], ‘‘dif-
ferential privacy addresses the paradox of knowing nothing about an
individual while learning useful information about a population’’. DP
hides individual data trends by using additive noise. In more technical
terms, Dwork [70] introduced epsilon differential privacy (𝜖-DP) as
follows: ‘‘For every pair of inputs 𝑥 and 𝑦 that differ in one row, for every
output in S, an adversary should not be able to use the output in S to
distinguish between any 𝑥 and 𝑦’’. The privacy budget (𝜖) determines how
much of an individual’s privacy a query may use, or to what extent
it may increase the risk of breaching an individual’s privacy. A value
of 𝜖 = 0 represents perfect privacy, which means that privacy cannot
be compromised through any analysis on a dataset in question [72].
Jayaraman et al. [73] extended the concept of (𝜖-DP) to (𝜖, 𝛿-DP) where
𝛿 is the failure probability to better control for the tails of the privacy
budget.

DP is typically implemented by adding random noise to data queries.
This noise is usually sampled from a Laplacian or Gaussian distribu-
tion [71]. Finding an adequate noise level is crucial but not trivial —
especially for FL. Too much noise can not only hide patterns in the
data but also complicate convergence of the local models due to the

random updates of the patterns during training. Simply speaking, more
noise means more privacy, but more noise also means less accuracy.

An alternative to adding noise to the training process or the data is
using secure multi-party computation (SMPC) protocols, which enable
privacy-preserving communication. One such protocol is SecAgg [74].
SecAgg uses cryptographic primitives that prevent the central server
from reconstructing each client’s involvement and contribution. In
more technical terms, SecAgg allows a set of distributed, unknown
clients to aggregate a value 𝑥 without revealing the value to the other
clients. The backbone of SecAgg is Shamir’s t-out-of-n Secret Sharing.
It enables a user to split a secret 𝑠 into 𝑛 shares [75]. To reconstruct
the secret, more than 𝑡 − 1 shares are needed to retrieve the original
secret 𝑠. Any allocation with less than 𝑡 − 1 shares will provide no
information about the original secret. SecAgg implies two main algo-
rithms: sharing and reconstruction. The sharing algorithm transforms a
secret into a set of shares of the secret that are each associated with a
client. Following [75], these shares are constructed in such a way that
collusion between 𝑡−1 participants (𝑡 being the total number of partic-
ipants) is insufficient to disclose other clients’ private information. The
reconstruction algorithm works in the opposite direction. It takes the
mentioned shares from the clients and reconstructs the shared secret.

Of the two privacy-preserving techniques, only DP has so far been
examined in the context of residential STLF. Chhachhi et all. [46], Eibl
et al. [76], and Zhao et al. [77] use DP to train a ‘centralized’ machine
learning model. More specifically, they perturb the datasets by adding
noise drawn from either a Gaussian or Laplacian distribution before
each training round of the model. To the best of our knowledge, Zhao
et al. [66] are the first to combine FL and DP for STLF. Specifically,
they include DP in the training process of a Fed-Avg model. However,
they do not systematically analyze different DP parameters. Moreover,
they do not look at secure multi-party computation protocols, such as
SecAgg.

3. Method

3.1. Simulation environment

The evaluations in this paper are based on simulations we ran on the
IRIS Cluster of the high performance computer (HPC) facilities of the
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Fig. 1. Energy consumption (kWh/h) of 4 LCLIds from 01 January 2013 to 03 January
2013.

University of Luxembourg [78]. The simulations ran in an environment
with 32 Intel Skylake cores and two NVIDIA Tesla V100 with 16 GB
or 32GV depending on the allocation. We programmed the federation
code in Python and based it on the machine learning framework
provided by Tensorflow-Federated, 1 (TFF). The DL models are written
in Keras [79].

3.2. Dataset

For our simulations, we used a large dataset from the Low Carbon
London project, which was conducted by UK Power Networks between
November 2011 and February 2014 in London, United Kingdom (herein
LCL dataset) [80]. It contains the electrical consumption [kWh] data
from 5567 households in a half-an hour resolution. The LCL dataset also
contains a socio-technical classification of the households following the
ACORN scheme [81] and is divided into individual household entries
known as LCLid (Low Carbon London id).

To make the dataset ready for our simulations, we treated it in a
4-step procedure. First, we reduced the resolution of the LCL dataset
to hourly values. The down-scaled values in the treated data set are
the sum of two subsequent half-hour values in the original data set.
This treatment significantly reduced the computational burden of our
simulations. Secondly, we trimmed outliers or null values. Thirdly, we
scaled all variables to have the same range using a Min–Max scaler.
This re-scaling was necessary to ease the FL learning process as all
values have to be in a known range, in our case: 0 to 1. Fourthly
and finally, we split the dataset into a training and validation dataset.
The training dataset (75%) contains electrical consumption data from
January to December 2013 and the validation set (25%) covers data
from January 2014 to March 2014. In Fig. 1, we provide an example of
the processed data. It visualizes the electricity consumption [kWh] of 5
randomly selected households for a 2 day period using 1 h timestamps.

3.3. Evaluation metrics

Evaluation metrics offer an important means for the training and
testing of forecasting models. However, the use of certain metrics can
lead to undesirable results because FL models are known to converge
to a middle point [82]. More specifically, FL models optimize the error
of prediction with respect to the ground truth. In a distributed environ-
ment where there are many such truths, the models tend to minimize the
mean of the loss across datasets. This tendency can provoke FL models
to predict the average of each of the datasets and hence offer promising
mean squared errors (MSE, Eq. (1)) and mean absolute errors (MAE,
Eq. (2)). Such predictions, however, mean that the FL model did not
learn local patterns in the data.

1 https://github.com/tensorflow/federated

Therefore, MSE and MAE are typically not enough to evaluate
the performance of a FL model and additional metrics, such as mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE, Eq. (3)) and root mean square error
(RMSE, Eq. (4)), are needed to quantify deviations of model predictions
from the ground truths. The formal equations for these four metrics are
as follows:
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4. Evaluation

4.1. Selection of a baseline neural network architecture

One crucial aspect for any AI method and specifically FL is the
selection of the underlying NN architecture. To pick an architecture
for our evaluation, we compared those in Table 1 that had a clear
‘implementation guide’ we could replicate. For this comparison, we
used the metrics described in Section 3.3, trained the architectures
with a maximum of 300 epochs on the training dataset and evaluated
them on the evaluation dataset. We used the authors’ codes where
available and otherwise implemented the architecture ourselves. To
limit computational costs, we used an early stopping mechanism for
the training, that ended the training when the evaluation metrics did
not improve over 10 epochs.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the evaluation results for the twelve archi-
tectures we could replicate. Some architectures behaved worse on our
dataset than on the dataset used by the respective authors. One possible
reason for these differences could be scaling. Kim et al. [58,59], for
instance, worked with a non-scaled dataset. This means that depending
on the standard deviation of the dataset 𝜎, the error metrics can
differ substantially. For instance, the MSE scales proportionally with
the standard deviation: 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝜎. To avoid
this scaling effect, we calculated all metrics using standardized data
(Section 5).

Overall, the architectures in [33,34,42,54,61,63,66] had the lowest
MAPE, from 6.7 to 7.1. From these, we selected Marino et al.’s [54] au-
toencoder architecture. Autoencoders are known to perform well even
with non-idd data, so we selected the most performant autoencoder
architecture among our shortlist of architectures. Marino et al.’s [54]
architecture uses a 50-neuron encoder layer, a 12-neuron latent space, a
50-neurons decoder layer, and two final layers with 100 and 1 neurons
respectively.

For our investigation of the effects of architectural complexity, we
selected Khan et al.’s [14] architecture as it performed best among the
more complex architectures in our sample. Khan et al.’s [14] architec-
ture is different from Marino et al.’s [54] in that it uses convolutional
layers and LSTM.

4.2. Fl, differential privacy and secure aggregation set-up

For our simulations, we selected Fed-Avg over Fed-SGD as it re-
quires fewer communication rounds and has better performance [39,
83]. Moreover, we used a horizontal FL configuration as our clients
represent different LCLIds but share the same feature space.

To implement DP, we followed the steps proposed by McMahan
et al. [84] rather than those of Chhachhi et al. [46] and Lu et al. [85],
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Fig. 2. RMSE, MSE, MAE, MAPE of the current literature applied to this paper’s dataset.

in which noise is added to the dataset before the training. McMahan
et al. [84] propose the central server to add noise after aggregating the
updates of the model weights at every training round (in Fed-Avg). In
other words, it differs from canonical Fed-Avg, which aggregates model
weights.

The process proposed by McMahan et al. requires the definition of a
query function sensitivity (S) and a clipping strategy. The sensitivity of
the query function determines the actuation range of the added noise. It
represents the Euclidean distance between two datasets (𝐶) differing
in at most one element 𝑘: S(𝑓 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐶,𝑘

‖‖𝑓 (𝐶 ∪ {𝑘}) − 𝑓 (𝑐)‖‖2 [71].
Considering McMahan et al.’s first lemma [84] and assuming all clients
are equally weighted, the sensitivity S is bounded as S(𝑓 (𝑐)) ≤ 𝑆∕𝑛,
with 𝑛 being the number of clients. The vectors in 𝛥𝑘 include the
different model updates computed among the clients.

To bound the sensitivity of the query function, we needed to main-
tain the models’ updates in a known range. One approach to ensure
this range control is clipping model updates by a defined value before
averaging. There are two strategies to clip the values of a neural
network: ‘per layer clipping’, which applies clipping on a layer basis
or ‘flat clipping’ which applies a clipping value to all the network
parameters. Both clipping strategies project the values of the updates
into a l2 sphere with the norm determined by the clipping value.

For both, per layer and flat clipping, there are two sub-strategies.
One is to clip values using a fixed norm, known as fixed clipping.
The second sub-strategy is called adaptive clipping [86]. It adapts
the clipping norm based on a target quantile (i.e., 0.5) of the data
distribution [86].

For the sake of simplicity, we used flat clipping as 𝛥′
𝑘 = 𝜋(𝛥𝑘, 𝑆) with

𝑆 being the overall clipping value for the model updates. At the same
time, we implemented both fixed and adaptive flat clipping strategies.

Once we had defined the query sensitivity and applied a flat clipping
strategy, we evaluated how noise levels scale with the query sensitivity
to obtain the minimum level of noise with a privacy guarantee. We
added Gaussian noise as defined by: 𝑁(0, 𝜎2) for 𝜎 = 𝑧 ⋅ S, where 𝑧 is
the noise scale and S is the sensitivity of the query.

The addition of noise determines the overall privacy protection (𝜖)
provided by DP. 𝜖 varies depending on the amount of noise added and
the ratio of clients involved in the training (𝑄). 𝑄 is the ratio of clients
selected out of the total which will participate in the next round of
training. More noise naturally means more privacy and a lower 𝜖. A
higher 𝑄, in turn, means less privacy and a higher 𝜖 [87].

To compute the privacy protection after a query, that is, each
training round of our model, we used the privacy accountant provided
by Renyi Differential Privacy (RDP) [88] as it provides a more detailed
analysis of the privacy budget than the one created by [84].

For SecAgg, we used the implementation provided by Bonawitz
et al. [74]. Their SecAgg implementation works as a plug-and-play

Table 2
Scenarios considered.

Scenario Privacy-Preserving technique NN Architecture Imposed
correlation

0 – Marino et al. [54] ✗

A – Marino et al. [54] ✗

B – Marino et al. [54] ✓
C – Khan et al. [14] ✗

D Differential Privacy He et al. [34] ✗

E Secure Aggregation Marino et al. [54] ✗

Table 3
Hyperparameters for scenarios A,B,C and E. Those marked with * the ones used in
scenario 0.

Parameter Value

Number of internal rounds before averaging5
NN architecture Marino et al. [54] * and Khan et al. [14]
Ratio of clients involved per round (Q) 1
Total number of clients (𝑤) Subject to federation size
Optimizer Adam *
Optimizer learning rate (𝐿𝑟) 0.01 *
Batch size 256 *
Number of communication rounds 300 *
Number of internal epochs after training Not applicable

algorithm that does not require any modification. We used SecAgg to
ensure privacy-preserving communication between the central server
and the clients. By using SecAgg in FL, clients can share their model
weights without the central server or another client being able to
reconstruct their weights [75].

4.3. Model operation

In this subsection, we describe how we trained the FL models. For
this training, we used 6 steps. We illustrate these steps as well as
the additional step that FL-DP requires in Fig. 3. FL-SecAgg requires
a different additional step, namely the initial sharing of public keys
between the clients and central server. Fig. 3 does not illustrate this
additional public key sharing.

In step 1, the central server initializes the model using Glorot
initialization [89]. In step two, the central server shares the model
with the participating clients. In step three, a subset of clients are
selected based on the ratio (𝑄). Each of these clients in this sub-set
then trains the received model on its data. In step four, clients send
their model updates to the central server. In step five, the central server
averages the aggregated updates and adds noise drawn from a Gaussian
distribution in the case of DP (5’ in Fig. 3). In step six, the central server
returns the averaged updates to the clients. The central server and the
clients repeated steps 2 to 6 until they reached 300 epochs.

4.4. Scenario design

Overall, we designed a set of six scenarios for our evaluation.
Scenario 0 represents a hypothetical scenario in which all clients share
their training data with the central server. This ‘centralized setting’
serves as a benchmark for the other scenarios. In Scenario A, we study
the effects of moving from a centralized to a FL setting. In scenario
B, we analyze the performance effect of clustering clients based on
Pearson correlation. In scenario C, we evaluate the effect of a more
complex NN architecture. Lastly, in Scenarios D and E, we study the
effects of adding DP and SecAgg to the FL model. We summarize the
specifications of the six scenarios in Table 2.

For scenarios 0, A, B, C and E, we ran eight simulations. These
simulations evaluate the models‘ performance with a growing number
of clients (federation size). We used the following eight federation sizes:
2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, and 23 clients. Each of these clients worked with
data from one LCLid. We had to limit the maximum number of clients
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Fig. 3. Visual representation of our implementation of Federated Learning with privacy-preserving techniques.

Table 4
Hyperparameters for scenario D.

Parameter Value

Number of internal rounds before averaging 5
NN Architecture He et al. [34]
Ratio of clients involved per round (𝑄) 0.1
Total number of clients (𝑤) 100
Optimizer Adam
Optimizer learning rate (𝐿𝑟) 0.01
Batch size 64
Number of communication rounds 100
Number of internal epochs after training 1

to 23 to control for computational cost as we simulated all clients
and the communication between them in one virtual environment. In
effect, every additional client did not add computational power but
computational overhead.

We provide an overview of the hyperparameters for scenarios 0, A,
B, C and E in Table 3. Table 4 provides the hyperparameters for the DP
implementation in Scenario D.

5. Evaluation results

5.1. Scenario 0: Centralized setting

Scenario 0 analyzes the performance of a centralized setting, in
which the clients send their data to a central server that trains a single
model on the aggregated data. Scenario 0 uses the NN architecture
presented by Marino et al. [54]. Similar to the architecture selection
process, we employed an early stopper for Scenario 0 that terminated
the training when there was no improvement in the validation metrics
for more than 10 epochs.

In Table 5, we collect the simulation results for scenario 0. The
MSEs, RMSEs and MAEs are expressed in absolute values, the MAPEs
in percentage points, and the average training time per epoch in
second [s]

Table 5 highlights that the overall performance of the centralized
setting is very good, and that it remains almost constant for more
than five clients with no evident variation in any of the metrics. The
poor results in the two-client case could be the result of substantially
different consumption patterns.

5.2. Scenario A: standard federated learning setting

We designed Scenario A to compare the ‘centralized setting’ in
Scenario 0 with a FL setting, and to obtain a reference point for the
other FL scenarios. Scenario A uses the NN architecture presented
in [54] and does not apply privacy-preserving techniques. Furthermore,
we did not impose data correlation among the clients.

Table 5
Validation error metrics and computation time for one-hour-ahead prediction: Scenario
0.

Central dataset size MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Time per
epoch [s]

2 0.00013 0.01158 0.00468 29.046 1.85
5 0.00012 0.01113 0.00308 9.068 6.01
8 0.00042 0.02067 0.00611 9.734 6.19
11 0.00028 0.01681 0.00437 8.561 8.18
14 0.00022 0.01514 0.00390 7.500 10.52
17 0.00023 0.01519 0.00383 6.850 12.56
20 0.00022 0.01498 0.00387 9.017 14.59
23 0.00019 0.01388 0.00330 7.144 16.82

Table 6
Validation error metrics and computation time for one-hour-ahead prediction: Scenario
A.

Federation size MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Time per
round [s]

2 0.00015 0.01240 0.00516 30.1461 3.13
5 0.00022 0.01496 0.00468 16.2269 11.54
8 0.00058 0.02407 0.00745 11.9892 10.72
11 0.00042 0.02049 0.00538 10.1082 13.39
14 0.00035 0.01872 0.00542 10.1077 18.58
17 0.00032 0.01787 0.00469 8.5392 21.05
20 0.00031 0.01775 0.00479 11.2933 25.10
23 0.00028 0.01701 0.00478 10.8257 29.39

Table 6 presents the simulation results for Scenario A. The error
metrics are expressed in absolute values and the average training time
per epoch is expressed in seconds [s].

Table 6 highlights that performance of FL models varies depending
on the federation size. While MSEs, MAEs and RMSEs remain almost
constant, there is a clear improvement in MAPEs. These results are in
line with those by Savi et al. [33] and Fekri et al. [39] and indicate
that larger federation sizes lead to more accurate FL models.

To better illustrate this effect, we plot how the MAPEs evolved for
the eight federation sizes along the training rounds in Fig. 4. Overall,
we can observe a quasi-exponential decrease over the 300 rounds, ap-
proaching final values between 6.8 and 29, which indicate reasonably
good forecasts [90].

In comparison to Scenario 0, we can observe an average perfor-
mance decrease between 20% to 40%. FL appears to perform signif-
icantly worse than a ‘centralized’ setting, which is in line with other
comparable studies [32,41,42].

Table 6 also highlights a trade-off between accuracy and compu-
tational time for federation size. As the number of clients increases, so
does performance, but also computation time. This trade-off can present
an important limitation for the use of FL.
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Fig. 4. Validation Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) per federation size in terms
of training rounds for scenario A.

5.3. Scenario B: standard federated learning setting with imposed correla-
tion

In scenario B, we analyzed the performance of a standard FL setting
with imposed correlation among the clients in the federation. We
followed Lee et al. [91] and used Pearson correlation to identify and
bundle clients (or LCLids) by correlated data. This way of bundling dif-
fers from the dominant k-means approach in prior literature and offers
a more direct and simple view of the correlation between clients. More
specifically, we pre-filtered our dataset for specific ACORNs (H and L).
For these ACORNS, we then calculated all possible non-repeated com-
binations and calculated their correlations. For each federation size, we
selected those combinations of clients with the highest correlations.

We present the simulation results for Scenario B in Table 7. The
error metrics and the correlation rate are both expressed in absolute
values. We omit the computation time because it was basically the same
as in scenario A 5.2.

FL with imposed correlation performed better in almost every met-
ric than FL without imposed correlation (Scenario A). The MSEs de-
creased by an average 35.87%; RMSEs by 21.81%; MAEs by 25.57%
and the MAPEs by 27.61%. They nevertheless still trail Scenario 0 by
6.35% on average. Moreover, these values are subject to some caveats.
Our model with two clients had a correlation rate of 0.62, which led
to a 75% better performance than the two-client case in Scenario A.
Moreover, the performance of the model with 17 clients was worse than
the same model in Scenario A, and 45% of the error metrics in Scenario
B were better than those in scenario 0.

These results align well with similar studies, such as [34,36,39]
or [33], where the application of k-means to cluster customers leads
to performance improvements between 10% and 15%.

Overall, scenario B suggests that clustering based on Pearson corre-
lation among the clients in a federation can substantially improve the
performance of FL-based STLF. Specifically, utilities, energy providers,
and DSOs could leverage simple socio-economic factors (ACORNS)
and historical, individual smart meter data to cluster their residential
customers into correlated groups. Each cluster can use a different FL
model to reduce imbalance costs for inaccurate forecasts and offer
tailored demand-side management programs.

5.4. Scenario C: standard federated learning setting with a more complex
neural network architecture

In scenario C, we explore how a more complex NN architecture [14]
impacts the performance of FL-based STLF. The motivation for sce-
nario C is rooted in the trend to use ever more complex machine
learning architectures in the hope of catching patterns invisible to less
complex architectures. At the same time, it is unclear whether larger
architectures increase performance.

Table 7
Validation error metrics and correlation rates for one-hour-ahead prediction: Scenario
B.

Federation size MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Correlation
rate

2 0.00002 0.00463 0.00170 4.54 0.62
5 0.00015 0.01238 0.00373 9.77 0.51
8 0.00022 0.01513 0.00426 8.91 0.49
11 0.00021 0.01465 0.00402 8.23 0.45
14 0.00020 0.01429 0.00390 8.66 0.42
17 0.00032 0.01805 0.00465 8.22 0.37
20 0.00029 0.01726 0.00428 8.38 0.34
23 0.00026 0.01640 0.00432 9.95 0.31

Table 8
Validation error metrics and computation time for one-hour-ahead prediction: Scenario
C.

Federation size MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Time per
round [s]

2 0.00024 0.01550 0.00720 31.50674 6.25
5 0.00052 0.02289 0.01282 33.42653 21.10
8 0.00117 0.03433 0.01754 20.92209 20.43
11 0.00115 0.03398 0.01495 21.93438 30.34
14 0.00087 0.02955 0.01404 18.44877 34.52
17 0.00077 0.02783 0.01080 13.80498 40.59
20 0.00081 0.02858 0.01435 24.28874 50.19
23 0.00061 0.02486 0.01059 19.02717 59.76

To account for the size of the model in [14] and its computational
burden, we implemented three modifications to the set-up of our
simulation environment. The first modification concerns the GPUs. For
each of the Nvidia Tesla allocated on the HPC, we created two virtual
cards, resulting in four cards we could use for our simulation. The
second modification is related to the batch size, which we increased
from 100 to 200. Increasing the batch size can help to prevent or
limit overfitting since there are more data entries available to compute
the loss of the model. Finally, we modified the model in [14] by
transforming the initially proposed LSTM layers to CuDNNLSTM [92].
The transformation enabled the LSTMs to use the Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA) kernel of our Tesla GPUs.

The simulation results of scenario C are presented in Table 8. The
results clearly indicate the increased computational costs of training
a FL model with a complex architecture. The computational time is
almost twice as high as in scenarios A and B. On the other hand, the
performance of the model with the more complex architecture was
worse that of the smaller model’s for all federation sizes and all metrics,
ranging from 50% up to 142%.

These results suggest a clear case of overfitting. Overfitting is gen-
erally defined as the lack of generalization of a model. An overfitted
model crosses the line between learning tendencies or patterns and
memorizing the data received as input.

Fig. 5 provides a visualization of this overfitting. The performance
on the training subset is represented by the solid lines, while the
performance on the validation subset is visualized by the dotted lines.
The dotted lines begin to increase again after round 120, whereas the
solid lines decrease as the model is over-fitted to the training data. .

In effect, scenario C offers a cautionary tale for utilities, energy
providers, and DSOs that want to use FL for short-term load forecast-
ing. Not only are more complex FL architectures more expensive and
detrimental to the environment [93], they are also more sensitive to
handle.
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Fig. 5. Validation and Training MAPEs for federation sizes 5,8, and 17 in Scenario C.

5.5. Scenario D: privacy-preserving federated learning setting with differen-
tial privacy

Scenario D focuses on adding DP to FL and how this impacts the per-
formance of FL-based STLF. Furthermore, we compare two flat clipping
approaches: fixed and adaptive clipping, as described in Section 4.2.

In scenarios A and B, we used Marino et al.’s model [54] as the
baseline architecture. Encoder–decoder architectures can cope well
with outliers due to their capacity to abstract information into the
latent space. This capacity is very beneficial for FL where different
clients can have substantially different data points. However, we found
that these architectures are substantially more vulnerable to noise than
standard stacked LSTM networks. One reason for this vulnerability
could be that they compact information from a higher dimensional
space into a smaller one. Adding noise to the weights of this latent
space will have a multiplicative effect on the model’s output in the
decoder phase. To avoid such encoder–decoder noise problems for our
DP simulation, we changed the architecture in Scenario D to a two-layer
LSTM with 50 neurons each, and a final dense layer as in He et al. [34].

DP offers two approaches to obtain a high privacy budget given a
defined amount of noise: reduce the ratio of clients that participate in
each training round (𝑄), retrain the model locally for several epochs
on client data, find a lower 𝛿, and/or increase the noise scale (𝑧). For
Scenario D, we employed a ratio of 𝑄 = 0.1. With 𝑄 = 0.1, a total of
100 clients and without the addition of privacy preserving techniques,
our model had a MAE of 0.00300, a MSE of 0.012, a RMSE of 0.01114,
and a MAPE of 8.3846, which matches results in Scenario A.

Moreover, we considered recommendations by Zhao et al. [66] and
Xu et al. [38] to introduce local re-training. Specifically, they propose
to conduct several local training rounds on each client between each
aggregation with DP to better fit the local models. Yet, we found that
these repeated rounds did not improve performance so we chose to
use just one local training round. However, we did optimize the 𝛿 to
𝛿 = 4𝑒−3 as proposed by Zhao et al. [66].

The first strategy we implemented was fixed clipping following the
two main steps in McMahan et al. [84]. In the first step, we determined
the lowest possible clipping value (𝑆) as being too low clipping values
can negatively affect the convergence rate as they clip all values bigger
than 𝑆. We treated 𝑆 as a hyper-parameter and used an iterative
approach to find the lowest possible clipping value. Specifically, we
followed McMahan et al. [84] and used iterative steps of 0.1 for 𝑆,
starting with 𝑆 = 0.1 until 𝑆 = 0.7. We present the error metrics for the
different 𝑆 values in Table 9.2

2 Setting a fixed value for the clipping slows the training process sig-
nificantly. The values in Table 9 are the validation metrics after 2000
communication rounds. Without any clipping strategy, the models converge
at an earlier rate (see Fig. 4).

Table 9
Validation error metrics for different clipping values for one-hour-ahead prediction with
the sample client ratio 𝑄 = 0.1 and total number of clients 𝑤 = 100: Scenario D.

S MSE RMSE MAE MAPE

0.10 0.00043 0.02094 0.00628 10.69357
0.20 0.00035 0.01884 0.00502 8.89023
0.30 0.00038 0.01969 0.00496 8.00244
0.40 0.00038 0.01963 0.00486 7.71642
0.50 0.00039 0.01978 0.00493 7.92688
0.60 0.00034 0.01869 0.00477 7.81763
0.70 0.00036 0.01915 0.00484 7.53057

Table 10
Exploration of the different noise levels, in bold the hyper-parameter 𝐳
that defines the amount of noise.

Qw S S = S∕Qw z 𝜎 = z ⋅ 𝑆

10 0.3 0.03 0.1 0.003
10 0.3 0.03 0.2 0.006
10 0.3 0.03 0.3 0.009
10 0.3 0.03 0.4 0.012
10 0.3 0.03 0.5 0.015
10 0.3 0.03 0.6 0.018
10 0.3 0.03 0.7 0.021
10 0.3 0.03 0.8 0.024
10 0.3 0.03 0.9 0.027

Based on these iterations, we selected 𝑆 ≈ 0.3 as our fixed clipping
value. It is the lowest clipping value with comparatively good error
metrics and the marginal increase in error metrics from lowering 𝑆
increases disproportionately below ≈ 0.3.

Once we had identified the lowest possible clipping value 𝑆, the
second step was to identify a tolerable level of noise. With 𝑆 = 0.3,
a total number of clients 𝑤 = 100, and 𝑄 = 0.1, we applied S =
𝑆∕𝑄𝑤 to calculate the standard deviation of the noise level 𝜎 = 𝑧 ⋅ S.
Similarly with the approach that we took with 𝑆, we treated 𝑧 as a
hyper-parameter and ranged it from 0.1 to 0.9

In Table 10, we present the performance metrics for each of the 𝑧
variations. Each of the explored 𝑧 values represents a different level
of noise added to the federated model. Intuitively, there is a trade-off
between the amount of noise and performance, whereby more noise
(increase in 𝑧) reduces performance. This trade-off dynamic is clear
from the error metrics in Table 11. Nevertheless, the overall error
metrics for DP based on fixed clipping are generally low and indicate
good forecasting performance.

Concurrently, more noise also means better privacy, as indicated
by the increasing privacy guarantees in column three of Table 11.
We calculated these guarantees using the Rényi Differential Privacy
Accountant [88]. The highest amount of noise we examined (𝑧=0.9)
provides a privacy guarantee of (4.2, 4𝑒−3), which is close to perfect
privacy (𝜖 = 0). In effect, scenario D demonstrates that adding DP to
FL maintains comparatively good performance and offers high privacy
guarantees.

The second clipping strategy that we analyzed is adaptive clipping.
With adaptive clipping, clipping value are calculated automatically.
To evaluate this approach, we used Andrew et al.’s adaptive clipping
implementation [86], in which the algorithm iteratively (per commu-
nication round) adjusts the norm clip, trying to approximate it to a
predefined quantile (0.5 in our case).

This data quantile approximation expends privacy budget as it
queries the data. To prevent this privacy leakage Andrew et al. [86]
propose to add noise during the approximation. This noise (𝜎𝑏) is
defined by 0.05 times the number of clients per round, in our case
𝜎𝑏 = 0.5. This addition of noise has a slight affect on the total privacy
guarantee of the model. It results in increased effective noise as 𝑧𝛥 =
(𝑧−2 − (2𝜎𝑏)−2)−1∕2.

Fig. 6 highlights the adaptive adjustments of the clipping value over
the training rounds. There is a sharp increase in the clipping norm at
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Table 11
Validation error metrics with 𝑆 = 0.3 and a varying noise scale 𝐳 from 0.1 to 0.9 for one hour-ahead-prediction with the
sample client ratio 𝑄 = 0.1 and total number of clients 𝑤 = 100 after one epoch of local training.

Noise scale (𝐳) Privacy guarantee (𝝐, 𝜹) MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Timer per
round [s]

0.1 (911, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00946 0.00272 7.5426 86.74
0.2 (190, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00957 0.00312 8.8930 85.11
0.3 (69.3, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00959 0.00309 8.4391 87.48
0.4 (32.4, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00962 0.00321 9.1156 84.66
0.5 (17.9, 4𝑒−3) 0.00011 0.00971 0.00340 9.7164 88.52
0.6 (11.2, 4𝑒−3) 0.00011 0.00972 0.00344 9.9693 84.28
0.7 (7.58, 4𝑒−3) 0.00011 0.00979 0.00354 10.0378 81.46
0.8 (5.5, 4𝑒−3) 0.00013 0.01075 0.00519 15.6755 82.08
0.9 (4.2, 4𝑒−3) 0.00011 0.00991 0.00372 10.6031 87.48

Table 12
Validation error metrics with adaptive clipping at different noise levels from 0.1 to 0.9 using as initial clipping value 𝐶0 = 0.1 and the step
factor for the geometric updates 𝜂𝐶 = 0.2 for one hour ahead prediction with the sample client ratio 𝑄 = 0.1 and total number of clients 𝑤 = 100
after one epoch of local training.

Noise scale (𝐳) Effective noise (𝒛𝜟) Privacy guarantee (𝝐, 𝜹) MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Time per
round [s]

0.1 0.100 (910.0, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00936 0.00276 7.9966 84.39
0.2 0.200 (189.4, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00930 0.00260 7.3866 88.41
0.3 0.300 (68.7, 4𝑒−3) 0.00009 0.00930 0.00257 7.0985 85.30
0.4 0.402 (31.9, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00945 0.00292 8.2810 86.92
0.5 0.504 (17.5, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00948 0.00301 9.0461 88.57
0.6 0.607 (10.8, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00955 0.00302 8.8343 86.27
0.7 0.711 (7.2, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00961 0.00317 9.4312 87.68
0.8 0.817 (5.2, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00955 0.00325 9.6126 88.27
0.9 0.924 (3.9, 4𝑒−3) 0.00010 0.00955 0.00319 9.2953 87.93

Fig. 6. Evolution of the adaptive clipping norm at different noise levels 𝑧 (0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9) using as initial clipping value 𝐶0 = 0.1 and the step
factor for the geometric updates 𝜂𝐶 = 0.2.

the beginning of the training rounds due to the low initial clipping
value 𝐶0 = 0.1. Such a low quantile allows only a few data points to
participate in selecting the clipping value. The smaller the quantile, the
fewer data points participate and thus, it is more difficult to estimate
the optimal clipping value.

As in our case, the adaptive clipping algorithm may overshoot as
a result and increase the clipping norm to higher values. After this
overshot, the adaptive clipping algorithm correctly approximates the
optimal clipping value 𝑆 ≈ 0.2.

We present the simulation results for adaptive clipping in Table 12.
On average, adaptive clipping outperformed fixed clipping by 9%.
Moreover, the privacy guarantee is close to perfect privacy (3.9, 4𝑒−3)

Adaptive clipping appears not only more attractive from a perfor-
mance and privacy perspective. It is also easier to use in terms of
performance and privacy. Fixed clipping requires an initial and com-
putationally expensive manual step to identify an appropriate clipping

Fig. 7. Validation Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) per local training epoch
for adaptive and fixed DP.

value, whereas, in adaptive clipping, this value is calculated automat-
ically in the training rounds. Thus, DP with adaptive clipping presents
the more convenient choice for residential STLF.

The results we present in Tables 11 and 12 are those after the local
training round suggested by Zhao et al. [66]. Unlike Zhao et al. [66],
who worked with five local training round, we used only one as
additional rounds did not significantly improve performance (Fig. 7).
Nevertheless, clients profited from local training with negligible com-
putational overhead.

5.6. Scenario E: privacy-preserving federated learning setting with secure
aggregation

In this scenario, we examine SecAgg as an alternative technique
to add privacy to FL. Whereas DP adds random noise to model up-
dates, SecAgg targets the communication and aggregation of the clients’
model updates. Hence, there is no trade-off as in scenario D, where it
is important to find an adequate noise level.

Similar to scenarios A, B and C, we present the simulation results
for the eight federation sizes in Table 13. We express the error metrics
in absolute values and the average computation time in seconds [s].
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Table 13
Error metrics and computation time for one-hour-ahead prediction using SecAgg:
Scenario E on test set.

Federation
size

MSE RMSE MAE MAPE Time per
round [s]

2 0.00017 0.01324 0.00532 31.01177 4.54
5 0.00018 0.01348 0.00431 15.60893 13.23
8 0.00060 0.02457 0.00759 12.28532 13.34
11 0.00039 0.01996 0.00523 9.65965 18.21
14 0.00034 0.01864 0.00503 9.67057 22.25
17 0.00033 0.01820 0.00466 8.25973 26.70
20 0.00033 0.01836 0.00522 12.88359 34.64
23 0.00028 0.01683 0.00453 10.19247 38.10

Fig. 8. Validation Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) per LCLids federation size
in terms of training rounds for Scenario E.

Furthermore, we complement the results with Fig. 8. It depicts the
MAPE, following a similar curve as in Scenario A.

Table 13 shows that the use of SecAgg affects computation time
only marginally. As SecAgg does not add any noise, it also provides
less burden than DP. Consequently, SecAgg presents a more performant
alternative for residential STLF with the cost of an extra 30% of
computation time. However, it is important to note that SecAgg does
not provide complete privacy because latent patterns could still point
toward the original data subject. More specifically, Model Inversion
(MI) attacks could reconstruct the original training data from the model
parameters [94].

5.7. Comparison across the scenarios

We summarize our results for scenarios 0, A, B, C, and E in Figs. 9
and 10. We omitted scenario D from these figures because in scenario
D we only varied the noise scale and not the federation size.

Overall, the two figures suggest an inherent trade-off between per-
formance and privacy in residential STLF. Yet, FL models can success-
fully mediate this trade-off and provide high levels of performance
and privacy, especially when trained on correlated data, avoid unduly
complex architectures, and employ SecAgg.

6. Conclusions

This paper analyses the use of FL and its combination with pri-
vacy preserving techniques for short-term forecasting of individual
residential loads. Such a combination offers an innovative approach
to accommodate both accuracy and privacy. In particular, it allows
those who depend on accurate forecasts of residential loads (such as
utilities, energy providers, and DSOs) to train in a collaborative fashion
forecasting models with granular smart meter data without having to
share this data.

Our analysis builds on historical smart meter data and consists of
six scenarios. While the first two scenarios set the baseline scenarios,

Fig. 9. Comparison of computation time across Scenarios 0, A, B, C, and E.

each of the subsequent four scenarios have a particular analytical
focus. Specifically, these scenarios investigate the effects of data cor-
relation, neural network architecture complexity, differential privacy,
and secure aggregation on performance, computation time, and pri-
vacy guarantee levels. In each scenario, we also explore the effects of
different federation sizes. From our analysis, we can posit the following:

1. Collaborative training of AI models with federated learning re-
duces forecasting accuracy as compared to a ‘centralized’ setting.
However, it makes it easier to account for data privacy concerns
through the addition of privacy-preserving techniques.

2. As the number of participating clients (smart meters) in a fed-
eration increases, forecasting accuracy tends to also increase.
However, while a greater number of clients leads to greater
accuracy, this also implies higher computational costs that may
no always be justified.

3. Customer segmentation with Pearson correlation along socio-
economic factors (e.g., with the ACORN methodology) substan-
tially improves forecasting accuracy for FL models.

4. Complex neural network architectures imply high computational
costs, difficulties in handling the architecture, and a potential
risk of overfitting. It is thus important to balance accuracy and
usability when selecting of model architectures.

5. Complementing federated learning with differential privacy or
secure aggregation does not significantly reduce forecasting ac-
curacy but does enable very high levels of privacy.

6. Adaptive and fixed clipping approaches to differential privacy
provides similar performance. Adaptive clipping is easier to use
as it does not require manual pre-selection of good clipping
values, and it facilitates faster model convergence.

7. Combining autoencoder architectures with DP complicates the
training of FL models. The design of these architectures magni-
fies the noise added by DP, which restricts the training process.

8. Secure aggregation is superior to DP in terms of usability, per-
formance and computational burden. It can be added as a sim-
ple plug-and-play component, does not reduce performance by
adding noise, and permits faster training.

Overall, our analysis suggests that a combination of federated learn-
ing with privacy-preserving techniques can be a highly promising
alternative for residential short-term load forecasting. However, is not
free from technical challenges. Differential privacy requires careful
configuration of noise size, clipping values and client ratios to balance
accuracy and privacy. Secure aggregation does not require such con-
figuration but its cryptographic set-up can also be challenging as well.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of evaluation metrics across Scenarios 0, A, B, C, and E.

Furthermore, computational costs limit the number of clients that can
be used for training.

More broadly, our study contributes to a better understanding of the
use of FL and privacy-preserving techniques for residential short-term
load forecasting. It makes an important contribution to the growing
literature on the applications of federated learning in electric power
systems by testing different NN under distributed settings, examin-
ing the implications of privacy preserving techniques, and identifying
technical challenges in using FL.

Naturally, our analysis is not free from limitations. In particular,
computational costs have considerably limited the size of our feder-
ations. Even though larger federation sizes may result in somewhat
different results, nevertheless we believe that our overall results are
robust, as we have explored several settings in terms of: number of
clients, baseline NN architectures, and dataset characteristics.

Further research may nevertheless want to (1) assess larger feder-
ation size settings with additional correlation indicators, such as the
existence of distributed energy resources (i.e., photovoltaics, electric
vehicles, or home energy management systems), (2) investigate data
input disruptions produced by hostile agents or errors caused by mal-
functions of a smart metering device, and (3) examine other, innovative
NN architectures with attention mechanisms and multi-variate input
data. After all, FL is highly collaborative and iterative and perfect data
and operation may not always be possible in real-world applications.
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Abstract—The inclusion of intermittent and renewable energy
sources has increased the importance of demand forecasting
in the power systems. Smart meters play a critical role in
modern load forecasting due to the high granularity of the
measurement data. Federated Learning can enable accurate
residential load forecasting in a distributed manner. In this
regard, to compensate for the variability of households, clustering
them in groups with similar patterns can lead to more accurate
forecasts. Usually, clustering requires a central server that has
access to the entire dataset, which collides with the decentralized
nature of federated learning. In order to complement federated
learning, this study proposes a decentralized peer-to-peer
strategy that employs agent-based modeling. We evaluate it
in comparison to a typical centralized k-means clustering. To
create clusters, we compare Euclidian and Dynamic time warping
distances. We employ these clusters to build short-term load
forecasting models using federated learning. Our results reveal
the possibility of using peer-to-peer (P2P) clustering along with
simple Euclidean distances and Federated learning (FL) to obtain
highly performant load forecasting models in a fully decentralized
manner.

Index Terms—Federated Learning, Peer-to-Peer, Clustering,
K-means, Agent-Based Modelling, STLF

I. INTRODUCTION

Load forecasting is one of the most crucial aspects of both
traditional and modern power systems [1]. The main purpose
of load forecasting in power system operational planning
is to maintain balance between power supply (generation)
and demand (load). The increasing penetration of variable
renewable energy sources (VRES), electric vehicles, and
prosumers (consumers with VRES) challenges the power
system balance. They introduce additional volatility and
uncertainty leading to higher imbalances and power system
operation costs. To maintain the balance, higher accuracy of
short-term load forecasting (STLF) models, along with higher
accuracy of VRES forecasting models, is necessary [1]. The
STLF models provide forecasts for a time horizon between 1
to 168 hours [1].

Traditional STLF models rely on static standard load
profiles and only partially capture the variability of the load.
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Obligations Taskforce), Grant agreement 814654. Additionally, this project
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DFS/Gilbert Fridgen) as well as by the Luxembourg National Research Fund
(FNR) – FiReSpARX Project, ref. 14783405.

Newer data-driven approaches can provide dynamic models
that can better capture the variability of the load [2], [3]. These
data-driven approaches rely on techniques such as machine
learning (ML) and deep learning (DL). However, they require
a large amount of data and high computing power. The roll-out
of smart meters with higher measurement granularity, initiated
in many countries in the last couple of years, generates the
required amount of data for ML and DL. These ML and
DL models can forecast load curves (time series) with higher
accuracy compared to traditional methods [2]–[4].

Classic ML models, such as autoregressive integrated
moving averages (ARIMA) or exponential smoothing, have
limiting assumptions, such as linearity. With increasing
data granularity, these limitations get accentuated. Modern
forecasting techniques, such as DL models, can correctly
capture these nonlinear and latent patterns in the data, leading
to increases in the accuracy of STLF forecasts. DL models use
a wide range of techniques, such as long short-term memory
(LSTM), Convolutional neural network (CNN), or even hybrid
models that combine multiple neural network architectures.
Examples of hybrid models are attention-based methods [5],
autoencoders [6], and deep autoencoders [7].

Data expansion and changes in the power system create
higher variability among households, and consequently, these
variations appear in their load profiles. In this regard, the
academic literature has opted to cluster household profiles to
increase forecasting accuracy [8]. Household clusters contain
load profiles with similar characteristics. By doing so, the
reduced intrinsic variability of the clusters eases the learning
of the models [9]. In turn, fitting the model to a particular
dataset and then generalizing it to other clusters would result
in high bias and low variance.

In recent years, due to existing data but limited smart meter
data access, FL has gained traction as a new framework for
STLF as it can overcome these limitations [10], [11]. FL is a
decentralized ML multi-party computation technique that can
iteratively and collaboratively train any artificial intelligence
(AI) model [12]. It provides an alternative to centralized
models, as it does not require storing data in a central server
(silo) nor exchanges of its peers’ (clients’) raw data (i.e., smart
meter).

STLF can benefit from FL as it reduces the limitations of
data availability since peers do not need to share raw data,
but rather model parameters [10], [11], [13], [14]. Peer’s
data present high variability because of their decentralized



nature and distinct load consumption patterns. One solution
to reduce this variability is to cluster the households based on
their load profiles. However, clustering of load profiles usually
requires global access to the data [15], i.e. it has centralized
structure. This global access opposes to decentralized nature
of FL. Consequently, the combination of clustering techniques
and FL suffers from incompatibility [10], [11], [13], [14].

In this study, we propose a decentralized P2P clustering
model that allows individual households to collaborate
to produce STLF models using FL. We compared our
decentralized P2P clustering model to a centralized model
commonly used for this purpose. We also included different
time series specific distance metrics employed in clustering
techniques to generate suitable clusters.

In summary, we propose and evaluate a fully decentralized
clustering approach for FL to obtain highly accurate
forecasting models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides an overview of different clustering
techniques, its distance metrics, and a deeper view of FL.
Section III presents the clustering logic of the central and
peer-to-peer models for later comparison (benchmark). In
addition, it provides the FL training process details. Section IV
provides an overview of the evaluation process, covering
the evaluation metrics dataset, simulation environment, and
procedure. Section V compares the results and provides a
discussion. Finally, Section VI provides a conclusion.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide information on different
centralized and decentralized clustering techniques, the
distance metrics these techniques use, and how FL operates
to produce forecasting models.

A. Clustering techniques

Clustering algorithms group data into so-called clusters
in which elements of the same cluster share similar
properties [15]. These clustering algorithms can be centralized
or decentralized, depending on where data storage and
computation occur, and can use supervised or unsupervised
learning techniques [16].

On the one hand, centralized clustering algorithms require
central silos to store all the data and a central server to run the
clustering algorithm. Most of the academic literature focuses
on centralized clustering algorithms [15].

On the other hand, the extension of decentralized clustering
is limited. Most of the examples refer to decentralized
algorithms evaluated in Agent Based Modeling (ABM)
simulations [17]. In that way, the clustering algorithms are
ad-hoc solutions for the particular problem they are solving
[18]. In ABM, each agent will control a single part of the
data set (an agent can be understood as a household), and
thus the agents will individually decide on their own. In our
case, the agents decide to create or dissolve clusters according
to a given similarity metric. Agents can create clusters without

needing a central server or silo, enabling a fully decentralized
P2P environment and thus moving towards P2P economy [19].

Some methods combine centralized and decentralized
characteristics. These methods focus on the decentralization
of classic centralized algorithms. For example, Federated
k-means [20] can train k-means clustering where distinct
clients have shares of the dataset. In Federated k-means
the training occurs in rounds where the centroids’ moves
are averaged every round. In addition, to have meaningful
movements, each participant must have a large enough portion
of the dataset to replicate the training on the entire data set.
This limits the overall scope of the method and requires new
fully decentralised methods for FL.

B. Distance Techniques

Regardless of the clustering technique, all the clustering
algorithms rely on a similarity metric. This similarity can
measure statistical correlation between vectors (see metrics
such as Pearson’s correlation or Spearman’s rank correlation)
or measure the separation between vectors (distance metrics).
Similarity metrics allow the clustering algorithm to estimate
whether or not two entries should be in the same cluster.

For this paper, we considered the two leading distance
metric approaches to measure the closeness between time
series (i.e., household load profiles). These distance metrics
are Euclidean and Dynamic time warping (DTW).

a) Euclidean: A standard metric for comparing two
vectors is the Euclidean distance. It requires a point-to-point
mapping between comparable observations between two time
series. However, in the case of slight misalignment along
the time axis (generally the x axis), the distance metric
between the two time series becomes significantly affected.
Such misalignment can occur due to instrument measurement
errors and time delays.

b) DTW: Under temporal constraints, standard distance
measurements, such as Euclidean distances, fail to estimate the
similarity of time series. For instance, multiple misalignments
and links could simultaneously appear in different phases
during the progression of a temporal series.

One solution to time alignment issues that might occur when
time series are in phase or at different paces is DTW. Given
two sequences X of length n and Y of length m, their DTW
distance D(X,Y ) is defined as follows:

dtw(i, j) =





∞ if i = 0 or j = 0

0 if i = j = 0

∥Xi, Yj∥+min





dtw(i− 1, j)

dtw(i, j − 1)

dtw(i− 1, j − 1)

∀i ∈ X, ∀j ∈ Y

dtw(i, j)

(1)
DTW has been widely used to find similarities between time

series. However, as seen in Equation (1), DTW is a recursive
function over the lengths of the two time-series and hence
computationally expensive. The computational burden could
be bounded to a quasi-quadratic form of O(n · m) where n
and m are the lengths of the time series. Although it is a



high-complexity computation compared to euclidean methods,
it performs well [21].

For example, Figure 1 illustrates the visual difference
between the DTW and Euclidean distances for the same two
household load profiles over 48 hours. DTW finds alignments
across the spikes around t = 15 to t = 20, while the Euclidean
cannot, as seen in t=42 where the spike in the green profile is
measured against a valley in the blue profile.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of DTW (left) and Euclidian (right)
distance over 48h for two residential load profiles.

C. Federated Learning

FL was introduced in 2016 as a way for entities to train
a global model between multiple decentralized clients. Each
client uses their local data to train models, without sharing
their training data. [12]. This shift allowed models to grow by
ingesting large amounts of data without the need to store the
data in a centralized silo. In FL, clients do not share raw data
but information about models, normally with a server. Thus,
the server will process the models from the clients, reaching a
consensus without accessing the local data of the clients. More
specifically, FL works as follows: initially, the server selects
an AI model to train. Later, the server shares the model with
a random set of clients; normally, the ratio Q represents the
fraction of this subset w.r.t. the total number of clients. A
higher Q implies that more clients participate in each round
of training and vice versa, where Q = 1 involves all clients.
Once the clients receive the initial model, they begin training
it. Each client uses their local data to train the received AI
model.

Clients will share different information with the server
depending on the FL algorithm. On the one hand, when
using the Federated Stochastic gradient descent (Fed-SGD)
algorithm, clients share their gradients of the loss at
every batch of training. On the other hand, in Federated
Average (Fed-Avg), clients share the weights of the trained
model after every training epoch. The former requires more
communication rounds between the server and the clients
[12]. Consequently, the latter is often used. The role of
the server once it receives information from the clients is
straightforward. The server averages the information (gradients
or model weights) and shares the averages back to the selected
clients for a new training round. By doing so in an iterative
manner, clients train and learn from other clients’ data without

accessing their data. The output is a collaborative model
capturing the variability of clients’ data.

III. MODELS

A. Decentralized ABM Clustering

We use an ABM approach for our fully decentralized
P2P model. For the description of the ABM, we follow the
Overview, Design concepts and Details (ODD) protocol [22].
We do not consider the ODD+D extension as we do not
include human interaction in the model [22].

The models’ primary purpose is to demonstrate how
households (i.e., agents) can create clusters in a P2P manner.
We define only a simple general pattern to assess the model’s
usefulness: the number of clusters created. It depends on how
many agents there are and their interaction.

Our model includes two kinds of entities: smart meters
(agents) and federations (collectives). We provide a list of
their state variables and their descriptions in Table I. Within
the federation, we refer to fID as the average distance of the
smart meters within a federation, meanwhile fEID refers to
the extended average distance of the smart meters within a
federation including a new smart meter.

TABLE I: Description of entities ad their variables.

Entities Variable Description

Smart meter smlp Assigned unique load profile
smlist A list of calculated distances
smid Individual smart meter ID
ps Asking threshold

Federation fID Internal federation average distance metric
fEID Extended federation average distance
fsize number of smart meters in a federation
fid Individual federation ID

We do not correlate time steps to seconds, minutes, or
ours; we keep it agnostic. Similarly, the grid is not a physical
attribute but an abstract plane.

Our ABM follows the following process. First, we select a
total number of smart meters for our model. Each smart meter
will have its own unique load profile (see Section IV-C).

The process then continues by defining two subsets. Subset
Z is a defined random number of smart meters. Each smart
meter of Z has an internal subset Z’, composed by entities.
To limit the computation overhead we limit ∥Z ′∥ = ps∥Z∥.
Then in an iterative process, each smart meter of Z computes
and saves in smlist the distance between itself and each of
the entities in Z’.

In the next step, each smart meter of subset Z will sort
its distances and choose the shortest distance. Then it can:
A) create a federation if none of the smart meters is in
a federation, B) join a federation, or C) move to another
federation. The last two cases require a deeper explanation.
In the case of B), it refers to the smart meter in Z: sm not
belonging to a federation, while the smart meter in Z’ is in
a federation f or viceversa. sm will only join f if fEID is
smaller than fID. In the case of C), both smart meters are



part of federations. A smart meter will only change from one
federation to another if its movement positively impacts both
federation’s metrics (ID and EID). If both are on the same
federation, the smart meter performs no action.

The iterative process is repeated for a specified number of
rounds. The output of the iterations is an undefined number
of federations of different sizes and smart meters which did
not join any federation.

To initialize ABM, we only need to choose the total number
of smart meters, rounds, and metric distance. In our case,
we consider 300 smart meters, 300 rounds, and two possible
distance metrics (Euclidian and DTW). Thus, the ABM only
requires load profiles as input data. The final output of ABM
will be different federations (clusters) as depicted in 2.

Cluster_1
Cluster_2

Cluster_3
Cluster_4

Cluster_5
Cluster_6

Cluster_7
Cluster_8

Cluster_9

Fig. 2: Clusters after 300 rounds using P2P and DTW.

B. Centralized k-means clustering

K-means is the main representative of centralized clustering.
It has been the go-to solution for clustering due to its
usefulness and adaptability. K-means is an unsupervised
algorithm which randomly initializes a given number of
centroids. These Centroids are the center of a cluster. In
every round, the centroids iteratively move towards the center
of mass of each cluster until no more moves are required.
One way to optimize the number of clusters is to use
Silhouettes [23]. It optimizes the tightness and separation of
each point in the cluster to find the optimal value. Another
way is to use the Elbow method [24]. It offers a visual
representation of the best number of clusters comparing the
difference in the sum of square errors (SSE) within each
cluster.

C. Federated Learning

FL requires a baseline learning model. This model could
range from simple linear models to AI architectures. We follow
the architectural design of [11] and the Artificial Neuronal
Network architecture [6] to be the baseline of our model. Their
model is an encoder-decoder architecture with 12 neurons in

the latent space. We collect the hyperparameters of the FL
model in Table II. In particular, we define Q as a function
of the cluster size to limit the computational burden of large
clusters. In our case, we define a maximum of 15 clients per
round and produce 1-hour-ahead forecasts.

TABLE II: Hyperparameters for FL models.

Parameter Value

Number of internal rounds before
averaging 5

Artificial Neuronal Network
architecture Marino et al. [6]

Clients within a cluster (w) 38

Ratio of clients involved per round (Q) Q =

{
1.0 w < 15

w/15 w ≥ 15

Optimizer Adam
Optimizer learning rate (Lr) 10−3

Batch size 128
Number of communication rounds 100

IV. EVALUATION

A. Evaluation metrics

Evaluation metrics offer indicators of the models
performance and enable fair comparison. Each of the
metrics depicts different characteristics of the models and
their ability to predict them. On the one hand, absolute
metrics such as MAE or MAPE are known to be robust
with respect to outliers. On the other hand, quadratic metrics
(MSE and RMSE) penalize large prediction errors, as they
measure the standard deviation of residuals.

MSE =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(yi − xi)
2 (2)

MAE =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|yi − xi| (3)

MAPE =
100

n

n∑

t=1

∣∣∣∣
xi − yi

xi

∣∣∣∣ (4)

RMSE =

√√√√
(
1

n

) n∑

i=1

(yi − xi)2 (5)

B. Simulation environment

We performed the simulations in the IRIS Cluster of the
high-performance computer (HPC) facilities of the University
of Luxembourg [25]. The simulations for the clustering ran
in an specific node with 1Tb of RAM while the FL model
trained on two NVIDIA Tesla V100 with 16Gb or 32Gb
depending on the allocation. We programmed the ABM and
acFL model in Python using Tensorflow-Federated [26] and
MESA framework [27] respectively. The DL models were
written in Keras [28] and the time series k-means was built
using DTAIDistance [29].



C. Dataset

For our simulations, we used a dataset collected during the
Low Carbon London project within the UK Power Networks
conducted between November 2011 and February 2014 in
the London area [30]. It contains the electrical consumption
(kWh) of 5567 households in a half-hour resolution and
socioeconomic aggregations of loads using Acorns [31]. We
treated our dataset to be ready for the simulations in the
following manner. First, we downscaled the values from
half-hour resolution to an hour resolution. This implies a
reduction in the computational needs of the models. Second,
we drop all the null and outlier values. Third, we rescaled
the load profiles to a known range (0 to 1) using Min-Max
scaler to further increase the model convergence. Forth, to
limit the simulations, we restricted our dataset to an individual
Accorn. In our case, we selected Accorn H. This results in
372 profiles. To ensure the validity of our simulations, we
split the dataset into training and test set. Initially, we divided
our households into two sets. In the first one, we randomly
selected 300 households representing the training dataset. In
the second one, the remaining 72 we used them to evaluate the
performance. Regardless of the previous split, we split each
particular household again in training and testing. This split
affects the training and test of the FL models; by splitting the
data we prevent the model to overfit known patterns and thus
evaluate its ability to generalize under new conditions. The
training set contains information from January 1st 2013 until
December of the same year, while the test set contains data
from January 2014 to March 2014.

D. Simulation Procedure

To evaluate the performance of both clustering techniques,
we established a pipeline as depicted in Figure 3. In step one,
we divided the dataset into a training split (300 households)
and a test split (76 households). In step two, we perform
the clustering. We cluster our data using both P2P and
k-means and for each of the clustering techniques, we run
one simulation per distance metric (Euclidian and DTW). We
optimized the number of k-means clusters using the elbow
method. The results of step two are the clusters. These are
the input for the third step. In step three, we trained the
FL models based on the clusters and the households inside.
The result of this step was as many FL models as clusters
found in the previous step. In step four, we estimated the
most optimal cluster for each of the households in the test
split. From this estimation, we subsequently evaluated the
forecasting performance of each FL model.

In summary, our pipeline generated a list of estimations
per clustering algorithm and per distance that enabled us to
evaluate and compare the performance of the two approaches
(fully decentralized and centralized).

V. RESULTS

We analyze our results from two points of view. The first
is the absolute performance of the FL models based on the
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Clusters Federated
Learning

Performance
Evaluation

Euclidean

DTW

Cluster
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Forecasted  
clusters

2

1 3

4

Fig. 3: Simulation pipeline.

chosen metrics (IV-A). The second is the computation time of
the cluster, calculated in minutes.

We collect in Table III the performance of the P2P and
k-means clustering results. On average, k-means perform
better than P2P. However, the performance difference is
insignificant since it is only 0.51 percentage points (pp), and
it could be due to the stochastic nature of the models. On
the same page, the difference between DTW and Euclidean
distances is limited. Their disparities are 0.13 pp, towards
Euclidean distances. These results showcase two readable
outcomes. First, our P2P clustering approach leads to results
similar to those of a central k-means clustering algorithm,
facilitating further fully decentralized forecasting approaches.
Second, Euclidian and DTW offer similar results. Their
similarity might be a consequence of the small shifts in
the load profiles of each smart meter present. These small
shifts lead to similar measurements across distances and, thus,
similar performance.

Concerning the computation time (see Table III under
T[min]), it diverges dramatically between Euclidean and DTW.
Euclidean is on the linear order of O(Max(N,M)), while
DTW is on the quadratic order of O(N · M), being N and
M the lengths of the two input sequences. Our results suggest
between 4.5 to 9 times slower to compute the clustering when
using the DTW distance metric. This is particularly prominent
in our P2P case where the distance computations occur at
a much higher rate, thus slowing the convergence of the
algorithm by almost double. Our findings imply that applying
DTW over Euclidean is not justified for clustering consumer
load profiles with similar load profiles (small shifts) given in
our case by the ACORN classification.

TABLE III: FL performance results of P2P or k-means
clustering using Euclidian or DTW.

MAE MSE RMSE MAPE T[min]

P2P
Euclidean µ 0.0055 0.0002 0.0122 13.1284 20

σ 0.0048 0.0005 0.0090 5.7536 -

DTW µ 0.0047 0.0002 0.0116 12.3761 180
σ 0.0044 0.0005 0.0084 6.3897 -

K-means
Euclidean µ 0.0036 0.0001 0.0102 10.8050 2

σ 0.0019 0.0002 0.0055 5.4495 -

DTW µ 0.0041 0.0002 0.0105 11.8331 90
σ 0.0029 0.0003 0.0063 5.6228 -



VI. CONCLUSIONS

Traditionally, the high variability of consumer loads has
been tackled by clustering them into similar groups. FL
is commonly used with centralized clustering approaches,
and even though highly effective, this combination suffers
from incompatibilities. This paper proposes P2P decentralized
clustering technique to solve these incompatibles. We
evaluated a new P2P decentralized clustering technique using
ABM and compared it to a k-means approach, a traditional
centralized clustering technique. Furthermore, we evaluated
two distance metrics for clustering: Euclidian and DTW.
Eventually, we trained FL models to predict one-hour-ahead
load and analyzed the performance of the forecasts together
with the total computation time.

Our decentralized P2P clustering approach produces similar
clusters to centralized k-means, even with different distance
metrics. The FL models trained for each clustering approach
perform similarly. Consequently, the decentralized P2P
clustering approach enables fully decentralized FL forecasting
models.

Our analysis also suggests that classic Euclidean distances
perform similarly to more complicated and slower methods
like DTW. Without additional computational burden,
Euclidean distances are enough to produce adequate clusters
for FL.
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Introduction
Traditional power systems are centralized since the electric flow is unidirectional, 
from bulk power plants to consumers. However, the transition into a modern power 
system enabled by Information and communication technology (ICT) and enacted 
policies to combat global warming increase Renewable Energy Sources (RES), distrib-
uted in many cases. These RES depend on weather conditions for their optimal opera-
tion and thus increase the challenge of sustaining power system stability. To meet this 
challenge, the energy system needs energy flexibility. Union of the Electricity Indus-
try—EURELECTRIC aisbl (2014) defines the term flexibility as the “[...] modification 
of generation injection and/or consumption patterns in reaction to an external sig-
nal (price signal or activation) to provide a service within the energy system”. Energy 

Abstract 

The energy transition into a modern power system requires energy flexibility. Demand 
Response (DR) is one promising option for providing this flexibility. With the highest 
share of final energy consumption, the industry has the potential to offer DR and con-
tribute to the energy transition by adjusting its energy demand. This paper proposes 
a mathematical optimization model that uses a generic data model for flexibility 
description. The optimization model supports industrial companies to select when (i.e., 
at which time), where (i.e., in which market), and how (i.e., the schedule) they should 
market their flexibility potential to optimize profit. We evaluate the optimization model 
under several synthetic use cases developed upon the learnings over several work-
shops and bilateral discussions with industrial partners from the paper and aluminum 
industry. The results of the optimization model evaluation suggest the model can fulfill 
its purpose under different use cases even with complex use cases such as various 
loads and storages. However, the optimization model computation time grows as the 
complexity of use cases grows.
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flexibility provision thus can have many different sources. Whereas options such as 
the enhancement of transmission lines or the building of new electrical storages or 
power plants are cost-intensive to implement (Palensky and Dietrich 2011; Heffron 
et  al. 2020) (i.e., high investment costs), the adjustment of electricity demand has 
the advantage that the energy flexibility providing assets already exist (Heffron et al. 
2020). The so-called DR, as one part of Demand Side Management (DSM), describes 
short-term changes at the electricity consumption side (Palensky and Dietrich 2011).

In Germany, the industrial sector has the highest share of final electricity consump-
tion at 41% (Energiebilanzen 2021). Thus, it offers a high potential to impact a change 
of demand using DR. However, the identification and application of industrial energy 
flexibility are challenging tasks. Industrial companies have complex and a variety of 
industrial processes where industrial energy flexibility is not a core business for most 
of them. Hence, most industrial companies use tailored decision support systems to 
help them determine their optimal adjustment of electricity demand in terms of time 
and characteristics that require customized scheduling models. Thus, these tailored 
solutions pose a threefold challenge. First, they might require a relatively high invest-
ment, especially hurdling small and medium-sized companies (Bauernhansl et  al. 
2019). Second, they tend to lack interoperability features, notably in using a single, 
specific model to describe their energy flexibilities (Bauernhansl et al. 2019). This spe-
cific model instantly creates vendor lock-in problems (unable to switch between ser-
vice providers easily) (Potenciano Menci et al. 2021; van Stiphoudt et al. 2021). Third, 
tailored models and existing literature tend to be use-case-specific, resulting in case-
dependent models (Helin et al. 2017; Zhou et al. 2017; Xu et al. 2020) and the consid-
eration of single processes (Howard et al. 2021). Therefore, industrial companies find 
several barriers to realizing their energy flexibility potential. To address these chal-
lenges, there is a need for a holistic, interoperable, and generic use-case-independent 
model, which industrial companies can use to support their decision of where (i.e., 
which market) and when (i.e., which times) they can market their industrial energy 
flexibility.

We propose an optimization model for calculating an optimal adjustment of electric-
ity demand for industries that is generic, holistic, and interoperable for a given horizon. 
We achieve generality by building upon a generic data model that describes energy flex-
ibility, introduced by Schott et al. (2019). This generic data model allows us to decouple 
model generation (flexibility description) and optimization, letting industrial companies 
specify their level of detail in their model’s description. In addition, it enables us to con-
sider in the optimization model the inclusion of connected systems, including a wide 
range of storage types (e.g., energy, heat, compressed air, electric) and dependencies 
between different processes and/or machines. We consider the model holistic because 
it allows industrial companies to run the optimization for various scenarios consider-
ing different optimization horizons, energy markets, or flexibility descriptions to com-
pare potential benefits. Thus, it can assist industrial companies in selecting where and 
when to market their flexibility using the optimal schedule. By using defined and generic 
inputs and outputs to describe flexibilities, the model becomes interoperable: Compa-
nies that describe their energy flexibilities with the data model introduced in Schott 
et al. (2019) can apply this optimization model. Furthermore, industrial companies could 
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combine the optimization model we propose with other solutions which already use the 
same generic data model (Lindner et al. 2022; Bank 2021).

The paper is structured as follows. The “Related Work” section provides a brief over-
view of related work in energy flexibility optimization and scheduling. The “Model” 
section introduces the optimization and scheduling model formulation based on a 
mixed-integer linear programming approach. The “Use cases and results” section 
focuses on implementing the model under different use cases to evaluate its output. The 
“Discussion” section focuses on the discussion about the features of the proposed model 
based on the simulation results from the previous section. Finally, the “Conclusions” 
section summarizes the results but also acknowledges the limitations of the proposed 
model in addition to the research outlook.

Related work
Energy flexibility optimization focused on demand (household, industrial, etc.) or in 
combination with supply is a widely investigated topic within literature. In this context, 
DR applied to industrial energy flexibility refers to the deviation in the consumption 
patterns of an industrial consumer to take part in energy flexibility markets (any mar-
ket trading power and capacity) (Fridgen et  al. 2017; Commission et  al. 2022; Shoreh 
et al. 2016). In this regard, a production plant can shift its production plan to make a 
monetary profit by taking part in current electricity markets (e.g., wholesale) and in new 
potential markets (e.g., local flexibility markets) with its energy flexibility (Bauernhansl 
et al. 2019).

Industrial companies mostly optimize their industrial processes focusing on efficiency 
regarding other production inputs than energy, which often prevents their industrial 
processes from being energy flexible. Additionally, industrial processes have different 
characteristics, limiting the availability of complete generic models (i.e., any model that 
can accept any process) (Schott et al. 2019).

One characteristic of industrial processes and their energy flexibility is the connec-
tion between industrial processes and/or machines (Shoreh et al. 2016). Each link cre-
ates a dependency. There is a need to consider these dependencies between processes 
and/or machines to create generic models for industrial energy flexibility. Nevertheless, 
for simplification purposes, many authors do not consider dependencies in their models 
and thus limit their models’ general application. For instance, in Angizeh et al. (2019), 
authors propose an energy flexibility scheduling method for industrial consumers con-
sidering on-site generation. However, they do not consider the dependency between 
loads. Likewise, the models proposed in Shrouf et al. (2014) and Varelmann et al. (2022) 
focus on optimizing the production scheduling and participating in different markets 
considering a single industrial machine, respectively. Therefore, they contribute to con-
sidering aspects such as different power states, load shifting, and participating in differ-
ent markets but do not consider the dependencies within the industrial process.

Other authors employ material flow models to tackle such dependency problems 
in their optimization. Material flow models are one possible way to model dependen-
cies. For example, using a material flow model, authors in Mitra et  al. (2012) investi-
gate an optimal production planning method for energy-intensive industrial plants (e.g., 
air separation plant and cement plant). Similarly, authors in Wanapinit et  al. (2021) 
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present a modular energy flexibility model for industrial end-users using a material flow 
model. Their model covers energy flexibility features such as ramp rates and time lim-
its for energy flexibility activation. Authors in Ashok and Banerjee (2001) proposed a 
method to minimize the electricity costs considering the process, storage, and manu-
facturing constraints. In Ruohonen et al. (2011), the authors present a model for cost-
effective scheduling of paper pulp mill. The authors in Ramin et  al. (2018) investigate 
the DSM of industrial processes considering production constraints. Authors in Khatri 
et al. (2021) propose a coupled generic modeling library and optimal control to react and 
control based on fixed or variable price signals. Their generic modeling library enables 
industrial companies to model down to individual machines and how to control them. 
Their optimization provides a schedule allowing the control model to act accordingly. 
Similarly, authors in Castro et al. (2009) proposed a resource-task-network approach to 
schedule continuous production plants based on electricity price. Nevertheless, their 
optimizations in many cases using material flow models could hurdle the generality of 
their model. This is because material flow modeling needs a detailed description of each 
industry. Thus, it might result in case-specific models.

Further improvement of generic industrial energy flexibility modeling has to do with 
the inherent features of the industrial energy flexibility such as ramping of the machines, 
energy storage modeling, and limited run-time of the machines, which the authors in 
Moon and Park (2014) and Barth et al. (2018) considered in their proposed model.

Moreover, there are contributions in the optimization domain that employ heuristic 
approaches (Gong et al. 2019). Heuristics’ ability to calculate fast solutions has increased 
their application mostly in large-scale problems (Küster et al. 2021). Although heuristics 
might be a fast solution, they cannot guarantee the global (optimal) solution and might 
result in a locally optimal solution.

Nevertheless, demand modeling requires data transfer regardless of the feature selec-
tion and optimization model. To enable the data transfer between various sectors and 
provide standardization, having a data model is highly important but imposes a chal-
lenge. For instance, authors in Huber (2018) briefly explored the necessary parameters to 
describe a flexible data model for DSM. More extensively, authors in Schott et al. (2019) 
propose a generic data model which can describe various energy flexibility aspects, 
improve the information exchange, and enhance energy flexibility automation. This 
generic data model enables cross-sectoral usage (i.e., residential and industrial), facilitat-
ing targeted cross-sectoral optimizations. They challenged their proposed data model 
against the feature-checklist developed by Barth et al. (2018) and were able to include all 
features in the proposed data model. Authors in Lindner et al. (2022) for instance, lever-
age the potential of the generic data model to propose a possible merging service that 
could combine various descriptions into one. Authors in Bank (2021) propose a con-
ceptual step step-wise approach to integrating the generic data model for production 
planning.

In summary, many authors solve their optimizations in a simplified yet efficient 
and fast manner, considering specific use cases. Within these specific use cases, many 
authors select a limited number of relevant features for their models to solve their opti-
mization problems and thus, develop tailored solutions. These specific use cases face a 
threefold problem (Bauernhansl et al. 2019). First, they limit the holism of their model 
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due to their selection of relevant features for simplification and fast optimization solu-
tions. Second, their models tend to lack interoperability across different demand types. 
Since their models usually only focus on one demand-type, it delimits the feature selec-
tion and optimization method. Third, they hurdle their model’s replicability since it is a 
tailored solution across the same industry. This tailored model would require, in some 
cases, extensive modifications to adjust to other boundary conditions. Therefore, many 
demand models, even those focused on industrial demand flexibility, face holistic, inter-
operable, and replicable (transferable) limitations. According to Helin et al. (2017), such 
attributes are necessary for industrial flexibility modeling.

Model
The proposed optimization model (artifact) takes three different inputs and produces 
two different outputs, depicted in Fig.  1. The optimization uses a generic data model, 
the Energy Flexibility Data Model (EFDM) from van Stiphoudt et  al. (2021); Schott 
et al. (2019). The EFDM is the core for describing (1) the flexibility potential and (2) the 
specific power profile the flexible loads have to follow, known as flexible load measure. 
Therefore, the EFDM offers companies an entire framework in JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON) to work with flexibilities descriptions (Schott et  al. 2019). We considered 
the guidelines proposed in Hevner et al. (2004) to design the optimization model. More-
over, we followed the iterative methodology for developing and evaluating the model 
proposed by Peffers et al. (2007). However, we only describe in this manuscript the final 
optimization model and not the multiple iterations needed for the model development. 
Hereafter, each subsection covers the inputs the optimization model uses, the mathe-
matical description of the optimization model, and the optimization output. We coded 
the model in Python using the Gurobi solver (Gurobi Optimization 2022) and tested it 
on a computer with a Core i7 CPU @ 2.6 GHz processor and 32 GB RAM.

Inputs

Energy market prices

The first input to our optimization model is the energy market prices (i.e., electricity 
markets). Notably, the optimization can use the power exchange prices (i.e., European 
Power Exchange (EPEX)) from the spot market contained in the wholesale market as 
well as price forecasts expressed as time series. It supports data intake from the day-
ahead and intraday (auction and continuous) since it allows for different time resolutions 

Optimization Model

Electricity Market Prices

E
FD

M

Dependencies

Storages

Flexible Loads

OutputsInputs
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Flexible Load Measure

Profit from Flexibility Scheduling

Futher Input

Fig. 1 Input and outputs of the optimization model
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(i.e., 15-min and 1-h values). The data input enables the analysis of price volatility in the 
electricity markets and the identification of the best possible marketing time, which may 
include times with negative prices.

EFDM: flexible loads, storages and dependencies

The second input of the optimization model is the flexibility description. Industrial com-
panies can and are responsible to describe their flexibility using the EFDM developed 
in Schott et al. (2019) through its three main categories with any any level of detail they 
chose. These categories are the flexible loads, storages, and dependencies.

The flexible load category is the main flexibility description. It contains several key fig-
ures for the description, provided in Table 1.

Industrial companies might use a wide range of storage systems in their processes, 
such as heat, cold, compressed air, and electrical energy storage (EES). They can describe 
these storages using the storage category within the EFDM, utilizing several key figures, 
as described in Table 2.

Industrial companies can have complex processes. Their industrial processes involve 
machines that depend on one another. To capture industrial processes’ complexity, 
industrial companies can describe these dependencies in the EFDM using the category 

Table 1 Key figures of the EFDM as used by the optimization model

Key Value (type) Description

Validity Integer ≥ 0 The interval where using the flexible load is allowed for flexibility 
purposes

Power states Continuous ≥ 0 The deviation offlexible load from the normal operating point. The 
deviation ispositive in the load increase type,and it is negative in the 
loaddecrease type

Holding duration Integer ≥ 0 The time length that flexible loads operate per usage

Usage numbers Integer ≥ 0 The allowed number of usages in the optimization period

Modulation number Integer ≥ 0 The number of permitted changes in the power state value per usage 
(without counting the power state change related to activation and 
deactivation)

Activation gradient Continuous ≥ 0 The power change rate during the activation

Deactivation gradient Continuous ≥ 0 The power change rate during the deactivation

Regeneration duration Integer ≥ 0 The time limitation to activate a load after deactivation

Costs Continuous ≥ 0 The cost of using flexible load, excluding the electric costs

Table 2 Storage key figures of the EFDM as used by the optimization model

Key Value (type) Description

Maximum capacity Continuous ≥ 0 Maximum capacity of the storage

Initial energy 
content, including 
the timestamp

Continuous ≥ 0 Value of energy content stored at specified timestamp

Target energy 
content, including 
the timestamp

Continuous ≥ 0 Value of energy content that storage should reach at a specified times-
tamp

Energy loss Continuous ≥ 0 Lost energy from storage because of exchange with the environment

Suppliers String Flexible loads that are filling the storage. Suppliers and stored value in the 
storages are linked using conversion efficiency

Drain String Loads that storage must serve in the specified time interval
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dependencies between flexible loads. However, using the EFDM as inputs to describe 
the flexibility restricts the use of a material flow for our model. The EFDM can cover 
a dependency between two flexible loads. Dependencies internally in the EFDM have 
different types. This constitutes the necessity of activation/deactivation of one flexible 
load before/after another. There can be a dependency between the activation/deacti-
vation time of Load1 and Load2, as we depict in Fig.  2 in two examples. On the left, 
Load1 imposes the activation of Load2 after activation of Load1. It additionally provides 
lower and upper dependency boundaries. Using lower and upper boundaries and not 
one specific time for the dependencies can extend the flexibility options and result in 
more chances to capture all possible flexibilities. On the right, the deactivation of Load1 
requires the activation of Load2 after and within the allowed boundaries.

Further input

The third input to our optimization model includes additional information required for 
the optimization. The first additional input required is an optimization period. In addi-
tion to the validity time of the flexible loads passed with the EFDM, the optimization 
model requires an optimization period for which the optimization should perform the 
calculation. The second additional input is a selection of the electricity markets that the 
optimization model should consider. If no further input is selected, the optimization 
model considers all electricity markets for which electricity prices are available in the 
Electricity Market Prices input. The third additional input is the physical limitation of 
the grid connection point. The consideration restricts the power exchange to fulfill this 
grid constraint.

Mathematical model

Objective function

The core of the mathematical model is the objective function, which aims to maximize 
the profit by exploiting the market price differences and marketing industrial flexibility by 
either increasing or decreasing loads (i.e., modifying their power state). Equation (1) pro-
vides the objective function. LNeg , LPos , L, and T are sets for load decrease flexibilities, load 
increase flexibilities, all the loads (union of LNeg and LPos ), and optimization horizon. The 
first term in the objective function (in the left) represents the profit obtained by decreasing 
the flexible loads. The second term (in the middle) represents the influence of increasing 

t
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Load2

Lower dependency boundary

Upper dependency boundary

(a) Dependency type start-start

t

Power

Load1

Load2

Lower dependency boundary

Upper dependency boundary

(b) Dependency type end-start

Fig. 2 Dependencies between different loads
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the flexible loads. The third term (in the right) represents the costs associated with using 
the flexibilities ( acl ). In this objective function, pl,t is the variable expressing the magnitude 
of the power deviation, and yl,t is the binary variable which is equal to 1 in case flexible load 
l is activated at time t and is 0 otherwise. The parameters �t and acl express the electricity 
price at time t and the activation cost of flexible load l for flexibility purposes, respectively. 
Therefore, the objective function is as follows:

Power state constraints

The power state constraint forces the optimization to operate under a lower and an upper 
power deviation ( pl,t ) is as follows:

where Il,t is the current status binary variable of the flexible load l. In case the flexible 
load l is active at time t, the binary variable Il,t is 1 and Il,t is 0 otherwise.

Nevertheless, some flexible loads might require to only operate at specific power states. 
In such an event requiring discrete power states, Eqs. (3) and (4) are necessary. The term 
statesl equals the number of permissible power states of load l between pl,min and pl,max . 
Intl,t is the integer variable controlling the power state value in case the power state is dis-
crete, and pl,min and pl,max are minimum and maximum power deviation of flexible load l. 
Figure 3a provides an example of one flexible load l with 5 possible power states. Therefore, 
we have:

(1)max

l ∈ LNeg t ∈ T

pl,t�t

load decrease profit

−

l ∈ LPos t ∈ T

pl,t�t

load increase profit

−

l ∈ L t ∈ T

yl,t acl

load activation cost

.

(2)pl,minIl,t ≤ pl,t ≤ pl,maxIl,t ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(3)pl,t = pl,minIl,t +
pl,max − pl,min

statesl + 1
Intl,t ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(4)0 ≤ Intl,t ≤ (statesl + 1) Il,t ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T .

Power

Pmin

P1
P2
P3
Pmax

t

(a) Representation of 5 discrete power states
of a flexible load.

Power

Pmin

Pmax

t

(b) Case without discrete power states and re-
striction on modulation number.

Fig. 3 Representation of power states
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Some flexible loads might only be able to operate in one unique power state. For these 
type of flexible loads, we propose two equations as follows:

They impose only one value for the power state during the activation period and model 
loads with 0 modulation numbers—the number of changes of the power state value dur-
ing the holding duration. In this regard, only one increase and one decrease in the power 
are allowed in the flexibility’s start-up and shut-down time, resulting in only one power 
state during the flexibility activation. The binary variable sl,t is equal to 1 if flexible load l 
shuts down at time t, and it will be 0 otherwise.

For those flexibility loads, which can freely operate under any power state, for example, as 
Fig. 3b depicts, only require the constraint given by Eq. (2).

Activation and deactivation constraints

Another set of constraints we subject the optimization function to are the activation and 
deactivation of the flexibilities which additionally cover other aspects. For instance, Eq. 
(7) provides the holding duration constraint for a given load l between the step limits 
ITmin,l to ITmax,l as follows:

Moreover, each flexible load can have a regeneration time ( DTl ) impeding the reactiva-
tion of the flexibility during that time, expressed as the following:

Furthermore, flexibilities might be constrained to a specific time for their activation rep-
resenting its validity for operation as follows:

where the validityl,t is a binary parameter equal to 1 if load l is allowed to be in active 
status and is 0 otherwise. We limit the number of usages a flexible load can have through 
Eq. (10). In it, Usagel,min and Usagel,max control the minimum and maximum number 
of times that flexible load l can be used during the optimization horizon respectively. 
Moreover, we impede the flexible load activation and deactivation at the same time using 
Eq. (11). Thus, these equations are:

(5)pl,t − pl,t−1 ≤ pl,max yl,t ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(6)pl,t−1 − pl,t ≤ pl,max sl,t ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T .

(7)yl,t ≤

ITmax,l∑

h=ITmin,l

sl, t+h ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T .

(8)
t+DTl−1
∑

h=t

(1− Il,h) ≥ DTlsl,t ∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T .

(9)Il,t ≤ validityl,t∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(10)Usagel,min ≤

∑

t ∈ T

yl,t ≤ Usagel,max∀ l ∈ L

(11)yl,t + sl,t ≤ 1∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T .
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The last constraint we consider for the activation and deactivation of flexible loads is to 
define the relationship between the binary variables and is as follows:

where yl,t , sl,t , and Il,t are binary variables used for starting time, ending time, and the 
status of the flexible load, respectively.

Storage model

We include storages into the optimization model using the following constraints. The 
first constraint is the energy storage balance given by Eq. (13). In this equation, ST is the 
set of the storages. It considers the stored energy in the storage at a given time t. Notably, 
Ee,t , pe,t,ch , and pe,t,dis are variables for stored energy, charging rate, and discharging rate 
of the storage, respectively. Ee,loss indicates the energy loss due to the energy exchange 
with the environment. Therefore, we have:

Equation (14) represents the storage charging balance. In this equation, pe,t,ch represents 
the storage charging using the flexible loads connected to storage e, demonstrated as 
l ∈ γe . The loads connected to each storage charge them considering the conversion effi-
ciency effl . Therefore, we have:

The third storage related constraint defines the drain times given by Eq. (15). In order 
to model the “drain”, which is described in the EFDM, pe,t,dis should be equal to fixed 
parameter pe,t,drain at certain time slots. Moreover, the storage requires at certain times 
to charge up to the “target energy content” described in the EFDM. To do so, Ee,t (energy 
content) should be equal to predefined values ( Ee,t,target ) at that certain time slots, as Eq. 
(16) collects. In Eqs. (15) and (16) the sets Tdrain,e and Ttarget,e are the two constraints the 
optimization aims to satisfy. The former is the time to drain and the latter is the target 
energy content constraint. Therefore, these equations are:

Dependency

The inclusion of dependencies into the optimization model is not a trivial endeavour. 
Therefore we consider a set of five equations to introduce dependencies into the optimi-
zation model. These five equations (17), (18), (19), (20) (21) consider the effect of activat-
ing or deactivating one flexible load based on another flexible load creating based on the 
possible combinations of how they can interact. The following sets of load dependencies 
used in this model are:

(12)yl,t − sl,t = Il,t − Il,t−1∀ l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(13)Ee,t = Ee,t−1 + pe,t,ch − pe,t,dis − Ee,loss ∀ e ∈ ST , t ∈ T .

(14)pe,t,ch =

∑

l∈γe

effl pl,t∀ e ∈ ST , t ∈ T .

(15)pe,t,dis = pe,t,drain∀ e ∈ ST , t ∈ Tdrain,e

(16)Ee,t = Ee,t,target∀ e ∈ ST , t ∈ Ttarget,e .
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• Dstart−start−after : Activation of one load after activation of another.
• Dstart−start−before : Activation of one load before activation of another.
• Dend−start−after : Activation of one load after deactivation of another.
• Dend−start−before : Activation of one load before deactivating another.
• Dexclusion : Restricts the activation of a load based on the activation of another load.

Pointedly, the first combination is as follows:

 where it considers for the time steps from a to b that the optimization should activate 
the flexible load lj after the activation of li . Differently, the second combination is Eq. 
(18). It is different from the previous equation as lj must be now activated before the 
activation of the load li , formulated as follows:

Another combination is to activate the load (lj) after or before the deactivation of 
another load (li) , represented as follows:

The last combination for a dependency we consider is as follows:

where a flexible load (li) prevents another flexible load’s (lj) activation. Thence, with these 
5 equations creating a set of dependencies between two loads the model can consider 
interdependencies—two or more loads depend on each other and other loads—by creat-
ing a chain of loads which interdepend.

Grid constraint

The last constraint for our model can deal with the physical limitation of the grid con-
nection point from industrial flexibilities. Therefore, we consider the physical grid con-
straint in the model through Eq. (22) to restrict the power exchange with the grid at the 
grid connection point. In the current version of the EFDM (Schott et al. 2019) the grid 
constraint is not included. Nevertheless, we consider this addition meaningful and pro-
pose to consider this adjustment in a future version of the EFDM. Thus, we have:

(17)yli ,t ≤

b∑

h=a

ylj ,t+h ∀ li and lj ∈ Dstart−start−after

(
i �= j

)
, t ∈ T

(18)yli ,t ≤

b∑

h=a

ylj ,t−h ∀ li and lj ∈ Dstart−start−before

(
i �= j

)
, t ∈ T .

(19)sli ,t ≤

b∑

h=a

ylj ,t+h ∀ li and lj ∈ Dend−start−after

(
i �= j

)
, t ∈ T

(20)sli ,t ≤

b∑

h=a

ylj ,t−h ∀ li and lj ∈ Dend−start−before

(
i �= j

)
, t ∈ T .

(21)
b∑

h=a

ylj ,t+h ≤ (1− yli ,t)(b− a+ 1) ∀ li and lj ∈ Dexclusion

(
i �= j

)
, t ∈ T
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Outputs

The optimization model with its objective function (Eq. 1) and the subjected constraints 
(Eqs. 2–22) calculates the optimal solution and provides two main outputs.

EFDM: flexible load measure

One output of the optimization model is describing a specific flexibility measure. In 
other words, it provides the optimal schedule for an industrial flexibility. A flexibility 
measure describes therefore no longer a flexibility potential. A flexibility measure con-
tains a fixed load deviation (fixed power state for the intervals) with fixed periods (hold-
ing duration, modulation duration, activation/deactivation duration). The EFDM (Schott 
et al. 2019) enables in an standard manner to describe the flexibility measure using the 
so-called “flexible load measure” category, with its defined JSON Schema (van Stiphoudt 
et al. 2021).

Calculated profit

The second output of the optimization model is the maximized profit that industries 
could potentially achieve by marketing their flexibility load measures. For the calcula-
tion, the optimization in Eq. (1) considers the electricity prices passed as time series 
from the wholesale spot market (Day-Ahead, Intraday) or forecasted values in a speci-
fied validity time, Eq. (9), as well as the activation costs ( acl ) of a flexibility load measure. 
The calculated profit is the potential total amount given in Euros achievable by executing 
the calculated flexibility schedule. The optimization model calculates the profit per flex-
ibility schedule.

Use cases and results
To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed model, we investigate and evaluate the 
model under three different use cases. In the first use case, we evaluate the model using 
four simple, flexible loads in a simple context (i.e., without dependencies and storages). 
In the second use case, we evaluate the model using four flexible loads within an interde-
pendent context (i.e., with dependencies and without storages). In the last use case, the 
complexity rises, and we evaluate the model using eight flexible loads in an interdepend-
ent and connected context, including storages (i.e., with dependencies and storages) to 
assess the full potential of the proposed model. However, our primary inputs, the EFDM 
is not a digital twin of a specific process. Still, we built them upon the learnings from 
several workshops and bilateral discussions with industrial partners from the paper and 
aluminum industry. We discussed several industrial processes they currently have, their 
structural features, the technical parameters, and the values they might include when 
describing their flexibility using the EFDM. However, our model contains synthetic data 
generated when describing the flexible loads since our industrial partners were unwilling 
to reveal actual production data and specific processes for publication.

(22)−Pmax
grid,t ≤

∑

l ∈ LPos

pl,t −
∑

l ∈ LNeg

pl,t ≤ Pmax
grid,t∀ t ∈ T .
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Use case I—simple flexible loads

This first use case explores the capabilities of the optimization model when dealing 
with simple, flexible loads. We consider in this use case four different loads with nei-
ther dependencies among them nor a connection to a storage system. Therefore, the 
optimization model implements:

• Optimization function: given by Eq. (1).
• Main constraints: subject to Eqs. (2)–(12).

We collect in Table 3 an overview of the four flexible loads and their characteristics 
included in their EFDM description. The electricity prices considered, input for the 
optimization (24 h horizon), corresponds to the EPEX Day-ahead auction DE-LU on 
the 08/08/2020 (Bundesnetzagentur 2022).

All considered flexible loads have the same type, ’decrease.’ In other words, the flex-
ibility they offer is to decrease their power consumption. For example, load L1 can 
operate in between two power states ( Pmax and Pmin ). Three out of four loads do not 
face any restrictions concerning their validity (when the optimization cannot activate 
them). However, the optimization model can only activate load L3 between 18:00 and 
24:00. Similarly, almost all loads have no activation costs, except L4, which in this 
case it costs 130 € every time it gets activated. Each load has a different holding dura-
tion. For instance, load L2 can remain activated for a minimum of 1 h and a maximum 
of 2 h. Only L2 needs a period of 3h between activations regarding their regeneration 
time. Finally, the optimization can decide not to activate any of the loads. Contrary, if 
the optimization uses the loads, it is restricted by the usage number. For instance, the 
optimization can use L1 up to three times or L4 one time.

We collect the optimization results in Fig. 4. In it, the flexible load L1 is a ’decrease’ 
type; it should decrease its power consumption when the prices are high. Indeed, 
Fig.  4 corroborates this operation as L1 decreases its power between 01:00–04:00, 
17:00–20:00, and 21:00–24:00, also within the limits of the validity time and the usage 
number to achieve a higher profit (reduction of power when the electricity price is 
high).

Similarly, the optimization activates flexible load L2 twice, in the beginning, 
between 01:00 and 03:00, and almost at the end, between 19:00 and 21:00. Although 
the activation between hours 18 and 24 could result in a higher profit (price is higher 
than hours 1–3), the 3-h regeneration time prevents it.

Table 3 Load’s characteristics considered in use case I

key figure Units L1 L2 L3 L4

Load deviation type – Decrease Decrease Decrease Decrease

Power state MW [0, 1] [2, 2] [3, 4] [0.5,1.5]

Validity restriction Time None None 18–24 None

Activation cost € 0 0 0 130

Holding duration h [1, 3] [1, 2] [1, 1] [2, 2]

Regeneration time h 0 3 0 0

Usage Number – [0, 3] [0, 2] [0, 1] [0, 1]
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The optimization reduces the power of flexible load L3 by 4  MW only once during the 
entire optimization horizon. It makes the maximum profit based on the electricity mar-
ket prices and the validity of this load, restricting its usage between 18:00 and 24:00. This 
restriction prevents the optimization from decreasing the power consumption when the 
electricity prices are the highest (19:00–23:00).

Concerning the last flexible load, the optimization does not activate (reduce the power 
of ) L4 since it has an activation cost, and it will decrease the total profit.

Finally, the model needed 0.180 s to converge in this use case to optimize these four 
flexible loads.

Use case II—flexible loads with dependencies

This second use case explores the capabilities of the optimization model when dealing 
more complex definition of flexible loads, as we consider dependencies between loads. 
In this use case, we consider a new four different loads without including a connection 
into a storage system. For this use case, the optimization model considers and imple-
ments the following:

• Optimization function: given by Eq. (1).
• Main constraints: subject to Eqs. (2)–(12).
• Dependencies constraints : subject to Eq.  (17) for the Dstart−start−after dependency 

and Eq. (19) for the Dend−start−after dependency.

Similar to the previous use case, we offer in Table 4 an overview of the four flexible loads 
and their characteristics included in their EFDM description. Additionally, we describe 
the dependency between loads in Table 5. As in the previous use case, we consider the 
same date, simulation horizon (24 h), and source for the electricity prices, the EPEX 
Day-ahead auction in the area of DE-LU on the 08/08/2020 (Bundesnetzagentur 2022).

In this second use case, there is a mix of load types. Three loads (L2, L3, L4) are 
decrease type, while L1 is increase type. In other words, the flexible load L1 can increase 

Fig. 4 Optimal scheduling for flexible loads in case I
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its power consumption contrary to the other loads. All loads in this use case have con-
tinuous power states, meaning they can only decrease or increase their power consump-
tion by the values collected in Table 4. None of the loads have any activation costs or 
regeneration time. However, all loads face limitations imposed by the holding duration 
and the usage number. The former requires L1 to remain a minimum of one and a maxi-
mum of 3 h in each activation period. The latter limits the optimization to use a maxi-
mum of three times L1.

We collect the results of the optimization in Fig. 5.
The results provided by the optimization follow the imposed restrictions. On the one 

hand, the first dependency ( Dstart−start−after ) in Table 5 forces L1 activation between 1 
and 3 h after the activation of L2. In other case the optimization activates L2 between 
01:00 and 03:00 while L1 between 05:00 and 06:00. However, the L1 and L2 dependency 
prevents L1 from increasing its power consumption during the lowest electricity price 

Table 4 Load’s characteristics considered in use case II

key figure Units L1 L2 L3 L4

Load deviation type – Increase Decrease Decrease Decrease

Power state MW [0.5, 1] [2, 2] [3, 4] [0.5, 1.5]

Validity restrictions Time None None None None

Activation costs € 0 0 0 0

Holding duration h [1, 3] [1, 2] [1, 1] [2, 2]

Regeneration time h 0 0 0 0

Usage Number – [0, 3] [0, 2] [0, 1] [0, 2]

Table 5 Characteristics of dependencies in use case II

Trigger load Dependent load Dependency type

L2 L1 L1 must start 1–3 h after the activation of L2

L3 L4 L4 must start 2 h after deactivation of L3

Fig. 5 Optimal scheduling for flexible loads in use case II
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period (13:00–15:00). The optimization considers the same logic for the second activa-
tion of L2 at 20:00 given the constraint of L2; the optimization can only activate it twice. 
On the other hand, the second dependency forces the optimization to use L4 after 2 h 
of deactivating L3. The optimization activates L3 by decreasing 4 MW the power and 
decreasing, 2 h later, by 1.5 MW the power consumption of L3. However, since L4 can 
have two activations, the optimization between 19:00 and 21:00 decreases by 1.5 MW 
the power of L4. For this use case, the optimization model needed 0.112 s.

Use case III—flexible loads with dependencies and storages

This last use case explores an even more complex case than the previous ones. In this 
use case, the optimization faces eight flexible loads with several dependencies. Addition-
ally, this use case includes two storages systems. We depict this complex relationship in 
Fig. 6.

For this complex use case, the optimization implements:

• Optimization function: given by Eq. (1).
• Main constraints: subject to Eqs. (2)–(12).
• Dependencies constraints: subject to Eq.  (17) for the Dstart−start−after dependency 

and Eq. (19) for the Dend−start−after dependency.
• Storage constraints: subject to Eqs. (13)–(16).

As previous use cases, we collect in Table 6 all flexible loads’ characteristics contained in 
the EFDM description. Additionally, we collect in Table 7 the description of the depend-
encies constraints the loads have, whereas in Table 8 we collect the description of the 
two storages present in the use case. Both storages have 10 MWh capacity, modeled with 
0 energy loss and specified drain time and quantity. Storage 1 should be drained between 

L1

Storage 1

L2

Storage 2

L7L3 L4 L5 L6 L8

Flexible load of type load increase / decrease Storages/
Fig. 6 Relationship between flexible loads and storages in use case III

Table 6 Characteristics of the loads’ key figures of use case III based on the description of the EFDM

key figure Units L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8

Load deviation 
type

– Increase Increase Decrease Decrease Decrease Decrease Increase Decrease

Power state MW [1,2] [2,2] [1,2] [0.5,1.5] [2.2,2.7] [1.8,3.2] [1.2,2.2] [1.3,1.7]

Validity restrictions Time None None None None None None None None

Activation costs € 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Holding duration h [1,3] [1,2] [1,3] [2,3] [1,2] [1,1] [1,1] [1,2]

Regeneration time h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Usage Number – [0,5] [0,4] [0,2] [0,3] [0,1] [0,2] [0,2] [0,3]
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hours 19–21 and 36–38 with the power equal to 1 and 1.2 MW, respectively. Likewise, 
Storage 2 should be drained between hours 15 and 17 with 1.5 MW and during hours 
43–45 with the amount of 1.1 MW. Both flexible loads, L1 and L2 connect to each stor-
age system and have conversion efficiency ( effl ) equal to 1. Following the previous two 
use cases, the electricity prices input for the optimization considered corresponding to 
the EPEX Day-ahead auction DE-LU. In this case, the simulation horizon considers 48 h, 
therefore, the prices are for 08/08/2020, and 09/08/2020 (Bundesnetzagentur 2022).

We depict the optimization results in Figs. 7 and 8. The former presents the optimal 
load schedule for all loads. The latter presents the scheduling for the storage systems. 
The loads L1 and L2 must charge the storage systems to provide the energy demand 
required by the industrial process during the drain times. Therefore, it uses L1 and L2 

Table 7 Characteristics of dependencies in use case III

Trigger load Dependent load Dependency type

L1 L3 L3 must start 2 h after the activation of L1

L3 L4 L4 must start 3 h after the deactivation of L3

L5 L6 L6 must start 3 h after the activation of L5

L6 L7 L7 must start 3 h after the activation of L6

L8 L6 L6 must start 3 h after the deactivation of L8

Table 8 Characteristics of storages in use case III

Storage Max capacity 
[MWh]

Energy loss 
[MW/h] Ee,loss

Drain time 
[hour] Tdrain,e

Drain quantity 
[MW] pe,t ,drain

Connected to

Storage 1 10 0 [19,21] 1 L1, L2

[36,38] 1.2

Storage 2 10 0 [15,17] 1.5 L1, L2

[43,45] 1.1

Fig. 7 Optimal scheduling for flexible loads in use case III
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several times during the optimization horizon (48 h) in the low-price hours accordingly 
between hours 12:00–26:00 and 32:00–40:00 (see Fig. 8). From our results (see Fig. 7), 
we can observe that optimization can deal with difficult constraints. For instance, L1, 
L2, and L7 increase their power consumption when prices are low without exciding the 
number of times the optimization can activate them. Nevertheless, these complex con-
straints provoke the activation of some flexible loads when the electricity price is not 
at its highest. For instance, the optimization activates L6 at hour 06:00, not the highest 
price hour, because it depends on L8.

Overall, all these complexities impact the optimization model, which requires a total 
of 3.3 s to converge.

Discussion
We tested the model in three synthetic use cases developed from discussions with alu-
minum and paper industries, where we exposed the optimization model against an 
increasing complexity in the industrial process description. We acknowledge the limita-
tions of our evaluation, especially by not considering an existing industrial process due 
to the unavailability of data and not comparing our results to the benchmark of an exact 
process modeling.

Nevertheless, the model we propose performs as intended. We demonstrate the mod-
el’s capability to offer a solution when facing complex EFDM descriptions. Examples of 
complex EFDM description are continuous power states, regeneration time, energy and 
material storage modeling, activation/deactivation ramping, different modulation num-
bers, holding durations, dependencies between flexible loads, and even connections to 
storage systems. The model’s ability to handle EFDM descriptions has implications.

First, the optimization model does not require information on material flow nor infor-
mation about the baseline power consumption of the industry, which industrial compa-
nies are not usually willing to share due to competitiveness. Thus, industrial companies 
can describe their processes without disclosing sensitive data and minimizing the neces-
sary information. However, certain information still is required for the description using 
the EFDM, but not intrusive. On the one hand, the optimization using the EFDM might 

Fig. 8 Optimal scheduling for storages in use case III
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yield a worse result than the exact modeling of a specific industrial process. However, 
it might depend on the level of detail expressed in the flexibility description using the 
EFDM. On the other hand, the model is generic and serves its purpose for any indus-
trial process described using the EFDM. Consequently, the model is replicable. In other 
words, different companies can use the model for their industrial processes and would 
require only one model instead of many multiple specific models for each industrial 
process.

Second, the optimization model can handle different time steps (e.g., 1 h and 15 min) 
and horizons such as day-ahead and intraday markets, opening a potential marketing 
opportunity for industrial companies. However, the model might face constraints (i.e., 
computation time and resources needed) when calculating the optimal solution with 
many loads, dependencies, and storage systems.

Third, even though this paper concentrated on testing the model for industrial flex-
ibility, the applications of the proposed optimization model can go beyond the indus-
trial sector. For instance, if electric vehicles and residential buildings use the EFDM to 
describe their flexibility, they could use the model.

Conclusions
We presented an optimization model to generate an optimal load schedule based on 
electricity prices and a generic data model for flexibility description, the EFDM. The 
model provides the schedule also using the EFDM description, simplifying the commu-
nication, technical, and economic issues specific use-case-oriented optimization mod-
els face. We evaluated the model under several use cases to demonstrate its capabilities 
when facing simple or complex industrial flexibility descriptions considering electricity 
prices from a day-ahead market. The model handled all the complexities, although the 
computation time and complexity grow as the optimization needs to consider more flex-
ible loads and dependencies between loads and storage systems. Therefore, the model 
might face some limitations against a significant number of variables or when misused 
(i.e., used for whole industrial process scheduling). Future research could tackle some 
inefficiencies (computation time) and other limitations we acknowledge (comparison 
of the results with an exact optimization model). Nevertheless, the proposed optimiza-
tion model could help industries market their flexibility. The model could enable any 
demand-user, such as residential or electric vehicle charging management operators, to 
use the generic optimization model if they describe their flexibility using the EFDM.
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